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REJOICING IN AFFLICTION

Rejoicing in affliction,

How easy thus to speak!

How difficult to practice,

For we are frail and weak.

We shrink from coming trials,

Turn faint when put to test,

God, give us faith to realize

Thou workest all for best.

We would remove each splinter

That irritates our frame,

Not seeing that our weakness

Could glorify Thy Name,

For through our frail condition

Thy perfect power could shine,

Would we, in meek submission,

But tune our wills to Thine.

No present test is pleasant,

Or easy to endure,

But Thou wilt make a sequel,

So glorious and sure;

And when the darkness passes,

We may with joy look back,

And thank Thee for Thy guidance

Through days that seemed so black.

The sum of our afflictions

In no way can compare

With that great weight of glory,

Which all Thy sons shall share.

Transcendently transcendent

Will be our state above,

And nothing now can move us

From Thy abiding love.

Give us then grace, dear Father,

To triumph over pain;

To see in every trial

A source of glorious gain;

To joy in tribulation

Accepted as Thy will;

To bear each tiresome splinter—

And learn to praise Thee still!

J.H.E.



UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR JANUARY, 1967
BEING THE FIRST NUMBER OF VOLUME FIFTY-EIGHT

EDITORIAL

As we commence another year of the ministry of our

little magazine—the first full year in which our beloved

founder was not with us—our hearts are full of thanks

giving for the many manifestations of His bountiful

blessing. During the year just past, we have been able

to issue the Memorial Edition of the Concordant Ver

sion, so the lifework of A.E.K. may go on, and, D.V.,

help many toward a better understanding of the Word

of God. This would, we feel sure, have been his wish,

had he lived to see it.

Already we can begin to sense that the Lord is with

us in this endeavor. Eesponse from bookstores has been

encouraging, even though our small effort toward adver

tising the Version has not yet had time to take effect.

If you have not already done so, we suggest that you

contact the bookstore in your area which handles Chris

tian literature, show them the Concordant Literal New

Testament, and offer circulars and explain that they

may have a free copy of the regular binding, which sells

for $3.95, for display, with no strings attached, if they

will show it to their customers.

Remember also that there still remain some free copies

of the Library binding for libraries, paid for from the

A. E. Knoch Memorial Fund. Have you contacted your

own local library about this yet? Simply give us the

name and address of the library, and the name of the

librarian, and we will send a copy if they agree to place

it on their shelves. Or, if you prefer, we will send it to

you to present in person.
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We take this opportunity to welcome our new readers.

We trust that the magazine will prove a help and a

blessing to you, just as it has to the thousands of others

who have perused its pages for well over half a century.

While its mission is not primarily evangelistic, yet we

pray that our readers will not forget this phase of the

life of a believer. Perhaps we should pay even more

attention to the pattern followed by Paul in his ministry.

While he taught many new truths, yet he was ever

mindful of the need for instruction in the proper walk

of the believer, as well as the need for reaching new

hearers with the glorious evangel with which he had

been entrusted.

Some of our readers will have been wondering why we

no longer issue a Concordant Newsletter. One reason

is that we have been going through a period of transi

tion, with less help than heretofore, and yet.with interest

on the increase. You may be sure that, if the Lord so

indicates, we will try to resume this service. In the

meantime, you will notice that this issue of Unsearchable

Riches is back to the larger, forty-eight page size.

Our friends will be interested to learn that the feature

article in the October-December issue of the magazine

called The Bible Collector is entitled "A History of

the Concordant Version" by Raymond E. Sloan, Jr.

And on the cover is a picture of A. E.Knoch translating

the Concordant Version. We have extra copies of this

issue, which will be supplied to those requesting them.

We are glad to note the formation of a group to be

known as the Wood River Concordant Ecclesia, in Wood

River Junction, Rhode Island. Bro, George E. Ec-

eleston will be the pastor. Bro. Eccleston has been a

student of the Scriptures for nearly fifty years. There

is also a study group which meets on Thursday evenings,

with Bro. Melvin L. Cottrell as Executive Director. May

the Lord bless and be with this group as they seek to

know more of Him, is our prayer.
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May we take this opportunity to thank the many

readers who have contributed to the Concordant Mission

Fund of recent months. This is a phase of our work

which deserves more attention than we are able to give

it, because of pressure of other matters. Of special

interest just now, is the growth of the work in Nigeria,

under the direction of Bro. Raymond J. Akpan. They

are building a church there, where worship services

can be conducted. We shall quote excerpts from a

recent report from Concordant Church Mission, Ikot

Akpan Offiong, Nigeria. "Words cannot express my

thankfulness for the consolation and peace, the confi

dence and exultation which this truth has brought to

my heart and the hearts of my brothers and sisters in the

Lord in Nigeria.... next day... we marched inside the

village and spoke to those worshiping idols and some

church members.... Many were listening to us. Some

were turned from their evil way. We distributed more

tracts, booklets and magazines to them." Bro. Akpan

has issued a booklet containing excerpts from the Con

cordant Version, translated into the Bfik language.

Eemember also the other missionaries in your prayers.

A good report was received today from the Philippines,

and we also know of other missionaries who are teaching

concordantly and are deserving of our help. Much can

be done, if the Lord sees fit to provide the needed guid

ance, for this is not a work to be undertaken lightly.

Above all, please do keep us in your prayers. We do

need to know the Lord's will for us and for this work,

as we seek to formulate plans for its future. All who

are concerned with this work as as much a part of the

" Concern" as we are! So we should be praying for

each other, as well as seeking His will in our lives,

should we not ? e.o.k.

FRANK C. LYONS

Bro. Lyons, an executive of General Motors for many years,

was saved at the age of 29 in a revival meeting in Detroit.
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Shortly after, Pastor George L. Rogers, then of Almont, Michi

gan, introduced him to the Concordant Version, and, being of

an inquiring mind, he became intensely interested in this work,

and was instrumental in its preparation in the early days,

while it was still in its formative stage.

When Pastor Rogers left Almont to come to California, to

actively assist the translator, Bro. Lyons took over the pastor

ate there for about a year. Later, he settled in Centerville,

Ohio, where he taught various Bible classes in the Dayton

area. In 1956 he organized the Centerville Community Church,

where he was the teacher until he suffered a stroke in Septem

ber of 1961.

Bro. Lyons died on October 7th, 1966, at the age of 74. He is

survived by his wife Daisy, and two sons, Don of Centerville,

and Richard of Fargo, North Dakota.

His service for his Lord was faithful and true, and his re

ward will be great in that day! e.o.k.

SIGRID C. KNOCH

As we go to press, it becomes our duty to report the death

of Sigrid Knoch, beloved wife of our founder, A. E. Knoch, on

January 12, 1967, at 2 p.m. A memorial article will appear

in the March issue. e.o.k.

PEARL S. LENNOX

On December 9, 1966 our dear Sister Pearl S. Lennox passed

away suddenly. She was out to prayer meeting on Wednesday,

and seemed as usual. However in the night she took sick and

on Friday at about 7:15 p.m. she slipped away.

While we are grieving for ourselves, we are praising God

for taking her so easily. We are sure it won't be long now

before we will be reunited to all our loved ones who have

been put to repose, and will meet our Lord in the air, together

with them.

She would have been eighty-nine on January 8, 1967, but was

young in heart. She came into Concordant Truth in about

1910 in Chicago, and has rejoiced in it ever since.

Until she retired she was a Physio-therapist, and was known

as the praying nurse. A doctor once pointed her out to a

friend and said, "There goes the grace of God." She had the

gift of intercessory prayer, and was a great prayer warrior.

She left to mourn her loss, her sister with whom she lived,

and her nephew and wife, and two grandnephews, besides her

many friends in our Assembly here in Edmonton. m.b.



The Secret of the Resurrection

UNDENIABLE EVIDENCE FOR

THE RESURRECTION

(1 Corinthians 15:11)

The richest and most far-reaching revelation concern

ing resurrection, rousing, and the recall to life is spread

before us in the fifteenth chapter of First Corinthians.

The hopeless heresy, that none will be raised, provoked

the gracious revelation that all will be made alive. The

apostle first deals with the resurrection of Christ and

the evidence for it (1-11). Then he shows the utter hope

lessness of the saints in case the heresy should be true

(12-19). From this he goes on to give the grand outlines

of God's future dealings with death, in order that He

may become All in all (20-28). After again dealing with

the negative side of the subject (29-34), he goes on to

discuss the manner of the resurrection as well as the

character of the body that shall be (35-49). The climax

comes when he reveals the secret change which will come

to all of us when the Lord's trump calls us to Himself

(50-57).

Some among the Corinthians were saying that there

is no resurrection of the dead (1 Cor. 15:12). To com

bat this fundamental error the apostle does not confine

himself to proving the resurrection, but reminds them

of the evangel which was the basis of their belief, because

the resurrection is an essential and indispensable feature

of the glad tidings. The attack on the resurrection was a

thrust at the very vitals of the evangel. All was false

and futile without it. Their acceptance, their standing,

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume
53, Number 1 (Jan., 1962). These back numbers are available.
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even their salvation involved a belief in the resurrection.

Either they have received it or their "faith" has no

foundation, and is not genuine.

There was, even in those days, the possibility of a

sham belief. Today, Christendom is composed mostly of

these sham believers, who are not saved by a knowledge

of the evangel. The difference is in the acceptance of the

evangel, and in standing in it. The great mass today,

especially where Christianity is the prevailing religion,

hear and assent to the facts of the evangel without any

actual acceptance or appreciation, or any standing in it.

That is why the evangel itself has gradually shifted

around from a glad message concerning Christ to a sad

message concerning sin. Sham believers fail to appropri

ate the vital values of His sacrifice, so they still stand

in themselves and their own doings. This question of

lifeless church members is not always easy to solve, since

the genuine have accepted a sadly enervated evangel and

stand in a cloud of traditions, and the sham may easily

appear to possess as much as the real ones profess.

Modern evangelical preaching has deteriorated into

a moral protest against the sins of men, an exhortation

to forsake them, spiced with a varying amount of help

from a compassionate Saviour, and perhaps a few dim

references to His "atoning" death and shed blood.

Seldom do we hear a ringing testimony concerning His

resurrection, with all its vital implications. The devital

ized evangelism of this unbelieving end time does not

deny the resurrection, but it ignores it. Its object is

"conversions." Hence the belief engendered is too often

a sham. It is centered in self and sin, instead of in

Christ—-His suffering and shameful death, His glorious

resurrection, His celestial ascension and promised return.

DEALING WITH " FUNDAMENTAL ERROR"

What is -"fundamental"? The word has assumed an

importance in our d[ay which it never had before. I well

remember when two laymen in the city in which I lived
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gave enormous sums for the printing of books on "The

Fundamentals," which were distributed free, if I re

member correctly, especially among the clergy. Accord

ing to these, nearly everything held by those who

borrowed their doctrines from the so-called "Plymouth

Brethren" was "fundamental"—except points of prac

tice in which the fundamentalists themselves differed

from their teachers. This led to the "fundamentalism"

of today, in which the inspiration and inerrancy of the

Scriptures seems to be the principal foundation stone.

Their firm stand against error utterly subversive of our

salvation, and God's glory, cannot well be denied, and

deserves our heartiest approval and support. Only, in

most cases, tradition is mistaken for Scripture and hu

man creeds are camouflaged, as if they were in the Bible.

It is usually taken for granted that one who holds

fundamental error is either an unbeliever or unfit for

fellowship, and he must be put out of the assembly.

Severance on account of differences in doctrine is the

order of the day and no one seems to see that this itself

is a serious error, which has caused much more havoc

than many "fundamental" departures from the truth.

There were those in Corinth who not only held but

actually taught error utterly subversive of our salvation,

both present and future. They were saying that there

is no resurrection. The point that should strike us all,

because it differs so radically from present practice, is

the action of Paul in the presence of this fundamental

heresy. The thought of separation never seems to have

entered his mind, although that was the course taken

with the man who was immoral. Doctrinal differences

are not a ground for division. Had these men been

thrown out of the Corinthian ecclesia, they might have

started the first sect in Christendom. Instead, Paul

shows the absurdity of their teaching, and undoubtedly

convinced the heretics of their error, for nothing more

is said of it in the second epistle.
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THE EVANGEL

Christ is the solitary subject of the evangel, and three

facts concerning Him, all of which took place within the

narrow compass of three days, constitute its essence. He

died, was entombed, and has been roused. His death was

for our sins; His resurrection is a token of their removal.

So simple, yet so sublime, is the message that saves! Who

can measure the depths of love which it reveals, or scale

the heights of glory which it unveils? It sinks the most

august Personage in the whole universe down into the

deepest degradation and it carries Him up to the high

est heights in the heavens. It concerns God's anointed

Saviour and that part of His career which effects our

salvation. Apart from these three facts there is no evan

gel. The death of Christ is sad news, not glad tidings,

apart from His resurrection. To be sure, there is much

more to be said as to the effects of His sacrifice Godward

and manward. Especially today, as the second epistle of

Paul to the Corinthians makes clear, we should herald

the conciliation, for God is conciliated in this adminis

tration. If we faithfully bear witness to the work of

Christ and the influence it has had upon God, then its

application to mankind will not fail to accomplish its

mission.
A TEACHING EVANGEL

Many a time, in my early efforts to serve my Lord,

have I heralded the evangel to the lost. In preparation,

I often pondered the opening words of the fifteenth of

First Corinthians, and sought to make it the basis of

my message. But the bare facts of the evangel are soon

stated, and more was needed to fill in its outline. So it

was that I gradually took to what was then called a

"teaching gospel," and this eventually led to teaching

the saints in place of evangelizing sinners. I would

heartily commend this "teaching evangel." It seeks to

fill out the skeleton here given from other portions of

the Word. This is, in fact, suggested by the phrase
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"according to the Scriptures/7 which is twice used in

this condensed outline, as if to show its importance, and

to intimate that these brief words are but an epitome of

vast fields of truth which are elaborated elsewhere in the

Sacred Scrolls. The great subject of sacrifice is involved

in His death. And the greater subject of resurrection

is implied in His rousing. All of the themes in this series

on the Secret of the Eesurrection may serve as appro

priate enlargements of the third item of the evangel.

The secret for today—the conciliation—must not fail.

CHRIST—THE ANOINTED

Until we know Who it is that died, the evangel will

have little meaning or power. In Christendom somewhat

is known of His life of humiliation on earth, but how

little of His official glories as God's Anointed Prophet

and Priest and King! The mere mention of the name

"Christ" in any gospel assembly should awaken feelings

and thoughts such as the name " Messiah" brings up in

an intelligent synagogue of the Jews. The most Blessed

Being in the universe, the Image of the Deity, the Chan

nel of all creation, the Effulgence of God's glory, His

Beloved Son, the promised Seed of the woman Who will

bruise the serpent's head, the Seed of Abraham and

David's Heir, the Prophet like Moses and the Priest after

the order of Melchisedec, the promised Saviour of the

world—such is the One Who died, was entombed, and

rose. He should be made known to all as the Lord of

life so that they may realize, in some degree, what it

meant for Him to die. He should be exalted to His place

supreme so that men may get at least a glimpse of His

humiliation.

DIED FOR OUR SINS

That such a Christ should die—this is the great mar

vel. That He, through Whom all life has come, should

enter the realms of death, opens up to our gaze the vast

vista of God's love, for death could never have touched
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Him except as a Sacrifice for the sins of others. But

here, again, false conceptions of death rob the truth of

all reality. Death has lost its sting. It is regarded as

only a higher form of life. Apart from the physical

sufferings, Christendom makes death a portal to glory

instead of the gate to shame. Knowing not the high

honors of Christ nor the deep disgrace of death they can

not compute the vast distance between them, so cannot

realize or appreciate the descent of Christ to the cross or

the glory of His resurrection.

ACCORDING TO THE SCRIPTURES

To trace the types of Christ which speak of His death

for sin is a task by itself, beyond the scope of the present

treatise. Before the entrance of sin God provided Him,

as a flawless and unspotted Lamb (1 Pet. 1:20), "Whose

precious blood alone could cleanse away the sin that

was to come. And when sin actually entered, Jehovah

straightway made coats of skins for Adam and his wife,

to clothe them (Gen. 3:21), and these must have come

from animals who died for their sins. Abel brought to

Jehovah the firstborn of the flock and of their fat (Gen.

4:4). When God chose to dwell among His people Israel

He could be approached only through the death of

victims on sacrificial altars slain, all of which foretold

the death of Christ. Unnumbered multitudes of animals

yielded up their souls merely to portray His death for

sin. Rivers of blood have flowed merely to point onward

to the precious blood of Golgotha.

In every case the shadow had the shape of the reality.

There is a marvelous harmony between the types and

the august Antitype. Under the ritual of the law, only

flawless animals could be offered, so that His flawlessness

might be recognized. All of the details of His death were

presented typically by the various offerings, especially

those for sin, and by the Passover lamb, and the sacri

fices on the day of "atonement" or propitiation. I would
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press upon those who preach or teach the gospel, to

dwell upon the way in which His sacrifice fulfilled all

that was written of it in the Scriptures. Let not the mere

statement suffice. So may we kindle a living faith in God

and His Word in breasts that know Him not, should

we show how fully the substance satisfies the shadow.

HE WAS ENTOMBED

As an evidence, both of His death and of His resur

rection, we must press the fact of His entombment.

There must be no question of the reality of His entrance

into the death state, or it will react upon the reality of

His resurrection. Let us note exactly what is said, for

very few in Christendom now believe it. The attack on

the great truth of the resurrection begins by setting aside

the words, "He was entombed," and putting in their

place, "His body was buried, but His soul and spirit

were alive outside the tomb." As a matter of fact, few

actually believe that He died for our sins. They have no

need for the tomb, except as a temporary receptacle for

His outer shell, not His real Self.

The reverent student who reads God's account of the

creation of mankind will note that Adam was formed of

soil from the ground (Gen. 2:7). Later this is made still

more emphatic. In judging him God said, "In the sweat

of your face shall you eat bread, till you return to the

ground, for from it you were taken, for soil are you, and

to soil shall you return'' (Gen. 3:19). Humanity is not

composed of spirits clothed with a mantle of flesh. It has

no expression apart from a body. The spirit imparts life

and power and makes it a living soul, but, apart from the

body, it is not a spirit or a soul. When a man dies he is

buried or entombed, not his body merely. If this is not

so, resurrection is a farce and deserves the fate which

has befallen it. Christendom has repudiated death, so

why should it witness to the resurrection ? If He was not

entombed, neither was He raised.
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ROUSED THE THIRD DAY

As we have already occupied ourselves with the

recovery of the truth of His resurrection on the third

day, and with some of the types which foreshadowed it,

this need not be enlarged upon again. These, however,

were concerned only with the third day. Besides this

there are other pictures of resurrection, such as the two

birds used in the cleansing of the leper in the fourteenth

chapter of Leviticus. One bird was not enough to set

forth the truth, for it was slain and its blood applied.

So another was associated with it by dipping it in the

blood of the slain bird. With this token of death upon

it, it was set free to fly away into the heavens, a blessed

and beautiful exhibition of life beyond suffering and

death.

WITNESSES OF HIS RESURRECTION

"At the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth of

three witnesses, shall a matter be established" (Deut.

19:15). Men are fallible, and may be mistaken, so it was

laid down in the law of God that matters of importance

should not be determined by the testimony of a single

witness. The thought of a double witness is employed in

a variety of ways in establishing the most important

event which has ever occurred in the history of the earth.

He was seen by individuals and by more than five hun

dred at once. Two of the pillars of the Circumcision saw

Him, Cephas and James. He was seen at least twice by

the twelve, who would be especially competent to testify,

as they had spent so many months with Him before.

paul's witness

Still the most striking and satisfactory testimony of

all is that of Paul himself. All of the other witnesses

were friends of our Lord and inclined toward His teach

ing. Saul of Tarsus was His worst enemy. He perse

cuted those who believed in His resurrection. There can

not be the least suspicion that his testimony is biased in
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favor of our Lord. He lacks what the Circumcision had,

a personal acquaintance with Him before His death, but

this is far more than balanced by his enmity, which

would dispose him to testify against, not for, the truth.

Though Paul saw Him last after His resurrection, at

the same time he saw Him first as a foretaste of His

return to earth. He saw Him in glory so bright that it

struck him blind. He saw Him as Israel will see Him in

the future, not as the disciples saw Him in the past. In

the regeneration, when the nation shall be born at once,

then the Messiah will appear in His glory, and they will

see Him as Paul did on the road to Damascus, returned

to earth, surrounded with celestial splendor. Will any

one who sees Him thus need any further evidence of His

resurrection? So overwhelming was this proof to Paul

that it instantaneously transformed him from a fanatical

persecutor to an adoring slave, just as will be the case

with Israel in the future. Is not this why he calls him

self a premature birth? While Israel is not regenerated,

he was, in a figure, because he saw the glorified Christ,

Whom none of the others had yet seen.

Paul's whole career, after He had met the Lord in

glory, was evidence for the resurrection, for the power

of Christ's resurrection wrought in him. And this power

came to him through the channel of grace. Let us not

miss the emphasis which he places on this, the reigning

characteristic of this administration. This he declares,

in one of those beautiful examples of divine rhetoric in

which lovers of literature delight (15:10) :

Yet, in the grace of God I am what I am,

And His grace, which is in me, did not come to be for naught,

But more exceedingly than all of them toil I—yet not I,

But the grace of God which is with me.

It is this grace, operating in God's saints today, which

first empowered Paul, which bears witness to a living,

glorified Christ, at God's right hand. Later, in the

Philippian epistle, Paul expands this thought. Through
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the power of Christ's resurrection, fellowship in His

sufferings, and conformity to His death, he strove to at

tain to an experience such as will be ours in the resurrec

tion (Phil. 3:10, 11). The conduct of every saint should

be ample evidence that Christ is no longer in the tomb,

but is risen and gracious in His glory.

Thus the apostle lays before those who deny the

resurrection, the evidence which supports it. He gives

the historical testimony of actual witnesses, fully com

petent to decide, in sufficient numbers and reputation to

shut out all deception. No event in the history of the

world is better attested. But the evidence is not confined

to the past. It is a vital force operating in every true

believer. Just as in the coming eons, no one will need to

fall back upon the testimony of the Circumcision as to

the resurrection of the Messiah, seeing that He Himself

is present in power, and the whole conduct and attitude

of mankind is influenced thereby, so it should be now

among the saints. The grace which flows from His

glorious resurrection produces a power which should

transform our lives so that we may walk as partakers of

the power of His resurrection, and living reflectors of

His glory. a.e.k,

E. V. HOLIFIELD

September 21st, 1966, marked the passing in Medford, Ore

gon, of Bro. E. V. Holifield. For many years he had operated

a tailor shop in La Habra, California, and he was well known

in the churches of that area as a competent Bible teacher.

Although his son is the popular Congressman from California,

Chet Holifleld, yet Bro. Holifield was always humble in spirit.

Constantly studying the Scriptures, and living by them, was

his way of life. We do not have definite information about

his family, but he was living with his daughter Mrs. Maxene

Dungey at the time of his death.

Bro. Holifield was a personal friend of A. E. Knoch, and

attended the Los Angeles meeting at frequent intervals for

many years. Good night, dear brother, until we meet in the

morning! e.o.k.



Notes on Isaiah

THE ASSYRIAN INVASION

HEZEKIAH SEEKS IEUE'S ANSWER

(ISAIAH 36-37)

From Lachish, King Sennacherib had sent an Assyrian

officer, his grand cupbearer, to Jerusalem with the ulti

matum to give up the city. This first summons to sur

render was directed to Eliakim, Hezekiah's most loyal

officer. It was spoken in the Jewish language and within

the hearing of the people sitting on the wall who would

be terrified by Sennacherib's derisive message. Ignoring

Eliakim's request to continue the interview in Syrian,

the Assyrian officer now directs his words to the popu

lation of Jerusalem, so as to shatter their faith in Ieue

(Jehovah).

THE PEOPLE ADDRESSED

12 Yet saying is the grand cupbearer, "Is it to your lord

and to you that my lord sends me to speak these words?

Not to the mortals sitting on the wall, that shall eat their

own excrement and drink their urine, with you?"

13 And the grand cupbearer is standing and calling in a

loud voice in Jewish, and saying, "Hear the words of the

14 great king, the king of Assyria. Thus says the king of

Assyria, 'Hezekiah must not lure you by words, for he

15 cannot rescue you. Nor must Hezekiah make you trust in

Ieue, by saying, "Rescue, yea rescue us will Ieue, and this

city shall not be given into the hand of the king of Assyria."

16 You must not hearken to Hezekiah.'

Asserting that his words are not alone for Eliakim

and his lord, but also for the mortals on the wall, the

grand cupbearer raises his voice and continues to speak

in Jewish. The action is deliberately provocative, for

it seeks to disquiet the people, turning them against their
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governors, and directly infers that they should have no

reliance on Hezekiah. They must give no heed to the

words of Hezekiah which say that Ieue will rescue

Jerusalem. Famine is described in its direst and most

revolting form, and is strongly suggested as the lot fac

ing the people, if they hearken to Hezekiah.

PERSUASION INTENSIFIED

"For thus says the king of Assyria, 'Make of me a bless

ing, and fare forth to me, and eat, each man of his vine and

each man of his fig tree, and drink, each man the waters of

17 his cistern, till I come and take you to a land as your land,

to a land of grain and grape juice, a land of bread and

vineyards, a land of olives, fresh oil and honey, and you

shall live and not die. And you must not be hearkening

18 to Hezekiah, lest Hezekiah shall incite you, saying, "Ieue

will rescue you." Did the alueim of the nations rescue any

19 man's land from the hand of the king of Assyria? Where

are the alueim of Hamath and Arphad? Where are the

alueim of Sepharvaim, Hena and Ivah? And where are the

alueim of the land of Samaria? And when have they rescued

20 Samaria from my hand? Which, among all the alueim of

these lands, have rescued their land from my hand, assur

ing you that Ieue will rescue Jerusalem from my hand?'"

The address becomes more persuasive, suggesting that

the Assyrian king can be a blessing to them! There is

an acceptable alternative to the horrors of the famine,

due to the siege: it is the pleasantness of submission to

the Assyrian: each man would have every desirable

thing—vine and fig as well as water, and they would be

taken to a delectable land and live and not die. Again

it is stressed that they are not to hearken to the incitings

of the words of Hezekiah. On this note, in order that

they shall avoid Hezekiah's counsel, the grand cupbearer

classes Ieue with the alueim of other nations which were

unable to rescue them from the hands of the Assyrian.

Names are listed, even down to Samaria. Such details

do, indeed, deny that any assurance can lie in the words

of Hezekiah that "Ieue will rescue us."

Behind all these words, uttered on behalf of the As-
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Syrian king, there is the utmost degree of blasphemy

against Ieue. Hezekiah's trust in Ieue is the feature

which is opposed, and the Assyrian king, represented by

the grand cupbearer, is aware of Hezekiah's claim that

Ieue is the living Alueim (Elohim, God).

EUAKIM AND COMPANIONS SILENT

21 Yet they are silent, and do not answer him a word, for

it is the instruction of the king, saying, "You shall not

answer him."

The king's instructions were that Eliakim and his

companions should make no answer to the Assyrian.

Except for the request to speak in Syrian, the orders

were duly obeyed. King Hezekiah's words were most

wise. Moses had given what ought to have been the

policy and attitude of Ieue's people when faced by

enemies. Because Ieue was fighting for them, they were

to be silent. Hezekiah looked to Ieue and no compromise

could be entertained, for it could only be contrary to

Ieue's promises to His people.

ELIAKIM RETURNS TO HEZEKIAH

22 And coming are Eliakim, son of Hilkiah, who is over

the household, and Shehna, the scribe, and Joan, son of

Asaph, the recorder, to Hezekiah, with torn garments,

and they are telling him the words of the grand cupbearer.

The threatening crisis has come! Isaiah's ministry

has repeatedly spoken of it, and it brings fear and some

dismay amongst Judah's rulers. The words of the grand

cupbearer were most relentless; even the element of

coaxing (16) held no relief, for, in actuality, it main

tained the dominance of the Assyrian will over Jeru

salem and the inhabitants of Judah. This is the word

with which Eliakim must return to his king.

hezekiah's trust is in ieue

The vaunting opposition of the grand cupbearer utterly

failed to move Hezekiah's trust away from Ieue. The
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cupbearer has returned to his Assyrian lord, but Judah's

king will still wait upon Ieue, in accord with the en

couraging words he had given to his officers earlier.

1 And coming is it, as King Hezekiah hears it, that he is

tearing his garments, and covering himself with sackcloth,

and entering the house of Ieue.

The king is disturbed by the grand cupbearer's sheer

disregard for Ieue which is now described to him. In

the mortification of the position, he tears his garments.

Covering himself with sackcloth, he proceeds to the

house of Ieue. Details as to what Hezekiah did in the

house on this occasion are not given, but we may be

sure that he committed the situation unreservedly to

Ieue, for he also sought a word from the prophet of

Ieue.

MESSAGE TO ISAIAH

2 And he is sending Eliakim, who is over the household, and

Shebna, the scribe, and the elders of the priests, who are

covering themselves with sackcloth, to Isaiah, son of Amoz,

3 the prophet. And they are saying to him, "Thus says Heze

kiah, 'A day of distress and correction and spurning is this

day, for sons have come unto the breaking forth, yet there

4 is no vigor to bear. Perhaps Ieue, your Alueim, wili hear

the words of the grand cupbearer, whom the king of Assyria,

his lord, sends to reproach the living Alueim, and He will

correct him, in view of the words which Ieue, your Alueim,

hears, and you will lift up a prayer to Ieue, your Alueim,

5 about the remnant that is being found in this city.'" And

coming are the servants of King Hezekiah to Isaiah.

Before proceeding to the house of Ieue, Hezekiah sends

a message to Isaiah, knowing that from the prophet he

will learn the will of Ieue. In this way he will have

assurance in his reliance upon Him. The words of this

message to Isaiah were a sincere admission of inadequacy

and inability to fulfill what is required of the king and

people. To his own servants in the ruling, Eliakim and

Shebna, he adds elders of the priests, for they are the

ministers appointed to the temple service. They too
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covered themselves with sackcloth, the token of their

contrite desire that Ieue should undertake for them.

The grand cupbearer has uttered words which reproach

the living Alueim. To Hezekiah, this is the greatest of

offenses, but the words also are against the remnant

which resides in Ieue's city, the place where He has set

His name.

IEUE ANSWERS BY ISAIAH

6 And saying to them is Isaiah, "Thus shall you say to your

lord, 'Thus says Ieue, "You must not fear, in view of the

words which you have heard, with which the lads of the king

7 of Assyria taunt Me. Behold Me putting in him a spirit, and

he will hear a report and return to his land. And I will fell

him by the sword in his land."'"

In his earlier prophesying, Isaiah had already prayed

concerning this matter (33:2), and so Isaiah has Ieue's

words ready, and replies immediately to this first dis

play by the Assyrian embassy. Ieue has heard the

taunts of the servants of the Assyrian king. In four

calm, yet pointed sentences, Ieue's prophet tells that

Sennacherib will be dealt with. The exact mode is

not disclosed, yet in this way the faith of Hezekiah is

exercised. These words do, however, make quite plain

that the king of Assyria shall return to his land, lacking

any achievement against Ieue's city and people. He

will hear a report, and will return to his land, disquieted

in spirit, and there Ieue will fell him by the sword. Thus

is Jerusalem's deliverance from the boastful military

strength of the Assyrian affirmed to Hezekiah.

A SECOND ASSYRIAN EMBASSY

8 And the grand cupbearer is returning and finding the king

of Assyria fighting against Libnah, for he had heard that he

"9 had decamped from Lachish. And hearing is the king of

Assyria concerning Tirhakah, king of Ethiopia, saying, "He

fares forth to fight you." When hearing this, he returns, and

10 is sending messengers to Hezekiah, saying, "Thus shall you

speak to Hezekiah, king of Judah, saying, 'You must not be

lured by your Alueim, in Whom you are trusting, saying,
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"Jerusalem shall not be given into the hand of the king of

11 Assyria." Behold! You hear what the kings of Assyria have

done to all the lands to doom them. And shall you be rescued?

12 Have the alueim of the nations rescued them, those who my

forefathers ruined, Gozan and Haran and Rezeph and the

sons of Eden who were in Thelassar, the land of Teman?

13 Where is the king of Hamath, and the king of Arphad, and

the king of the city of Sepharvaim, and Hena and Ivah

and Samaria?' "

The display of strength before Jerusalem had not

succeeded. The silence of Eliakim and his companions

has been regarded by the grand cupbearer as a refusal,

to surrender the city. He returned to seek the king of

Assyria and to report. He finds that he had left

Lachish and was fighting closer to Jerusalem, at Libnah.

Disquieting news had reached the Assyrian king.

It is that Tirhakah, king of Ethiopia, is approaching to

fight him. This threat finds him with an incompleted

operation in Judea. He wishes to avoid dividing his

fighting strength, and this makes it imperative to press

more strenuously the issue with Jerusalem. He desires,

if possible, to induce capitulation on terms which give

him the advantage, without putting forth the effort

of fighting or the time required for siege. To do this,

the Assyrian moved nearer to Jerusalem, to Libnah, in

order to appear more ominous to Jerusalem.

The grand cupbearer is sent with a second message,

but on this occasion, it is written. It is addressed

especially to Hezekiah and the terms have a more de

liberate aspect, for they seek to cause Hezekiah to dis

trust the words of his Alueim which had assured him

that Jerusalem would not be given over to the king of

Assyria. In the face of all that has overtaken sur

rounding nations at the hands of the Assyrian kings,

there can be no escape or rescue for Hezekiah! Names

of nations whose alueim have failed to rescue are given,

and Samaria is included in the list! This latter name,

Samaria, is distinctly threatening to Jerusalem.
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The details of these verses bear some resemblance to

10:7-11 where the prophet anticipates the thoughts of

the heart of Assyria concerning its might over the

surrounding nations, Now, in the historical record,

the Assyrian is also expressing his intentions to do the

same to Jerusalem. Apart from this detail, the written

history corresponds to these prophetic words, as ex

pressed by Isaiah some quarter of a century earlier.

{To he continued)

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume

51, Number 1 (Jan., 1960). These back numbers are available.

ALBERT HOMER MERRILL

Born December 16, 1873 in Fairbury, Nebraska, Bro. Merrill

passed away in Bakersfield, California, at the age of 93. He

was undoubtedly the oldest living friend of A. E. Knoch, since

they were associated in the Plymouth Brethren meeting in

Los Angeles before the inception of this magazine. He never

married, but is survived by a brother, Frank Merrill, of Ber

keley, California.

Always an ardent student of the Word of God, Bro. Merrill

fought valiantly for the truth as he saw it. In his younger

days, he was a chiropractic physician, later a patent attorney.

He was the inventor of the Merrill shorthand system, and was

in Bakersfield to teach a shorthand class there at the time

of his death. He was active until the end, and fell asleep in

his usual health, suffered a heart attack and did not wake up.

He had called us on the telephone just a few days before his

death which occurred on November 20th. He was the author

of our tract entitled "Is God Three Persons?"

Anxious always to serve the Lord he loved, Bro. Merrill made

a number of missionary trips, and did all in his power to

present some of the deeper truths he loved so well, to the

Lord's people wherever he went. Of course he often met

opposition as he did so. His life was long by earthly stand

ards, yet only a moment compared to the service he will ren

der his Lord in the future eons. e.o.k.

We hope, D.V., to be able to publish the Concordant Version

of Daniel this spring. e.o.k.



Fellowship of the Faith

PAUL'S EPISTLE TO PHILEMON
(Continued)

FELLOWSHIP OF FAITH... OPERATIVE

In verse six of this brief epistle, Paul leads us to the

main theme of the entire letter: The effectual fellowship

of the faith. His words are impressive, meaningful: "so

that the fellowship of your faith may become operative

in the realization of every good thing which is in us for

Christ Jesus."

The first two words of this clause, "so that," closely

link up what follows with what has just been said. In

other words, it is in this love and in this faith (as

indicated in verse 5) that the fellowship of the faith is

expected to become operative, and thus prove effectual.

Fellowship (koinonia) must not be mistaken for

ecclesia {ehklesia), nor for partnership (metoche, 2

Cor. 6:14). Fellowship comes about and is sustained by

means of something mutual, such as a common (koinon)

cause. In this instance, Paul refers to a fellowship in

which Philemon's faith was to be put into active opera

tion.

It was within the sphere of the ecclesia of the Christian

house that this fellowship of the faith could best develop.

And it was to be cultivated not merely as a sentimental

feeling, but rather it must be put into vigorous opera

tion. One of Webster's definitions of vigor is effective

energy or power. The concordant definition for power

(dunamis) is '/the ability to accomplish." Thus we

observe that it lies dormant until its inherent energy
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starts moving and puts it into effectual operation. Hence

our standard for the Greek energeia is iN-ACTion, and

our variant is operation. In order to produce operative

(energSs) power, we require energy, i.e. complete in

volvement to the full capacity of our hearts with respect

to our thinking, our feeling, and our will.

The fellowship of the faith must become operative in,

or by means of, realization (epignosis). The concordant

definition is given under the keyword recognition as

' 'connecting with some previous conception or with some

vital fact." Realization in verse six pertains to the

process of fully and vividly grasping every good [thing

which is] in us that leads toward Christ Jesus, thus

connecting the conception of "good" with the vital fact:

into Chris* Jesus (as the literal Greek has it).

EVERY GOOD THING

The good thing (agathon) is a fundamental concept

of Scripture. We need to become acquainted with its

importance in order to understand properly the meaning

of verse six. What is in view here, is not the ideal thing

(kalon) which is perfectly pleasing, and is satisfying

all expectations, but rather the good thing with its agree

able and useful qualities. Possibly the best explanation

is afforded in the occurrences of the word "good" in

Romans, such as: every worker of good (2:10), not the

good that I will (7:19), the will of God, good and well

pleasing (12:2), clinging to good (12:9), conquer evil

with good (12:21), not a fear to the good act (13:3), to

be wise indeed for good (16:19). There is another signi

ficant occurrence in Bphesians: working with his hands

at what is good (4:28).

According to the wisdom of the Proverbs, the desire of

the righteous is only good, and good shall be repaid to

him (11:23; 13:21).. He that diligently seeketh good,

will walk every good path (11:27; 2:9).... The goal of the

Pharisee in the days of Jesus was life eonian, to be
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gained by striving to the point of perfection in doing

what is good. Hence the question, ''Teacher, what good

shall I be doing that I should be having life eonian"

(Matt. 19:16) ?

Paul illustrates the good thing in the light of a new

kind of perfection in walk and service. This good thing

will develop to the fullest in the fellowship of the faith,

and through the Spirit of God. The apostle is the only

New Testament writer to use the word "goodness"

(agathosune) in the following four instances: bulging

with goodness (Rom. 15:14), the fruit of the spirit is

,..goodness (Gal. 5:22), the fruit of the light is in all

goodness (Eph. 5:9), fulfilling every delight of goodness

and work of faith in power (2 Thess. 1:11). Hence

goodness is the attitude of the heart toward what is

good in the eyes of God and, therefore, is the perfect way

of life.

"Realization of every good in us into Christ Jesus"

in verse six of Philemon should be seen in the light of

the Scripture references we have just given. Probably

Paul is thinking of the many possibilities which exist

within the ecclesia of the Christian house and which are

intended to lead toward (literally: into, eis) Christ

Jesus. It is through the effectual operation of the

fellowship of the faith that these possibilities are realized.

One of them is dealt with in this epistle, i.e. the manner

in which problems connected with the relationship be

tween a master and his slave can be solved within the

ecclesia. This requires not merely love and willingness,

but also a "realization of every good in us into Christ

Jesus." For only that which leads toward Christ as the

final goal, may indeed be termed "every good thing

which is in us." Since there are not detailed rules for

its definition, each individual case must be dealt with

"so that the fellowship of your faith may become

operative." This it is that Paul had in mind when he

set out to pen the epistle to Philemon.
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THE COMPASSIONS OF THE SAINTS

"For much joy have I had and consolation in your

love, seeing that the compassions of the saints are soothed

through you, brother."

At this point (verse 7) Paul refers to the inmost

feelings of the other members of the ecclesia which have

been soothed by Philemon's loving attitude. The Chris

tian house of which he was a part, afforded him ample

opportunity to display his love in the effectual operation

of the fellowship of the faith and in the realization of

every good thing for Christ Jesus. We are not told how

Philemon had carried out his service of love toward

the saints. Nevertheless it had become a source of great

joy and consolation to Paul.

Within the ecclesia of the Christian house there are

countless opportunities for the practice of brotherly love,

so as to soothe the compassions of the saints. The Greek

word used here, anapaud, has the standard up-cease.

It is generally rendered "rest" or "giving rest'7 when

a person is in view, as "Rest, eat, drink" (Luke 12:19),

"I will be giving you rest" (Matt. 11:28). However,

when pertaining to the spirit, or the inmost feelings

(the compassions), the variant soothe has been used, as,

'' They soothe my spirit and yours'' (1 Cor. 16:18).

Consoled over what he had heard about Philemon,

and relying on his brotherly love, Paul now ventures one

step further by interceding for Onesimus. The remain

der of the epistle to Philemon serves to illustrate the use

of tactfulness and delicate Christian discernment in

dealing with a problem in the intimate circle of the

Christian house. In this sphere, any formal resolutions,

rules, or regulations are out of place. Here, the most

difficult problems have to be taken care of in the spirit

of faith fellowship and genuine brotherhood. Paul calls

Philemon "brother" (end of verse 7) in order to point

out the great privileges and responsibilities of true broth

erly fellowship even with respect to a slave (of verse 16).
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THE ECCLESIA OF THE CHRISTIAN HOUSE

IN THE TRIAL OF FAITH

Even the smallest unit of the ecclesia which is His

body, will have to go through some trial of faith in one

way or another. If it fails, it will cease to be a blessing,

and could, perhaps, even become a stumbling stone to

other members of the body. In times of trial, the true

motivations which governed the formation of the house

ecclesia, will be brought to light. In our day and age,

when people will not tolerate sound teaching, the ecclesia

of the Christian house should be kept free from inter

ference by those who might exert undue influence, detri

mental to the furtherance of the evangel. The predom

inating motives in the formation of a small Christian

group must not be lust for power, passion for pet sub

jects, nor sectarianism. The genuine ecclesia of the

Christian house is one which the Lord alone is able

to create and keep alive. Here all matters will be

handled in full accord with divine principles. Here we

will find effectual fellowship of the faith which will

enable the members of the group to solve their problems

so that every good thing is directed toward Christ Jesus.

The leader of such a Christian house ecclesia need

not necessarily be the one who ministers the Word, even

though this service is indispensable. The leader will be

the one whose life of faith stands as an example and as

a model before the other members of the group. In our

short epistle, Paul does not address Archippus when

confronted with the trial of faith in their group, but

rather Philemon. The manner in which the apostle

handles this delicate situation is indicative of his own

realization of every good thing which is in us for Christ

Jesus, and hence is worthy of our emulation.

" Wherefore, having much boldness in Christ to be

enjoining you as to what is proper, because of love I am

rather entreating" (verses 8, 9).

Wherefore (dio) means, for the reason given in verse
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seven; and in consequence of that consideration, Paul is

convinced that he can rely on Philemon's love in action,

as shown in the past. Hence there is no point in issuing

orders in his capacity as an apostle, and so he rather

chooses to entreat, for love's sake. Paul's decision in

this case was a matter of innate tactfulness which blos

soms forth beautifully among those who are in Christ

Jesus, and more especially is this so within the small

circle of the ecclesia of the Christian house. In Christ,

there may be many ways in which a believer may have to

act with boldness. Probably no stranger or outsider

can advise which way to choose under the circumstances;

for this is a matter of delicate Christian discernment.

There was no reason at all why Paul could not have

enjoined Philemon (i.e. ordered him authoritatively) to

do what was befitting and proper. But the apostle chose

rather to entreat him (i.e. ask him earnestly) because of

love. This is Christian tactfulness in action and has

nothing to do with eye slavery which is found in man-

pleasers (c/Bph. 6:6).

The Greek sequence of the few words, " having much

boldness in Christ" serves to bring out wonderful aspects

of truth. "Much" (pollen) is in the emphatic position

at the beginning of the phrase, followed by "in Christ"

(en Christ6). Seemingly Paul wanted to intimate that

the predominant sentiment of his heart was one of great

boldness so as to act upon his authority as an apostle.

However, he was well aware that his prevailing motive

was not a desire to dominate personally, but rather to

act with much boldness in Christ, that is, in intimate

fellowship with Christ. In Him, Paul knows of no limita

tions but is full of boldness (parresia), both to speak and

to act. If he still shuns this approach, it is because of

his Christian tactfulness and discernment. Wherever

these qualities are disregarded, the atmosphere of a small

Christian group could easily be spoiled, and lasting

damage might be inflicted even though this condition
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might not become immediately apparent. Thoughtful

brotherly love alone is capable of discerning and avert

ing this danger.

BEING SUCH A ONE

" Being such a one as Paul the aged, yet now a

prisoner also of Christ Jesus." In verse nine Paul

explains the reason for his request by drawing attention

to his own particular personality with the words, '' Being

such a one." By this he does not mean to say that he

just happens to be the way he is, but rather that being

such a one is the result of God's wonderful direction and

guidance in his own life. It is only what we as believers

have learned in this school of life under God's guiding

hand, that helps us to develop into full maturity of

character and changes us into useful instruments for

God, especially in the field of Christian counseling.

There are three items which the apostle points out in

order to emphasize his entreaty, thus making his coun

seling more effective: (1) as Paul, (2) the aged, (3)

yet now a prisoner also of Christ Jesus.

Under his Roman name, Paul, he is known as an

apostle to the Gentiles. As such a one, he is near and

dear to Philemon, and is one who is trusted.

As Paul the aged, i.e. as an old and experienced man

on the mission field, he has the right to expect that his

counseling be given the consideration it deserves.

As a prisoner of Christ Jesus, the apostle refers to

himself as the one who, on the path to humiliation, has

experienced the fullness of the glorious grace of God. It

is out of this disposition that he has become a called

counselor. These three personal attributes would surely

clear the way and open the door for his service of coun

seling Philemon. Into his words, Paul puts all his

personality, all his heart filled with the glory of God's

grace. As coming from the apostle's own heart, the

words would surely reach Philemon's heart as well.

(To be continued) h.l.
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TO BE LITERAL OR NOT TO BE

THAT IS THE QUESTION

The title is not meant to be facetious, but serious.

Severe strictures are levelled against both the slavishly

literal and the servilely idiomatic. Special severity is

reserved for any who seek to combine the two.

Is the translator obligated to reproduce the style of

the writer, his sentence order and length, his terseness,

his leapings and dartings in thought, his syntactical

inconsistencies, his sentence structures? Shall his vig

orous vocabulary and word pictures be reduced to a

bland diet of monotone and monochrome? Shall we by a

difference indicate where he has a distinction? Or shall

we by "lassitude and loungitude" rob the reader of the

Original's pristine purity and power and preciousness ?

Marvin H. Pope, in the Anchor Bible series, attempts

to preserve these qualities in his work on Job: Intro

duction, Translation, and Notes*. He has endeavored

"to achieve brevity and terseness commensurate with the

original... In general, the translation is rather literal

and often follows even the word order of the original

where this makes reasonably acceptable English, al

though there is no rigorous effort to be consistent on this

score."

Irving L. Jensen has written a book for those who, in

a sense, desire to be students of the Word in an original

and independent way. He titled his book Independent

Bible Study, with the subhead "Using the Analytical

*Volume 15. Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 1965.
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Chart and the Inductive Method" (Chicago: Moody

Press, 1963). In his chapter " Introduction" we find

the following:

Tour Eyes. The appeal to use one's physical eyes in the

reading and analyzing of the Bible under the illuminating

light of the Holy Spirit has as its ultimate spiritual perception.

The difference between mere seeing and deeper perceiving is

remarkably illustrated in the empty tomb narrative of John

20:1-10, where three different words for "see" are used in the

Greek text. Upon receiving Mary Magdalen's report that

Jesus' body has been taken out of the sepulcher, Peter and

John run together to the sepulcher. John, who arrives first,

does not enter, but stoops down and, looking in, "sees

(blepei) the linen clothes lying" (v. 5). This was the mere

viewing of the facts from without, apparently without any

significant reaction other than the affirmation that what Mary

has reported was true. Peter's observing was more intimate,

for he went into the sepulcher, and "beholdeth" (theorei)

clearly something astounding: the napkin, or head roll, was

still intact like a cocoon, all rolled up (vv. 6-7). Peter's

beholding was more intense than John's viewing, for Peter

was face to face with the impossible: the separation of a body

from its grave wrappings, without the disturbance of the

latter. By this time, John also entered the sepulcher, "and

he perceived (eiden), and believed" (v. 8). John's reaction

was that of perception that here was the impossible, and,

further, that God had done the impossible. And he believed

(p. 18. [Author's italics]).

Herewith we reproduce the translation of John 20:3-10

from the Concordant Literal New Testament, also called

the Concordant Version (CV).

"Peter, then, and the other disciple came out, and

they came to the tomb. Now the two raced alike, and

the other disciple runs more swiftly before Peter and

came first to the tomb. And, peering in, he is observing

the swathings lying. Howbeit, he did not enter.

"Simon Peter also, then, is coming, following him,

and he entered into the tomb and he is beholding the

swathings lying, and the handkerchief which was on His

head, not lying with the swathings, but folded up in one

place apart. The other disciple also, then, who came
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first to the tomb, then entered, and he perceived and

believes, for not as yet were they aware of the scripture

that He must rise from among the dead. The disciples,

then, came away again to their own."

There are other delicious and delightfully subtle

indications which make the CV richer than other versions

which do not go to the limits of fidelity in reproducing

the accuracies of the incomparable Original. "Lightface

type is used for words (or parts of words) which have

been added to clarify the meaning of the Greek, avoid

ambiguous renderings, and make the English read more

smoothly" (Instructions for Use, p. 3). The verb func

tions, the signs and abbreviations, and other pertinent

matters are discussed in the aforementioned "Instruc

tions for Use" (pp. 3-8). The "Explanatory Intro

duction'' also should be read and reread until the force

of the argument for the production of a literal version

is felt, and the subtleties and strength of the original

language become apparent. This sample seeks to show

some of these.

As we turn to the passage quoted above, we call the

attention of the reader to the three different words for

"see." Blepei, theorei, and eiden are respectively ren

dered as "observing" (v. 5), "beholding" (v. 6), and

"perceived" (v. 8). The ending —ei in both blepei

and theorei is variously called continuous, incomplete,

imperfect, durative, linear, the tense of proceedings and

similar. We represent it uniformly in the sublinear of

The Concordant Greek Text by —ing. First, John is

observing, then Peter is beholding, and finally, John

perceived. It is good to have our attention called to this

phenomenon in the Greek of John, yet how much better

to have it in the literal of the Version. You can be sure

if it's Concordant.

A most helpful book on this resurrection section of

the Scriptures is that by the Rev. C. C. Dobson, M.A.,

The Empty Tomb and the Risen Lord. Its dis-
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cussion of the tomb, its form and construction, and the

illustrations, make very vivid the accurate account given

us by the writers of the four accounts. The eager reader

can compare the discussion of renderings in the book

with their treatment in the literal CV.

Another writer, Oswald T. Allis, levels much criticism

against the Revised Standard Version in his book, Re

vision or New Translation?, with the subhead " 'The

Revised Standard Version of 1946/ A Comparative

Study."* Let us look at what he has to say in his chap

ter, "The 'Enduring Diction' of the AV."

A long paragraph devoted to" terseness of expression,"

ends with Allis asking these pertinent questions:

"Should the translator try to reproduce Paul's form of

expression accurately ? Or, should he change it to make

it conform with a more or less arbitrary standard of his

own as to the requirements of an 'idiomatic' rendering?"

His opinion is, "We believe the translator should aim to

reproduce his author's style as accurately as possible"

(p. 133).

Let us break up this lengthy paragraph into manage

able parts, each dealing with an example of Paul's style

and the RSV treatment of it, compared to that of the

literal CV.

A good illustration of the terseness of expression which

Dean Weigle commends is furnished by 2 Cor. 6:3-7a. In this

long list of afflictions the Greek employs the same preposition

20 times* AV renders it 12 times by 'in' and then shifts

abruptly and arbitrarily to 'by' for the last 8. RV uses 'in'

throughout (20 times). RSV renders by 'in' (3 times),

'through' (once), 'by' (once); it omits the preposition 15

times out of its 20 occurrences. This not only misrepresents

the original, it also changes the style of the version. Paul

likes to string words, and phrases together in a kind of

catena; and he has various ways of doing this. He could

write tersely when he wished (pp. 132-3).

♦Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing

Company, 1948.
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As we quote the literal CV, count the occurrences of

the preposition "in," which preserves what Paul wrote.

(Since Oswald Allis in footnote 1 on page 1 mentions the

"Concordant" among the various translations and revi

sions, we feel it permits us to compare it with the others

mentioned).

"We are giving no one cause to stumble in anything,

lest flaws be found with the service, but in everything

we are commending ourselves as servants of God, in much

endurance, in afflictions, in necessities, in distresses, in

blows, in jails, in turbulences, in toil, in vigils, in fasts,

in pureness, in knowledge, in patience, in kindness, in

holy spirit, in love unfeigned, in the word of truth, in

the power of God..."

If you counted the occurrences of "in" in these

verses, you found the 20 which Paul used, faithfully

brought over into English. Again, you can be sure if it's

Concordant.

... In the long list of hardships given elsewhere in this

epistle (1:26-27), the first 10 follow one another without any

connective; the tenth is joined to the eleventh by 'and'; then

follows 4 expressions all of which are connected by 'in' (cf

2 Tim. 3:2-5). Here RSV follows the Greek much more

closely (p. 133).

Following is the literal rendering of Paul's terse style

in the Memorial Edition of the Concordant Literal New

Testament. The "in" is in lightface in the first 9 occur

rences, to show that it has been added as a concession to

English idiom. In this quotation we have put these nine

in parentheses. To test the terseness of Paul's style,

read and omit them.

"... (in) journeys often, (in) dangers of rivers, (in)

dangers of robbers, (in) dangers of my race, (in) dan

gers of the nations, (in) dangers in the city, (in) dan

gers in the wilderness, (in) dangers in the sea, (in)

dangers among false brethren; in toil and labor, in

vigils often, in famine and thirst, in fasts often, in cold
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and nakedness..." Here again, you can be sure if it's

Concordant.

... In Col. 3, Paul uses three styles. In vs. 5 he strings

together 5 vices which are to be shunned, and joins the last

2 by 'and'; in vs. 12 he strings together 5 virtues which are

to be cultivated, and does not join the last 2 by 'and' (cf 2 Tim.

2:22); in vs. 11 he begins with 2 antithetic couplets, 'Greek

and Jew,' 'circumcision and uncircumcision,' and then adds 4

unconnected words, 'barbarian, Sythian, bond, free.' In these

verses RSV follows the Greek closely, except that it inserts

an 'and' between the last 2 virtues in vs. 12 (p. 133).

Let us see how the Concordant Literal New Testament

handles this passage in Colossians 3:5, 12, 11 (following

the above order).

"Deaden, then, your members that are on earth:

prostitution, uncleanness, passion, evil desire and greed,

which is idolatry" (vs. 5). "Put on, then, as God's

chosen ones, holy and beloved, pitiful compassions, kind

ness, humility, meekness, patience" (vs. 12). "Wherein

there is no Greek and Jew, Circumcision and Uncircum

cision, barbarian, Scythian, slave, freeman, but all and in

all is Christ" (vs. 11). Again, you can be sure if it's

Concordant.

In 1 Tim. 4:12 Paul uses the preposition 'in' with each of

5 virtues. RSV changes the second 'in' to 'and' which gives

the rendering 'in speech and conduct, in love, in faith, in

purity'(p. 133).

Again, the CV vindicates its method and reproduces

the thought of Paul in his style and terseness, and again,

you can be sure if it's Concordant.

"Let no one be despising your youth, but become a

model for the believers, in word, in behavior, in love,

in faith, in purity."

Allis closes out the paragraph with these additional

illustrations, before he asked and answered the questions

we quoted earlier.

In Gal. 3:28 Paul has 3 antithetic couplets, in 1 Cor. 6:9

he has 9 words all coupled together by negative particles. In
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2 Tim. 3:16 he gives four uses of Scripture, introducing each

with 'for'; RSV inserts 'and' between the last two. In fact,

Paul has various ways of expressing himself; and one of the

beauties of his style is its variety. Such cases as these raise

the question, Should the translator try to reproduce Paul's

form of expression accurately? Or, should he change it to

make it conform with a more or less arbitrary standard of his

own as to the requirements of an 'idiomatic' rendering? We

believe the translator should aim to reproduce his author's

style as accurately as possible (p. 133).

Let us see how these three passages are translated in

the Concordant Literal New Testament.

".. .in Whom there is no Jew nor yet Greek, there is

no slave nor yet free, there is no male and female, for

you all are one in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3:28). "Or are

you not aware that the unjust shall not be enjoying the

allotment of God's kingdom? Be not deceived. Neither

paramours, nor idolators, nor adulterers, nor catamites,

nor sodomites, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunk

ards; no revilers, no extortioners shall be enjoying the

allotment of God's kingdom" (1 Cor. 6:9). "All scrip

ture is inspired by God, and is beneficial for teaching,

for exposure, for correction, for discipline in righteous

ness, that the man of God may be equipped, fitted out for

every good act" (2 Tim. 3:16).

Paul does not say that the God-inspired scriptures are

"for," but rather "toward" these laudable goals. Paul

is pointing toward, or in the direction which the man of

God is to move: toward teaching, toward exposure,

toward correction, toward discipline, toward every good

act. Direction is what Paul calls to our attention, as he

does in the passage where we have the test of a true

teacher, and, may we add, of a true translator.

The true apostle, the true prophet, the true evangelist,

the true pastor and true teacher, the true translator

is one whose efforts are directed "... toward the adjusting

of the saints into the work of dispensing, into the up

building of the body of Christ, unto the end that we
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should all attain into the unity of the faith and of the

realization of the son of God, into a mature man, into the

measure of the stature of the complement of the Christ,

[hina, with this result] that we may by no means still be

minors, surging hither and thither and being carried

about by every wind of teaching, in human caprice, in

craftiness with a view toward the systematizing of the

deception" (Eph. 4:12-14).

To sum up, you can be sure if it's Concordant.

—Contributed

(To be continued)

DR. GEORGE C. GARMAN
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THE CONSUMMATIONS

OF THE EONS

We have cited every occurrence of the words eon and

eonian in the New Testament. Only one passage re

mains which has not been discussed. It contains the

phrase "the ends of the eons," or, as we prefer to render

it, "the consummations of the. eons" (1 Cor. 10:11),

for they not only come to an end, but culminate in the

accomplishment of the purpose (Eph. 3:11) for which

they were made (Heb. 1:2).

That the word "end" or consummation really refers

to a winding up of the eons, is seen when we examine

all of its occurrences which refer to time. Thrice it is

in contrast to the "beginning" or "Origin" (Heb. 7:3,

Rev. 21:6, 22:13). It is used thrice in the well known

phrase "Yet he who endures to the consummation..."

(Matt. 10:22, 24:13, Mark 13:13). Many other in

stances might be cited where it has this force, but per

haps one will suffice. We are told that "of His Kingdom

there shall be no end." (Luke 1:33, A.V.). As we have

shown before, the Kingdom never ceases, but is handed

over to the Father. It has no consummation.

In the passage under consideration (1 Cor. 10:11)

the word telos (finish) is in the plural. So that, instead

of the eons having no end, the fact is they have many

ends! There was a beginning of the eons, but not all

factors which characterize the eons began at that remote

point in time. The beginning of mankind was not until
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long afterward. Human government was not introduced

until much later. So it will be with their "ends," or

consummations. The purpose and perfection of the final

consummation is partially anticipated and realized be

forehand. In the preparatory eons there is type and

prediction and promise. But when the crisis created by

the cross is reached all this gives place to fulfillment.

The righteousness of the Kingdom, the reconciliation

of the new creation—all these are fulfillments of the pur

pose of the eons. All these are consummations, though

in English, we hardly may call them "ends." The final

consummation, then, is not immediately introduced by

world-wide judgments or the instant arrest of a revolt

or anew creation (though these are steps necessary to

bring it about), but is rather the deposition of a per

fect universe into its perfect depository—God. It is

marked only by the subjection of the Son after all else

has been subjected. And this perfection is itself the

result of previous consummations.

In this light we can understand the apostle telling the

Corinthian saints of the arrival of the consummations of

the eons. Now the time had come for the fulfillment of

the types.

But, in a far deeper and closer sense, are we, as well

as the Corinthians, associated with the consummations

of the eons. The rejection of Israel has made way for a

spiritual fulfillment of all for which they wait more than

a thousand years. Our justification is more than millen

nial, our reconciliation exceeds that of the new creation

(for we are already a new creation) and we are consum

mated or mature ("perfect" A.V.) in Christ (Eph. 4:

13, Phil. 3:15, Col. 1:28). In our own spirits we have

an undeniable foretaste that the eons are accomplishing

the purpose for which they were made. And every

accomplishment of His purpose is but one of many con

summations which presages the grand final perfection—

the end and object of God's primeval purpose.



ENDLESSNESS

If the Words."eon" and "eonian" do not convey the

thought of endlessness, how can it be expressed? This

is often asked, so we will give a few instances. It will

be noted that each of these is connected with the King

dom, which, as we have said before, is handed over to

the Father when all become one great family and noth

ing but filial relationships remain to replace the political

powers of the great Potentate. It alone, of all we have

in Scripture, is really endless, for it alone becomes per

fect. Every other kingdom is destroyed by its enemies

or subjected by the Son of Mankind at His appearing.

Not so the Kingdom of the Heavens. The jurisdiction

of Christ over the Kingdom is an eonian jurisdiction

(Dan. 7:14), for He shall sit upon the throne of David

to prepare it and brace it with judgment and with

justice... henceforth and in the future eon (Isa. 9:7),

for the Lord God shall be giving Him the throne of

David, His father, and He shall reign over the house of

Jacob for the eons (Luke 1:32, 33). But the Kingdom

itself is not confined to the eons, for it shall not pass

away and His Kingdom shall not come to harm (Dan.

7:14), but of the increase of the chieftainship, and to

the welfare shall be no end (Isa. 9:7). Thus of His

Kingdom there shall be no consummation (Luke 1:33).

In each of these three Scriptures we have a marvelous

example of the surpassing purity and exactitude of God's

words. Let us enjoy the wealth which comes to us

through observing their precision and infinite perfection!

Endlessness, then, can and is expressed in the Word

of God. And it is most simply phrased by means of a

negative and the use of the word telos, "end" or consum

mation, which, in turn, is expressly predicated of the
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eons. If the Kingdom has no consummation and the eons

have a consummation, they cannot be of the same length.

UNQUENCHABLE FIRE

The "unquenchable" (unextinguished) fire (Matt.

3:12; Mark 9:43, 45; Luke 3:17) and its equivalent "not

quenched" (not going out) (Mark 9:44, 46, 48) is often

given as an example of endlessness. In the latter form

it is used of Ieue's anger against Jerusalem (2 Kings

22:17), which indeed was not quenched, but burns itself

out until the time of her restoration (compare also

Isa. 1:31, 66:24; Jer. 7:20,17:27; Eze. 20:47).
A.E.K.

LOVE, LIGHT, LIFE

The true test as to whether any doctrine is in accord

with God must always take into consideration the truth

that God is Love and Light. In Him is life. Distance

and darkness and death are compatible with what He

is only in the measure in which they reveal Him as life

and light and love and only on the ground that their

conquest is the most impressive proof that He is Love

and Light and Life. Eevelation displaces darkness

because He is Light. Eesurrection discards death be

cause He is Life. Eeconciliation dissolves distance be

cause He is Love.

Not that we are merely reasoning thus from God's

revelation of Himself. We are simply correlating the

facts of the case with the truth. We are simply compar

ing what He has said He will do with what He has said

that He is. Hitherto, before we apprehended or acknow

ledged what the final outcome of His ways would be,

we had insuperable difficulties in squaring His acts with

Himself. Now, however, He is found to be in perfect

accord with Himself. His hand is at the service of His

heart. —Vol. V, 147



Concordant Studies

THE PURPOSE OF ACTS

PART TWO

Perhaps the reader may be startled if I begin with

the baptism promised by John the Baptist in Matthew

3:11 ;■ Mark 1:8; Luke 3:16 and referred to in John 1:33.

This promise is quoted (in part) in Acts 1:5, and there

is a reminder of it in Acts 11:16, and it is endorsed in

Acts 19:3-6—seven references in all. The quotation in

Acts 1:5 is amplified in 1:8 by the Lord's own promise

of power being given at the on-coming of the Holy Spirit

on His hearers; and in passing we ought to take note of

the very important point that the restoring of the King

dom to Israel is here set aside for a time of unspecified

duration. Nothing more is said of it, and any interpre

tation that insists on reintroducing it is automatically

ruled out.

The promise by the Lord Jesus of baptism in holy

spirit (Acts 1:5) at the on-coming of the Holy Spirit

in Acts 1:8 brings us to the second answer: this on

coming itself. The fulfilment of the day of Pentecost

brings about the fulfilment of this prophecy (Acts 2:1-

4) as regards the Jews. Most people realize this, but

somehow fail to see that the message in verse 36 does

not stop there, neither does the Apostle Peter's reply in

verses 38, 39. For awhile the fulfilment is confined to

Jews, for it was theirs in the first place and they had a

right to be granted a full opportunity to receive it first,

and many did; but presently it passed on to Samaritans

(8:14-17), and then came Peter's remarkable sheet vision

and its sequel (10:9-48). His speech was promptly

followed by the gratuity of the Holy Spirit pouring out

on the Gentiles, that is, the extension of the Pentecostal
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blessing to Gentiles.

Some have sought to escape this by declaring that

these Gentiles were proselytes; but the account does not

say so and, in fact, verse 45 reads ta ethne, the Gentiles;

thus making plain that it is general and not confined to

a selection from believers of the Gentiles. If it be re

torted that the only believers from the Gentiles then

were proselytes, the answer is plain: Where does Scrip

ture say this? It certainly does not describe Cornelius

and his friends as proselytes or converts to Judaism.

"But," someone may object, "is not Cornelius specifi

cally described as a righteous man (10:22); and there

fore must he not have been a proselyte ?" If this be valid,

then ought we not to read Romans 4:3 thus: "Abraham

was a convert to Judaism and it was reckoned to him for

righteousness"? And if Cornelius had to be a proselyte

to be righteous, what about Abel (Heb. 11:4)? And

Enoch? And Noah, Abraham, Sarah (Heb. 11:5, 7, 8,

11) ? None of these were converts to Judaism, proselytes,

neither could they be. They, like ourselves, believed

God as Gentiles: there was and is no other way to

righteousness. And, moreover, the pouring out of the

Holy Spirit on the Gentiles is linked back to our first

answer; for after Peter's speech in Acts 11:4-17, we

read: "Now on hearing these things, they quiet down,

and glorify God, saying, ' Consequently to the Gentiles

also God gives the repentance into life.' "

We must not think of this as in any way abnormal,

as some appear to do. Eventually, the normal procedure

will be for Israel to become the channel of God's deal

ings with the Gentiles; but there is nothing of this in

Acts, except that the apostles and those who worked with

them were Israelites; for what happened to Cornelius

was preceded by Peter's vision, given to show that:

"What God cleanses, do not thou be counting common"

(Acts 10:15). Then Peter announced to Cornelius and

his intimate friends substantially what he had previously
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announced to the Jews, but prefaced with a novel asser

tion : "Of a truth, I am grasping that God has no partial

ity, but in every nation he who is fearing Him and

working righteousness is acceptable to Him" (10:34, 35),

Then, "while he is still speaking these declarations, the

Holy Spirit falls on all those hearing the word." The

parallel with Pentecost is unmistakable: the action by

God is one entirely independent of anything done by

His servants, even Peter; for He did not even wait for

Peter to finish his speech. Peter's act of faith in accept

ing the vision made possible the events that followed (as,

indeed, did Saul's act of faith in accepting his vision on

the Damascus road) and he confirms the fact in Acts

15:6-11. This passage seldom gets the attention it

deserves, yet it is one of the key passages of Scripture.

It even says of the Gentiles: "But, through the grace of

the Lord Jesus, we are believing, to be saved in a manner

even as they" (15:11). Already, Gentiles are not only

saved independently of Israel, but Israel's salvation has

come to be even as that of the Gentiles. Israel's position

of special privilege had already slipped away from them,

as we have learnt from Matthew 13:14, 15. Already

men could come to God only as sinners needing a Saviour.

Naturally, this was the first occasion of the Holy Spirit

falling on Gentiles, because it was the first consequence

of Peter's vision.

Peter's declaration in Acts 15:7 is also of primary

importance, but discussing here the issues raised would

make this paper far too long.

The third answer is the unlocking of the Kingdom and

its extension, first to Jews, then to Gentiles. This is

really interlocked with the other two. To begin with, the

Lord Jesus told the apostles that which concerns the

Kingdom of God (Acts 1:3). Then, as already remarked,

the restoration of the Kingdom to Israel is quietly set

aside (1:6, 7). Next, we find Philip evangelizing con

cerning the Kingdom of God and the Name of Jesus Christ
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(8:12). Early in the Apostle Paul's witness he refers

to it (14:22 )and later in 19:8; 20:25; 28:23, till the

account closes with him ''proclaiming the Kingdom of

God, and teaching that which concerns the Lord Jesus

Christ, with all boldness, unforbiddable" (28:31). More

over, references to the Kingdom are found fourteen

times in his epistles. Certainly, we who believe are in

the Kingdom! Yet how can we be, if "the Kingdom"

and "the church" are incompatible, and even opposed,

ideas? How, indeed? And how can we rationally

accept such a dogma in the face of the plain words of

Scripture?

Doctrine in Acts is concerned with the foundation

facts concerning which all believers are agreed, the

"word of the evangel" spoken first by the Apostle Peter,

endorsed by others and then by the Apostle Paul. That

is not God's Evangel, or the Evangel of the uncircum-

cision, or that of the circumcision: it is the good tidings

about the Lord Jesus announced in the Gospels and

summarized in the Acts speeches. For those other

matters we have to look elsewhere, particularly to the

Roman Epistle. Moreover, the four Gospels were soon

available to all the apostles. When Paul opened his

ministry to Gentiles he was able to refer them to the Old

Testament: "that Messiah must suffer and rise again

out of dead ones"; and to the Gospels: "This One is the

Christ—the Jesus Whom I am announcing to you" (Acts

17:3). Where is this latter asserted more plainly than

in John 20:31? When, later on, he summarized his

evangel before going on to a great new revelation (1

Cor. 15:3-5) he twice asserted that the basic facts he

set out were "according to the Scriptures," which means

appealing to them as a fixed standard of reference; and

nowhere but in the Gospels are these specifically declared.

There remains what some call "the Acts 28:28 fron

tier," of which Coles and his followers have made so

much, insisting that it was the great final pronounce-
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ment for the present time, to the Jews of the world-

metropolis, Eome. Yet, when we take a closer look at

this, one thing stands out vividly: Paul's declaration

was all about something in the past, not that moment

then present at all: something spoken by the Holy Spirit

through Isaiah to their fathers and about something

that had already happened ("was sent") to the Gentiles,

not about to happen from that moment on, as Coles*

theory insists. There was nothing in itself new in Paul's

declaration. From Eomans 15 and 16 it is plain that

there was then a substantial church in Rome, and it is

most unlikely that Matthew's Gospel was unknown to

them, and therefore the previous pronouncement of

Isaiah 6:9, 10. Paul was only telling the Roman Jews

what they already ought to have been well aware of.

There is a strong tendency to regard Acts as the story

of a forlorn hope that failed, instead of a planned opera

tion that was gloriously successful. Failure did ensue;

but it was man's failure, not God's; because, as always

in this eon, knowing God, they do not glorify or thank

Him as God, and so were made vain in their reasonings.

Thus the grace and the truth which came through Jesus

Christ were soon concealed from them. That is not

necessarily deliberate. It is so easy to reject some

single item of the truth; but presently the lie begins

to overwhelm what is left. Not for nothing did Luke

24:25-27 thrice say "all." R.B.W,

ALBERTA A. BENTA

Sister Benta, wife of Elder Arthur Benta of New York, died

on January 6, 1967, after a long illness during which she was

eared for by her loving husband. She was well known and

well liked at the Bible Truth Church of God, where Bro. Benta

is Assistant Overseer.

Services were held at the Benta Funeral Home in New York,

with burial in Evergreen Cemetary in Brooklyn on January

9. Officiating were Bros. Kling and Bynoe. Obituary was read

by Bro. Bailey, with a solo by Rev. Speede.

Good night, dear sister, until we meet in the morning. e.o.k.
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PETER TO THE DISPERSION

Have you ever seen a shepherd caring for a flock of

sheep ? Perhaps you have seen a picture of sheep,

With their shepherd watching over them.

In John 21:16, the Lord Jesus was talking to Peter.
"Shepherd My sheep!" He said to Peter. The Lord

Jesus was thinking how a shepherd always takes good

care of his sheep, making sure that they have green

gtass to eat, and fresh water to drink. He was thinking

how a good shepherd watches to see that no harm can

come to the little Iambs of the flock.

But the Lord Jesiis was not telling Peter to care for

sheep. No, He chose Peter to lead people, arid this is

What He meant when He said "Shepherd My sheepf"

Some of Peter's own people, the Jews, were followers of

the Lord Jesus. The Lord was asking Peter to teach

them, to lead them, and to help them.

The Lord Jesus had been dead. How glad the disciples

were to know He was alive again! But now He was go

ing back to heaven, and leaders were needed tb carry on

His work on earth. Peter was to be a leader of men and

women, boys and girls.

Did Peter obey? Did Peter become a leader? Yes,

he did, for we read in Acts that foe taught many, many

people about the Lord. Later, when Jewish believers

had to leave their homes and move to other countries,

Peter wrote letters to them to help them. How glad they

must have been to hear from their//shepherd" leader!

Two letters written by Peter are in God's Word. In

the Concordant Version, they are called "Peter to the

Dispersion." "Dispersion" means the people who had

moved from their homes to other countries. It is won

derful that God has kept these letters for us to read

today. Aren't you happy for all of God's Word? f.s.
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EDITORIAL

Evidences of the favor of our blessed Lord—evidences

that He does indeed answer prayer, have never been

more abundant than at this writing. We were so anxious

to make the Memorial Edition of the Concordant Version

known, yet lacked the funds for an advertising campaign,

besides being doubtful of the wisdom and the results of

such a campaign.

What happened? The Lord "took over"! Publicity

was afforded from some of the most unexpected sources—

a television program, a nationally syndicated religious

column, as well as exceptionally advantageous placement

of the one advertisement we did insert to reach the

Christian bookstores. Details would take too much

space. Suffice it to say that we rejoice to see that

He is with us in our effort to make the advantages of the

Concordant Literal New Testament known to more

of the Lord's people the world over.

Evidences! Evidences of the nearness of His appearing

are becoming more abundant every day. Events in the

Far East. Events in the Near East. Degeneration, lust,

passion, crime—as it was in the days of Noah (Matt.

24:37). But to us who know God's plan, such evidences

should be no cause for concern. Rather, we should re

joice. Yet that is not all. These unmistakable signs

of the nearness of the day of His presence tell us that

the time may be short. Soon our opportunity to witness,

both to believers and to unbelievers, will have passed.

A spirit of urgency is in the air! Not that we shall in

that day cease our witnessing, and just sit down with
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our harps to praise Him—for we know that this is not

so according to the Scriptures. Yet we who are privi

leged to know some of the deeper truths revealed in His

Word, should be anxious to share them with our believ

ing friends. And to speak of Him to our unbelieving

acquaintances, while they may still be added to His

body, and thus share with us the eonian ecstasy which

they otherwise might miss. Why keep it to yourself?

Share it! Shout it from the housetops!

God is NOT dead. His blessed Son died for us and

rose again. He is in command! As His ambassadors,

we have certain privileges and duties. Let us not be

negligent in them. e.o.k.

SIGRID CHARLOTTE CLEMENTINE

MARIE ENOCH

January 12th, 1967, marked the falling asleep of the

wife and helpmeet of our founder, A. E.Knoch. She

was put to rest in Forest Lawn, Hollywood Hills, beside

the body of her beloved "Philo," on Monday, January

16th. Surviving are a brother, Hans Graf Kanitz, of

Bad Eilsen, Germany, a sister, Paula Grafin Fineken-

stein, of Hannover, Germany, and their families; a step

son and stepdaughter, Ernest and Alberta Knoch, three

grandchildren and six greatgrandchildren.

At the memorial services a prayer was offered by her

grandson, Albert Knoch, and a few words from the

Scriptures were read at the graveside by her other

grandson, David Knoch. Her favorite hymn, "It is

Well with my Soul," was sung by Luise Rocke, and the

service was given by the co-editor of this magazine,

Herman H. Rocke. Since the details of her life were

given in the service, we have thought it well to publish

it in these pages.
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TOWARD A BETTER EXPECTATION

Our dear sister Sigrid Knoch, after a long life in His

service, is now asleep and waiting for her Lord. Her

path, suited to transcendence, had three characteristic

features:

(1) hope,

(2) expectation,

(3) a better expectation.

Let us begin by reading Hebrews 6:18,19, "We might

have a strong consolation, who have fled for refuge to

lay hold upon the hope set before us: Which hope we

have as an anchor of the soul, both sure and stedfast."

In this quotation from the Authorized Version, the

keyword is hope. But hope alone seems to be incom

patible with sureness and steadfastness, as our Sister

Sigrid learned late in her life. Then she preferred the

Concordant translation: "We may have a strong conso

lation, who are fleeing for refuge to lay hold of the

expectation lying before us, which we have as an anchor

of the soul, both secure and confirmed."

There is another occurrence of the word expectation

in Hebrews 7:18, 19, "For, indeed, there is coming to be

a repudiation of the preceding precept, because it is

weak and without benefit, for the law perfects nothing;

yet it is the superinduction of a better expectation,

through which we are drawing near to God."

It has been said that hope affords inspiration to youth,

gives balance to middle life, and is the sure solace of

old age. In the life of our Sister, the first statement
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proved to be true: hope was indeed the inspiration of

her youth. But in her case, hope did not seem to give

any balance to middle life. She learned by trial and

error that hope is neither secure nor steadfast, but

expectation is indeed both secure and confirmed. She

also learned that religious lawkeeping perfects nothing,

since the precept of the church in which she grew up

was weak and without benefit.

It was our glorious expectation which gave her the

impetus to slave for her Lord as long as she was able.

Hope might have been her solace when she reached the

landmark in life which is called "retirement age," yet

the better expectation gave her the strength to carry on

with her workload for another twenty years.

Sigrid von Kanitz was born on July 20th, 1876, in

Pansewitz Castle on the German island of Kiigen. When

she was still very young she lost her mother, and, as a

result, her Bible became to lier a most valuable treasure

which accompanied her everywhere in the years to come.

Her father, Count Hans von Kanitz-Podangen, was a

well-known politician who defended the interests of the

Prussian farmers in the Keichstag, the German Parlia

ment. Young Sigrid was educated by English gover

nesses. As a daughter of nobility, she was surrounded

by many servants. There seemed to be no chance for

her ever to lead an active life as her father did.

On their large estate in East Prussia, Sigrid became

aware of the marked contrast between her own breeding

as the daughter of a nobleman as against the uncouthness

of the villagers who worked on the family estate, in

much the same way as their ancestor bondsmen had once

slaved for their feudal lords. Young Sigrid saw the

villagers' daughters of her own age toiling in the fields

during the summer heat. She saw them on chilly jnorn-

ings in the fall bringing in the crop of beets and potatoes,

their hands and naked feet bluish red from the cold.

Under the circumstances, young Sigrid felt that she was
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doomed to a life of permanent leisure, if she made no

earnest effort to contribute toward improving living con

ditions for others. And she tried hard to do so.

Later, however, God's spirit awakened young Sigrid

to a lifelong response. As a deaconess of the Protestant

order of Saint John, she served her Lord Jesus Christ

with all the enthusiasm of her youth. Later, she was

placed in charge of an orphanage. She was granted the

rare freedom of leading a useful life long before the

first world war erased both the privileges and the limita

tions of the daughters of nobility. Sister Sigrid, who

once had many servants, had herself become a servant to

many. In her own life, she had repudiated the preced

ing precept which was mainly religious law-keeping,

because it was weak and without benefit. Now the Lord

prepared her for the superinduction of a better expecta

tion, through which she drew nearer to God.

Since Sister Sigrid had a keen and logical mind she

was not satisfied with the traditional answers to many

questions, such as:

What is the object of creation? Why did God create

doomed sinners ? Why did God not cast Satan into the

lake of fire before he could do so much damage? Why

did God not warn Adam and Eve that an eternal hell

would await them if they sinned, and not only them,

but all their descendants? No one could give her a

satisfactory answer.

To Sister Sigrid, the Bible seemed to be one vast

chaos, beyond understanding, and full of contradictions.

There was an omnipotent God from Whom the devil

takes almost everything. There was a God Who knows

all beforehand, yet hinders nothing. There was a God

Who is even concerned with the cattle of Nineveh, Whose

Son is moved with compassion when He sees a mourning

widow or a blind beggar, and yet He invents a hell of

fire and keeps it going forever!

If men were responsible for their eternal fate, as is
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generally taught, why did God not elaborate upon this

problem in the Bible? At what age does responsibility

begin ? And what about the responsibility of those who

never heard about Christ ?... or heard only once?... or

twice? What about the responsibility for our foul dis

positions, our environment, our education, our inherited

alienation from God? Why does not every one come

into this world as enlightened and privileged as Adam?

He had intercourse with God Himself, with the power

to resist sin, and apparently was free to choose for him

self either obedience or sin.

During those years of doubt, her mother's Bible did

not provide, as before, a strong consolation, even though

she continued fleeing there daily for refuge to lay hold

upon the hope which once had seemed so precious, such

a sure and steadfast anchor of the soul. But now this

hope no longer gave balance to her life, nor did it erase

the torturing doubts from her mind. However, even in

her weakness, she experienced the power of Christ taber

nacling over her.

In the prime of her life, Sister Sigrid, together with

her co-worker, Freiin von Bissing, became the publishers

of the German edition of the Overcomer, a bimonthly

magazine which had come into existence as a result of

the revival movement in Wales during the early years

of this century. Sister Sigrid made the cross of Christ

the center of her own life, as well as of her magazine:

"With Christ have I been crucified, yet I am living; no

longer I, but living in me is Christ" (Gal. 2:20).

As an editor, she received many letters from believers

all over Europe and elsewhere. One day a friend in

Berlin sent her an article written in English by a

certain A. E. Knoch of Los Angeles. She found the

contents so interesting and revealing that she wrote him

and asked for permission to publish a translation in her

German magazine. The permission was granted, not

only for this one article, but for everything published in
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the Unsearchable Riches magazine. It was in the late

twenties of this century when Sister Sigrid began trans

lating and publishing those articles, which revealed the

answers to problems unsolved heretofore, not only for

herself, but also for many readers of the German Over-

comer who lived not only in Germany proper, but also

in eastern France, Holland, Denmark, Finland, Latvia,

Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, Romania, Hungary, Austria,

Switzerland, and elsewhere in the world.

In the years to come, Sister Sigrid experienced the

superinduction of a better expectation through which

she was drawing even nearer to God while she became

acquainted with the purpose of the One Who is operating

the universe in accord with the counsel of His will, that

we should be for the laud of His glory. She learned

that the Son of His love is the Head of the body, the

ecclesia, and that, through the blood of His cross, all

will be reconciled to Him, whether those on the earth or

those in the heavens. For even as, in Adam, all are

dying, thus also, in Christ, shall all be vivified.

Sister Sigrid also learned to appreciate the advantages

of translating the Scriptures concordantly. She was

sufficiently familiar with this subject, that she could

serve as Brother A. E. Knoeh's interpreter when he came

to Germany in 1931 and gave lectures on the Concordant

method of translation. The interest was so gratifying

that a committee was formed for setting up German

standards for the Greek words of the New Testament.

Brother A. E.Knoch left Europe the same year and

stayed in Palestine for a few months. While he was

there, Sister Sigrid changed the name of her magazine

to "Unausforschlicher Reichtum," which is the German

equivalent for "Unsearchable Riches." The change of

name had become imperative since, of late years, there

was little left to identify her German magazine as a

branch of the English Overcomer. Rather it had become

an offshoot of Unsearchable Riches.
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While Brother A. E. Knoeh was in the Holy Land he

realized that Countess Sigrid von Kanitz was the one

he wanted for his helpmeet. When he returned to

Europe, they were married in Potsdam, Germany, on

May 25, 1932, when he was 57 years of age, and she was

almost 56.

Sigrid C. and A. E.Knoch
Taken at the time of theib Mabbiage in May, 1932

While the story of her own life seems to end here and

is amalgamated with that of A.E.K., much of her work

went on as before. For almost thirty years, she continued

to translate into German, articles from the American

Unsearchable Eiches, along with many other tasks which

she gladly assumed as the indispensable helpmeet of

Brother A. E. Knoch.

When he passed away in March 1965, at the age of

ninety, she was almost 89 years old. Her strength was
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nearly consumed, after having slaved for her Lord

over a period of three score and ten years, serving her

husband as a faithful helpmeet for over thirty years.

Early in 1966 she became bedridden. Her memory

failed, and there was a gradual weakening as the days

went by, until she passed quietly away on January 12th,

1967, after a life as rich as a woman's life can be, who

responded to her Lord's call while still in her teens.

It was the superinduction of a better expectation, even

a glorious expectation, which had become the secure and

confirmed anchor in Sister Sigrid's life. She is now

asleep. While in oblivion, she awaits Him Who will

awaken her with a shout of command and will change

her frail form into a glorious likeness of the image of the

Son of God, not in order to enter upon a life of leisure,

but rather to serve her Lord even better among the

celestials.

In Proverbs 31:31 we read, "Let her own works praise

her." And, we may add, let us not grieve, but rather

praise the Lord that, because of her works, she progressed

from hope to expectation, even to a better and more

glorious expectation, "retaining the avowal of the expec

tation without wavering, for faithful is He, Who prom

ises" (Heb. 10:23). To Him be all the glory! Amen!
H.H.R.

1967 FELLOWSHIP

The Ecclesia at Baldwin, Michigan, would like to remind

the friends of the annual Fellowship which is planned, God

willing, for August 4th to 14th, at their Chapel. The theme is

"The Endurance of Expectation," and the portion of Scripture

is First Thessalonians 4 and 5.

Please make your plans early, and let us know if you will

be able to attend. Write to Dorothy M. Johnson, Route 1,

Box 538, Baldwin, Michigan 49304, for further details. d.m.j.



EASTER HYMN

O, precious Cross of Jesus

That bore my Saviour high,

To thee I look for rescue,

And on thy power rely.

Thy message is my succour,

My strength and constant stay,

When all I once relied on

Is slipping fast away.

0 Cross, how sweet thy story

That travels down the years!

It brings me blest assurance,

And takes away my fears;

For though in thy dread darkness

My worthlessness I see,

Yet undeserved salvation

Is surely mine through thee.

O Cross, that makes me humble,

Since there One took my place,

And showed beyond all measure

The grandeur of God's grace,

On thee for worthless sinners

My sinless Saviour died,

And peace and full forgiveness

Come through the Crucified.

So while I gaze upon thee

I never need despond.

If shadows deep surround thee,

There shines a light beyond.

A shaft of glorious splendour

Beams down from heaven above,

Proclaiming God's great mercy,

And His abiding love.

Then let me stand rejoicing

Within that radiant beam,

Discarding self completely,

And living just for Him!

O, precious Cross of Jesus,

To Thee alone I flee—

Blest emblem of salvation

For all eternity.

J.H.E.



The Secret of the Resurrection

REPOSING OR PERISHED?

1 CORINTHIANS 15:12-19

Perished have all who repose in Christ if the dead are

not roused (1 Cor. 15:18). Here, in a single sentence,

the apostle reveals the truth as to the intermediate state.

This is his understanding: Apart from the Lord's quick

ening call at His coming, those who are reposing, are

destroyed, they have perished, they are lost, for these

are but one and the same word in the inspired Original.

If Paul were teaching the doctrine of the intermediate

state, he would not have said, "who are put to repose in

Christ," but rather, "who are present with the Lord,

and are conscious and awake." However, had he used

the latter phrase, he would have ruined the very point

he was making. The two terms, "... repose...'' and

"... present with the Lord..." are not interchangeable,

for the first term recognizes the fact that "the dead in

Christ" are actually "asleep" (AV) or "put to repose,"

(1 Thess. 4:15, 16), while the second term simply negates

this divine statement.

Let us, for a few moments, imagine that the current

theory about the intermediate state is true. Then all

the arguments in this passage (1 Cor. 15:12-19) are

invalid. What need, then, for the rousing of Christ?

If Christ's Spirit ascended consciously into the presence

of the Father when He expired, His work must have

been accepted, and our faith would be valid and our sins

gone. What need would there be for a resurrection!

And, indeed, present day preaching has little or no use

for the resurrection. It is no longer proclaimed as a

fundamental factor in our salvation. Where there is
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some faith left, the death of Christ and His blood are

proclaimed, but the resurrection is passed over, for it

is not vital to evangelical tradition.

Among the gentiles one of the principal departures

from the evangel consisted in the denial of the resurrec

tion. Notwithstanding the apostle Paul's ministry in

Corinth, there were those who did not accept this basic

truth. We may be glad that it was so, for, as a result,

we have one of the most marvelous revelations ever given

to mortal man, seeing that the apostle did not stop with

proving the fact of resurrection, but expands his theme

by taking up vivification, and even reveals to us the

secret of the resurrection. This will come before us at

length later. All that we wish to examine at this time

is the state of the dead as Paul presents it in this key

passage.

How many take other passages in Paul's epistles to

prove that sudden death is sudden glory! Not one of

these passages, if consistently translated, or interpreted

in accord with its context, will lend itself to any such

deduction. As a rule they do not deal with death at all.

There is but one passage (i.e., 1 Cor. 15 :12-19) which

is really in point. Its subject is death and the escape

from it. We have often said that no passage in the Word

of God mentions any intermediate state. But here the

apostle does deal with the state of the dead. What is it ?

Are they in Abraham's bosom? Are they on the "other

side"? Or are they in the blood-filled cavern under the

altar ? No. They are in none of these. They are in the

same state as the lost!

I commend this passage to any reader who may not

be clear as to the state of the dead. In my own case it

was probably the most powerful proof that my views, at

that time, were incorrect. I pondered it much* and tried

to interpret it in accord with my ideas. But the more I

examined it the more certain it became that Paul

believed that death is death. This passage is actually
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devoted to the subject. This passage, indeed, easily takes

first rank as an exposition of this theme, and gives us

God's greatest revelation as to death and its abolition.

Here is the proper place for the apostle to give us a full

and correct exposition of the intermediate state. And

this he does. It is one of the main factors in his argu

ment. It shows beyond question, that to Paul death was

death, and not a modified form of life.

I submit that the preparation of a concordant version,

or the constant use of a concordance of the Original, is

the most effectual, as well as the safest test of the truth of

any doctrine. When one continually comes across dis

cordant renderings, all bearing on one point, it is quite

evident that these translators were seeking to change

the teaching of the Original to suit the traditional view.

So it is with the death state. No one who notices their

continual deviation from the normal in passages relating

to this theme can avoid the conclusion that they disagree

with God in regard to the condition of the dead. Of

course there are many passages where they could not

very well disguise the truth. This is why the sum of

their renderings is a contradiction and a confusion, not

a clear-cut teaching of either the translator's tradition

or of the truth of God.

Would that the saints were as sensible in their hand

ling of God's Word as they are compelled to be in their

daily vocations! Even in using an encyclopedia we turn

up the subject on which we wish information. We do not

avoid the one article which treats of the theme in which

we are interested and seek to cull information from a

dozen others on related topics, or even from some on

quite a foreign subject, hoping to patch together an

answer to our question from them all. Yet so it is that

this matter is usually handled. Everyone knows that the

fifteenth chapter of 1 Corinthians is the most exhaustive

discussion of resurrection that we have. Surely all

realize that this is the place to seek information as to the
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death state. And yet it is usually overlooked and its

clear message evaded in favor of other passages which

may be "explained" more easily to conform to current

conceptions.

First of all the apostle deals with the case of Christ,

for if there is no resurrection at all, He must be in

cluded. The catastrophic effect of this conclusion, if it

should be true, is well worthy of close consideration,

especially if we find ourselves not over-impressed by

them. To put it far too drastically, the evangelical

gospel of today consists in meeting men's sins with an

adequate amount of suffering on the part of Christ. If

it were really logical, it would make these sufferings

everlasting. But it is not concerned particularly with

the further fate of the Sufferer, so far as salvation is

concerned, seeing that sin's account has been settled.

Most seem to think that men would be saved, even if

Christ had not been roused. With them resurrection is

only incidental, not necessary to salvation.

The apostle taught differently. "If Christ has not

been roused... our heralding is for naught; your faith

also is for naught." It is a most selfish and superficial

view of the great Sacrifice of Golgotha which makes of it

a commercial transaction, in which God is the great

Exactor, demanding from Christ what He could not get

from the sinner. This is utterly foreign to His heart and

contrary to His purpose. Salvation is of God. If Christ's

sacrifice has effectually dealt with sin, the very first effect

must be His own release from the bonds of death. If

He is not raised by the glory of the Father (Eom. 6:4),

His death has no vital value for others. Can salvation

come through a Saviour Who was not saved Himself?

If sin and death defeated Him, it will destroy us also.

Moreover, if God did not accept His sacrifice, and reward

Him accordingly, then righteousness is no part of the

foundation of His throne, and all is lost.

Faith in a dead Saviour is credulity. Salvation is not
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merely a past release from the penalty of sin. It consists

in a present freedom from its power, and a future glory

apart from its presence. Saved though we are, we need

salvation daily and long for its consummation when our

bodies will be included. We shall be saved in His life

(Rom. 5:10). If Christ should die, what sense would

there be in talking of salvation? Salvation demands a

Saviour. And who else, pray, is able to deliver us from

sin, or bring us into glory? If Christ is not alive our

faith has brought us a pleasant dream which will vanish

when we are awake. It has brought us much needless

suffering for the truth. We have been deluded and have

spoiled our whole lives if we have been truly faithful.

None others are so much to be pitied, none so forlorn.

THE DEATH STATE UNCHANGED

There is a widespread impression that the death state

has suffered a radical change since the advent of our

Lord, or at His resurrection, or, lastly, in connection

with Paul's later revelations, at least with reference to

the saints. This is supposed to nullify the earlier teach

ing contained in the Hebrew Scriptures. A brief exam

ination will show that this is not the case. Some state

ments concerning the return of our Lord, and our resur

rection, and even the present operation of the holy Spirit

have been misapplied to the intermediate state, partly

because our translators have inherited this tradition, and

partly because the demons are very strong in their

teaching that the dead are alive, and God's Word ex

pressly tells us that, in these last days, their teachings

will be accepted by the saints who withdraw from the

faith.

"everlasting" life

Such renderings as "never" die (instead of: "by no

means be dying for the eon," John 11:26), and the

possession of "everlasting" life has led to much con

fusion in the minds of Bible readers. If we have everlast-
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ing life and shall never die, and yet do die, just as other

men, the only possible inference seems to be that a part

of us does not die, though, of course, this is not at all

what these passages predicate. Hence some claim that

the soul is still alive, others say that the spirit is con

scious, although, as man is constituted, there can be no

life without the spirit, and there can be no sensation

without the soul. The solution of all of these passages is

very simple. We have eonian life. It belongs to us, but

we do not enjoy it until we are vivified at our Lord's

return. He who lives when Christ comes will not die, but

all the rest are laid to repose, to be awakened at His call.

A MULTITUDE OF CAPTIVES

Some have pointed to Ephesians 4:8 to show that

Christ, when He ascended, led a multitude of captives

out of hell into heaven, that is, He took the saints of

former days with Him into heaven. But the context of

neither the psalm nor the epistle gives the slightest

warrant to such an idea . It has no bearing on the state

of the dead whatever. That it should be used for such

a purpose only shows that real scriptural evidence is all

too scarce. It is never wise to use a passage which

treats of one subject to elucidate another. And it is

the height of folly to distort one scripture in order to

destroy another.

THE BODY IS DEAD, THE SPIRIT LIFE

One of the greatest blessings which comes to us of

this present secret administration is the homing of the

holy Spirit (Rom. 8:9). Never before, not even at Pen

tecost, was this the portion of the saints. From this the

apostle goes on to say, "Now if Christ is in you, the body,

indeed, is dead because of sin, yet the spirit is life be

cause of righteousness." May we deduce from this that

the spirit of the believer will not die? But would it not

be far more logical to reason that the body cannot die,

for it is dead already! These are figures of speech—both
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the dead body and the living spirit—and must not be

treated as literal. Otherwise, to be consistent, we must

admit that the body, being dead, is now in the inter

mediate state! This passage deals with our present con^

duct, not our condition between death and resurrection.

DRESSED, NOT NAKED

A figure of speech, which does deal directly with the

state of the believing dead, comes before us in 2 Corinth

ians 5 :l-5, but it is confined to our bodies. Should our

temporary tabernacle house, in which we now dwell, be

demolished, we have a building of God, eonian in the

heavens. It has been suggested that this is for the inter

mediate state. But the term eonian forbids this idea. If

it lasts for the eons, it must be the same as our resurrec

tion bodies. Moreover, the apostle speaks of the inter

mediate state as one without any body—"naked,"

"stripped." We want to be dressed, that this mortal—

that which is dying—may be swallowed up by life. This

will not occur until the vivification at Christ's presence.

A DOCTRINE OF DEMONS

The apostle Paul puts his signature to the simple fact

that the dead are dead. The very statement that the

dead are alive should make us suspicious. All our

natural instincts demand that we dread death. Every

passage in the Scriptures which directly deals with the

subject, apart from figures of speech, makes the dead

dead and not alive. Why, then, are so many deluded?

The reason is clear. It is the chief doctrine of the

demons, by means of which deceiving spirits have gained

the ear of the saints, and have made the church itself

the chief support of spiritism. If it was not the general

belief that the Bible teaches that the dead are alive spirit

ism would never have made its enormous progress in so

short a time. The best of men have become the dupes of

deceiving spirits. Tradition and translation prepared

them to believe these spirits as to this matter, even
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though God's Word directly warns them that the spirits

are deceptive. We are often asked, How shall we explain

these appearances ? We answer, Not by believing deceiv

ing spirits but by searching the Word of God. Yet it

must needs be that the spirits be believed by the saints,

for this is foretold, and the Scriptures cannot be broken.

Because of the acknowledged godliness of the men

concerned, it is difficult to speak of this phase of this

subject. Many of the most spiritual men have been

deceived by demons without realizing it. And now, when

we seek to point to the Word of God, we are pointed to

the witness of demons by those who do not realize that

their very appeal to such a source is proof that they are

in error. Once for all, let it be understood that we do

not accept the testimony of men or demons, no matter

how good and great and marvelous these may be. The

doctrine of demons, that the dead are alive and may

communicate with men, is not only a flat falsehood, but

such an attempt is fearfully denounced in God's holy

law. Those who think they are communicating with the

dead are deceived. Their testimony is valuable only if

we accept it is false. Here we find the fulfillment of

that which is written: 'l Giving heed to seducing spirits

and doctrines of demons" (1 Tim. 4:1).

Hundreds of years of tradition, aided by the confus

ing translation of soul by "life," has made it almost im

possible for many to distinguish between soul and spirit.

In the Scriptures sensation and consciousness are always

associated with soul and never with spirit. Not realizing

the special nature of the human constitution, and reason

ing falsely from the spirit world, we have associated

consciousness with the human spirit. This error is fun

damental. Unless we are clear that the spirit imparts

life, and the soul is sensation, death and resurrection will

be sealed subjects. But, as we have said, the very Bible,

by its inconsistent translations, has taken its stand

against the truth. Those whose minds are filled with
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these misleading renderings will find that the light in

them is darkness, and it is great, due to the fact that it

seems to be sanctioned by God Himself.

In death, man's constituent parts return to their pre

vious state, the body to the soil, and the spirit to God

Who gave it. That these were not conscious before we

received them is evident. Hence neither the body nor

the spirit is conscious in death. Indeed, consciousness, in

man, belongs to the soul alone, for it is only by means of

a body vitalized by a spirit that man has the means of

consciousness. The spirit by itself never is connected

with consciousness in the Word of God.

Those who believe God know that the dead sleep, for

He has said so. Those who uphold the teaching of tradi

tion and the demons have no definite statement of God,

for He does not contradict Himself. They must reason

out their conclusions by combining irrelevant Scriptures

with their misconceptions as to the nature of the spirit

and the soul, or must appeal to figurative passages such

as souls under the altar. We may as well believe that the

blood is conscious after death, for Abel's cried to God

from the ground. The impression that the Scriptures

are not clear on this theme we cannot accept. The

contradictions are in its interpreters. The plain state

ment—sleep—is clear. And so are all the rest when they

also are believed, and not reasoned away.

REPOSE, NAKEDNESS, DESTRUCTION

Paul characterizes the intermediate state as one of

nakedness, which he does not desire, as equivalent to

destruction, apart from resurrection, and as one of re

pose, in view of the awakening in that glorious day. As

a matter of fact Matthew uses the figure "repose" of

death only once (Matt. 27:52), John once (John 11:11),

Peter once (2 Pet. 3:4), Luke twice (Acts 7:60; 13:36),

but Paul no less than nine times (1 Cor. 7:39; 11:30;

15:6, 18, 20, 51; 1 Thess. 4:13, 14, 15). Moreover, seven
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of these occurrences are found in passages which deal

with the subject (1 Cor. 15 and 1 Thess. 4) . Does not

this show that the apostle Paul is the most insistent of

all that, when our Lord comes again and recalls the dead

to life, He will find His saints reposing?

Let not this great truth rob us of the further fact

that, for all who die, the moment of their departure is

the moment of His return. Not, indeed, in time, but in

their experience. They will know nothing of the interval

between their death and their vivification. In fact there

will be little difference between the feelings of those who

do not die and those who do, as far as time is concerned.

In practice it comes to this, that the Lord comes to each

one at his death. Those who have been looking for His

appearance will think that they have survived to His

presence. It is a most wise and wonderful method, such

as God alone could devise, and such as should call forth

our admiration and our worship. For us, death (not dy

ing) almost vanishes. Consciously, we live on until we

hear His trumpet call and exchange our dying bodies for

those which are incorruptible and glorious.

Blessed figure! How welcome is the repose of sleep

after a day of drudgery or despair! The weariness and

the pain all fade away in blessed oblivion. When we

awake a new day has come. Our flagging functions have

been refreshed, a faint but comforting foretaste of the

resurrection. "Sown in infirmity, roused in power" is

feebly figured by every healthful slumber which we are

permitted to enjoy. The sun, in its ceaseless journey

round the earth, proclaiming the coming day, is a tireless

herald of the rousing and the glory which await us in

the morning of His presence. aje.k.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THOSE WHO ARE MOVING

When sending in a change of address, be sure to give us

your old as well as your new postal Zip Code. Thank you.



Notes on Isaiah

THE ASSYRIAN INVASION

HEZEKIAH'S PEAYER IS ANSWERED

(ISAIAH 37)

hezekiah's fear and prayer

14 And Hezekiah is taking the scrolls from the hand of the

messengers and is reading them. And he is going up to the

house of Ieue. And Hezekiah is spreading them before Ieue.

15 And Hezekiah is praying to Ieue, saying, "Ieue of hosts, the

16 Alueim of Israel, dwelling between the cherubim, Thou art

He Who is the Alueim; Thou alone art for all the kingdoms

of the earth. Thou hast made the heavens and the earth.

17 Stretch out Thine ear, Ieue, and hear! Unclose Thine eyes,

Ieue, and see! And hear all the words of Sennacherib,

18 which he sent to reproach the living Alueim. Truly, Ieue,

the kings of Assyria did drain all the nations and their land,

19 and put their alueim into the fire, for no alueim are they,

but rather the make of human hands, wood and stone, and

20 they are destroying them. And now, Ieue, our Alueim, pray,

save us, from his hand, and all the kingdoms of the earth

shall know that Thou, Ieue, art Alueim, Thou alone."

The scrolls which the messengers of the Assyrian king

brought are read by Hezekiah. The fear they occasion

prompts him to go at once to the house of Ieue, and

there he spreads them before Ieue. By this act, the

scrolls are presented as the beginning of Hezekiah's

prayer, and then follows his spoken prayer in which he

directly and completely denies that his Alueim is like

other alueim. Hezekiah addresses Him Who is dwelling

between the Cherubim. It is most notable that the king

makes reference to the Cherubim, for it points to a

special aspect of the ways of Him Who is the Alueim

of Israel.

In general, the Cherubim are prime agents in God's

government of the earth, and are employed to check
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the powers of evil and keep them within the require

ments of God's ways. God has supreme and effective

control of the earth. His control is carried out by

manifold agencies, but we see only the instrumental

aspect, as when one nation overthrows another and

the Scriptures reveal it to be of God.

Yet Israel is God's own nation in the earth. In rela

tion to Israel, the Cherubim fill a particular function.

The Cherubim view the blood of the propitiatory shelter

which affords Israel the right of approach to Ieue in

their divine service. Thus Hezekiah is reminded of the

special position of leue's own nation of which he is the

king, for Ieue. Then the thoughts of his prayer move

out to include the wider aspect of the kingdoms of the

earth. Ieue, through Israel, is for all of them. Still

further does Hezekiah affirm that he approaches the

One Who made the heavens and the earth, the living

Alueim, in fact. This is He Whom the Assyrian king

reproaches. "Save us, from his hand" is Hezekiah's

request. Such a request had the objective value that

all the kingdoms of the earth should know Ieue as the

One Who alone is Alueim. Hezekiah's prayer is wholly

in accord with the ways of Ieue as then revealed to

Israel, and it is a complete acknowledgment of Ieue.

PRAYER ANSWERED

21 And sending is Isaiah, son of Amoz, to Hezekiah, saying,

"Thus says Ieue, the Alueim of Israel, 'What you pray to

Me as to Sennacherib, king of Assyria, have I heard.'"

To Hezekiah's father, Ahaz, Ieue sent His prophet,

Isaiah, despite the disregard which Ahaz showed for

Ieue. As yet, Ieue did not send Isaiah to Hezekiah,

though the latter was most attentive. Nor, on the second

summons to surrender the city, did Hezekiah send to

Isaiah, but, as we have learned, he himself laid matters

directly before Ieue, in His house. Now, however, we

read of leue's response to Hezekiah's prayer. Ieue gave
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words to Isaiah, and he is made to send them to Hezekiah

to say that Ieue has heard what he prayed concerning

Sennacherib. On the other hand, though Ieue has some

what to say to Sennacherib, He does not send the prophet

to him or to his envoy. This is obvious in the apostrophe

which tells of the attitude of the daughter of Zion to

Sennacherib.

APOSTROPHE TO KING OF ASSYRIA

22 This is the word which Ieue Alueim speaks concerning him:

"She despises you! She derides you! The virgin daughter

of Zion.

Behind you her head wags! The daughter of Jerusalem.

23 Whom do you reproach and taunt?

And against Whom do you raise high your voice?

And you are lifting up your eyes to the height against the

Holy One of Israel?

24 By the hand of your servants, your messengers, you reproach

my Lord!

And saying are you, 'With a multitude of my chariots I go up

The height of the mountains, The flanks of Lebanon,

And I will cut the altitude of its cedars, its choice firs,

And I will enter the height at its end, The wildwood of its

crop land.

25 I scoop and drink waters that are alien,

And I will drain with the sole of my footfalls

All the waterways of the besieged.'

26 Have you not heard from afar that it was made by Me?

From days aforetime also, I formed it.

Now will I bring it, And coming are you to cause tumult,

To besieged mounds, defended cities.

27 And their dwellers are shorthanded;

They are dismayed and ashamed.

They become herbage of the field and green verdure,

Grass of the housetops, and blasted before raised.

28 Your rising and your sitting and your faring forth

And your coming in I know,

And your perturbance against Me.

29 Because your perturbance against Me

And your tumult ascends in My ears,

So I will place My gaff in your nose, And My bit in your lips,

And I will reverse you by the way in which you came/'

The divine comment on the Assyrian boast is given
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in an apostrophe. By this figure the king of Assyria

is addressed as though he were present, though, in

actuality, he was absent. By this figure, there is emotion

or life given to the speaking, for the words are as direct

as if the king were present, and so actually aware of

what was said to him. This gives intensity and fervor,

fully agreeable to the proportions of the tragedy upon

the Assyrian army which was to occur very shortly.

Ieue was able to describe Zion and Jerusalem by the

parallel terms, virgin and daughter. The words were

harmonious with God's intention that His city would

remain inviolate, that is, a virgin. And thus the city

could be said to despise and deride Sennacherib, even

wagging her head behind him!

In two verses (24 and 25) the utterances of Assyria

are repeated and made to show how very impotent

Assyria really was. Just like all creatures, this nation

was but secondary and relative, and all their seeming

success did not deny this. The Alueim of the virgin

daughter of Zion knows their every movement and will

put His gaff in their nose and reverse their ways.

In the face of the boast made by the king of Assyria,

Ieue enquires of him as to whether he has "heard" (v.

26) that He made all the features against which

Sennacherib had worked his prowess. Thus is he re

minded that all his achievements were appointed by

Alueim. This is the thought and understanding which

every creature must learn, for it is basic to the deity of

God. Eeligion and philosophy evade and avoid it.

A SIGN GIVEN

30 And this is the sign for you: Eat for the year the self-sown,

And in the second year the spontaneous growth.

Yet in the third year, sow and reap,

And plant vineyards and eat their fruit.

31 And, in addition, the delivered of the house of Judah,

The remnant finds root downward, And yields fruit upward,

32 For from Jerusalem shall fare forth a remnant,

And the delivered from mount Zion.
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The zeal of Ieue of hosts will do this.

Because the details move through a second and on to

a third year, it is usual to consider such terms as difficult

and even inappropriate to constitute a sign. This is a

Divine message both to Hezekiah and to Judah. This

fact should be noted, for the sign does not have regard

to a matter which is personal to the king, but rather is

it related to the deliverance of the land and its people

from the threat and presence of the enemy, who have

threatened that the direst famine conditions would

result from any resistance. The emphasis in the sign

rests upon the word eat (verse 30). Ieue is well able

to place the stress on this point, for the fare was not to

be scanty, but rather, completely opposite to the threat

of famine conditions made by the grand cupbearer.

It is the foregoing factors which give form to the

sign, and thus we see that God, well aware what He will

do with the Assyrians, relates the sign to features which

surround a sabbatical year. This is a feature peculiar

to Ieue's people, and it intimates that Ieue is promising

to protect them in a manner which is particular to His

law for them, and which will eventuate in a result

agreeable to His own special care for His people.

There is really much exactness in the details of the

sign, for though it requires faith of both king and

people, and each have a share in the sign, the attestation

will continue to unfold beyond the catastrophe which

Ieue intended to visit upon the enemy. The removal of

the enemy from the soil of the land, and their continued

absence, will put away all doubt, for its value will last

when circumstances have returned to normal. The con

nection between Ieue's word and His work is shown in

the sign, and in this way it is affirmed that He will effect

deliverance for them immediately, and assure its con

tinuance, for the enemy will not return.

The zeal of Ieue of hosts will not rest by giving to

Judah, deliverance from the menace of Assyria, but it
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will include also their establishment in the land. This is

in sharp contrast with what happened to the ten tribes,

and is expressed in language which is very vivid; the

remnant was to take root downward and fruit shall be

yielded upward.

In the course of the sign, there was always the need

of provision for the present wants, and this required

free communication between the country and the capital.

The sign was given in a year, then current, when the

ordinary operation of sowing was being prevented. A

second year would follow in which it would be impossible

to prepare to sow, partly because the presence of the

enemy was not entirely removed, and partly due to the

depopulation of the country, for many of the people

had taken refuge within the defended places, and had

not all returned to their allotments, to give them the

needed attention. For the third year the ordinary

agricultural operations would be resumed, and then

Ieue's promise of 30:23 would ensue. There would be

no returning occupation of the land by the enemy.

The claim of the Assyrian was as to what he had

achieved in the past, and what he would do in the future.

No resistance had prevented him in the past, and thus

he concluded there would be no hindrance or limit for

him in the future. He did not recognize that what he

had achieved was due to the ways of the Alueim. but

now that he came up against Judah, Ieue would counter

all his moves and this Ieue's prophet had said.

SMITING IN THE ASSYRIAN CAMP

33 Wherefore, thus says Ieue as to the king of Assyria:

"He shall not come into this city,

And not direct an arrow there,

And he shall not precede it with a shield,

And he shall not pour out against it an earthwork.

34 By the way which he came, by it shall he return.

Yet into this city he shall not enter," averring is Ieue.

35 "And I am a protection over this city, to save it on My Own

account,
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And on account of David, My servant."

36 And faring forth is a messenger of Ieue

And smiting in the Assyrian camp

A hundred and eighty five thousand.

And the king is rising early in the morning—

And behold! All of them are corpses—dead!

37 And decamping, and going, and returning is Sennacherib,

King of Assyria, and he is dwelling in Nineveh.

38 And he is coming to worship in the house of Nisroch, his

alueim,

And Adrammelech and Sharezer, his sons, smite him with

the sword.

Yet they escape into the land of Ararat,

And reigning is Esarhaddon, his son, in his stead.

A Divine message as to the eventual issue of the war

is here given, and it is in full accord with earlier pro

nouncements. Before these events occurred, details were

still added as to what the Assyrian will not do, though

he is at the very gates of Jerusalem. He is not to enter

the city, nor is he to direct his arrows against it. Nor

is he to be permitted to place the city under siege, and,

by the route by which he came, shall he return. The

basis for such statements is that Ieue is a protection over

the city, and the cause or reason for this resides in Ieue

Himself, for it shall be so on account of David, around

whom the earlier prophecies have given promises regard

ing Messiah.

Then forthwith (v. 36) is stated the fact of history

that the messenger of Ieue smote dead in the Assyrian

camp a hundred and eighty-five thousand.

This overthrow constitutes the converging point and

culmination of a number of prophetic references made

in the earlier chapters of the prophet. First, Judah

was to escape the full force of Assyria, for its reach was

to the neck (8:7-15). That was in the days of Ahaz.

Later words indicated that Assyria was to be despoiled

(See 10:5-34; 14:24-27, 32; 17:12-14; 18:3-6; 30:30-33;

31:8, 9). All these focus to this historic point of 37:36.

This is the beginning of the decline of Assyria, instituted
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directly at the instance of Ieue, even as they were

preserved at an earlier point by Ieue when He sent His

prophet Jonah to call Nineveh to repentance.

This history makes very clear the effect upon the king,

when rising early in the morning he saw only a field of

corpses. Decamping, he is returning and dwelling at

Nineveh. Such is the succinct statement of the divine

record concerning Sennacherib. Nineveh became his

permanent residence. To this is added that two of his

sons smite him with the sword. Here is the ultimate

issue of that shame which overtook the Assyrian king

at the gates of Jerusalem. The Divine judgment seemed

to slumber, yet for the purpose of clearly indicating the

viewpoint of the history of Ieue's ways, the record passes

over the unimportant intervening events and so connects

the prophetic intimation (v. 7) with its fulfillment.

E.H.C.

(To he continued)

BERTHA L. FLICKINGER

After a rather lengthy siege of illness, Sister Flickinger

was put to repose in Altadena, California, at Chapel of the

Gardens, Mountain View Mausoleum, on January 23, 1967.

Bringing the message from the Word of God to the friends

assembled there, were Albert and David Knoch.

Born in Iowa, Sister Flickinger had attended meetings held

in Cedar Rapids by Cora Patterson, and had become convinced

of the accuracy of the concordant method, and revelled in the

glorious truths which it revealed to her. Not one to keep

such joy to herself, she soon became occupied with the dis

tribution of literature to others. Later, she moved to Pasadena,

California, where she spent the remainder of her days. Al

though she never married, she left many friends and will be

missed by them until that glorious day when we shall all hear

the shout of command, calling us to be united once again,

in the presence of our blessed Lord and Saviour. e.o.k.



Devotional Studies

JOHN 12:32

If ever a small word reflected grace and power, as por

trayed in Scripture, it is the little word "all." The

simplicity of its meaning, and the grandeur of its fulness

are a challenge to faith. Man makes much of little, but

God gives much in little. Man fills the head, but God

the heart. May we not be slow of heart to believe the

grace and truth conveyed in the compass of simplicity.

Among the many passages in which this word occurs,

is the notable utterance of our Lord, so majestic in its

wide embrace as a foreshadowing of the splendor that

will yet crown His sacrificial work. "And I, if I should

be exalted out of the earth, shall be drawing all to My

self." These words are of great moment and potency,

their glory embedded in the thought that Christ will

draw "all" to Himself. For this He came, for this He

died, and now, as the risen One at God's right hand, He

still draws humanity to Himself. But there is an even

deeper note of power vested in the little word "all." It

bespeaks the very climax of power, even as it sets forth

the magnitude of grace.

"I shall be drawing all to Myself." Thus crystallized,

the utterance portrays a magnetic Potentate, drawing to

Himself the grand sum total of humanity. It has been

too hastily concluded that only here and now are men

drawn to Him, and we know that not all repose faith

in Him. Therefore, if "all" are to be drawn to Him,

His words await perfect fulfilment. The present era of

grace does not exhaust the possibilities of His power,
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for, as the grand Executor of God's will, glorious work

awaits the Son in ages yet to be unrolled.

In the Roman epistle we see a further enhancement of

this magic word. "God locks up all together in stub

bornness, that He should be merciful to all.9' We may

not limit such mercy. Its outflow is to be universal.

The poet extols the nature of human mercy in beautiful

language:

"The quality of mercy is not strained

It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven

Upon the place beneath: it is twice blest;

It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes."

What then shall we say of mercy so Divine, so richly

free, as to be shown to all? It staggers thought, but

there again, His thoughts are not as ours, neither are His

ways. When we grasp the thought up to the hilt that

all things are of God, we may more clearly comprehend

His sovereign mercy. Remembering, too, that God, as

the Saviour of all men, wills all humanity to be saved by

virtue of Christ's kingly ransom for all, we should exult

in redemption so rapturously complete (c/ 1 Tim. 2:4-6).

Think of it, "Himself for all"! Shall we, who now

enjoy the fruit of His ransom, deny that He will yet

enfold all in happy, responsive allegiance to Himself?

Since Christ is to have the preeminence in all the uni

verse, it is only fitting that God should, by Him, reconcile

all the universe to Himself. And surely, the achievement

of creation bespeaks the accomplishment of reconcilia

tion. Ability is assured, since liHe is before all, and

the universe has its cohesion in Him." Thus the grand

ultimate is attained by the King of the ages, and God

is All in all (Col. 1:15-17).

We see then, that He Who fashioned and formed, can

perfect and complete. And in such sublimity, that all

the marvelous minutiae of His guidance and government

move with stately tread to the desired conclusion. He is

the God of patience, even as He is the God of hope.
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If the mystery of so lofty a purpose be ours, the

accomplishment is His. In thinking of such vastness of

grace, we must distinguish between the immediate and

the ultimate, between development and completion. The

potency of the immediate may be for the favored few,

since faith alone can exult therein, but the omnipotent

grandeur of the ultimate is for all.

Moreover, the exquisite truth of a Divine consumma

tion to the travail of the ages is the all-sufficient solution

to the problems that confront and perplex the children

of men. Christ will inaugurate such operations as will

conclude in universal triumph. Anguish and mystery

will flee away, as faith, hope and love at last attain their

zenith. And the vision is worthy of Him Who gave to

His children its fair unfolding. Now is the fragmentary,

then the complete. His way is perfect, His will supreme.

Of course, the great mystery with many is the conflict

ing now, the winter of discontent, with all its whirring

wheels of woe, its trail of war and restless toil.

May it be ours to wait patiently for Him, and, in the

meanwhile of His government and grace, rest heart and

intellect in His ability to bring to glad fruition the

operations of His majestic will. Then, when the mystery

of that will is seen in the light of full accomplishment,

will there be joyous acquiescence from the lips of all.
—Vol. IX, p. 17

UNITED GATHERINGS IN ENGLAND

We have received word that the following dates have been

set for the gathering together of all the friends who enjoy

concordant study and who love the Lord and wish to enjoy

fellowship with one another:

At Beeston: April 9th, June 11th, September 10th.

At Bleackheath: May 7th, July 16th.

For full details, write E. G. Jones, 8, Handley Arcade,

Mansfield, Notts.



Contributed Expositions

TO BE LITERAL OR NOT TO BE

THAT IS THE QUESTION

A translator of the Scriptures is either helped or ham

pered by his attitude toward them. A real constraint

is imposed on one who views the Scriptures as inspired

for he becomes obligated to convey its thoughts with

accuracy. On the other hand, in the words of James

Moffatt, "Once the translator of the New Testament is

freed from the influence of the theory of verbal inspira

tion, these difficulties cease to be so formidable."

What this means is simply this: if it is assumed that

the New Testament writers did not write accurately, it

follows that the translator need not translate accurately.

Thus it is that a scholar such as Henry J. Cadbury tries

to justify such a role played by the translator of the

Scriptures when he tells us, "As they [the New Testa

ment writers] wrote with neither grammatical precision

nor absolute verbal consistency, he [the modern transla

tor] is willing to deal somewhat less meticulously with

the data of a simple style that was naturally not too

particular about modes of expression or conscious of

the subtleties which some later interpreters read into it."

And this from a linguist! It is difficult not to explode

in resentment against such a loose statement.

But let us listen to Alexander Tilloch as he refutes

these sentiments in the following cogent words: "How

do such men generally proceed? They meet with some

supposed violation,—they substitute the idea or mode

of speech which they conceive to be intended:—they read

on and presently meet with something which does not

harmonise with the imposed sense; and a new violence
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is then committed, to prevent obscurity. The text again

resists this: the Critic, never questioning his own judg

ment, blunders on, till he has lost the sense entirely:

and then, instead of retracing his steps, or even trying

what would be the result of allowing the author to speak

in his own language, charges him with solecisms and

violations of grammar."*

Tilloch's book is a powerful polemic against those who

would charge the writers of the New Testament with

"lingual inaccuracies,'; "violations of grammar/' or

who even go so far as to "impute grammatical impro

prieties to the amanuensis of the Apocalypse." He

demolishes the critics who contend that John's Greek

is uncouth and ungrammatical. We commend the book

highly, although it is rare and difficult to obtain. It

will be well worth the time spent in rummaging through

the dusty tomes in a bookstore in the hope of turning up

a copy.

Dean Weigle, a member of the staff which produced

the Revised Standard Version, said that the English

Revised Version of 1881 and especially the American

Standard Version of 1901 were to be censured, for

"They are mechanically exact, literal, word-for-word

translations, which follow the order of the Greek words,

so far as this is possible, rather than the order which is

natural to English" (Introduction to the Revised Stand

ard Version of the New Testament, page 11).

On the other hand, Oswald T. Allis** writes that "first

in importance in estimating the value of any transla

tion is the question of accuracy" (page 15). " Accuracy

is the first requirement of a version. What the reader

* Dissertations Introductory to the Right Understanding

of the Language, Structure, and Contents of the Apocalypse

(London: 1823), page 14*9.

** Revision or New Translation? The Revised Standard Ver

sion of 1946 (Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed

Publishing Company, 1948)
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wants to know is what the author actually said, not

what the translator thinks he should have said, or how

he thinks he should have said it; and since an author's

style necessarily colors everything he writes, he wants

the translation to be as nearly as possible in the way the

author said it" (page 21).

Allis goes on to say that "this tendency toward the

introduction of unnecessary variations and differences

in rendering, which often seems to represent a deliberate

and studied effort on the part of the translator or reviser

to achieve novelty in rendering, is especially regrettable

because the average reader for whom these new versions

are primarily intended, is not in a position to test the

correctness of the claims which are so confidently made

in their favor" (page 7).

The ideal is accuracy and felicity of rendering. Ob

viously this ideal is high, yet every effort should be made

to achieve it. Again Allis says, "But we reject the

notion that it is the function of the translator to rewrite

the original, or to improve on it in respect of intelligi

bility or beauty. Accuracy comes first" (page 24).

Allis admits that "It is a difficult question to decide

just how far a translator should go in the attempt to

make the sense of the passage he is translating perfectly

clear to the reader. When the meaning is reasonably

clear, an interpretive rendering which would be helpful

to one reader might not be needed by another, who might

even regard it as an impertinence, a suggestion that he

did not have sufficient intelligence or culture to under

stand what the author meant from the author's own

words. On the other hand, if the meaning is at all

obscure or uncertain, the translator necessarily becomes

an interpreter, and interpretations may differ and often

do so. No hard and fast rule can be laid down. But this

much may at least be affirmed, that a distinction of some

kind should be drawn, and drawn carefully, between the

words of the author and the interpretive additions or
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explanations of the translator" (pages 25, 26).

The AV employed italics, the CV employs lightface

type for words not in the Greek. Since the BSV does

neither, Allis's criticism is levelled at this failure to set

out what the text says and what the translators added

to aid the reader.

If mechanical problems with the linotype had not

intruded, even the punctuation, quotation marks and the

like would have been set out in lightface type in the CV.

Allis, in a chapter titled "The Form of the Translation"

(Chapter VI), indicates what harm can be done by

punctuation, capitals, paragraphing, quotation marks,

etc., all of which can mar the meaning, change the

meaning, even obscure the meaning. Indeed, these

marks should be used with the utmost caution.

Allis states, "That a literal translation may be in

exact and an idiomatic rendering may be accurate, is

a truism, which does not need to be stressed. The ideal

is a rendering which is both accurate and idiomatic.

But it is often very hard to achieve" (page 42).

As we state in the "Explanatory Introduction/' "The

concordant method of studying the Scriptures uses a

concordance to discover the meaning of a word, not in

any version, but in the Original. The aim is to discover

the usage and fix its significance by its inspired associa

tions. It is in line with the linguistic law that the mean

ing of a word is decided by its usage. In this version

the efficiency and value of this method has been greatly

multiplied by extending it to the elements of which the

Greek words are composed and by combining with it the

vocabulary method, which deals with each word as a

definite province of the realm of thought which must be

carefully kept within its own etymological and context

ual boundaries.

"Uniformity and consistency is the keynote. This is

attained by the use of a standard English expression for

every Greek element in the Original, and variants which
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correspond to the words, and form the basis of the

Version. All is uniform when possible, and consistent

when uniformity is impracticable'7 (page 610).

We go on to say, "Not only should each Greek word

be translated uniformly when practicable, but, to achieve

the best results, each English word should be the con

stant and exclusive representative of only a single Greek

word. There are subtle distinctions and instructive

nuances which escape us otherwise, and sometimes these

are the vital keys to great and precious truths" (page

627).

A further and important point is made in the section

setting forth some of the values of this Version. It is

this: "Drawbacks associated with rigid uniformity in

translation are largely compensated for by means of

occasional idiomatic variants, and signs and superior

letters in the text itself." The Abbreviation Key may

be folded out for reference when reading the Version.

Here these compensatory signs are alphabetized and

explained so that all may, with pleasure and profit, not

only read His Word, but see for themselves exactly how

it is said in the original language.

John Beekman has an article in The Bible Trans

lator for October, 1966, titled '"Literalism' A Hin

drance to Understanding." In it he castigates the literal

translation for its failures to convey the meaning of the

Original since "One of the worst faults of most literal

translations is the choice of literal equivalents Tor the

words used in the translation" (page 178).

Another stricture levelled against literal translations

is that "Grammatical categories are often retained in a

literal translation" (page 181). Finally, we are told

that still another weakness of a literal version is the

usual attempt to follow the word order of the Original

too closely: "Another characteristic of literalism is a

failure to re-order words, phrases, clauses, or sentences.

Following the word order of the original is a common
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error in literalism. Just as frequent is the failure to

make necessary shifts in the order of phrases and

sentences. Often the linguistic order confuses the reader

until it is changed to correspond to the experiential

order" (page 181).

Paul's inspired order in Philippians 3:10 is as follows:

resurrection, sufferings, death. Surely this is wrong

since this is not the experiential order, which would be:

sufferings, death, resurrection. Shall we change Paul's

order to agree with our disordering of the thought he

conveyed? Emphatically, no! Let us instead attempt to

understand what lies behind the un-chronological, the

non-experiential order. How easily this may be done

by one who holds fast to the Word! And to such a one,

deep and wondrous truths are revealed through con

sideration of the unusual order selected by Paul.

If we may re-order words, phrases, clauses, and

sentences to agree with our notions of improving on the

"haphazard" and non-experiential order, where shall be

drawn the line of tampering with the truth? Shall we

re-order Paul's order in 2 Timothy 3:16, 17? Here he

writes: teaching, exposure, correction, discipline,

equipped, fitted out. Shall we expose before we teach?

Shall we correct before we expose ? Shall we discipline

before we correct? Shall we equip and fit out before we

teach, expose, correct, and discipline? To what lengths

will some men seek to go in re-ordering God's thoughts

to reflect their own "superior" thoughts—and this in

the face of His words as seen in Isaiah 55:8, 9 ? There

God says,

"For not as My devices are your devices,

And not as your ways are My ways/'

How can any person stoop to impugn the motives of

those who seek to give to the saint what the Scriptures

literally say, by writing, "One doesn't really have to

know what a passage means if he translates literally.

Those who are afraid to take responsibility for the exe-
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gesis of a passage hide behind a literal translation"

(Beekman's article, page 189) ?

For the time being, we will leave this and other

castigating remarks unanswered and will return to Allis'

review of the 1946 KSV. When speaking of the nega

tive in the New Testament Greek and the problem of

bringing it over idiomatically, we writes, "It is to be

noted in this connection that an 'idiomatic' rendering

means or should mean, giving in the translation the

exact equivalent of what is stated in the original, not

the substitution by the translator of forms of expression

which seem to him more suitable to express the thought

of the writer" (page 45).

Lack of uniformity in the rendering of the same Greek

word by the same English word is frequently the cause

of confusion. The desire to avoid monotony may be

behind this, as indicated in the Preface to the King

James Version. Yet what seems to be monotony is

transformed to force when it reflects the inspired ex

pression of the Divine Author of the Scriptures. We

should not seek to improve on the greatest Grammarian

of all, the holy Spirit of God.

The charge that some versions follow the Greek word

order too slavishly is a shortsighted one. Much beauty

and accuracy, emphasis and exactitude, is sacrificed when

the Greek order is cast in the English order. Frequently,

to so recast is to miscast the meaning of the Original.

Again we quote Allis who discusses this problem when

he writes, "It may be admitted that too close adherence

to the Greek order may result in a somewhat unnatural

and stilted construction of English. But the counter

charge which we would bring against ESV is that it has

frequently departed from the Greek order where such

departure is quite unneccesary and sometimes where a

closer adherence to that order brings out the meaning of

the Greek more clearly than what they apparently have

regarded as the natural order in English" (page 86).
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In this series of studies we shall be testing the Con

cordant Literal New Testament (CV) by standards

proposed by recognized scholars in the field of transla-

tional problems. We shall make an investigation to see

if the CV anticipates available versions, or improves on

suggested renderings, or points the way toward possible

solutions of problems connected with difficult words or

verses or passages.

All of these studies of various books by different

writers will but serve to reinforce what we have already

said: You can be sure if it's Concordant and Literal.

The Word of God is revealed by means of words. If

the words we use to translate the Word conceal rather

than reveal, then the thoughts of God cannot be known

or acted upon.

Words are the clothes in which thoughts are dressed.

The words should not masquerade the thoughts. Instead,

they should make them manifest. This calls for careful

rather than capricious choice. It calls for a method

which screens out prejudice and guards against bias. It

requires a system which will serve to corral the intrusion

of religious cant and cancel theological jargon. God's

straight words do not need man's crooked crutches.

Careful writing calls for the careful choice of words,

since "To write badly is to lie." Careful writing requires

careful readers. Therefore it follows that to read badly

is to falsify the writing which tells the truth, and is as

reprehensible as to write badly and to translate badly.

God's Word, which transforms by renewing the mind

and motivates all truly meaningful activity, is laid down

for us in a pattern of sound words. These words are

accurate, reliable, authentic and inspired. If we will

not go beyond what is written in the Word we cannot be

accused of being fanatics or obscurantists. If we will

go as far as what is written in the Word in any of the

fields of which the Scriptures teach and treat, we are

always abreast, if not ahead, of man.
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"With what words" plunges us into the world of

words and their meanings a^nd purposes. Do words

primarily produce thought or deeds 1 Are words only

to be meditated upon or are they also to be acted upon?

Are words only to instruct or are they to motivate?

Are words to remain insubstantial and immaterial or

are they to become substantial and material ?

The answer lies in recovering, not re-covering, the

truth. The remedy lies in unquestioned submission to

the Word which is God-breathed. The solution lies in

following a system which permits His words to come

through to us without the machinations of man contam

inating what is pure and clean. The Concordant

principles of translation seek to attain this goal: the

sinner's conviction and conversion, the saint's solace and

edification, as well as Christ's honor and the glorification

of God. Contributed

(To be continued)

PROGRESS REPORT

Typesetting of the Concordant translation of the Book of

Daniel has been delayed because we cannot obtain "mats"

for the special characters needed, due to the Viet Nam war.

Hence this book will not be ready this spring as we had hoped.

Work is proceeding apace on the checking and correcting of

the Concordant Commentary (a reprint of the notes as they

appeared in the Complete Edition of the Concordant Version).

We hope, D.V., that this book can be published late in 1967.

Work on a new, revised edition of A. E. Knoch's early

book, The Mystery of the Gospel, now long out of print, is in

progress. Further details will be announced later.

Bro. Pablo C. Chua, of Ozamis City, Philippines, has been

translating the Scriptures into a native tongue for an organi

zation there. When they learned that he was using the Con

cordant Version as a tool, and rendering such terms as eon

by an equivalent term in that language, instead of the tradi

tional forever, he was relieved of his task. Hence we felt

that the Concordant Mission Fund should be used for such a

worthy endeavor, and sent an immediate emergency remit

tance. Whether or not his work can still be published, is in

the Lord's hands. Please be praying with us about it. e.o.k.
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ALL IN ALL

Picture to yourself a perfect universe! Not a trace

of sin or of transgression to eclipse the effulgence of

God's love! Not an impulse of His affection but receives

an instant and thrilling response from every heart. What

a marvelous harvest of the eons that will be! How potent

the cross through which it comes! How glorious the God

Who purposed and perfected such a reconciliation!

The travail of sin may well be borne exultingly if such

a birth impends. Even the eons of suffering and an

guish which now dim our eyes will then prove to be the

dark background upon which the glory of that perfect

day shines brightest.

To us, a dreary day may drag its length so slowly to a

close; toilsome years wear wearily away; but what are

days or years, yes, what are even eons compared with an

endless and unceasing eternity? All of the eons from

the beginning to the consummation are but a brief

moment, a passing cloud, compared with that which lies

beyond.

But alas! If this is but a mirage, a dream which is

denied by the Word of the God upon Whom its fulfill

ment depends, why mock ourselves with it now or em

bitter the bliss that surely will be the portion of all who

are His favorites ? For, if an eternity of happiness will

blot out the sorrows of the ages, it is no less true that

an eternity of suffering would infinitely transcend all

the anguish which pales us now. Why even the tiniest

tinge of sin, so rigidly confined that it cannot spread,

would at length amount to more than all the sins of all
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the eons. It would work a worse woe from the mere

immensity of its duration.

But if, instead of a slight trace of sin and its conse

quent suffering, we imagine the sinner suffering the

torment of the orthodox "hell" with its unbearable bodily

anguish, the pangs of conscience, the taunts of fiends,

one hour of which is more than all his earthly sorrows

rolled in one—lengthen this out to endlessness and season

it with hopeless despair—and its horrors will be abso

lutely inconceivable.

But this is far from all. Multiply this single case by

the vast majority of humanity, who, age after age, have

been huddled into this horrid "hell"—and each one

tortured and tormented while the ages roll, and roll, and

roll... without respite and without remedy, and then

imagine—but no, we will imagine no more, for the heart

grows sick even at the very thought.

Though our lips may be afraid to frame the words,

our hearts will whisper "Can such be the fruit of God's

adventure?" Would such sorrow serve as one of the

jewels that He sought for His eternal diadem? Is that

the response for which He hungered when He allowed—

nay, when He purposed—that sin should estrange His

creatures from Himself?

Christ came to "destroy the works of the devil" (1

John 3:8, A.V.). But, if orthodoxy is true, then Satan

has not only the vast majority on his side, but his work

is not destroyed at all. Its results would never cease to

mar the universe.

David was right when he preferred to fall into the

hands of God, for His very judgments show none of

the cruelty which so often mars man's mercy.

But let us awake from the sickening nightmare of

man's imaginings and let us wing our spirits to God's

glorious consummation. Here is a vision worthy of the

God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Sin, sorrow,

suffering, estrangement—all these are but memories
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which, in the divine alchemy of that blessed era, will

illumine love itself. Not sin triumphant, with its bitter

fangs buried even in that blessedness. Ah, no. Sin will

be absent, though the memory of it remains—the chiefest

condiment of sinless bliss.

Once all was perfect; and all shall be perfect once

again. Man has been God's enemy; yet through this

very enmity He will draw mankind far closer to Himself

than otherwise could have been.

And the zenith of that sublime perfection will be—not

innocence or friendship's chain unbroken—but reconcili

ation, perfect and complete. A universe in harmony

with God!

This, this is our goal.

This, this is His grandest glory.

Before the beginning God was All in Himself. Now

He is All in Christ and the saints. In the consummation

He will be All in all. All in all—what an epitome is

this of God's purpose! What a compendium of universal

history! What a pledge of His perfection and the per

fection of all His work!

That God was All in Himself none will deny, for there

was no creature to be insubordinate.

That He is not All in all at the present is quite

apparent, for only a fraction have faintly felt that God

was indeed All to them. Some have seen Him as their

Saviour, some have acknowledged Him their Lord, some

have found Him their All. Happy they who know Him

thus! They have tasted of the cup ineffable, which

quenches every thirst and brims with every blessing.

But our God has foretold the blessed era when He

shall be All in all. How can that be? Are there not

some too calloused to bend to His omnipotence? Let

each one who knows Him as their All give answer thus:

"He Who has broken my stubborn will and brought me

to His feet can lead the most obstinate to Himself."

His will is more than a match for any man's. Were it
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His decree to become their Doom, they could not say

Him nay. But as it is His will to become their All

(which is a far nobler, greater goal) their All He shall

become; His indignation may destroy for the eons, but

His love will last endlessly.

He will be All in all. As each class is delivered from

the domains of Death, God's great purpose becomes more

and more apparent. When Christ arose from among the

dead, the great Firstfruit, He was the Herald of a

universal harvest. For in His future presence, all who

are His will be "conformed to His body of glory," to

reign with Him. But so long as He rules there must be

insubjection, there must be those who do not find in God

their All. Yet so perfect does the rule of God's Son

become, so potent are His judgments, that at the con

summation all are in perfect subjection. Death, the last

enemy, is abolished, all are "made alive" and the last

flicker of opposition has been snuffed out. Christ has

accomplished the work His God had given Him to do.

The Son of God has effaced all disaffection from the

universe. And still God is not fully satisfied. He is not

All in aU.

His Son has brought the universe to His feet. His

Son rules until sovereignty itself has become obsolete.

Is not His Son eternally entitled to the dignities He

has won? He would never have it so! For when He

has attained the zenith of universal glory and dominion

He lays it all at His Father's feet! The humble One He

ever was, as witness Bethlehem and Calvary. And

humility will be the brightest halo on His blessed head

for all eternity. For He steps down from His high

place and prestige to present His God with the prize for

which His love had longed and labored. He presents

Him with a universe subject to His will, satisfied with

His wisdom, thrilled with His love, and takes His place

at His Father's feet. Thus only can His God be

All in all.
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Present Yourself

FOR SUCH A TIME AS THIS

Three days and nights the Jews of Shushan had been

fasting, for a great evil had been purposed against them.

It was a time of grief and despair—and yet there was

hope. Would not God deliver them as He had delivered

their forefathers in times past ? They were determined

to trust Him for their great need.

And now there was a stir just outside the queen's

quarters. The lovely young queen was making her way

toward the king's inner court. Queen Esther was a

Jewess. Clad in her beautiful royal garments, gifts

from the king, Esther paused briefly at the doorway of

the great throne room where Ahasuerus sat in his

majesty. Her heart beat wildly. Would she find favor

in his sight? Or would she be destroyed for daring to

approach the king without his summons ? It was a tense

moment.

The king saw her as she moved through the door.

Without hestitation he held out the golden scepter to

show his favor. "What wilt thou, Queen Esther, and

what is thy request? It shall be even given thee to the

half of the kingdom."

NOT BY CHANCE

And thus began a great deliverance which is celebrated

in Jewish circles to this day. It was not by chance that

Esther found this great opportunity to help her people.

It was God Who placed her in the palace as queen. With

the opportunity came responsibility. Esther's foster

father urged her to action: "Who knoweth," he said,
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"Whether thou art come to the kingdom for such a

time as this!"

For such a time as this. We consider the times in

which we live today. Though circumstances are differ

ent from those of Esther's day, we must admit our

sojourn here, in this century, finds us in troublous times.

Like Esther, we are not here by chance, but why are we

here? We who believe in God and love His Word, and

rest in the knowledge of His care and His sovereign rule

over the universe—what is our responsibility? Why

have we been favored ? Why do we have an understand

ing of His love, when multitudes do not even know if He

exists? Are we here "for such a time as this'7? How

shall we respond to the needs around us ?

IF I PERISH, I PERISH

The story of Esther may help to point up one answer

to these questions. What could she do for her people?

Nothing in herself, she knew. But she was in a position

where she could make petition for them. She accepted

the challenge. To appear before the king without a

summons was a great risk, but Esther made her decision.

"If I perish, I perish!"

We, too, may take our petitions to One greater than

ourselves. We may ask the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ concerning the spiritual needs of those around us.

Indeed, we have been entreated to pray "for all man

kind, for kings and all those being in a superior sta

tion.. . " (1 Tim. 2:1). Unlike Esther, our asking does

not endanger us, for our Father delights to hear us lift

heart and voice in prayer. He bids us come boldly with

our petitions. But like Esther, we must be challenged

to ask.

It is God Himself Who provides the challenge we

need. As the late Brother Knoch has written: "When

the glorious gospel of the conciliation becomes ours, the

burden is laid upon our hearts to reach others with it.
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When the secret of Christ's headship over all dawns upon

us, we wish to herald it abroad. When we learn of our

own celestial honors, we are pressed to share these glories

with all the believers. When we find out that all man

kind will be saved, who can stop us from making it

known ? All these truths, received through God's Spirit,

spontaneously ascend and return to Him as sweet in

cense, the thanksgiving and petition and prayer. And

when these truths are opposed, we cannot help pleading

for those who hinder, as well as those who help to make

them known."*

PRESENT YOURSELF

This is a wonderful challenge that God brings to us.

It is a privilege to "struggle in prayer" as did Epaphras,

who prayed that the Colossian saints might "stand

mature and fully assured in all the will of God." (Col.

4:12). We can learn to persevere in prayer (Col. 4:2).

We can learn to pray wisely, as did the apostle Paul, for

his prayers are a pattern for us to follow. Let us present

ourselves to God in prayer. f.s.

* Taken from "Praise and Prayer in Paul's Epistles." You

may have a copy of this 16-page booklet by writing and

requesting it from the publishers of this magazine.

MISSIONARY REPORT

Prayerfully, we have decided to include in our periodic

distribution of the Concordant Mission Fund, the following

additional missions:

The Friends of Indonesia Fellowship, administered by our

friend in the Lord, Dr. John G. Breman, who has suffered

much for the truths he loves. He is ill, and needs our prayers.

The Bible Research & Christian Training Institute, of Raja-

varum, Andhra, South India. Although forced to discontinue

classes because of lack of funds, the director, Dr. M. P. S.

Raju, hopes to resume this much needed activity. Bro. H. A.

P. Schon, of West Germany, is trustee and counsellor for this

mission.

Pastor Mercedo Cabardo of Pagadian, Zamboanga del Sur,

Philippines, has been added at the request of Bro. Rodriguez.
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JOHN'S LETTERS

A long time after Peter and Paul and others had

written their part of what we call the New Testament,

the apostle John—now an old man—sat down to write.

Can you picture in your mind how this aged man care

fully makes each Greek word ?

John wrote about the earthly life of the Lord Jesus,

as you may remember. But John also wrote three letters

(epistles), and a larger book which we will learn about

later. Look in your copy of God's Word, and see if you

can find John's three letters.

John loved his people, the Jews. He wanted to help

the ones who believed in the Lord Jesus Christ. As he

wrote to them, he called them a special name—"little

children." Wasn't this a kind, loving way to write to

them, although most of them were grown-up people?

This is how the words "little children" look when written

in the Greek language:

John did not grow tired of writing. "And these

things we are writing that our joy may be full." (1 John

1:4). God has kept his letters safely so that the Jews

may read them in the future—in the days to come—even

at the end of this age in which we live! f.s.

ANNIE S. BELL

Although we do not have details, we learn that our Sister

in the Lord, Annie S. Bell, died in July of 1966. We do know

that she was indefatigable in her zeal for the truths sn£

loved, and that she had helped many toward a better under

standing of the Word of God. We know too that she prayed

daily for our work here, and we are sure that her reward

will be great in that day. e.o.k.



UNSBAECHABLE RICHES FOR MAY, 1967
BEING THE THIRD NUMBER OF VOLUME FIFTY-EIGHT

EDITORIAL

In this issue you will find, on reading the article en

titled To be Literal or Not to be, which appears on

page 134, that our efforts to make the "Word of God

available to the English reader in its original purity

of expression, are subject to the ridicule of many who

are looked upon as authorities in the realm of theology.

This is to be expected, and we do not propose to lament

over it. Rather, let us rejoice. The "authorities" in

our Lord's day also subjected Him to ridicule, did they

not?

"While we do not feel led to attack the statements of

others, preferring rather to keep our ministry a positive

one, yet we do feel quite strongly that such statements

as, t' Some aberrations, such as the Concordant... would

be better forgotten" (from Robert Bratcher's review of

Herbert Dennett's book A Guide to Modern Versions

of the New Testament) ,'i This translation is dominated

by what might be called 'ultra-dispensational' tendencies

..." (from Dennett's book), and ''This New Testament

appears to be the Bible more complicated" (from Her

bert Henry Ehrenstein's review of the Concordant

Literal New Testament which appeared on page 50

of the March, 1967, issue of Eternity Magazine), should

not be ignored or allowed to remain unchallenged.

Hence it seems in order for us to publish this refuta

tion, as well as redouble our efforts to make the Memorial

Edition of the Concordant Literal New Testament

known, and known favorably, among the Lord's people

everywhere. For it is, we feel, well qualified to stand
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upon its own merits. We need make no apology for it,

except perhaps that we have been, in years gone by,

remiss in making known not only its advantages, but its

very existence.

In the past, we have sold the Concordant Version

mostly by mail, direct. The average bookseller had never

heard of it. Even the Christian bookstores were not

aware of its availablity. Thus, as it were, we have been

guilty of hiding its light under a bushel. We are now

endeavoring, with the Lord's help, to correct this unde

sirable condition.

To this end, we have been running a half page adver

tisement in Christian Bookseller magazine for the past

several months, in which we offer a free introductory

copy of the regular binding. Eesponse has been quite

encouraging, and this means that the Concordant Lit

eral New Testament is now on display on the shelves

of scores of Christian book shops all over this country

and Canada: on display where it may be seen and exam

ined by seekers after truth who frequent these shops

looking for help, and by those looking for a literal trans

lation of the Word of God.

Since truly literal translations are relatively rare, and

the few which have been made (such as Young's and

Rotherham's) are difficult to obtain, we feel very defin

itely that our Concordant translation is filling a need.

True, its principle is in direct contrast (albeit refreshing

contrast) to the many paraphrases which are so popular

these days, because, like baby food, they require but

little effort to assimilate. But for the mature believer,

baby food will not satisfy.

Why not help us in this endeavor? Go to your local

bookstore, if you have not already done so, and inquire

about the Concordant Literal New Testament. Or

show a copy to the proprietor. Pray with us about mak

ing it known. The Lord is able, and the resources of

His "advertising agency" are without limit.
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The next phase of our effort will be to circularize by

direct mail, all the members of the Christian Booksellers

Association. They must be made aware of our Version,

and become familiar with its special features, so that

it will come to mind when they receive inquiries.

Then we shall be contacting most of them again at the

Christian Booksellers convention, which will take place

in San Diego, California, late in July. We have con

tracted for a booth there, where we shall be displaying

our Concordant Literal New Testament, as well as

the Concordant Greek Text. In years to come if the

Lord tarries, there will be still other books of the Con

cordant Library which we hope, D.V., to make available.

Your prayers are specifically requested for all of these

projects. It is your "concern" as well as ours. Pray

with us. Uphold our efforts before the throne of grace,

that all we do may redound to the glory and honor of

Him Whom we love and serve. e.o.k.

UNCOVENANTED BLESSINGS FOR US

Come with me to old Jerusalem, to the Upper Eoom

where Jesus and His twelve disciples are celebrating the

Passover. As we enter they are just about through. All

attention is centered on Jesus who now begins to speak.

Our hearts are saddened for we know what the twelve

do not know, that ere the morrow's sun has set, His

lifeless body will be taken down from a cross and placed

in a new tomb, that of Joseph of Arimathea.

Listen! Jesus is saying as He takes the cup, "This

cup is the new covenant in My blood which is shed for

your sakes. All of you drink of it."

The disciples know what we might not know. They

could tell us how God took a nation of wandering Jews

in the desert and made a covenant with them; how

Moses came down from the mount bringing with him the

Ten Commandments written on tablets of stone, and the
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laws and regulations, and how the people with one voice

said they would keep the covenant and the laws. But

alas! it was only sentiment. They could not satisfy a

just and holy God. So Jeremiah the prophet foretold

(31:31-33) how God would conclude a new covenant

with the house of Israel and the house of Judah, and

would write the law in their hearts. He would deal with

them as individuals of the chosen nation. The time had

come. This was what Jesus was talking about.

We leave the little company, coming away in con

templation, we who were lost sinners of the Gentiles, of

whom the Apostle Paul said that we were without God

and without expectation in the world. We had nothing

in ourselves to bargain with in a covenant relation with

Him. In the words of the old familiar hymn, Rock of

Ages, "Nothing in my hand I bring, simply to Thy cross

I ding."

Then by His matchless grace, His unmerited favor,

He sought us out, and through the merit of the shed

blood of His Son, bent over us in wondrous love, wooing

us to Himself. A conciliated God! And we responded to

that love divine and became conciliated to Him. And

wonder of wonders! He has made each of us a minister

of His new purpose of reconciliation.

The joy of every preacher of the Gospel, the joy no

one can take away, is that God has given this salvation,

this grace and love, and thus they can offer it to every

sin-cursed son of Adam. And too, there is the joy

unspeakable you and I can have when we realize that we

are privileged to offer in our own way, His marvelous

grace and wondrous love to everyone, beginning with our

neighbor, and extending to the uttermost parts of the

earth. We can by word of mouth, by Christian living,

and by Christian giving be His ministers of reconciliation.

As we partake of the emblems, with unspeakable joy,

may this realization be ours. May it be mine. May it

be yours. S. B. McM.



The Secret of the Resurrection

THE VIVIFICATION OF ALL

1 Corinthians 15 .-20-34

PAET I

"All in all"—such is the august goal of our God!

He will yet be everything to every one of His creatures*

as it is fitting that He should be. Nothing less will satisfy

His heart or the heart of our Saviour. Nothing less will

vindicate His love or form a fit conclusion for the tragedy

of the eons. Let us with joy believe it. Let us exult as

we receive it! May these three simple syllables, that an

infant's lips can lisp, become the very basis of our being,

the background of every act, the key to every occurrence,

a light in every darkness, a balm for every wound. They

are the pole star of all true philosophy, the consummation

of all wisdom. They are the heart of the compend of

divine revelation, "Out of Him and through Him and

for Him is all" (Bom. 11:36), and reflect back upon the

dismal story of sin and suffering the bright and benefi

cent beams of the immanent love of God, for which the

darkness and death we now endure is but a fleeting foil.

Well do I recall the days when this part of first

Corinthians was utterly incomprehensible to me. The

"truth" which held me in its thrall, turned it into a

dark riddle, which I had no hope of solving, at least in

this life. Its beams were too bright, and, in place of

illuminating my whole being, as it does today, it blinded

my eyes, as Saul was blinded by the brightness of our

Lord's presence on the way to Damascus. But gradually

the scales fell away, and now that which was the most

obscure has become a light for illuminating all the rest.

This experience has taught me to bear with much pa-
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tience the blindness of others, and to wait until God

graciously restores their sight so that they may gaze upon

these universal glories. Let us pray that God may open

many eyes to discern that far future infinitude of bliss—

God All in all.

The paragraph which closes with these wondrous words

must be illumined by their light, or it will prove an

insoluble enigma. The vivification of all, the abolition

of death, the abdication of the Son— these truths are

too much for the mortal whose heart is still confined in

the confessions of human theology. In fact this part of

God's revelation is far too magnificent in its scope to be

cramped into the creeds of men. Hence we urge all who

read these lines to remember at all times, when studying

this superlative section of divine revelation, that the

object of all which the apostle brings before us is a two

fold universality in regard to God. Every creature of

His will find in Him its all. Keeping this constantly

before us we will be able to examine the steps which

lead up to it, beginning with Him in Whom it has

already found a fulfillment, the Firstfruit, Christ.

Christ has been roused from among the dead, and not

only so, but He is the Firstfruit of those who are repos

ing. Just as, each year, a shock of grain (Lev. 23:10)

was waved before Jehovah as a token and promise of the

coming crop, so Christ, in His recall from death, was but

the beginning, to be followed, in due course, by the whole

harvest. All is reckoned as being in the Firstfruit, so

that, in another place, the apostle says, "If the firstfruit

is holy, the kneading is also" (Eom. 11:16). What is

true of one is germinally true of all the rest. So that we

need only look at Christ to see what God's heart has in

store for all the creatures which His hands have made.

His vivification is the sample and gives certainty to all

the rest.

In his epistle to the Eomans, the apostle shows how

Christ's work parallels and far more than corrects the
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one act of Adam, to which is traced the entrance of sin

and death. His conclusion was that, as it was through

one offense for all mankind for condemnation, thus also

it is through one just award for all mankind for life's

justifying (Eom. 5:18). In fullest accord with this he

now develops the same thought in connection with life.

In this also, Christ is far more than the equivalent of

Adam. Death, as well as sin, came in through the first

man. So life, as well as righteousness, comes in through

the Second, our Lord Jesus Christ. Indeed, this goes far

deeper, for it is death working in us which is the cause

of our sin. Remove death and sin will cease of itself.

Far more than our decease was brought in by Adam,

and something which affects our souls much more than

the sleep which closes our career. God did not say to

Adam, "In the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt

surely die" (Gen. 2:17). If He had, Adam would have

died the very day in which he was judged. He might

then have had no progeny of sinners. In the precise

language of the Hebrew, He said, "to die you shall be

dying." That is, there would be dying as well as death.

As we now know, there is a long process of disintegra

tion, with which we are all acquainted, even though we

are accustomed to calling it life. Ever since Adam sinned,

he and his descendants have been dying. Like ripe

fruit plucked from the tree, our bloom soon passes away,

and we show a slow process of decay. In Adam, all are

dying, even while they are still alive. That is the "life"

that we inherited from our disobedient parent, which not

one of his descendants has ever evaded.

Thus, we read, shall all be vivified. The contrast is

not between the crisis of actual death and the resurrec

tion, but between the dying process and a life process,

beyond the touch of death. Indeed, it is not strictly true

that all in Adam are doomed to die. Many have longed

to be among the favored few who will not expire, but be

vivified at the coming of our Lord. We who survive to
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the presence of Christ are slowly dying, but we will not

complete the process when we hear the shout that will

wake the dead and infuse immortal life into our dying

frames. Not all of Adam's descendants will die, but all

begin to tread the path that leads down to the grave as

soon as they are born.

The contrast in this glorious promise is between mor

tality and immortality, between our present mode of

existence and the glory before us. That vivification is far

more than resurrection is abundantly evident, for it is

for those who have not died as well as for those who

repose. Our Lord is not only the Resurrection but the

Life (John 11:25). Not only could He call back Lazarus

from the tomb to life like that he had before, and thus

be his Resurrection, but, in the days to come, He will call

Lazarus once again, to a life indissoluble and incorrupti

ble, and thus become his Life. That is why, especially in

relation to Lazarus, our Lord calls Himself by this

double title. Lazarus has already experienced His power

in resurrection, but he waits in death until His future

presence before he makes His acquaintance as his Life.

His resurrection was a passing occurrence, but the life

that he will receive will be enduring, constant, incorrup

tible, eonian.

, Eor death the cure is resurrection, but for dying we

need life. The crisis of death is a single act and so is

resurrection. Each may occur in an. instant of time. This

is not before us in this parallel (1 Cor. 15:22). The

words ' ■ are dying■'. and '' shall be vivified'' are in the

incomplete tense in the Original, which denotes an action

i^L progress. The long drawn-out activity of death in

dragging men down to the grave is put in contrast with

the endless activity of life in imparting ineorruptionj

power, and glory. All who endured the first shall enjoy

the second. Here is a message for mankind which should

lift it above its misery! Knowing this, we can even

enjpy the weakness and humiliation of our present state
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in anticipation of the glory for which it is the necessary

prelude.

THE THREE CLASSES

Perhaps all of us are like the prophet, and our hearts

cry out, "Till when?" We are like children, intent only

on the immediate sensations of our souls. God uses

wisdom and waits until the proper preparation has been

made. He does not wish to lavish His gifts on thankless,

unresponsive hearts, so must reserve His bounty until

sin and death have prepared them to appreciate His

boons. Only thus can He become everything to them.

So the longed-for glory cannot come at once. Moreover,

some will be ready before the rest. The great Firstfruit

is already glorified. Not only has He been roused from

sleep as to His soul, and raised as to His incorruptible

frame, but He has been vivified, as to His Spirit, and

possesses a life indissoluble (Heb. 7:16), beyond the

reach of death.

Of His soul we read that it was not abandoned in the

unseen, or, more literally, the imperceptible (Acts 2:27).

That is, in death all perception had ceased. His eye did

not see, His ear did not hear, nor had He any sensation

whatsoever. As to His soul, death affected it just as it

does the souls of all humans. But it was not abandoned

in that condition. He was roused, and sensation was

restored, and every perceptive faculty returned. This is

what constitutes consciousness. The return of His Spirit

to His body was the means of recalling His soul, for sen

sation is not an entity like the body or spirit, but an

effect, which appears and disappears with the combina

tion which causes it in mankind.

Of His body we read, "nor wTas His flesh acquainted

with decay" (Acts 2:31). In this He was unique. His

frame saw no corruption, notwithstanding it was dead.

Decay is not an essential feature of death, merely a

possible aftereffect, dependent on the environment. If it

should be very cold, decay may be prevented for thou-
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sands of years, as has been the case with mammoths

encased in ice. By artificial refrigeration, flesh may be

preserved for many months. In the hot climate of Pales

tine, however, dissolution commences almost at once, so

that the dead are hurried away and buried on the day of

death. But in His case God would not suffer it (Acts

2:27). Indeed, from the time when His work was fin

ished His humiliation ceased. His body was not flung

away and dishonored, but was entombed in a costly

memorial. His honors began in the tomb, even before

His resurrection. His corpse saw no corruption, and He

was with the rich in His death (Isa. 53:9). Though

crucified with robbers and malefactors, He made His

grave with the honorable of the earth.

His Spirit He had entrusted to God. When He ex

pired He cried, ' 'Father, into Thy hands am I commit

ting My Spirit" (Luke 23:46). David, in the Psalms,

whom Peter quotes on the day of Pentecost, not only fore

told the whereabouts of His soul, and the condition of

His body in death, but goes on to deal with His Spirit,

not indeed, by name, but by its manifestation, which is

life. Not a word is said of the spirit in death, for there

is nothing to say. After its committal to God when He

expired, the next we hear of it is in vivification, for the

spirit makes alive. It returned to the lifeless frame. In

the words of David, "Thou makest known to Me the

paths of life" (Acts 2:28). This is more than the rous

ing of the soul, or the raising of the body. This is

vivification, expressed in the fine figurative fashion of

the ancient Hebrew. Although His Spirit was in the

Father's keeping, He did not ascend to the Father until

after His resurrection (John 20:17).

The Firstfruit, Christ! To be sure, all men will be

raised for judgment. All shall be roused to give an

account of their acts to God. But that is not what these

words convey. He was not the first to be raised from

the dead. Even before He came some received their dead
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by resurrection (Heb. 11:35). He Himself raised more.

Others were roused from among the dead before Him.

He was not the Firstfruit of resurrection or rousing, but

of those who are vivified. No one before Him entered

the portals of eonian life. No one was clothed with in-

corruption and immortality. Only as such is He the

Firstfruit. We look for all who are in the tombs to hear

His voice and come forth, some to life, and some to judg

ment (John 5:28, 29). But only the first group finds

Him their Firstfruit. The second must find Him this, as

we learn elsewhere, at a later time, and in another class.

THOSE WHO ARE CHRIST^

The three classes of the vivified are distinguished

from each other in character and time. Christ is a class

by Himself. Then there is the group of faith, those who

are His. Thereafter, to complete the "all," come the

remainder, who have no special designation, except that,

at present, they may not be called His, hence do not

believe. This agrees with the classification elsewhere

given, where God is called the Saviour of all mankind,

especially of believers (1 Tim. 4:10). And it harmonizes

also with the gift of eonian life, which is not the portion

of unbelievers. Hence the apostle, instead of describing

the third class, gives the fact, rather, of the consumma

tion, and this fixes the time of their vivification after the

eons. Hence the third class is not promised eonian life

here, for vivification is not theirs until the eons end.

THE TIME OF VIVIFICATION

The time of vivification varies with each class. Christ,

as we know, has been beyond the dominion of death ever

since His resurrection. '' Those who are Christ's'' will be

vivified at His presence (1 Cor. 15:23). This seems to

be at the crisis of the eons, between the three evil and the

two good ones. As the great object of the apostle here

is to show that all will be made alive, he does not give

details concerning this second class, or tell us when this
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presence takes place. The term he uses, the parousia,

the beside-being, is broad enough to include all that is

written elsewhere concerning the coming of Christ to

Israel (cf Acts 1:11) and, before that, to us (1 Thess.

4:16, 17). The main point of this part of Paul's

presentation lies in the last word, the consummation.

This is fully described as to both character and time, in

the words that follow.

Before going on to consider the consummation, let us

note the consistency which has carefully kept from even

mentioning the resurrection of condemnation, which

takes place at the great white throne. The moment we

seek to insert it we find ourselves in conflict with the line

of thought. "Those who are Christ's" certainly will not

appear in that judgment. And those who are not will

certainly not be vivified, with Christ as Firstfruit, when

they are called to stand before Him as Judge. This is

more abundantly evident from the fact that they enter

death once again. This section does not deal with such

resurrections, for they do not introduce any to God

as their All. In them Christ is the Resurrection, not not

the Life. And only this latter character of His comes

into play in l' making alive.''

THE CONSUMMATION

In place of naming the third class to be vivified the

apostle simply tells us that after the vivification of the

second class there will be a consummation. He names

an event, not the dead who are left. The fate of the

third class is so involved in this event, that we need only

to understand it in order to be informed of their future.

This grand truth seems to be almost unknown in Christ

endom. Although the very climax and fulfillment of all

revelation, it has been eclipsed by human perversions.

As a result the god of Christendom has lost the essential

attributes of Deity. He is like the foolish man who

started to build but could not finish. Theology brings

nothing to a conclusion. It attains no definite goal. Sin,
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suffering, and insubjection are never conquered. God is

compelled to work an eternal miracle in order to main

tain a never-ending eyesore in His creation, once so sub

ject, so sinless, and so good.

Knowing as I do, the power of this great truth, I urge

everyone to make its acquaintance. To know the end

from the beginning is no longer a divine prerogative, for

in this passage (1 Cor. 15:20-28) God reveals to us the

goal He has in view, and the manner in which it will be

attained. Few, even of the saints, have any clear idea

of the object of all creation and revelation. They have

no key to nature and to history. They are riding in an

automobile without a steering wheel and have no idea

whither it is bound. Most of the perplexities and many

of the pains we are called upon to endure are ameliorated,

if not removed, when we see the great goal which God

has set before the universe, to which all things tend, for

which all are but the preparation. I am heartily sorry

to see the end—the purpose of the Lord for all creation.

The consummation consists in subjection. Christ Him

self will be subject when He has subjected all. Here we

have a key to all the evil in the world. It is due to

insuhjection to God. This is seen clearly in the character

of the eons. The evil eons are either anarchistic or under

human government. The good are under the scepter of

Christ. The very name, the Kingdom, speaks of subor

dination. Adam's insubjection brought in sin. Christ's

obedience and reign will restore all to its proper place

beneath the rule of God. This is not an endless, hopeless

task which never comes to fruition. It will be accom

plished. It will find its finish at the close of the eons.

It is the consummation of the eonian times. Intelligent

and loving subjection on the part of all His creatures

brings us to the goal, God All in all.

Christ will give up the Kingdom to God as Father.

These two names reveal to us the object of the eonian

times. They show us their root and their fruit. From
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being creatures of the great Disposer, who have rebelled

against His rule, mankind is brought to loving obedience,

as children of the Father. If that time could be described

as a day, we might call it the day of the Father. Now we

have man's day, for man is ruling. Soon will come Jeho

vah's day, to be followed by the day of God. Then will

come the final, the finishing time, the "day" of the

Father, in which God becomes the loving Ruler of His

own household, and all creation will be one vast family,

knowing no subjection except to Him, no laws but filial

obedience. The Kingdom will be handed over to God,

yet this will transform it into a universal family.

It is the office of Christ, God's Anointed, to bring this

about. It is astonishing to note how this is to be done. The

method is entirely negative and consists in making certain

things inoperative (15:24, 26). The word used to express

this is most important, and it is both interesting and

suggestive to consider the parts of which it is composed,

for the idiomatic meaning is quite in accord with its

elements. Its chief root is erg, which occurs frequently

in the word family denoting action. To this is prefixed

the Greek letter a, denoting un-, a-erg, which combines,

the a swallowing the e, making arg, which is the root for

un-act, idle (2 Pet. 2:3). To this is further prefixed the

connective kata, down (dropping the last a), kat-a-rg,

down-un-act, DOWN-idle, make inactive, or inoperative.

Idiomatically it is most difficult to translate this word for

we use many terms to denote this where Greek uses but

one. In this passage we may use nullify with sovereignty

and abolish with death. But in our present meditation

we shall prefer make inoperative.

It is usually supposed that the universe is so essen

tially wrong that it requires positive corrective acts to set

it right. From this basic revelation it appears that what

is needed is the negative abolition of activity in two dis

tinct directions, the cessation of all subjecting powers

over and outside of man, and the stopping in man of the
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force which subjects him to sin. In other words, man is

now subject to other men and to the operation of death

within him. Make these activities inoperative and he will

be subject to God. Man was made by his Creator for

subjection to the Deity. This is his normal condition, to

which he returns as soon as alien restraining influences

have been removed. Add to this negative removal the

positive experiences which were his while insubordinate,

and we have all that is necessary to make the creatures

of God not only obedient, but adoring children of the

Father; children to whom He is Everything.

Death is the last enemy to be made inoperative. To

many the inclusion of death in a discussion of subjection

seems strange and misplaced. This arises from the mis

taken idea of death which prevails. Not only do men

make the death state one of life, but they fail to grasp

the fact which appears at the very forefront of revela

tion, that death is operating in every descendant of Adam

during this life. All are dying. Moreover, that great

truth, that death is transmitted (not sin), so that we sin

because we are dying, has been obscured by translators

and is unknown to theology (Eom. 5:12). But once we

understand that all of our insubordination is due to the

immanence of death in our members and that we cannot

be normally subject so long as it operates in us, then we

are prepared to give death the place accorded to it in

this discussion.

If we stop the activity of death in humanity it cannot

be insubordinate of itself, for it was not only created out

of God but for Him. I once wondered why death was

the last enemy. Now I know that it must be so, for its

abolition by itself would remove all the rest, were they

not already abolished. If death (and, as a consequence,

sin, which is its fruit) should be made inoperative at the

beginning of the thousand years, there could be no reign

and no rebellion, for insubjection would be absent.

Where all are subject to God all other forms of subjec-
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tion must vanish. Subjection to anyone but God is

abnormal. That is what brought in sin. Its gradual

abolition in the eons to come will lead mankind up to the

consummation. Make death inoperative and the last

vestige of insubjection vanishes. It must be the last

enemy because its abolition completely subjects all to

God.

The consummation, then, does not follow immediately

after the vivification of those who are Christ's. The

second class are made alive in order to have a part in

the reign of Christ. The end cannot come so long as there

is such a thing as reigning. The interval between the

second and the third class consists largely in Christ, with

His saints, taking over the government of the universe.

No rule, however, can exist where there is no insubjec

tion, for no one who is subject to God needs any

intermediary sovereignty or authority or power. These,

taking the place which belongs to God, are in their very

nature abnormal, opposed to God's ultimate, unless they

are temporary and retiring, having their own with

drawal as their aim, being merely scaffolding to be

removed when its purpose is accomplished. Such is the

nature of the rule of Christ. It is not the object but the

means. It aims at its own recall. a.e.k.

(To be continued)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Because of the new arrangement of the stencils in our

mailing list, which must now be arranged by zip code in order

to qualify for second class mailing status, it will be necessary

that you give us your old as well as your new zip code number,

when sending in a change of address. Also be sure to ascer

tain the zip code of any new subscribers you may be sending

in. If you do not know it, your local post office will look it

up for you. e.o.k.



HE DIED FOR ME

Jesus the Christ has died for me,

For me, a worm of earth;

And by believing I become

A child of heavenly birth.

From all — from all my scarlet sins,

His blood has washed me white;

And with Him I shall ever dwell

In heaven's supreme delight.

Henceforth my heart, my lips and pen

Shall seek to spread His fame;

My hands and feet shall swiftly move

To glorify His Name.

I seek no resting-place on earth,

My joy is all in Him;

My thirsty soul shall drink no more

From fountains stirred with sin.

But in the Lord— the Son Himself—

The Lord Who died for me;

Despised on earth, enthroned in heaven,

My springs of life shall be.

And when He comes to call me up,

To gaze upon His face;

More loud, more sweet my soul shall sing

The riches of His grace.

This glorious treasure of His love

Which He has given me;

Oh, may His mercy even now

Reveal this truth to thee!

Composed in 1878 by C. A. Coates at the age of sixteen, on

his conversion to Christ.



Fellowship of the Faith

PAUL'S EPISTLE TO PHILEMON

I am entreating you

"I am entreating you concerning my child whom I

beget in my bonds, Qnesimus" (verse 10). Apparently

the runaway slave had committed a crime or some mis

demeanor by which he had utterly disgraced himself in

the eyes of his master. If Onesimus was ever to regain

Philemon's favor, Paul would have to make a special

appeal to the latter, so as to reach his heart and en

courage him accordingly. Twice the apostle uses the

word "entreat" (parakaleo) for which our standard is

BESiDE-CALL, i.e. call aside for an intimate conversation.

This is exactly what Paul is doing in this short letter

which was sent to Philemon separately, and not as an

appendix to the Colossian epistle where the matter would

have come to the notice of all the members of the ecclesia.

Paul is calling Philemon beside him for an intimate

appeal. In the Concordant Literal New Testament,

we have not used the standard beside-call, but either

the variant console (when someone is in distress, cf

Matt. 2:18) or the other variant entreat (when en

couragement as to conduct is in view, such as in this

epistle).

In verse 10, before mentioning the runaway slave's

name, which would evoke unpleasant memories to Phile

mon 's ears, Paul uses his own paternal love as a shield

of protection, commending Onesimus as "my child whom

I beget in my bonds.'' In this intimate appeal, the

apostle's heart is supposed to form a bridge, covering

the gap between Philemon's heart and that of Onesimus.

Here we have a fine example of peacemaking by means
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of wise and successful counseling, thus reuniting two

estranged hearts through the efforts of the peacemaker's

intercession, as he opens up his own heart, (c/ verse 12).

Paul refers to Onesimus as his child whom he has

begotten in his bonds. This is, indeed, a title of honor

which was also bestowed on Timothy (1 Tim. 1:2, "genu

ine child in faith"; 2 Tim. 1:2, "child beloved"). The

apostle called the Corinthians "my children beloved"

(1 Cor. 4:14) and the Galatians "little children mine,

with whom I am travailing again" (Gal. 4:19). Our

standard for "child" (teknon) is brought-forth. Hence

this Greek word is the expression for what is begotten

or born, while another Greek word (huios) is used for

"son," the male offspring (descended or legally adopted),

especially when he was mature and entitled to the

father's confidence and dignity, and exhibiting his char

acter.

All those whom Paul called children were believers

who had been led to Christ through his service and with

whom he maintained a particularly intimate relationship

of fatherly love. "With the runaway slave Onesimus,

this relationship was especially cordial, because the

apostle had won him to Christ through the evangel he

had proclaimed in his bonds. Paul, in this epistle, must

have had a very good reason for the repeated emphasis

on his status as a prisoner of Christ Jesus, as well as

on his successful service while in his bonds.

On the path of humiliation there are important bless

ings and revealing experiences, which show forth the

wonderful glory of God's grace. Onesimus' conversion

was such an outstanding event, a complete change in his

life of such magnitude that the apostle was able to

say, '' Onesimus, who once was useless to you, yet is use

ful to you as well as to me" (verse 11).

In using the contrast achreston—euchreston, literally

un-usable—well-usable (useless—useful), Paul draws

our attention to the remarkable chcmge which had come
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about in the life of Onesimus. During his former days

as a slave, he must have been a useless one, and besides,

he had run away from his master. But the apostle is

illuminating both aspects, the past as well as the present.

He wants to point out to Philemon what he had actually

gained through the conversion of Onesimus. As a matter

of fact, he had not lost anything when his slave ran

away; for to lose a useless servant is no loss at all, but

rather gain, since a source of daily irritation is elimi

nated. An unusable slave is a worthless man leading a

worthless life. By contrast, a "well-usable" slave is one

whose life is of value to his owner since he is prepared

unto every good work and useful to his master for service

(cf 2 Tim. 2:21; 4:11). Through his conversion to

Christ, Onesimus had become just that: a "well-usable"

member of the ecclesia of Glod and a faithful Christian

who was indeed profitable, both to the apostle and to

Philemon.

Let us note that Paul does not say, "useful to me as

well as to you." He used the opposite sequence, "useful

to you as well as to me,'' thereby letting Philemon have

the precedence over himself. Even though the apostle

would have liked to keep Onesimus as his assistant and

fellow worker, he nevertheless restrains his desire in

favor of Philemon. With this attitude he demonstrates

his compliance with the precept, "You shall not covet

your associate's servant" (Ex. 20:17).

"Whom I send back to you. Him—this means my

very compassions—take to yourself, whom I intended to

be retaining for myself that, for your sake, he may be

serving me in the bonds of the evangel" (verses 12, 13).

The pronoun I has special emphasis in the Greek sen

tence in verse 13, in that Paul adds here the word ego

(cf Concordant Literal New Testament, Instructions

for Use, page 6).

The apostle was well aware of the fact that there must

be complete unselfishness in the service of the evangel;
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that self, or one's ego, must not be allowed to be the

final arbitrator. Before starting counseling, Paul seems to

have had a consultation with his own ego: "I (ego) in

tended to be retaining [him] for myself" (pros emauton).

The verb form "intended" (eboulomen) reminds us of

the noun boule which means "counsel" in the sense of

"mutual consultation or advice." The verb (boulornai)

has the standard counsel and the variants intend and

resolve (i.e. with respect to one's self). The Greek

words for "desire," "wish" and "will" ("would") are

not used here. Paul had kept counsel with himself; the

idea of retaining Onesimus had appeared to be fully

justified and wholly unselfish. From the divine point

of view, what could be more important than the service

of the evangel? And Onesimus had become a very

useful fellow servant "in the bonds of the evangel."

Once more, the apostle makes mention of bonds; this

is the third occurrence in this short epistle. It is not

his purpose to refer to his helpless situation in which

the personal service of Onesimus would have given him

valuable support. Whenever Paul speaks of his bonds,

he is rather drawing attention to his particular path of

humiliation which is suited to the revelation of God's

grace. And to have a fellow worker on this path who

was willing to share his experience—what could be more

profitable?

Some insight into the nature of this fellowship can be

gleaned from the Greek word used for "serve" (dia-

koneo). The apostle never uses it in the sense of "wait

ing on [a person] " (as in Matt. 4 :11; 8 :15 ; Mark 1:13 ;

1:31; Luke 4:39). Here in verse 13, diakoneo does not

denote service as his personal slave, but rather the

special service in the upbuilding of the ecclesia of God;

for the serving is to be "in the bonds of the evangel."

Let us note that Paul does not say, "that he may be

serving me in my bonds." What is in view here, are not

his bonds for the sake of the evangel, but rather the
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bonds which are inherent in the evangel and are im

posed on those who serve.

In the bonds of the evangel is a remarkable term

which seems to be contradictory in itself. The evangel

is a message of joy, meant to set us free. Bonds as part

of the intent of the well-message appear to be, from

a logical point of view, an incongruity. Freedom and

fetters seem to be incompatible with each other until we

reach the path of humiliation. There, our will is set

free while it is ever being brought into agreement with

the will of God and our ego is dethroned, yet we con

tinue to enjoy the depth of the riches of the evangel as

a message of grace and glory.

In his first letter to the Corinthians, Paul could claim,

I am "not seeking my own expedience, but that of the

many, that they may be saved" (10:33). He testifies to

this precious truth with ever increasing clarity, especial

ly in his prison epistles. His career is a living example:

he renounced all his personal desires, however justified

they may seem in his service of the evangel. During

the consultation with his own ego, the seemingly justified

claims had asserted themselves; that is, he had harbored

the idea that Onesimus might keep on ministering to

him in the stead of Philemon ("that, for your sake, he

may be serving me...")- But the apostle rejected this

seemingly good idea, which gave the impression of great

unselfishness.

Eetaining Onesimus would have been not only expedi

ent for Paul under the circumstances, but also fully

justified since Philemon would have an opportunity to

repay the apostle in this way and show his appreciation

for what the latter had done for him (c/ verse 19). In

view of these facts, should not Philemon leave Onesimus

with Paul as a fellow worker ?

But the apostle dismissed all of these considerations,

impressive as they were, with the words of the following

decision, "Yet apart from your opinion I want to do
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nothing, that your good may not be as of compulsion but

voluntary" (verse 14). The fellowship of the faith with

in the eeclesia of the Christian house should become fally

operative in the realization of every good thing which

was in its members, for Christ Jesus; this was ever

Paul's aspiration. We have said before, that goodness,

as explained in his epistles, is the attitude of the heart

toward what is good in the eyes of God and, therefore,

is the perfect way of life. Now the apostle wants this

goodness to take shape in Philemon's heart. The good

thing in him should develop to the fullest in the fellow

ship of the faith, and through the Spirit of God, not

because of any pressure exerted by Paul, no matter how

good his intentions may have been. This explains his

wording, "...I want..." in verse 14, which is one of

our idiomatic renderings for "I will" (thelo) in the

sense of "I form a decision," or "I make a choice," or

"I purpose" (I determine upon). It was Paul's decision

or will (tkelema, literally: wmir-effect) to abstain from

his own intention (boulema, cov^SEh-effect), and to let

Philemon make his choice according to his own opinion.

An opinion (gnome, K^ow-effect) is a mental con

clusion based on knowledge, on the evidence available.

The ideal thing for Philemon would be to get "attuned

to the same mind and to the same opinion" as Paul's

(c/ 1 Cor. 1:10), as a result of the judgment of his own

conscience, while taking into account what Paul had said

in the preceding verses. Hence Philemon's K^ow-effect

or opinion should be based on knowing the apostle's

personal covxsEL-effect (intention) and wiLL-effect (will

or decision). With this knowledge Philemon would be

able to keep counsel with himself and make his own

decision.

No such process is probably ever going on in the minds

of those who insist on their opinion in a situation

comparable to the one dealt with in this epistle. Oc

casionally an opinion is offered as an excuse to cover up
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the true intentions of the heart. We say, "This is the

way I see it, and there is nothing I can do about it."

Yet the divine warning still stands, "Each of us shall

be giving account concerning himself to God. By no

means, then, should we be still judging one another, but

rather decide this, not to place a stumbling block for a

brother, or a snare" (Rom. 14:12, 13). Hence Paul

shows respect for the opinion of the brother, and shuns

anything which might exert pressure and thus limit

Philemon's freedom of conscience. The good thing which

is in him for Christ Jesus (cf verse 6) must not be as

of compulsion, but rather voluntary. Only then will it

be pleasing to the Lord. h.l.

(To be continued)

THE CONCORDANT MISSION FUND

There are now thirteen missions in various parts of the

world, which are receiving support from the Concordant Mis

sion Fund. The amount of money available is certainly in

sufficient for any claim to total support of any mission, though

of course, in addition, we do make literature available in any

quantity which can be prayerfully distributed by the various

missionaries. We have made every effort to check up on these

missions, for we know full well that fraud is rampant in this

area, as it is today in almost every segment of our corrupt

"civilization." Please be praying with us that the Lord will

lead in this endeavor to make known His plan for the salva

tion of His creation, regardless of color or race.

Although it is becoming increasingly time-consuming and

we feel the responsibility keenly, we shall gladly distribute,

prayerfully, any amount which you may feel led to contribute

to the missions, either in a general way, or to any part of the

world you may specify. In order for it to be tax exempt, you

should not designate any specific person to whom your gift

is to be sent. But gifts for missions in general are exempt,

and we will send you a receipt for your files.

Please do be praying with us with regard to this effort. It

really deserves much more time and attention than we are

able to give to it. Yet the Lord is aware of our limitations.

E.O.K.
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HEZEKIAH ILL TO DEATH

(ISAIAH 38)

In those days Hezekiah is ill to death. And coming to

him is Isaiah, the prophet, son of Amoz, and is saying to

him, "Thus says leue, 'Give instructions to your household,

for you shall die, and not live.'"

2 And Hezekiah is turning his face about to the side wall

3 and he is praying to leue, and saying, "Oh, leue! Remem

ber, pray, how I walked before Thee in truth and with a

peaceable heart, and what is good in Thy eyes have I done/'

And Hezekiah is lamenting with a great lamentation.

It is an unusual word which Isaiah brings from leue

to Hezekiah, but it is fully within the sovereignty of the

Subjector to speak so to His creatures. Hezekiah ac

knowledges the prerogative of the Subjector, yet im

mediately he avails himself of the privilege of present

ing his prayer to leue. Hezekiah is leue's king, reign

ing over His people. This fact applies to every one

who had reigned in succession in the line of David,

though few of the kings gave whole-hearted obedience

to the law of leue and its truth. In the case of Heze

kiah, this was not so, and it suggests that there are in

his case special reasons for leue's prophet to bring a

message with such terms.

TIME OF THE ILLNESS

Hezekiah's illness is said to be "in those days," which

would indicate that it was during the time of the

Assyrian invasion, hence before the full and final depart

ure of Sennacherib from the soil of the land. It occurred

in the momentous fourteenth year, and it was necessary
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for Ieue to say to the king that He would rescue both

him and the city from the palm of the king of Assyria

(38:6). This was very near to the great catastrophe

which had been visited upon the Assyrian army. In

fact, it required that Ieue repeat that He was a protec

tion to the city (c/ 37:35 and 38:6) These are words

which affected both the days of Hezekiah's illness and

the coming years, as long as there appeared to be the

least reason for anxiety over any threat from Assyria.

By these words the promise of protection is expanded to

the full course of the fifteen years which were added to

Hezekiah's life, and so in like measure the peace which

ensued to him and the land during those days is ex

tended. The sign of 37:30 was still in its initial year.

AN ABNORMAL POSITION

This illness of Hezekiah cannot be regarded as a

matter normal to the course of the king's life. Several

of its features necessitate an interpretation that the ill

ness was an extraordinary matter, fraught with much

consequence and intimation to the king and his kingdom.

That the illness was to be fatal is notable. And it is of

special significance that it is Ieue's prophet who should

bring to Hezekiah the message, "You shall die and not

live." Finally, the remarkable thought expressed by

Hezekiah that it came "In the height of my days" gives

clear indication that he had not thought his health to

be precarious.

INSTRUCT YOUR HOUSEHOLD

That the king was told to give instructions to his

household also suggests that this illness was of more than

ordinary importance. These words certaintly point to

a great problem for Hezekiah, for unlike his illustrious

forefather, David, Hezekiah could not name his suc

cessor to the throne.

A RECTIFYING MESSAGE

The lesson of this experience was needed because of
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the king's exulting pride. Such pride is very possible

in the heart of any king, especially when such a signal

blow had been dealt to the enemy. Hezekiah was not

recognizing his own human weakness. Nor was there

more than ordinary reason to call Hezekiah to repentance

and prayer. We must see that the recorded details

point unmistakably to a most profound position in the

ways of Ieue with His people. It is a situation ranking

in importance with the secession of the ten tribes from

the Davidic dynasty. The matter of secession could not

continue indefinitely, so it had been resolved by the hand

of the Assyrian. Later, the Assyrian had returned to

leue's land with the avowed intention of doing to

Jerusalem what he had done to Samaria. Against this

notion, and before Jerusalem, Ieue had operated; the

initial blow had been struck by Him and He would

protect the city, Jerusalem. To what end, if there be

no succession?

CITY AND DYNASTY INTEGRATED

Hezekiah's illness is now made to become the means

for the revelation that Ieue would also preserve the

Davidic dynasty, even as He protected the city. And

even as Ieue had given assurance against any renewed

invasion by Assyria, when the enemy had recovered from

his first terror, so also is Hezekiah assured of the con

tinuance of his line. The two matters, city and dynasty,

were fully integrated, and this was to be made very

clear to the king. Isaiah's message had this implication,

even though it produced lamentation. Hezekiah's writ

ing moved to the words: "The father to his sons shall

make known Thy truth" (38:19). Yet Hezekiah had no

son!

The immediate effect upon Hezekiah is evident in his

prayer to Ieue; "Oh Ieue! Eemember, pray, how I

walked before Thee in truth'7 (v. 3). Hezekiah sought

life's extension on the basis of walking in the truth of
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the law. The reference of the king to his deficiency in

his psalm of praise, included in these annals of Isaiah,

that he had no son to carry forward the house of David

and all which leue had laid thereon, surely indicates

that this was on his mind. Ieue?s words to David (2

Sam. 7:12, 13) required that this matter be resolved.

MANASSEH AND HEPHZI-BAH

The name given to the son who was born to Hezekiah

in the third year following his illness has significance.

Manasseh means oblivion, as did the name of Joseph's

son (2 Kings 21:1). It is most probable that Hezekiah

had been so greatly preoccupied with the problem of

adjusting the evils, both religious and political, which

had built up in Judah in the reign of his father, Ahaz,

that he had been oblivious to the importance of other

matters. The imperative character of the circumstances

of his realm had pushed aside that which was somewhat

personal and yet was so very necessary. Doubtless

Hezekiah had failed to marry. This seems to be confirmed

when we note that the mother of Hezekiah's son was

named Hephzi-bah, that is, "My Delight is in Her."

How appropriate is such a name for the wife by whom

the dynasty was continued, even one through whom

Messiah according to the flesh was to come!

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE

4 And coming is the word of leue to Isaiah, saying, "Go,

5 and say to Hezekiah,

" 'Thus says leue, the Alueim of David, your forefather,

"I have heard the voice of your prayer. I have seen your

tears. Behold! I will add to your days fifteen years.

6 And from the palm of the king of Assyria will I rescue

you and this city, and I am a protection over this city on

My account and on account of David, My servant.

leue's answer to Hezekiah's prayer was immediate.

Isaiah had visited the sick king, and, upon hearing the

message brought by the prophet, Hezekiah turned his
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face to the side wall, in prayer to leue. The prophet,

his mission completed, left the king, yet ere he had

passed through the palace, leue's word came to him,

saying, "Go and say to Hezekiah" (2 Kings 20:4).

In this fresh message, responding to Hezekiah 's prayer,

leue identifies Himself as the Alueim of David, the fore

father of Hezekiah. This reference to David by name

leaves no doubt as to the prime reason behind the whole

event. leue had heard his prayer and seen his tears.

Fifteen years are to be added to the days of the king.

Together with this was given the assurance of peace, for

the rescue from the palm of the king of Assyria is con

firmed. There was to be no renewal of the campaign by

Assyria against Judah.

A SIGN GIVEN

7 "' "And this is the sign for you from leue, that leue will

8 do this thing which He has spoken. Behold Me reversing

the shadow on the stairs which descends on the stairs of

the upper chamber of Ahaz, and the sun, backward ten

stairs."'" And the sun is returning ten stairs, on the

stairs which the shadow had descended.

The information that Hezekiah had requested a sign

is delayed until verse 22. This is to allow Isaiah's

message to be completed without interruption, and to

make it obvious that Hezekiah's request for a sign had

been anticipated. Isaiah's cry to leue that the shadow

be reversed (2 Kings 20:11) allowed the king to enter

actually into the sign, the effects of which were to be

experienced by him during fifteen years. The record

in the book of Kings seems to follow matters in accord

with their sequence. In Isaiah we discern from Heze

kiah's written praise that the emphasis is upon the

king's joy in looking forward to his going to the house

of leue. This writing of Hezekiah, given only in Isaiah,

dwells not on his going there on the third day, but rather

all the days of his life (v. 20). These chapters, 36 to

39, were Isaiah's own monograph, undoubtedly written
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by the prophet for the requirements of his own ministry

(2 Ch. 32:32).

When we remember that Hezekiah's illness was to be

fatal, we should not be surprised at the king's eagerness

to be assured that the word of Ieue would be done.

His speedy recovery bespeaks a remarkable cure. Heze

kiah's desire for a sign is also most notable when con

trasted with the refusal of a sign by his father, Ahaz,

even though it was proposed to him. Again, it is not

mere coincidence that Ahaz should provide the structure

designed to receive a descending shadow by means of

the sun, which was used by Ieue to give the sign to

Hezekiah. To permit Hezekiah the choice whether the

shadow shall go forward or reverse ten stairs implies

the direct divine interposition on his behalf, and such

details forbid any natural explanation of the sign. The

whole event, both illness and sign, were extraordinary.

The character of the sign forbids its being explained

by any recurring phenomenon of the heavens. It was

evidently a local matter, occurring in the area of Jeru

salem, and it did not extend at all to Babylon, though

it was reported there and classed as a miracle (2 Ch.

32:31). The men of Babylon would be well acquainted

with the regular features occurring in the heavens, yet

this was something outside their knowledge. It may

well have resulted from unusual refraction, specially

and specifically caused by Ieue, for He it was Who

reversed the shadow on the stairs. He gave assurance

to the king of His people, amidst the circumstances

existing around the continuance of the Davidic line.

He was the One Who added life to Hezekiah's days,

extending to fifteen years.

WRITTEN PRAISE

9 The writing as to Hezekiah, king of Judah, when he is

ill, and he is living after his illness:

10 "I, yea, I say:
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In the height of my days am I going into the gates of the

Made to miss the rest of my years. [unseen,

11 Said I: I shall not see the salvation of Ie.

Ie is in the land of the living.

And I shall not look for the salvation of Israel on the earth,

I shall not look on humanity further.

When I am with the dwellers of transience I leave off

looking.

The inclusion of this praise, speaking as it does con

cerning the illness of Hezekiah, is of much value. It

furnishes us with a permanent insight into the wider

field of his thought in the matter of Ieue's warning

message. In this writing we are given a fuller view of

the situation surrounding his first prayer; it is

elaborated, and we discern Hezekiah's sincere desire

to be able to visit early the house of Ieue, and for

playing accompaniments to the praise for the salvation

which he is to enjoy from Ieue (v. 20).

Though written after his recovery, the praise or song

is retrospective. Hezekiah sees himself going to the

unseen in the height of his days and missing the rest of

his years. He dwells upon the meaning of this: he will

not see the salvation of Ie which He is effecting for

Israel (v. 11) in delivering them from the Assyrian.

While Ie is in the land of the living for this deliverance,

yet for Hezekiah, humanity will be out of his view, for

he will be with others, who in their living, had, like

him, been "dwellers of transience."

THE EFFECTS OF DEATH TO HEZEKIAH

12 My generation journeys and is deported from me

As the tent of a shepherd.

I snap as a weaver the thread of my life.

From the thrum is He clipping me.

From day unto night art Thou causing me to repay.

I compensate till the morning.

As a lion, so is He breaking all my bones.

From day unto night art Thou causing me to repay.

14 As a speeding swallow, so am I chirping.

I am cooing as a dove.

Impoverished are my eyes to see
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To the height of the heavens, to leue.

Extortion is for me. Be surety for me!

Hezekiah's generation journeys onward in the same

way as does the moving of a shepherd's tent, but for

Hezekiah the view is that the generation is deported

(v. 12) and so is at an end for him. The generation

would be saved, but not Hezekiah.

Hezekiah speaks of what was to be his prospective

experience; that is, death. He sees death in the sub

jective sense, when he says that he himself snaps his

life as does the weaver his thread, and he parallels this

view with an objective view, that of leue clipping him

from the thrum. leue causes him to repay, from day to

night, and then it is that Hezekiah compensates till

morning. leue is breaking his bones, as does the lion

its prey; thus unto the night Hezekiah is caused to

repay. There is no respite.

Hezekiah's meditation reaches its transition point;

he was chirping as the speeding swallow, yet with the

plaint of the dove, and with eyes so impoverished that

he cannot see leue in the height of the heavens. His

thought has been that extortion is to be his lot. Life

would be taken from him. Yet the thought now comes

to him that he ask leue to be surety for him. This is

the point at which the light from leue begins to dawn

upon him. It is the beginning of the time when his

spirit will rest on leue for welfare.

RELEASED FROM THE WARNING

15 What shall I speak? What He says to me, He does to me.

I shall wander all my years in the bitterness of my soul.

16 My Lord, on account of these things shall they be lived.

And for all in them is the life of my spirit.

And Thou art consoling me and dost preserve me alive.

17 Behold! For welfare there is bitterness to me; very great

bitterness.

Yet Thou art attached to my soul,

To keep it from the ruin of decay,

For Thou dost fling behind Thy body all my sins.
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The king's meditation now changes, and begins to

dwell upon what he should say to leue in view of his

being released from the prospect of death. This re

flection leads Hezekiah to write the decisive words:

"What He says to me He does to me." But the accom

panying idea is that he will wander in the bitterness of

his soul, during the additional years granted to him.

Hezekiah does not continue to think thus. Rather,

he realizes that it is on account of these things which he

has experienced that he has been granted these additional

years. The life of his spirit is for these years. Upon

this note there comes to his mind the fact that leue is

attached to his soul and will keep it from the ruin of

decay; indeed, leue does fling behind Him all the sins

of Hezekiah, and in these words of exultation, Heze

kiah 7s prayer reaches its climax.

THE UNSEEN DOES NOT ACCLAIM IEUE

18 For the unseen is not acclaiming Thee,

Nor is death praising Thee,

And those descending into a crypt are not looking forward

to Thy truth.

19 The living! The living one! He is acclaiming Thee as I

today.

The father to his sons shall make known Thy truth.

20 leue is to save me, and my accompaniments will we play,

All the days of our life at the house of leue."

The remainder of the psalm turns back to the initial

matter which faced Hezekiah, that of going to the

unseen. He points out that the unseen cannot acclaim

leue, and adds emphasis by classing it with death, and

with those who descend into a cypt. There is no word

or device for them. It is the living one who acclaims

leue, as did Hezekiah that day. It is the living who

can make known leue's truth as a father to his sons.

The praise closes with Hezekiah's assurance that leue

is to save him, so he may enjoy welfare rather than

bitterness. This allows Hezekiah to rejoice amidst the
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deliverance from the enemies of Judah. Hezekiah will

play his accompaniments with others in the house of

Ieue.

TREATMENT PRESCRIBED

21 And saying is Isaiah, "They shall take pressed dried figs,

and put a poultice on the boil, and he shall live."

22 And saying is Hezekiah, "What is the sign that I shall

go up to the house of Ieue Alueim?"

The sign was detailed in verses 7 and 8, and it is given

there without any reference to Hezekiah's request.

Knowledge that he made the request is delayed until the

whole of the narrative concerning Hezekiah's illness and

Isaiah's messages have been completed. Now also, Isaiah

gives the particulars of the treatment for the boil.

This method of writing does not detract from the

value of the verses; but rather directs our attention to

certain extraordinary aspects of Hezekiah's experience.

It gives prominence to the point that Ieue anticipated

the king's request for a sign. The cure and the sign

complement each other, as also do the details of the

whole narrative which exhibit the Deity's control and

direction of His ways and His purpose. e.h.c.

(To be continued)

JOHN COWE

March 30th marked the passing of one of the Lord's most

faithful warriors, Bro. John Cowe of Boise, Idaho. A well

digger by profession, but a digger in God's Word by choice, he

was an indefatigable defender of the faith. Born in 1883

in Aberdeen, Scotland, he came to the United States in 1907,

and settled in the Boise area. He was a teacher of the Word

of God whose influence was felt by many.

Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Mary Cowe, a son Russell, and

four daughters, as well as five grandchildren and ten great

grandchildren. To them we extend our sympathy, for death

is still an enemy not to be passed off lightly. Yet he was

privileged to live a long and useful life for his Lord Whom he

loved so well. e.o.k.
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SOME DIFFICULTIES

DISPOSED OF

Most who will read these lines have profited by

"rightly dividing" the word of truth (2 Tim. 2:15) and

will readily grant that endless confusion is avoided by

leaving each truth in its own time and proper place.

But if this is true of the administrations, how much

greater is the need to correctly cut the eons! And still

more urgent is the necessity to keep eonian truth and

conditions out of post-eonian perfection. Most of the

difficulties connected with this subject vanish once this

principle is understood.

To serve as a sample we will suggest the solution to a

few difficulties which have been brought to our notice.

THE SALVATION OF THE UNBELIEVER

It is evident that, during the eons, God, through His

Spirit, operates in His saints, fitting them for fellowship

with Himself. These operations vary, not only in each

individual, but in the various administrations. With

Israel it is characterized as "begotten anew" (John

3:7); with us a "new creation." (2 Cor. 5:17). They

will be "born again," fitted for the terrestrial Kingdom.

We require a "new creation" to fulfill our mission in

Christ's celestial Kingdom.

While sin is still on the scene, God places various

barriers between Himself and mankind. He imposes

conditions, such as repentance and baptism, for entrance

into the earthly Kingdom. As we have already, in spirit,

anticipated the coming eons, and are a new creation, we

are in a position to determine whether the way to God
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grows more complex or whether the barriers are removed

as we approach the consummation. Every considera

tion points to the fact that, the more the work of Christ

is applied and the more its powTer is experienced, the

freer is the approach to God. In fact, when sin is gone,

all barriers are removed.

But even those who believe look forward to resurrec

tion as the full release from sin and for perfect fellow

ship with God. Thus it is during the eons.

But after them, what is needed for the unbeliever,

who has suffered for his sins, but the resurrection life

of Christ to fit him for God's presence in that sinless

scene ? He will surely experience in fact what we ex

perience in faith—that he has passed out of death into

life.

THE "UNDERWORLD" (SUBTERRANEAN)

It is evident that the phrase, "that in the heavens and

that on the earth," wThen applied to the creation, does

not limit the preceding phrase, "the all" (Col. 1:16).

It does not imply that the creatures in the sea and in the

subterranean were created by another hand. That is the

very error which the apostle is refuting. So also with

the reconciliation, for its scope is exactly the same as

that of creation. Why, then, are not the sea and the

subterranean specifically declared to be reconciled? Is

this a case of looseness in God7s Word? Far be the

thought! It is rather a case of man's loose comprehen

sion—a striking illustration of the exactitude of God.

It is a notable fact that the Hebrew word artz (land or

earth) does not include the sea. So that the statement,

"In a beginning created by the Alueim were the heavens

and the earth" gives us to understand that there was no

sea on the primeval earth (Gen. 1:1). In the new earth

we are told, "and the sea is no more" (Rev. 21:1). So

that the earth as God made it and as He will yet have

it has no seas. In this the first and last eon correspond—

in neither is there any sea.
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How accurate, then, in describing creation, to omit

any mention of the creatures in the sea, for these were

put there afterward. And how intensely accurate to

describe the reconciliation in the same terms, for then

once more the sea will be absent.

The same is true of the subterranean region. Though

now it contains creatures with which God will scourge

some of mankind during the period of His indignation

(Rev. 9:1-3), in the new earth no such "underworld"

will find a place, and to speak of its reconciliation would

betray an ignorance of conditions at the consummation

which the Spirit of God is careful to avoid.

THE DAY OF SALVATION

"Now," we are told, "is the day of salvation," (2 Cor.

6:2) and there is no other day of salvation. But a

reference to this scripture will show that its original

intent is not for the present at all, but refers to Israel's

future deliverance (Isa. 49:8). So that (to follow out

this reasoning) this is not the day of salvation at all!

There is only one and that is for Israel! A mere glance

at the inspired Original will show that this is not the

day, but only a day of salvation. In such a day God

"helps." But this does not preclude another day of

salvation for His people Israel, nor still another for all

mankind, to fulfill what is written that God is the Sav

iour of all mankind (1 Tim. 4:10).
A.E.K.

(To he continued)

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

We find that some of the envelopes which should have con

tained the March issue of Unsearchable Riches, were apparent

ly placed in the mails without contents. We shall be glad to

send a copy to all those who received empty envelopes, so

please let us know if you have not already done so. e.o.k.
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TO BE LITERAL OR NOT TO BE

THAT IS THE QUESTION

Eternity magazine for March 1967 in its Books section,

presents reviews of various versions and a book about

them, under the heading, "What Do the New Versions

Have to Offer?" (pages 48-53).

Robert G. Bratcher reviews objectively Herbert Den

nett's A Guide to Modern Versions of the New Testa

ment, in which the CV* is criticized and unfavorably-

reviewed. Although it claims to be a guide as to the

reliability of our Version, it is, in reality, a misguiding

guide. We feel that this is so for reasons which will be

set out in a future article in this series.

J. Ramsey Michaels reviews Kenneth N. Taylor's

Living Gospels. The Four Gospels and the Book of

Acts Paraphrased. There are matters complimentary

and some not so complimentary, with reasons to support

the criticisms.

Herbert Henry Ehrenstein reviews The Concordant

Literal New Testament, and in less than two hundred

and twenty-five words dismisses fifty years of labor, ap

parently without having carefully examined the work he

was assigned to review.

Last of all Dr. John H. Skilton reviews Robert

Bratcher's Today 's English Version of the New Testa

ment (TEV) and calls attention to a few favorable

features and more than a few flaws in this popular

version in today's English.

♦Concordant Version, short for Concordant Literal New

Testament
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DR. SKILTON AND BRATCHER'S TEV

The American Bible Society's TEV has had phenomenal

sales of its paperback edition in a relatively short time.

The work is based on the combined Bible Societies'

Greek Text published in 1966, and was translated by the

Research Associate of the Translations Department and

his associates.

Dr. Skilton has this to say, among other things, about

the work done by them: "Today's Version may indeed

offer some accurate translations and good insights, but

the excessive freedom taken in its handling of its original

is a hindrance to the serious student who is unable to

check it in the light of the Greek. Too often the text

is virtually rewritten; and no notes, italics, or other

devices are employed to acquaint the reader with the

liberties which have been taken.

"Some texts and subjects of great importance are

treated in an inaccurate, imprecise, and otherwise mis

leading fashion" (page 52).

Such in part is Dr. Skilton's evaluation of this work

by Dr. Bratcher, the scholar who classifies the CV as

belonging to "aberrations."* Yet what Dr. Skilton

criticizes Dr. Bratcher for not doing, the CV does:

employs superior signs and abbreviations to show idio

matic departures from the Original, uses lightface type

which in the CV takes the place of italics in other

versions, furnishes a Greek text with a super-literal sub-

linear with which to compare in the Version the con

trolled variants when they are employed, and more, much

more.

PARAPHRASE NOT NECESSARILY TRANSLATION

Professor J. Ramsey Michaels' review of Kenneth

*"Some aberrations, such as the Concordant... would be

better forgotten." (Robert G. Bratcher in his review of Herbert

Dennett's A Guide to Modern Versions of the New Testa

ment)
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Taylor's work is summarized in this short extract. "All

translation involves some interpretation, but paraphrase

goes far beyond translation in weaving the author's

understanding of a text into the text itself. Taylor's

paraphrases spare no words in making the Bible speak

today's language. They are Scripture and commentary

combined into one... But clarity does not always mean

accuracy... Living Gospels can be re.ommended with two

stipulations: that the footnotes be taken seriously, and

that some familiar version like the RSV be kept handy

as a basis for comparison" (pages 49, 50).

Michaels censures Taylor for combining into one both

commentary and Scripture; for weaving the author's

understanding into the text itself. Yet the official organ

of the Bible Societies, The Bible Translator, published

an article by John Beekman in which he insists that

exegesis is part of translation (October 1966, page 188).

When the scholars disagree, what does the humble stu

dent do ?

We have a better suggestion: Take the footnotes

seriously, but for comparison keep at hand not only the

RSV, but especially the CV. You will soon see why you

can be sure if it's Concordant.

"a mysterious conglomeration"?

Following is the full text (in smaller print) of Rev.

Ehrenstein's review :*

New versions and translations of Scripture are supposed

to make the reading and understanding of the Bible more

clear and easy. This Concordant New Testament appears

to be the Bible more complicated.

On each page a mysterious conglomeration of technical

.symbols and signs appear among the verses of Scripture.

There are circles, circles encompassing dots, triple horizon

tal lines, superior letters and dots, plus-marks, minus-

marks. Much of the text appears in bold face type although

some is in light-face and some words are partly bold face

and partly light face.

*By special permission of Eternity Magazine.
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The Concordant version is based on the principle that

every word in the original language should have its own

English equivalent. This is a faulty principle, for in most

foreign languages it is impossible to have a precise word-

for-word equivalent in English. Sometimes several words

are required to convey the original term. Often an original

word is to be left untranslated. In fact, sometimes there

may be no suitable equivalent at all for translating a word.

So, the Concordant version, we feel, starts off on the wrong

foot.

First published in 1926, the Concordant New Testament

is the work, largely, of A. E.Knoch and his co-workers,

representing some 50 years of labor. This "Memorial Edi

tion" is a dedication to Knoch's dedicated efforts. He died

in 1965, and this is the first edition after his demise.

Herbert Ehrenstein seems to be puzzled by "a mysteri

ous conglomeration of technical symbols and signs

[which] appear among the verses of Scripture" and by

the fact that "Much of the text appears in bold face

type although some is in light-face and some words are

partly bold face and partly light face." Is it possible

that the reviewer wrote this review without taking the

ten minutes of time required to ascertain the purpose of

these symbols and type faces, by reading the six-page

Instructions for Usel

On the first page-of these Instructions we call attention

to the Abbreviation Key bound inside the back cover. On

this convenient foldout sheet are explanations of the

"circles,, circles encompassing dots, triple horizontal

lines, superior letters and dots, plus-marks, minus-
marks."

On the first page of the Instructions we also have a

section dealing with the significance of the type faces

sucli as boldface, lightface, words ending in boldface

and words having the first portion in boldface.

When we put a dot in a circle, we explain it as follows:

"English has two voices, the active..♦ and the passive;

.... Greek has three voices, the active , f. the passive

... and the middle®, ... In the middle0 voice the subject
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is affected, more or less, by the action. Its force varies

greatly, so that it sometimes seems to be Passive or

Active." Hence we go on to say that "As this voice can

seldom be given any consistent English equivalent, the

forms of the middle0 voice are always followed by the

special sign, a circle with a dot in the middle (°)" (page

5). A dot in a circle is simply our abbreviation for the

Middle Voice Form. This fact is also plainly set out

on the Abbreviation Key designed so "that it may be

folded out and referred to while the book is open to any

page." But the reviewer either ignored, or failed to

observe these explanations.

Our use of "triple horizontal lines" is explained on

page six of the Instructions for Use: "Where the plural

form is in the Greek, and English requires the singular,

the sign of the hplural (three horizontal strokes before

the word) may be used, although this is marked only

when the distinction is significant enough to warrant

it.7'

What of the "plus-marks"? The plus sign is dealt

with on page seven of these Instructions. We explain

that "Omitted and's are replaced by a superior plus sign

(+). If the plus is between the words, it means the and

has been omitted entirely. If it is attached to the front

of a word (+even) it means that word takes its place in

the English."

And what of the "minus-marks"? When the reader

consults page four of the Instructions for Use, he will

find these marks explained as follows: "FACT forms

are indefinite as to time. When conveying abstract

ideas, they express timeless truth. In the Concordant

Version they are shown by using the simplest form of

the verb (see normal example). Whenever other forms

must be used, they are marked with the horizontal bar

(")... .Since the English language has no verbal ad

jective for the FACT form, the relatively few occur

rences of such participles are expressed by prefixing the
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horizontal bar (") to verb forms with the suffix -ing, such

as " "praying."

Had he read the Explanatory Introduction, our re

viewer would have learned the principles on which the

Concordant method of translating is based. How can

the reader take seriously such short shrift accorded a

work which represents over fifty years of toil, when it

seems obvious that the reviewer did not take the time

to acquaint himself with its special features? What

puzzled him is found explained in six pages in the front

of our Version. We leave this reviewer and his super

ficial review to our Lord and His bema, where he may

fare better than he would at our hands.

DENNETT AND THE CONCORDANT VERSION

We are left with Dr. Bratcher's review of Herbert

Dennett's A Guide to Modern Versions of the New

Testament. Wouldn't you think that Dennett would

list a version that titles itself "Literal" under his

division of versions titled "Literal"? If you thought

yes, you thought wrong. The Concordant Literal New

Testament is listed under the heading "Versions with a

Special Slant or Bias" (see page 8) by this supposedly

unbiased author.

His treatment of the CV demands more space than is

now available, and a future article will carefully con

sider what he has to say about our Version and related

matters pertaining to translations and translating. We

shall copy for the reader Mr. Dennett's venture into

the hazardous field of translation where he exposes the

faults of other versions and indicates what he thinks

should have been done to improve on them. We shall

give you his effort and then compare it with ours, since

we had usually anticipated his suggestions, and in some

cases, improved on them by means of the Concordant

method.

We do not seek the support of others to shore up the
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work on our Version. It will stand on its own merits

and the system on which it is based. But we do desire

simple decency from our critics, when discussing the

Version.

We deplore the distortion of facts. We demand the

views we hold be honestly presented so that the reader

may have the true facts on which to base an opinion

either for or against. If he lacks these facts, how is it

possible for him to form an opinion with any degree of

accuracy? For those who would like to know how we

would fare when compared with others who have a

degree of competence in the field of translation, in past

and future articles we call attention to some matters

culled from reading and research. In pitting one expert

against another expert we gain the sort of assent a

lawyer esteems himself to have gained when the adverse

witnesses make admissions favorable to his client. This

is rated as true evidence because it is contrary to

the personal interests of the witness.

Every lover of the truth should question these defend

ers of the faith who castigate the work of others with

such ill-chosen words as "aberrations," the term chosen

by Robert Bratcher, Research Associate of the Transla

tions Department of the American Bible Society, and

" doctrinal bias" and "ultra-dispensationay which were

selected by Herbert Dennett, a critic who professes to

keep separate translation and interpretation, yet, in

actuality, manages to avoid doing so.

He says the CV is "ultra-dispensational," yet the 1944

International Edition, the 1935 Pocket Edition, and the

1919 Popular Edition, not to mention the 1966 Memorial

Edition, were all published without marginal notes.

Dennett feels that Rotherham's work shows "doctrinal

bias" because it seeks to set forth the truth of the eons

by rendering the adjective eonian by "age-abiding,"

which he avers is indicative of "Universalism." Thus
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the reader is forced to infer that the mistranslations

"eternal" and "everlasting" are correct.

In the war being waged as to which kind of version

should be supplied the student of His Word, no quarter

has been asked from and no quarter will be given to

those who distort the facts and thus vilify our Version.

They know that the average reader may not stir himself

sufficiently to get involved to the point where he checks

out the facts for himself, but rather may simply let his

opinion reflect the last authority he consulted, the last

book he has read, the last lesson he heard taught, or the

last sermon he happened to hear.

Do not be gullible. In the guise of being your pro

tectors, these "authorities" may be victimizing you of

your heritage, His truth which is found in His Word.

God often needs to be defended from His would-be

defenders.

THE TRUTH IS NOT TO BE TRIFLED WITH

Shakespeare in Macbeth has Banquo say:

"And oftentimes to win us to our harm

The instruments of darkness tell us truths;

Win us with honest trifles, to betray us

In deepest consequences."

There are no trifles where the truth is concerned. Our

Version is designed to make sure that the power of

darkness does not deceive us with honest trifles, only to

betray us in deepest consequences by robbing us of His

truth about conciliation, soul, spirit, death, eons, salva

tion, and kindred subjects. Hence we translate the

Greek literally as far as idiom allows, and, where it

does not, we insert superior signs and abbreviations to

let the student know exactly what the truth is, so that

he will not be deceived. f.n.p.

(To be continued)
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"AND BECOME THANKFUL"

"And let the peace of Christ be arbitrating in your hearts,

for which you were called also in one body; cmd "become

thankful:9 (Colossians 3:15)

The little girl reached eagerly for the luscious-looking

lollipop held out to her by the big, red-faced man from

down the street. Once in her hand, she hurriedly tore

at the cellophane wrapper which kept her from the

coveted contents. She could taste it already. But before

she could get any further, the gentle but firm voice of

her mother caught her ear; "Darling, haven't we for

gotten something? What do we say to this nice man?"

The little girl's gaze lifted slowly from the lollipop

clutched in her hand to his twinkling eyes, and she said,

"Oh, I forgot—Thank you for the lollipop, Mr. Nice

Man." The large man smiled and said reassuringly,

"You're as welcome as you can be. You've made me

very appy.

How like the little girl are we children of God. How

often we need to be reminded to say, "Thank you" to

the great Giver of all gifts. How many times we too

must humbly admit, "Oh, I forgot—" We do this even

though we know how God delights in our gratitude.

MAN IS UNGRATEFUL

It is ideal, then, for us to daily guard against in

gratitude, which is the common failing of all of us self-

centered sons of Adam. Sin has so ruined the race that

the "common courtesy" which we teach our children is

often conspicuous by its absence, in our relations with

our God. In Paul's long indictment of humanity, he
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is careful to include the word "ungrateful" (2 Tim.

3:2). That God feels strongly about the matter is

clearly revealed in the fact that His present indignation

(outlined in Eomans 1:18-32) finds its force in man's

unthankfulness. Although men know God, they do not

glorify or thank Him as God. For such behavior they

are "defenseless." There is no excuse. This attitude of

ingratitude is the gateway to all that follows: vain

reasonings; a darkened, unintelligent heart.

THE TEN LEPERS

Again and again the Scriptures trace this thoughtless

thanklessness. The record of the ten lepers, healed by

our Lord, is a typical example. Of the ten, only one

returned to show his gratefulness. "Now one of them,

perceiving that he was healed, returns, glorifying God

with a loud voice. And he falls on his face at His

[Jesus'] feet, thanking Him...Now answering, Jesus

said, 'Are not the ten cleansed? Yet where are the

nine?'" (Luke 17:15-17).

God has "cleansed" us too. The leprosy of sin had

defiled us, making us unclean— unfit for His holy

presence. But, through the sacrifice of His Son, our

gracious God has "healed" us. Are we "glorifying God

with a loud voice"; are we on our face, "thanking

Him"? Or are we like the nine—agoing on our way,

rejoicing in our cleansing yet forgetting the One Who

cleansed us; lost in the gift and neglecting the Giver?

THANKFULNESS GROWS

The text that heads this meditation shows that thank

fulness grows; it is a process. The Greek literally reads,

and thankful-ones be-ye-becoming (Col. 3:15). Though

once we were "ungrateful," now we are to be "thankful

ones." This transformation comes about by a greater

realization of God and His goodness to us in Christ

Jesus. As we grow to understand and enjoy God's
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grace we will become God's "thankful ones." Thanks

giving will begin to permeate all our petitions and

prayers. That this is the ideal is apparent when Paul

tells us to let all our requests be made known to God

with thanksgiving (Phil. 4:6).

THANKFULNESS TRANSFORMS

And, as we become thankful, other faults will fall

away. Thanksgiving pushes out the unworthy and

wrong. Murmuring and complaining can hardly be har

bored in the heart which is full of thanksgiving. Evil

dispositions are not merely put aside, they are rather

replaced, "...vileness and stupid speaking or insinu-

endo, which are not proper, but rather thanksgiving."

(Eph. 5:4).
CHECK YOUR CONCORDANCE

It would be profitable for each of us to take time to

look up all the passages which speak of thanksgiving.

They are listed in our Keyword Concordance on page

301. By going through these occurrences we cannot

fail to see how important it is that we "become thankful."

Perhaps Paul puts it best when he says, "And every

thing, whatsoever you may be doing, in word or in act,

do all in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, giving

thanks to God, the Father, through Him" (Col. 3:17).

Our gracious God,

So kind and good,

Who sought and saved—

No other could.

Let us more thankful

Ever be:

Grant eyes of faith

That we may see

Thy faithfulness.

—Contributed
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EDITORIAL

Is the Lord working in our lives? Is He working in

yours? In mine? Undoubtedly He is, if we remain

open to His leading, and allow Him to guide and direct

our paths. Evidence of His guidance has been very

strong recently in the life of your editor. Even though

ill health has seemingly retarded progress, yet He has

graciously granted the needed help so that the work

might continue, and in an almost miraculous way, He

has arranged for a change which will relieve me of much

extra work not directly related to the management and

editorial duties, so that, D.V., more time and strength

may become available for these more important tasks.

Why do we so often seem prone to underestimate the

power and the infinite wisdom of our Creator and His

Son, our Head? True, the labyrinth of sorrow, of

frustration, of weakness through which we are called

upon to pass, may seem at times too much to bear. Yet

He makes the sequel to enable to undergo it. He is

faithful (1 Cor. 10:13).

Let us never neglect the blessed privilege which is ours

of directing our pleadings, our requests, our thanks, to

Him daily, hourly, even momentarily. Pray without

ceasing, or, at the Concordant Version renders it, be

praying unintermittingly (1 Thess. 5:17). But that isn't

possible, some may protest. Perhaps for the young, the

strong, it may seem difficult or impracticable. Yet for

those who have, through adversity, through hardship,

through trial, realized their own weaknesses, their utter

dependence upon Him to Whom alone they can turn in
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time of need, this admonition has become their only

solace, turning darkness into light, sadness into joy,

loneliness into sweet communion with Him Who never

leaves them alone. Perhaps it is at least one of the

reasons why so many of His most faithful saints seem

to be so often afflicted. It serves to bring them closer to

Him—to cause them to realize to the fullest their dire

and very real need for Him. '' Sufficient for you is My

grace, for My power in infirmity is being perfected."

(2 Cor. 12:9). Difficult it would be to improve upon

Paul's succinct summary of the sequel to this statement

made to him by the Lord in answer to his thrice repeated

fervent prayer that his " splinter in the flesh7' be with

drawn. Therefore I shall not attempt to do so, and shall

close with this thought which he wrote to his beloved

brethren in Corinth: "Wherefore I delight in infirm

ities, in outrages, in necessities, in persecutions, in dis

tresses, for Christ's sake, for, whenever I may be weak,

then I am powerful." e.o.k.

RHODE ISLAND FELLOWSHIP

The Advent of His Presence, Whose Presence is in accord

with the Operation of Satan (2 Thess. 2:9 C.V.) is the theme

for study this year at the Fellowship which will be held at

the home of Bro. Melvin L. Cottrell, Route 91, Box 28, Wood

River Junction, Rhode Island. Pastor George Eccleston will

be the chief speaker.

Unfortunately, this information could not be included in

the May issue. The dates are July 7th, 8th, and 9th. e.o.k.

MICHIGAN FELLOWSHIP

The friends at Baldwin hope you are making plans to attend

their Fellowship which is planned for August 4-14, 1967 at

the Grace and Truth Chapel at Baldwin, Michigan. "The

Endurance of Expectation" is the theme for this year's fellow

ship. I Thessalonians 4 and 5 are the chapters to be studied

in preparation.

Please let us know by July 15 if you can come so we can

plan accommodations for you. Please pray for this effort

for His glory. For further information write: Miss Dorothy

M. Johnson, Route 1, Box 538, Baldwin, Mich. 49304.
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THE VIVIFICATION OF ALL

1 Corinthians 15:20-34

PAET TWO

This passage, because it goes to the very bottom of

things, bares to our gaze the true nature of rule. How

much disturbance and distress have come to mankind

through the operation of human government! From the

days of Noah till the present, oppression and tyranny

have been the order of the day, wars of aggression and

succession have bathed the world in blood, and even the

best of governments have left much to be desired. Human

government is certainly abnormal. And will the reign of

Christ with the saints restore ideal conditions? Is not

the rebellion at the end of the thousand years an em

phatic denial? The reign will be righteous and good,

and will bring much blessing because God will be back

of Christ, so that it will approximate the ideal. But evil

is not banished from the universe by intermediate rule,

but by the gradual and final withdrawal of all rule.

Almost all other rule tends to draw men away from

subjection to God. Christ's rule will be devoted to re

storing them to the normal. It will continue until all

rule is concentrated in His hands. All enemies will be

put under His feet. All of this will be done with the

cooperation of the saints, in whom death no longer

operates, for they have been vivified. But all the rest

are still hindered from yielding spontaneous subjection

by the operation of death and sin within them. Others of

His enemies are in the second death. What is needed to

restore all to more than normal perfection is to stop the
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activity of death. This is done, at the last, by the vivi-

fication of all. The dead and the living, all who are still

within the clutches of death in any of its manifestations,

are made alive. This is the point of this passage. It puts

universal life in place of universal death.

This passage affords a splendid lesson in intelligent

interpretation. The apostle insists that Christ subjects

all under His feet. He proceeds, "Now whenever He

may be saying that all is subject, it is evident that it is

outside of Him Who subjects the universe to Him."

That which is self-evident and altogether contrary to the

object of the whole, need not be stated. Paul need not

say, "He subjects all except God." But a most important

point arises, which is also self-evident, and that is that

there are no other exceptions. And if the word "all"

has no other exceptions here, why should it have them

in similar connections elsewhere? Nor is it a sign of

superior acumen to insist that stones and sticks are not

included. Such an objection is only a sign that the

objector is not yet fully subject in his mental operations.

It suffices to know that, as a result of Christ's reigning,

there will be no insubjection left in all the universe, so

that He may hand it over to the Father.

THE ABDICATION OF CHRIST

The time of the consummation is given us, not in

chronological fashion, but in relation to the vital events

of the universe. When Christ has succeeded in subject

ing the universe to Himself, "then the Son Himself

also shall be subjected to Him Who subjects the universe

to Him, that God may be All in all." What an utter

contradiction of all our thoughts about empires is con

tained in these marvelous words! When the great con

querors of earth had gained universal control they made

every possible provision for retaining it. We see what

becomes of such an empire in the case of Alexander.

When death tore the scepter from his hands, his vast
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kingdom fell to pieces. What is gained by force must be

heJd by power. But Christ's reign brought all to God,

not to Himself, except as He was the Mediator of the

Deity. Hence His abdication will cause no great change

in government. It will merely be the public acknowledge

ment of a patent fact. Christ brings men to God.

Great are the mediatorial glories of God's Christ! No

prophet ever spoke His words more faithfully. No other

priest is in His class. No king can compare with Him.

But what distinguishes His word above all others is the

fact that He carries it on to a conclusion. He is Priest

to a finality in the day of Jehovah. Hence there is no

temple and no priesthood in the day of God. Then He

still continues to reign, but it is to such purpose, that

He finally rules rule out. This is the greatest of all His

glories, the eternal halo, which is composed of the sur

passing excellence of all the rest.

A temple, even with all the golden glories of Solo

mon's majestic pile, is the symbol of a distant God. In

Jehovah's day one will be reared oiice again in the holy

oblation. It will far surpass even the splendors of Solo

mon's. But how much greater, to the anointed eye, is

the glory of the day of God, where He dwells with man

kind, without any barrier between! Nothing would so

dim the luster of Christ's priestly glory, as to shut God

up once again, in the day of God, and bid men approach

Him as of old, through mediatorial means. The fact that

it is not needed in the last eon, is the highest praise that

can be brought to the Melchizedek priesthood. In a

thousand years it accomplished its mission, and finished

the task God intended it to do. All other priesthood

retires because of its weakness and inability to bring

aught to perfection. His retires with honors, having

accomplished its glorious mission.

A throne, even in the day of God, is the symbol of

enmity and of insubjection. We are accustomed to asso

ciate it with majesty and splendor, and do not readily
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perceive that it rests upon resistance to the will of God

on the part of those who come under its control. Perhaps

our imaginations can conceive of a beneficent governor

of some island realm whose subjects had so profited by

his rule that, when he left them for a year, he could

suspend all government until his return. That would

border on the miraculous. The ideal government is that

which brings God into the hearts of its subjects to such

effect that He alone is needed at the helm, and all

intermediaries are idle and superfluous.

At the consummation, as Christ, our Lord's work is

finally finished. His anointing made Him a Prophet, a

Priest, and a King. No one of these functions is needed

when the consummation comes. Hence it is not as Christ

that He subjects Himself to God, but as the Son. In His

official glories He was always subordinate to Him, yet, at

the same time, He subjects others. Then He lays these

glories by, and in the unofficial relationship of Son, He

is subjected to the Father. His mediatorial glories will

take on the added luster of success, the splendor of

achievement, the sublimity of consummation. Oh, how it

drags His highest honors in the dust to distort God's

Word so that His priesthood is eternal and His Kingdom

everlasting! May God forgive the ignorant zeal which

seeks to gild the glory of His crowns with the tarnished

tinsel of man's imagination! What He starts He will

finish, and what He commences He will consummate.

The purpose of all of this, as, indeed, of all God's

eonian dealings with mankind, is that God may take the

place in every heart which His love deserves, so that

each member of the human race becomes, at last, no

longer a lost creature but a fondled child, no longer a

distant enemy but a delighted son. Death brought in the

breach, and life will much more than remove it. Death

nearly made God nothing to anyone. Life will make Him

All to everyone. In Adam all are dying through no

choice of theirs, and so, in Christ, this same all will be
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made alive. All were created in the Son of His love

(Col. 1:13-16), and all will be reconciled by the blood of

His cross (Col. 1:20). Death, in all its manifestations,

will be discarded. Life will be universal, for only so can

God be All in all.

In closing his discussion of the evidences of the resur

rection the apostle appealed to the experience of grace

in his own life (1 Cor. 15 :10). Again, in his final word

showing that the reposing are lost if there is no resurrec

tion, he concluded that, if we have an expectation in

Christ in this life only, we are more forlorn than all men

(15:19). And now, after showing that all will be made

alive, he makes the personal application to human experi

ence. He views the error of non-resurrection in the light

of baptism, of his own dangerous career, and of its effect

on our morals. He closes with an exhortation, intended

to abash his readers (15:34).

BAPTISM AND THE DEAD

In order to make a true translation we must not only

investigate thoroughly the words which appear in the

divine scrolls, but we must not ignore their order, or fail

to note those which are omitted. The latter are printed

in lightface type in the Concordant Literal New Testa

ment. A new edition of its companion volume, the

Keyword Concordance, is now being prepared wherein

the most notable figures of speech will be included.

Some of these figures consist in omitting words which

are self-evident from the context, and which, omitted,

serve to impart force to those which remain. For exam

ple, the substantive, be, is usually omitted in the lan

guages of inspiration. Thus, at the very beginning, we

read that " darkness on the surface of the submerged

chaos" (Gen. 1:2). No one can honestly object if the

English translator renders it, ' 'darkness was on the sur

face of the submerged chaos." We must express the

verb in most cases.
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Another way in which the investigation of the figures

used in the sacred text may be helpful in translation is

illustrated by this passage. It is clear that the thought

does not flow right on. If we read, "that God may be

All in all else what shall those be doing who are baptiz

ing. .." (as it is in the ancient manuscripts) we see little

connection. An investigation of the whole passage will

show that the paragraph dealing with vivification (20-28)

is parenthetic. We should go from verse 19 to verse 29,

and read it thus: "If we are having an expectation in

Christ in this life only, more forlorn than all men are we.

(20-28). Else what shall those be doing who are bap

tizing. It is for the sake of the dead, if..." In both

cases the apostle discusses the effects of non-resurrection

in this life, because there is no future. We suffer fool

ishly if there is no resurrection. Those who were being

baptized at the time (from whom Paul dissociates him

self) were going through a delusive form if the dead are

not roused, for while baptism itself does not set forth the

resurrection, it loses all its force unless it looks forward

to it.

As there is no punctuation in the Original, it is easy

to run two sentences together in such cases. This is

especially true where questions are asked. Thus, in this

passage, we as well as other translators, not noting this

figure of speech, rendered it "Else what shall they be

doing who are being baptized for the sake of the dead?"

This was all the more inexcusable as my attention had

been called to the proper rendering. It should read,

"Else what shall they be doing who are baptizing? [It

is] for the sake of the dead if..." Nothing is known

of any such thing as baptism for the dead in apostolic

days. It has no warrant whatever in history or in

revelation. Yet who can tell the trouble that has been

caused by this little slip! It was made the source of

considerable income by one of the sects of Christendom.

It has harassed the heads of multitudes of the saints.
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It is now in '' the Bible.'; Who will dare to take it out!

CONSTANT DANGERS

Paul's personal life was a continuous protest against

this error. He is in danger every hour. How foolish to

run such risks with no prospect of future compensation!

Daily, it seems, he dared to look death in the face. In

Ephesus he fought with wild beasts. All this was

absolutely unnecessary and foolishly futile if death ends

all. Instead of being a benefit to him, it was a loss. In

this life Paul forfeited much and endured more, and

what good was it to him if there is no future life? Our

present contentment and joy and exultation is but a

hallucination apart from the life to come. There is no

possible mental accord between a life of sacrifice and a

death without any hope of living again.

A CORRUPTING DOCTRINE

The moral effect of non-resurrection is its most dis

astrous phase. It undermines the most powerful motive

for good conduct which a man can have. Men cannot

help reasoning, "If the dead are not being roused, we

may be eating and drinking, for tomorrow we are dying"

(cf 1 Cor. 15:32-34). I have actually seen the equivalent of

this used to get men to give themselves over to the enjoy

ment of the present. It was phrased somewhat as fol

lows: "Enjoy yourself while you are alive, for you will

be a long time dead!" Non-resurrection robs us of one

of the best incentives to a sane, sober and sacrificial life.

Such a false teaching cannot be content with being a

mere theory, a subject for theological debate. It will

invade every avenue of our life and ruin the roots of

our deportment. All error vitiates our walk, but this

is one of the most enervating and corrupting of them all.

Very few of God's beloved saints realize what a

decisive part doctrine has to play in conduct. Our belief,

not our practice, molds our character. That which is

false has its reflex on our lives. It seems that the Corin-
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thians were not fully aware of this feature of the heresy,

so the apostle warns them. "Be not deceived," said he,

"evil conversations are corrupting kind characters.

Sober up justly and do not be sinning, for some have an

ignorance of God. To abash you am I saying it." Here

he brands all that is contrary to universal vivification as

deceptive, as evil, as corrupting, as drunkenness, as un

just, as sin,, and as ignorance. Strong expressions, when

we consider how much more apt they are when applied

to Christendom than to the Corinthians. Those who have

not nullified the resurrection by the denial of death are

only a small fraction, and those who acknowledge the

vivification of all are too few in numbers to be worthy

of mention. No wonder that the conduct of Christendom

is so far from the ideal!

Hence I have no hesitancy in commending the great

truth of the vivification of all as one of the most prac

tical that can be found. It is not a dry doctrine, with

little vital value. It is an elixir for all the saints. Next

to personal salvation there is no truth so full of living

power to help us on the way and to fill our hearts with

joy and exultation. But, best of all, it gives us a God

worthy of the name. The glad message of God's love

comes to us, not in word only, but in power and in much

assurance. The clouds that concealed Him from our gaze

vanish as before the rising sun. All the vanity that

depressed us is filled with blessed purpose. In everything

we see His hand. And the goal is the most magnificent,

the most heart-satisfying, the most love-revealing that

could be. What greater bliss can we wish creation, man

kind, our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, and God Him

self, than that God become the universal Father? "What

words of tongue or pen are half so sweet as those which

fill the future with ineffable delight and the present with

surpassing peace? Let us treasure them in our hearts

and display them in our walk, and inscribe upon our

banner, "All in all." a.e.k.



Notes on Isaiah

AN EMBASSY FROM BABYLON

(ISAIAH 39)

During the reign of Hezekiah, events have brought the

history of the relations between Judah and Israel to

return to a condition having the outward appearance of

unity, one nation with one king, ruling for Ieue. On the

surface, the divine service which Ieue had instituted to

teach His people the glory of His righteous requirement

of their subjection to Him, amidst His protecting care,

appeared now to be drawing them together. However,

the predilections of the sons of Jacob have ever shown

themselves either to be toward corrupting the divine

service of Ieue with their idols, or forsaking it entirely

for idolatry. The underlying inclination to disobey had

not been cured. The presence of a king devoted to Ieue

has restrained it somewhat, confirmed by the pressure

of the enemy in the midst of the land. Nevertheless, the

utterances of the prophet of the Alueim of Israel has

made clear beforehand the persistence of His people in

their own ways. The objective of the present chapter

(39) is to use an element of history, concerned with the

king, to bring to prominence what will ensue beyond

the days of Hezekiah.

THE POINT OF ARRIVAL

1 In that era Merodach Baladan, son of Baladan, king of

Babylon, sends scrolls and elders and a present to Heze

kiah, for he is hearing that he was ill to death, yet is

mending.

NOTE: This article is part of a series which began in Volume
51, Number 1 (Jan., 1960). These back numbers are available.
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The time of the chief events of these chapters (36 to

39), as well as their sequence, is exceedingly important.

The Concordant Version location as "in that era" for

the visit of the embassy from Merodach Baladan pre

serves the correct order of events. The visit was not "at

that time" (the time of Hezekiah's illness) as the common

version puts it, but later in the same year. All the events

of these chapters occur in the fourteenth year of the

reign of Hezekiah. This was the period marked in the

beginning chapter (36) when Sennacherib's invasion

turned to demand the surrender of Jerusalem. Heze

kiah 's illness occurred amidst the warning menace to

the city. It arose within the days of the momentous

destruction which came upon the Assyrian army, and

so we read, "in those days." The Babylonian embassy

reached Jerusalem later. When they arrived, the neces

sary time had elapsed for the embassy to journey from

Babylon, following the spread of the news of the Assyrian

disaster, and also of Hezekiah's illness and recovery.

SCROLLS, ELDERS, PRESENT

Crowded with critical incidents, the year becomes the

forerunner of an extended period of welfare for Jeru

salem and the king, Hezekiah. The elders who arrived

with the scrolls, apparently a compliment to the king

on his recovery, also made inquiry concerning the miracle

(2 Ch.32:31) which had occurred in the land. In

addition, a present came from the one king to the

other.

It is quite remarkable that a king of Babylon should

show his interest, or friendship (and perhaps even a

measure of patronage) to the king of Ieue's people.

This contact between Babylon and Jerusalem would,

superficially, appear to be quite out of line in fore

shadowing the events of chapter 13. That chapter shows

the prowess which Babylon was to achieve, and we need

only think of Nebuchadnezzar and his attacks on Jeru-
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salem to glimpse the difference which is to come about in

Babylon's relationship with Jerusalem.

All unwittingly, it would seem, Merodach Baladan

took an initial step toward assuming the load laid on

Babylon. From the point covered by the history of this

chapter (39) of Isaiah, we may well look back to Genesis

11, where Babel seeks to lead, and then forward to Un

veiling 17 where the city falls, the ruiner of the earth.

Such a view reminds us that here in Isaiah we look at the

king of the city (Babylon) in which idolatry originated

and in which it became centered. The king of that city,

whose character is dominated by its idolatrous cult, seeks

the friendship of a people whose Alueim has given them,

as its initial precept, the words: "No other Alueim is to

be yours beside Me" (Ex. 20:3).

Was the mission from Babylon for the purpose of

seeking to know the power of the Alueim of Judah ? This

might be possible since Assyria was also the enemy of

Merodach Baladan. Or, had the contact to do with the

wider and almost original problem, whether the reality

of God's glory transcends the glory of His creation?

This truth Babylon did not apprehend, and has always

opposed, and this is true of most of the nations, even

to this day.

HEZEKIAH SHOWS HIS TREASURES

2 And Hezekiah is rejoicing over them with great joy. And

he is showing them all his perfumery house, the silver,

and the gold, and the aromatics, and the good oil, and all

the house with his instruments in the depository, and all

that is found among his treasures. Not a thing comes to

be there which Hezekiah does not show them, in his house

and in all under his rule.

There is no mention that Hezekiah sought out Ieue

concerning the arrival of the embassy, nor even that he

inquired of Isaiah. Such points should be considered in

connection with the fact that he rejoiced over the

embassy. He showed to his visitors all his treasures and
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possessions, withholding nothing. Yet this was the oc

casion when Alueim forsook him in order to probe him

as to all that was in his heart (2 Ch. 32:31). The word

"rejoiced" is a terse indication of the king's failure

in this testing. Hezekiah was briefly forgetting the

great benefits Ieue had accorded to him; his great regard

for his Alueim was obscured by the flattery of Babylon's

attention to him.

In order to assess the full reason for Hezekiah's cordial

recption of the embassy, we must note that, in respect to

Assyria, each king had a somewhat common outlook.

Merodach Baladan had just thrown off the Assyrian

yoke, at least temporarily. This provided elements of

comparison between the deliverance of his capital city,

and that of Hezekiah. The sending of a present was

certainly a friendly overture, and the writing of scrolls

could make interesting inquiry. Such personal attention,

together with the surrounding circumstances of treasures

produced the situation which caused the heart of Heze

kiah to be lifted up (2 Ch. 32:25). It was, however,

exceptional to the conduct of Hezekiah, for, apart from

this one matter, the records speak most favorably of

him (see2Ch. 31:20, 21).

The sign given to Hezekiah would be more or less local

in its extent, yet Babylon heard of the miracle and

showed a ready interest in the reversing backward of

the sun's shadow on the stairs of the upper chamber of

Ahaz. Such a matter was outside their knowledge, and

inquiry is, on the one hand, quite understandable, yet

it may only be a pretext, leaving the real motive to

develop during the embassy's presence with Hezekiah.

This appears to have been the case, and it called for Ieue

to send Isaiah with a warning word to Hezekiah. The

prophet took a message which told the real prospect

foreshadowed in the visit from Babylon. The people

of Ieue were not by any means wholly weaned from the

attraction of idolatry, despite the ruling effort made by
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Hezekiah. This became evident in the next and subse

quent kings, with the single exception of Josiah, and

then forward to that climax around Jehoiachin.

ISAIAH MAKES INQUIRY

$ And Isaiah, the prophet, is coming to King Hezekiah

and saying to him, "What did these mortals say? And

whence are they coming to you?"

And saying is Hezekiah, "From a land afar they came to

me, from Babylon."

4 And saying is Isaiah, "What did they see in your house?"

And saying is Hezekiah, "All that is in my house they

saw. Not a thing comes to be in my house which I did not

show them among my treasures."

Here we learn how private the plans concerning the

visit had been. So far as Hezekiah knew, Isaiah was

unacquainted with either the fact of the visit or any

details. This position is used by Isaiah as a preface

to his message which he brought from Ieue. "Whence are

they coming to you?" "What did they see in your

house?" The answers to these questions furnished the

basis for the word Ieue had sent to Hezekiah. The

other question; "What did these mortals say?", is not

answered. Ieue knew full well what had been discussed,

but Hezekiah was unaware of Ieue's thoughts about the

visit from Babylon. Isaiah now stood before him to

give him this information, and so to point out his folly

in the matter. Hezekiah did not possess the purview of

the future course of his people, nor of the king who

would follow him, yet he did readily thank his God for

the welfare of his added years. This is most creditable,

and it evinces that he had real reverence for Ieue.

PREDICTION

5 And saying is Isaiah to Hezekiah, "Hear the word of

6 Ieue of hosts, 'Behold! The days are coming,' averring is

Ieue, 'when all that is in your house, and that your fore-

fathers treasured unto this day, shall be carried away. It

shall come to Babylon. And not a thing shall be left/ says

7 Ieue. 'And of your sons, who shall fare forth from you,
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whom you shall beget, they shall take, and they shall

become eunuchs in the palace of the king of Babylon."'

Ieue's special purposes for Babylon, those which origi

nated in the ancient days, and which the centuries had

carried forward, provide the background of the words

which Isaiah spoke to Hezekiah. In these words the

prophet made the prediction that all were to be taken

to Babylon in the future. Here we reach the definite

threat of Judah's deportation. Isaiah's words make

specific the general warnings given by Moses in Israel's

early days. This is the first actual mention of Babylon

as the place where Judah and Jerusalem are to be

disciplined.

Amidst the goodness of Hezekiah's reign, we are told

of his single failure. Yet Hezekiah is one of that very

small group, four in number, who are classed with David

in their devotion to Ieue. Hezekiah failed in this test

ing to which Ieue subjected him. On this occasion he

became forgetful that all his affluence was due to Ieue.

This was his mistake, and it caused a measure of indul

gence in pride, which was far from usual for him. Though

exceptional, it showed the human weakness and lack of

discernment which so easily develops, even in the case of

one who would not normally be regarded as a person in

whose life pride would be capable of taking over.

HEZEKIAH *S RESPONSE

8 And saying is Hezekiah to Isaiah, "Good is the word of

Ieue which you speak." And saying is he, "Is it not, since

there is coming to be welfare and truth in my days?"

How quickly Hezekiah responded to Ieue's word! He

was immediately humbled at the words of Ieue, brought

to him by the prophet. Hezekiah saw that the words

were good, and thus was he enabled to enjoy the welfare

and truth which the message said were to fill his days.

Hezekiah is to be regarded as portraying Messiah to

some degree, and so, after the stormy and disturbed days
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of the early years of Ms reign, and the threat of eradi

cation which had come upon the city of Ieue, it is fitting

that there should be a period of welfare and truth to

consummate the typical features around him. There

is much here for comparison with the days prior to the

coming of the Antitype. Then there will be a more

incessant threat to remove the name of God from the

earth, and also to eliminate the faithful remnant. But

welfare and truth will ensue in the days of Him Who

will establish the city of God.

A transition point has been reached. The next section

of the vision can proceed to announce deliverance from

Babylon, and can take us forward to the triumph and

presence of Messiah. Great as was the deliverance from

Assyria, it was but one event in that course by which

the glory of God's kingdom is to be established in Israel

and over all nations. Israel must be disciplined much.

Already in Isaiah's ministry, indications had been made

regarding Ieue's workings to attain to His glory in the

earth. These indications, beginning around Ahaz, have

developed to bring Babylon into the picture, and that

development calls for further revelations which will arise

out of the deportation of Judah and Jerusalem. The

transition to this position is reached through this failure

of Hezekiah when he was probed by Ieue. Now Isaiah

speaks amidst this contact between Babylon and Jerusa

lem; To Babylon shall go your sons and the treasures

they have seen!

A SUMMARY STATEMENT

In his earlier distress, Hezekiah had sent messengers

to the prophet, yet now, in his prosperity, on the occasion

of this visit of the embassy, Isaiah has to bring Ieue's

word to him. This message opens the way toward fuller

developments of prophecy. It looks toward the days in

which Daniel figures much, and the focus of prophecy

moves into the dream image of Nebuchadnezzar. In

Daniel there is given a concise view of the course of
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domination which builds toward this dream image, when

he speaks of the wine cup of fury from which all nations

were to drink in token of their submission to the rule of

Babylon. Into this outline, we may fit the details of the

whole of the Hebrew prophecy.

When seen in this setting, the leadings of the whole

ministry of Isaiah acquire value, and this particular

message of Isaiah to Hezekiah assumes its special im

portance in that it is giving pattern to the whole range

of the prophetic ministry by which the kingdom of God,

first inaugurated at Sinai, will become operative in the

earth through Ieue's people, Isarel. Hezekiah's failure

is made to serve as a feature to reveal matters of great

consequence.

Nevertheless, Hezekiah was a remarkable king, devoted

to Ieue as ruler over His people, and assiduous in the

divine service and worship in the temple. Even the

best of humans, when left to themselves, will sometimes

fail before God. e.h.c.

MISS K. L. ROSE

Sister Katie Rose, of the Bible Hall, Blackheath, Birming

ham, England, was put to repose on February 28th while at

a nursing home recuperating from an operation, at the age

of 88.

The funeral service was held at the Bible Hall on March

3rd, Brother Bowen officiating. He also conducted a memorial

service on Sunday, March 12th, and at the same time a similar

service was held at Beeston, Notts.

We shall be continually reminded of her by the hymns she

wrote, fourteen of which are included in our hymn book. It

was when her mother was dying, and she was feeling so alone,

that she wrote these words,

"Lord, be Thou near, the evening shadows fall

Around my path, be Thou my stay, my all.

Amid life's maze, O guide my helpless feet

Till in the glory, Lord, Thyself I meet."

Good night, dear sister, until that day.

Sister Rose leaves no near relatives apart from a niece with

whom she lived during the latter part of her life, and to whom

we extend our sincere sympathies. a. nock
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PAUL'S EPISTLE TO PHILEMON

Loss Turned into Gain

".. .that your good may not be as of compulsion but

voluntary." Paul refrains from suggesting what good

thing he would expect of Philemon, whether to forgive

Onesimus and possibly release him, or even send him

back to Rome that he might be serving the apostle in the

bonds of the evangel (verses 13, 14). Paul leaves this

decision entirely with Philemon, being aware of the fact

that such decisions of free will and love will best come

to fruition within the sphere of the ecclesia of the

Christian house where "the fellowship of your faith

may become operative in the realization of every good

thing which is in us for Christ Jesus'' (verse 6). The

great blessings which are bound to follow in the wake

of such a decision of free will and love, are described by

Paul in the following words:

"For perhaps therefore is he separated for an hour,

that you may be collecting him as an eonian repayment,

no longer as a slave, but above a slave, a brother beloved,

especially to me, yet how much rather to you, in the

flesh as well as in the Lord" (verses 15, 16).

Thus loss is turned into gain; what was temporary,

into what is eonian; the master-and-slave relationship

into genuine brotherly love. Even though his joy in

the faith is immense, Paul remains discreet in his con

clusions; this is why he starts verse 15 with the words

"For perhaps...", the reason being that we must never

try to tell God what to do nor in which way we expect

Him to pour out His blessings. How He will do this—
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in His infinite love and wisdom—is entirely up to Him.

Under any circumstances, we may be sure of His bless

ings, and we can be certain that they will be greatest

when we walk the path of humility and even of humilia

tion. In humble faith, we may dare mention a perhaps,

as Paul does, thus leaving it completely up to the Lord

which portion of the " perhaps" He may or may not

grant.

In prayer, we are permitted to state general principles

pertaining to God's blessings. Paul cites three of them:

separation is turned to reunion; instead of things of a

temporary nature, He gives us blessings eonian; and

adverse conditions and circumstances are turned into

precious goods of inestimable value. When we are

sufficiently experienced in faith, we will have become

familiar with the Lord's ways and will be in a position to

draw such fundamental conclusions as these:

Loss or separation is turned into gain or reunion.

When God separates and we suffer loss, we must be

willing to acquiesce with joy in order to receive it again

in due time, even a hundredfold (c/ Matt. 19:29). It

is already a great gain if we are able to take a positive

attitude toward any separation, in the knowledge of

faith that the Lord has a wonderful and blessed purpose

in it. Onesimus is an outstanding example; he had to be

separated from Philemon so that God's plans for his

salvation could be effected, although this by no means

justifies his transgression.

Paul does not write, "perhaps because of this he ran

away," but rather, "perhaps therefore is he separated."

It is not man's action that is brought out into the lime

light of the Lord's plans for individual salvation, but

rather His sovereign rule over, and supreme guidance in

our lives. It was the Lord Who separated Onesimus

from Philemon. However, we may never come to this

realization by means of human reasoning; such realizar

tion is possible only by orienting ourselves with pertinent
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divine declarations. At the divine level, no vital deci

sions are made by man; he is rather the object of God's

operations.

COLLECTING AN EONIAN REPAYMENT

The divine perspective enables us to observe both the

trend and the goal of God's operations, how He turns

loss into gain, and separation into reunion. The AV has

"that thou shouldest receive him for ever" whereas the

CV reads, "that you may be collecting him [as an]

eonian [repayment]." The first occurrences of this verb

(apecho, from-have) are found in Matthew 6:2, 5, 16,

where we have in view the hypocrites who are pre

empting their own kind of reward, i.e. glorification by

men. " [Thus] they are collecting their wages [now]."

They are receiving a reward of their own choosing in

full, exactly as if they had signed a receipt for it. Hence

they cannot expect any additional reward from God.

Reference to this commercial use of the verb (receiving

payment in full and sign the receipt for it) is made in

our Lexical Concordance, page 150.

The hypocrites were not collecting anything as an

eonian repayment. But there will be such a payment

for those who do not seek glorification by men. When

all our ways of separation converge and we shall always

be together with the Lord, this very fact will be our

reward and, in a figure of speech, we will give a receipt

for it by thankfully acknowledging the great blessings

which have been the result of separations, or of our

willingness to separate.

Paul, after his separation from the Philippians, had

received considerable support from them, hence hs could

write, "Now I am collecting all, and am superabounding.

I have been filled full, receiving from Epaphroditus the

things from you" (Phil. 4:18). In a figure of speech,

the apostle implies that he had received a sum in full

(that was due to him) and has given a receipt for it.
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This was the result of a separation, or willingness to

separate. Such a period of longing, anguish, and be

reavement (2 Cor. 7:7; 1 Thess. 2:17) lasts but for an

hour, even though there be "much yearning." An hour

is seen here as a relatively short period of time which

may culminate in a decision or in an important experi

ence.

The most important decisions seem to be made because

of a separation from something, or from someone; in the

realm of faith, their impact may be of eonian value.

Everything that is temporal, if compared to eternity,

or even to eonian times, is just a fleeting experience of

short duration, and any loss or separation should be

thought of in this perspective.

NO LONGER AS A SLAVE, BUT ABOVE A SLAVE

In a matter of minutes decisions may be made, the

results of which will be enjoyed in the coming eons, if

we have acquired the knowledge that no temporal loss

whatsoever will outweigh eonian gain. Thus, Onesimus

now belongs to Philemon for the rest of the eons, even

for eternity. The Lord had taken a once useless slave

and turned him into a beloved brother. Is this not a most

marvelous transformation ? The result is infinitely more

valuable and of far greater consequence than a mere

change of social standing, such as might have resulted

from a release from slavery. As a matter of fact, the

result of the Lord's operation brought about a complete

victory over temporal conditions and circumstances.

A BROTHER BELOVED

Whether Onesimus was actually released from his

status as a slave or not, we are not told. And Paul does

not force this decision on Philemon, since his evangel

does not concern itself with the solutions of social

problems after the manner of the world, but rather with

the proclamation of the victory of grace over all earthly
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inadequacies and insufficiencies. From the divine view

point, the highest position is that of a beloved brother.

In Colossans 4:9, the apostle calls Onesimus "a faithful

and beloved brother, who is one of you."- In this passage

he makes not mention at all of his being a slave. The

fact that he is a brother completely obviates the question

of whether he is a slave or free.

ESPECIALLY TO ME, YET HOW MUCH RATHER TO YOU

This is a very peculiar phrase, intended to reflect the

striving for the privilege of possessing Onesimus.

"Especially to me," indicates superlative preference,

hence cannot be further intensified. Yet here it is done

by means of the following phrase, "yet how much rather

to you." Paul's play on words in the sixteenth verse

serves to prove his Christian tactfulness and brotherly

discernment. No matter how well justified his claims

for retaining Onesimus might be, nevertheless the apostle

steps back and gives Philemon a chance to make a

decision compatible with the operation of the fellowship

of the faith; a decision which is also good in the eyes

of God—"the realization of every good thing which is

in us for Christ Jesus." Philemon is given a chance to

display genuine selfless brotherly love that does not seek

its own.

As to his child of faith, Paul had said that he "now is

useful to you as well as to me" (verse 10). In other

words, Onesimus was now equally useful to either one

of them. But as a beloved brother he was more important

to Philemon than he was to the apostle. What mattered

most in this instance was the operative fellowship of the

faith within the sphere of the ecclesia of the Christian

house. This is the sphere in which the greatest victories

of God's superabounding grace are won, transcending all

manner of human shortcomings.

IN THE FLESH AS WELL AS IN THE LORD

These words point to the twofold relationship in which
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Onesimus stood with Philemon, i.e. as a slave and as a

brother. The two terms, en sarki (in flesh) and en

Kurio (in [the] Lord) do not at all represent conflicting

opposites in the fellowship of the faith. On the contrary,

they encompass the whole field of operation where the

fellowship of the faith has to prove its genuineness.

"Flesh" refers to our earthly existence with its inade

quacies and human weakness; in the case under consider

ation "flesh" denotes especially the difference in social

standing, such as the one between a master and his slave.

"In the Lord" is a term which relates to walk and

service. Philemon, as a believer, has to find his own way

by which to make operative the fellowship of the faith

"in the flesh as well as in the Lord." The fact that

master Philemon owns the slave Onesimus, is "in flesh."

That the latter has to show him all due respect, is in the

Lord. In his letter to the Ephesians and elsewhere, Paul

had not only enjoined the slaves to obey their masters

and do good, but also the masters to do the same toward

their slaves, "being lax in threatening, being aware

that their Master as well as yours is in the heavens, and

there is no partiality with Him" (6:9). h.l.

(To be continued)

MRS. ADAM McLARDY

Our sister in the Lord, Elizabeth McLardy of Ocean Grove,

New Jersey, was put to repose on April 28th, 1967, at the age

of 81, after a long and painful illness. Just a month prior

to her death, on April 28th, she had written and sent a

contribution for the Lord's work, and for the missionaries.

She was a faithful witness for the truths she loved, and we had

known her since 1*926. When my father, A. E. Knoch, went to

Europe in 1931, she it was with whom he stayed in the New

York area just prior to boarding his ship. Although we have

no information about her family, we do know that she was a

member of God's family, and that we shall meet her in that

day. Good night, dear sister, until the morning, when these

pain-wracked bodies of our humiliation will be a thing of the

past, and we shall bask in His blessed Presence! e.o.k.
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TO BE LITERAL OR NOT TO BE

TEAT IS THE QUESTION

Tradutorre traditore is an Italian proverb: "The

translator is a traitor." The translator who makes an

idiomatic version is a traitor in the eyes of the one who

makes a literal version, while the translator who makes a

literal version is a traitor in the eyes of the one who

makes an idiomatic version. Thus the proverb reflects

a consensus: no matter which kind of version a translator

makes—idiomatic or literal—he is a traitor.

A Jewish proverb recorded in the Babylonian Talmud

(Kiddushin 49a) states succinctly, "He lies who renders

a verse as it reads, with strict literalness; he blasphemes

who makes additions." This is the paradox confronting

a translator; the dilemma on one of whose horns he may

be impaled.

P. W. Farrar has written a book titled Texts Ex

plained or Helps to Understand the New Testament.

In it the author deals with hundreds of verses, clarify

ing points of view by carefully considering both reading

and rendering. In his Preface, Farrar says he desires

to call attention "to a large number of verses or passages

which—in matters of varying importance—the force, the

beauty, the correct reading, the exact rendering, or the

deep special significance has often been mistaken, over

looked, or altogether obliterated... There is no text here

selected for some brief elucidation which does not gain in

instructiveness, or interest, when its exact connotation is

simply explained" (page v).

He tells of his experience when he was assigned as

Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Worcester. At
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every examination of the candidates for ordination, it

was his custom to set them a paper of some thirty texts

from the Authorized Version. These texts required ex

planation which could be presented if the student was

cognizant of facts arising from a change in the reading

or from an accurate rendering of the Original. To his

astonishment, Farrar found that, out of these thirty

AV texts which the students were required to explain,

there were only four or five upon which they were able

to throw any light. Yet, as he goes on to point out,

"in many instances, a knowledge of the real meaning of

the text involved points of vital importance and not of

accidental interest" (page vi)* While his book deals

with verses in each of the twenty-seven New Testament

books (excepting Philemon), he gives examples in the

Preface from twenty-four of these scrolls. Let us look

at as many of them as are of major importance as space

limitations permit, comparing each with the same verse

as it is rendered in the Concordant Literal New Testa

ment (referred to hereafter as CV). Over and over

again Farrar urges us to notice what exact, accurate,

literal renderings can do to make God's Word shine forth

with its original power and pristine purity.

Matthew 25:8. " Our lamps are gone out " Here

he calls attention to the fact of the force of the present

tense in " 'Our lamps are going out'—literally—if Eng

lish idiom permitted the rendering—lare being extin

guished,' or, in older English 'are a-quenching.' " He

says that "Here the wrong rendering adopted in our

familiar version involves a positive theological error."

The CV translates, "our torches are going out," and

even shows the definite article in front of "torches,"

and the middle voice of the word "going."

Luke 3:9. "Is hewn down and cast into the fire."

Farrar admits that both the AV and BV render thus,

* All italicized words in the quotations are the author's

unless otherwise noted.
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and that English idiom makes it difficult to translate

otherwise. "But the tenses of the original are what have

been called 'retributive presents.' The words literally

mean 'is being cut down and being cast into the fire/

The original Greek points to the important lesson of the

continuity of God's dispensations whether they be puni

tive or restorative. The use of the present tense is known,

grammatically, as the praesens futurascens" (page vii).

The CV translates, "is hewn down and cast into the

fire." But we show the middle voice of both "hewn"

and "cast," and in front of each is a short vertical

stroke indicating the act verb form.* Thus by using the

evidence which is provided in the CV the student may

go to the limits of fidelity by reading, "is being hewn

down and is being cast into the fire.''

John 10:16. "And there shall be one fold, and one?

shepherd.'' The author says that'' the true reading and

rendering are 'They shall become one flock, one shep

herd.' " He continues, "The importance of this correc

tion can hardly be overestimated. On earth there always

have been, and so far as we know, always will be, 'One

flock of the one Shepherd,' but there are, and always

have been, in that one true flock many folds." The CV

translates, "and there will be one flock, one Shepherd."

Yet this is not all that the reader of this literal version

is given. The "there" is not in the Greek, hence it is

in lightfaee type; the short vertical stroke for the act

verb form is in front of "be," and still there is more

to be noted. After the "be" is the abbreviation for the

middle voice, and a superior italic c to indicate "be

come." You must see it to believe it, you must own it

and use it to learn what a wealth of information is

supplied the student who cares to know exactly what

God's Word says.

* Concordant Literal New Testament, Instructions for Use,

page 4.
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Romans 3:25. "To declare His righteousness for the

remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance

of God." The author says that "here the mistranslation

obliterates the meaning of the whole argument. The

necessity for demonstrating God's righteousness rose

from His praeterition of—His overlooking of—the sins

of the generations before the death of Christ." See how

forcefully and simply all this and more is set forth in

the CV when it translates, "for a display of His righ

teousness because of the passing over of the penalties of

sins which occurred before in the forbearance of God."

By means of superior signs and abbreviations the reader

is shown, in addition to the point mentioned by Farrar,

the following: the preposition "for" is literally "into,"

the definite article appears before "righteousness" and

also before "God," and a superior circle before "oc

curred" is given to show the state verb form.* Each is

vital for an exact awareness of the power of Paul's

pronouncement and for a full appreciation of God's

thought. By careful consideration of these details we

learn of God's concern on our behalf, even before we

knew there was aught about which to be concerned.

1 Corinthians 14:20. Farrar writes, "Here the cor

rect version—* Prove ye not children in mind; howbeit

in malice be ye babes; but in mind prove ye adults' (or

'of full age')—is one of hundreds of instances where

the force and beauty of the original is brought out by

noticing the exact terms of the Greek." The CV trans

lates, "Brethren, do not become little children in dis

position. But in evil be minors, yet in disposition be

come mature." How the English groans to tell all that

is told in Greek! Yet with no previous knowledge of

the Original the student is practically reading Greek

when he notices and mentally transfers the superior

* Concordant Literal New Testament, Instructions for Use,

page 5.
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signs and abbreviations which are shown in the Version:

"not" has a lightface "t" to indicate that Paul did not

use the unconditional "not" but the conditional "no";

preceding "become" is the sign of the act verb form and

after it the sign of the middle voice form; the definite arti

cle sign appears before "disposition," "evil," and "dispo

sition"; and before "minors" we find the short vertical

stroke of the act verb form.

Galatians 6:17. "The marks of the Lord Jesus."

Farrar points out that Paul does not merely claim he

bears marks, but "I bear branded on my body the

stigmata, the slave-brands, of Jesus." Parrar continues,

"To the ancients, familiar with the sight of slaves

branded with the name or cognisance of their owners,

the phrase would be full of picturesque force." The

CV translates, "For the rest, let no one afford me

weariness, for I am bearing in my body the brand marks

of the Lord Jesus Christ." The superior signs and

abbreviations again show more, much more. We can

read literally, "let no one be affordm^r me wearinesses."

Furthermore, we note that the / is emphatic, for Paul's

opponents have a mark in their flesh due to handmade

circumcision, while he has the manmade brand marks of

a slave. "Let no one," writes Paul, "go on affording

me wearinesses, for I am bearing brand marks of a

slave of the Lord Jesus Christ." One could write a

book on this compressed thought and the relationship

figured in slavery.

Ephesians 4:32. "Here the A.V. has 'forgiving one

another even as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven

you.' It is from this verse that the very common phrase

'for Christ's sake' is exclusively derived," writes Farrar

who now makes what may seem to some to be a shocking

statement. "That phrase... does not once occur in

Scripture in this connotation." He goes on to say that

"the phrase that God forgave us 'for Christ's sake' is

unknown to the Apostles." He tells us that "the true
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rendering is far fuller, and far deeper, in meaning:-—

'even as God also, in Christ, forgave us/ " He rightly

teaches that "Christians are often said to endure 'for

Christ's sake'... ; but the phrase that God forgave us

'for Christ's sake is unknown to the Apostles." Here

the CV not only agrees with but improves on Farrar's

suggestion. Paul did not use the Greek word for "for

give," but the word for "grace." So we translate what

Paul wrote, "dealing graciously among yourselves, ac

cording as God also, in Christ deals graciously with you."

By eliminating the lightface words, literally we read,

"gracing yourselves... graces you."

Eead 2 Corinthians 5:18, 19 and note well what Paul

says God did with the world in Christ and what He does

with us through Christ (In Christ—world, through

Christ—us). What God has done objectively for all

men in Christ is to be obtained subjectively by each man

through Christ. The blood of the passover lamb in the

basin, which is for all inside the house, must be applied

outside the house for God to see and thus keep the

destroyer from the firstborn (Ex. 12 :l-28). For example,

through Jesus Christ's faith God's righteousness is for

all, and upon all who are believing (Eom. 3:22). "For

all" equals blood in the basin, "upon all' equals the

applied blood on the lintel and doorposts. Again, God

is the Saviour of all men, and in a special way of

believers (1 Tim. 4:9-11). "Saviour of all" is pictured

by the blood in the basin; "in a special way" pictures

the blood applied to lintel and doorposts of the believing

heart.

Colossians 2:20-25. Farrar says that the AV render

ing makes Paul's statement "weakened, obscured, all

but lost." From this passage we may see how "valueless

to subdue the indulgence of the flesh" are "will-worship,

and voluntary self-humiliation, and severity of the

body." Asceticism and ceremonialism are nullities in

the light of the Original of the passage, which should be
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one of the clearest in the New Testament. "So far

indeed are they from being the right methods to produce

spirituality of mind, that 'will-worship' has a chronic

tendency to produce the arrogant and dead Pharisaism

which Christ denounced in such burning words; and

ascetic extravagances by a universal pathological law,

instead of weakening the impulses of the body, add to

them a more imperious violence." The CV reads as

follows: "If, then, you died together with Christ from

the elements of the world, why, as living in the world,

are you subject to decrees: 'You should not be touching,

nor yet tasting, nor yet coming into contact,' (which

things are all for corruption from use), in accord with

the directions and teachings of men?—which are (hav

ing, indeed, an expression of wisdom in a wilful ritual

and humility and asceticism) not of any value toward

the surfeiting of the flesh." To make sure that we have

provided all that would support Farrar's position, we

shall add verses 16-19. "Let no one, then, be judging

you in food or in drink or in the particulars of a festival,

or of a new moon, or of sabbaths, which are a shadow of

those things which are impending—yet the body is the

Christ's. Let no one be arbitrating against you, who

wants, in humility and the ritual of the messengers, to

parade what he has seen, feignedly, puffed up by his

fleshly mind, and not holding the Head, out of Whom

the entire body, being supplied and united through the

assimilation and ligaments, is growing the growth of

God."

1 Thessalonians 5:22. "The direction of the original is

not only that we are to abstain from all appearance of

evil, but the more comprehensive rule that we are to

abstain 'from every form of evil.'" The CV reads,

"From everything wicked to the perception, abstain."

2 Thessalonians 2:2. Here we have an important

distinction to note between "day of Christ" versus "day

of the Lord." Farrar writes that what Paul does say
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is, "do not be thrown into a state of excitement as

though the day of the Lord is 'already beginning' or

'now present.'" The saints were being disturbed by

spirit, through word, or through an epistle that the day

of the Lord was then present. Paul resists this and

reassures them by writing what, in the CV reads as

follows: "Now we are asking you, brethren, for the sake

of the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our

assembling to Him, that you be not quickly shaken from

your mind, nor yet be alarmed, either through spirit,

or through word, or through an epistle as through us,

as that the day of the Lord is present."

1 Timothy 6:10. '' The love of money is not ' the root

of all eviF (A.V.) though it is 'a root of all kinds of

evil/ " The CV reads, "For a root of all of the evils is

the fondness for money, which some, craving, were led

astray from the faith and try themselves on all sides

with much pain."

2 Timothy 4:14. "The Lord will reward him accord

ing to his works." Farrar reminds us that "the words

may be softened down, but read like a malediction. The

true reading and rendering show that the phrase is

practically a quotation from Prov.xxiv.12, and means

'The Lord will reward him (as He rewards all) accord

ing to his works.' St. Paul expresses no wish for the

retribution to fall on Alexander. He simply refers the

matter to God, and leaves it in His hands." The CV

very simply and accurately renders the phrase, "the

Lord will be paying him in accord with his acts."

Titus 3:10. "'A man that is an heretick reject....'

Neither 'heresy' nor 'heretic' occur in the New Testa

ment. The words so rendered mean 'faction' and 'fac

tious.'" In the CV we translate, "A sectarian man,

after one and a second admonition, refuse.... " We dis

tinguish between "sectarian" and "schismatic." The

sectarian is one who follows his preference, and the

schismatic effects a split among people.
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James 2:14. Parrar comments, " 'Can faith save

him?' This might sound like an implied contradiction

of St. Paul; but, in the true rendering, it is nothing of

the kind. It is 'can that faith' (a dead faith, faith with

out works) 'save him?' " The CV reads, "What is the

benefit, my brethren, if anyone should be saying he has

faith, yet may have no works? The faith can not save

him." How much more is indicated can only be hinted

at: the act verb form abbreviation is in front of has, have,

can; the middle voice form after "can"; and the light-

face "t" in "not" to show that the conditional negative

"no" was used rather than the unconditional "not."

1 Peter 2:9. " 'A peculiar people.' Not so: God has

no favorites; but 'a people for God's own possession.'"

This is said in the CV by "a procured people" or an

about-doing people.

The chapter closes with a reference to the AVs "four

beasts" of Eevelation 4:6. Farrar speaks of the prob

lem by writing that "Many of the defects of our A.V.

rise simply from the neglect of distinctions. Whereas

in an unfortunate desire to produce agreeable variety,

the translators of 1611 used many different words to

render the same Greek word, they sometimes (unfor

tunately) used the same word for different Greek

words."

He insists that "the true version is always a matter of

real interest." He refers again to those candidates for

Holy Orders, saying that he "repeatedly found that the

majority of them were unacquainted with the exact trans

lation or real meaning." He commends the Revised

Version for the boon it has conferred on us "though

still capable of improvement in many particulars... It

has prepared for a still more accurate and perfect ver

sion in the future; and in that future translation it may

be confidently prophesied that most of the alternative

renderings now relegated to the margin will be incor

porated into the text" (page xv).
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This book by F. W. Farrar was published in 1899 by

F. M. Barton of Cleveland, Ohio, and copyrighted in

1899 by Dodd, Mead and Company (now out of print).

The concern about inconsistencies in translation is almost

prophetic of the motive for the Concordant Literal

New Testament. And though the English Revised

Version was not consulted when the CV was made, yet

the Concordant system ferreted out those texts which

needed improving, and thus anticipated these obvious

faults and incorporated these suggested improvements

into the Version.

The rest of Farrar's book deals with many texts in

each of the twenty-seven New Testament books except

Philemon, suggesting improvements and refinements

which the Greek text and grammar indicate.

But it may confidently be assumed that what he sug

gested has been foreseen and accurately rendered into

idiomatic English when necessary and into literal Eng

lish when possible. We reiterate: You can be sure if it's

Concordant. —Contributed
(To be continued)

GEORGE H. WULFKEN

Indefatigable and militant in his contention for the truth

of universal reconciliation, Bro. Wulfken of New York was

never one to hold back anything he firmly believed to be

taught in God's Word. We do not have details of his death,

but this is not important. We believe he was about 91 years

of age. He was author of a tract entitled "The Glorious

Destiny of Humanity," which went through many printings

and had a wide circulation. In 1945 he published a book entitled

"Let There be Light," which stirred up quite a hornet's nest of

controversy among some of the well-known Bible teachers.

In 1934 Bro. Wulfken was pastor of a church in New Jersey,

and a heresy trial was instituted against him, and he was put

out even though 99 per cent of his congregation was for him.

After this, he engaged in secular work to support his family

and to finance the publication of his tracts and book. Few

men have worked as tirelessly to clear their God of the

horrible charge of eternal punishment. Surely his reward

will be great in that day! e.o.k.
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JENNIE NELSON McCANDLESS

June 9th, 1967, marked the passing of one of the Lord's most

zealous workers. Sister McCandless, even at the age of 88,

spent her time in bringing cheer to the elderly and infirm.

Her knowledge of the Scriptures was surpassed only by her

faith in her Lord and Saviour. She had lived in Orange,

California, since 1922, and the family was well known there.

She is survived by three sons, one daughter, and a sister, as

well as 12 grandchildren and 23 great grandchildren. A gradu

ate of the Baptist Missionary Training School in Chicago, she

had served her Lord all her life. Her very personality radiated

the joy she found in Him. A staunch believer in and advocate

of universal reconciliation and kindred truths for many years,

she found herself ostracized at times, but her joy knew no

bounds because she had been entrusted with this precious truth.

Her husband preceded her in death some years ago. Surely it

cannot be long before they will be united once more at His

appearing. e.o.k.

CONCORDANT MISSION FUND

Space does not permit a full missionary report in this issue.

Perhaps later on the Lord will provide a missionary secretary,

and it will be possible to issue some sort of a bulletin to keep

you informed. Please be praying about this. In the mean

time, remember to pray also for our missionaries. e.o.k.

SPECIAL NOTICE

All those who received leather bound copies of the Concor

dant Literal New Testament which have a portion in the back

on thicker paper, are entitled to a replacement if they so

desire. Simply return the defective copy to us, and we will

send you another. e.o.k.

GOD'S GOOD NEWS FOR TODAY

This is the title of a new edition of our booklet containing

Paul's Epistle to the Romans. This new printing is in larger

type (as in the Concordant Literal New Testament). It does

not contain the notes. An attractive light blue cover, printed

in dark blue ink, makes it suitable for handing to your un

believing friends. On the inside cover is an appeal to them

to read Romans, titled "Are You Seeking Genuine, Lasting

Happiness?" Let us know how many copies you can use.

No charge. b.o.k.



THE THREEFOLD WARNING (COLOSSIANS 2:8-3:4)

Beware that no one shall be despoiling you through

philosophy and empty seduction, in accord with human

tradition, in accord with the elements of the world, and

not in accord with Christ, for in Him the entire comple

ment of the Deity is dwelling bodily. And you are com

plete in Him, Who is the Head of every sovereignty and

authority, in Whom you were circumcised also with a

circumcision not made by hands, in the stripping off of

the body of flesh in the circumcision of Christ. Being

entombed together with Him in baptism (in which you

were roused together also through faith in the operation

of God, Who rouses Him from among the dead, you

also being dead to the offenses and the uncircumcision

of your flesh), He vivifies us together jointly with Him,

dealing graciously with all our offenses, erasing the

handwriting of the decrees against us, which was hostile

to us, and has taken it away out of the midst* nailing it

to the cross, stripping off the sovereignties and authori

ties, with boldness He makes a show of them, triumph

ing over them in it.

Let no one, then, be judging you in food or in drink

or in the particulars of a festival, or of a new moon, or of

sabbaths, which are a shadow of those things which are

impending—yet the body is the Christ's. Let no one be

arbitrating against you, who wants, in humility and the

ritual of the messengers, to parade what he has seen,

feignedly, puffed up by his fleshly mind, and not hold

ing the Head, out of Whom the entire body, being sup

plied and united through the assimilation and ligaments,

is growing in the growth of God. If, then, you died to

gether with Christ from the elements of the world, why,

as living in the world, are you subject to decrees: "You

should not be touching, nor yet tasting, nor yet coming

into contact," (which things are all for corruption from

use), in accord with the directions and teachings of

men?—which are (having, indeed, an expression of

wisdom in a willful ritual and humility and asceticism)

not of any value toward the surfeiting of the flesh.

If, then, you were roused together with Christ, be

seeking that which is above, where Christ is, sitting at

the right hand of God. Be disposed to that which is

above, not to that on the earth, for you died, and your

life is hid together with Christ in God. Whenever Christ,

our Life, should be manifested, then you also shall be

manifested together with Him in glory.



The Secret of the Evangel

EXHORTATION TO VIGILANCE

God's Complement is Christ: We are complete in Christ.

In Christ God is fully furnished for every phase of

His purpose to reconcile the universe. In Him we, too,

are fully furnished from our first faint spark of faith

until we are found perfected in His presence.

Eationalism and Eitualism are the two enemies of

this great truth. Rationalism repudiates Him as God's

Complement. Ritualism refuses Him as our Comple

ment. Philosophy robs God of His Christ. Ritual robs

us of our Christ. Reason deems Him incompetent to cope

with the "problems" of the universe. Religion regards

Him as insufficient to care for the case of the individual.

Rationalism employs unaided human reason, but.

Ritual is based upon divine revelation. Hence, the

greatest danger with the leliever lies in the latter.

Philosophy may be fought from the standpoint of the

Word of God, and at the same time ritualistic error may

be founded upon that same Word, as a result of failure

to cut or partition properly. It is exceedingly difficult

for some of God's dear children to see that Christ Him

self is the Substance of which all ritual was but the

shadow, and that, divine as these shadows were, they

must not fall athwart Himself and darken His effulgence.

So difficult is it for His saints to see this, and such a

hold has divine ritual, that some special means are

needed to impress us with the dangers of its infatuations.

The following skeleton outline displays the method

God has used in order to impress us with His present
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estimate of the Divine ritual which He once gave to His

people Israel. The passage, it will be seen, alternates

between philosophy and religion, between rationalism

and ritual.

SKELETON OUTLINE OF COLOSSIANS 2:8-23

Philosophy (2:8)

Empty Seduction (2:8)

Human Tradition (2:8)

Elements of the World (2:8)

jjj ■ ^ I God's Complement—End of rationalism (2:9)
g jj h Ja ji,
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Our Complement—End of ritual (2:10)

Circumcision, Baptism, and Decrees (2:11-14)

Sovereignties and Authorities (2:15)

Shadows, Food and Drink (2:16-19)

directions and Teachings of men (2:20-23)

This, indeed, seems to make it difficult to follow. If

philosophy had been dealt with separately, and then the

subject of ritual given a distinct section in the apostle's

warning, it might possibly have been easier for our dull

minds to apprehend. But then we would have missed

a lesson quite as important as the warning itself and

indeed, vital to it. It is this: Truth misplaced is more

dangerous than error. Its seeming support in "the

Bible" gives it far greater weight with spiritual minds

than human philosophy can ever hope to gain. Witness

the state of Christendom today. Strong as is the hold

of rationalism upon the pulpit, the pews are even more

distressed by rites and ceremonies, the ghosts of truth

designed for other days and for those who could not

know the fullness there is for us in Christ. Baptism and

Sabbath keeping and the observance of human command

ments—these are the essence of the religion of today.

Not only do the two themes alternate, but the whole
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passage is a "reversal" in which each subject is ex

plained in the reverse order to that in which it is first

mentioned. Yet, at the very heart of all is Christ, Who,

as the Complement of the Deity, is the answer to all

philosophy, and as our Complement is the answer to all

ritual.

God Himself is the Guard of reconciliation. No

sooner was this precious truth revealed than it was at

tacked from both front and rear. A sham philosophy

withstands it to the face. A divine religion stabs it in

the back. Gnosticism and Judaism, enemies themselves,

clasp hands in their common cause against the reconcilia

tion.

We are prone to handle religion with gloves and class

it by itself, but God knows its subtlety and puts it on a

par with human tradition.

Reconciliation is not a religion. Indeed, they are sworn

enemies. Eeligion, as God knows it, is a system of divine

ritual. The tabernacle and temple were the divinely

appointed places for its ceremonies. But when every

form had been duly observed and the last letter of the

liturgy fulfilled, it led only to the thick veil which barred

all access to the shekinah glory.

Circumcision is but a shadow. The substance is

Christ. It figured death; He fulfilled it. Baptism, too,

was but a type, telling of His burial. But the circum

cised Israelite is kept without the curtains, and the bap

tized priest is shut out of the presence of God in spite

of these physical rites and ceremonies.

But the death of Christ leads to no veiled Deity!

Even in that dim ritual the curtain yielded once a year

when Ieue's goat was slain (Lev. 16:7-9). Though, its

body was burned outside the camp, its blood provided

for a passage to the glorious "mercy seat" (propitiatory

shelter) (Lev. 16:15, 27).

And what is it that veiled God from mankind ?

Christ's flesh.
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When He expired, the curtain of the temple was rent

from the top to the bottom. It may be hard for many of

us who have been taught that He was/'God manifest in

flesh," to receive this illuminating truth. But in the

passage from which this is quoted, it is not God Who is

manifested in flesh (1 Tim. 3:16). The one clause "her

alded among the nations," coming before "taken up in

glory" (which cannot be true of Christ in the flesh)

ought to be sufficient, apart from the evidence of the

ancient manuscripts, to show that it is not God Who is

referred to here. We are distinctly told that the curtain

was a figure of His flesh (Heb. 10:20), and that access

is through the rent curtain. But if that flesh manifested

God, it could be no curtain to hide God.

His whole earthly ministry was " straightened'' (Luke

12:50, A.V.). He spoke to them in proverbs, but rejoiced

in the hour when He might report boldly to them con

cerning the Father (John 16:25). His flesh was rent on

Golgotha, then God was first revealed. This is the true,

the genuine, the real circumcision.

And this is all ours as well as His. His in fact, ours

in faith. If we apprehend its true import we have laid

aside our physical frame and its rites and religious

duties, and base our relationship with God solely on the

ground of spirit. Then shall we have access unhindered

and unafraid into the glorious presence of a manifested

God (Eph. 3:12).

If the "body of flesh," that is, our physical frame, has

been stripped off, what place is there for the baptism of

that physical body in water? Here, too, the figure has

been displaced by the substance—the burial of Christ.

Thus are the saints "complete in Him." They are

fully outfitted for access into the Divine presence alto

gether apart from the "weak and beggarly"elementary

observances which led only to the antechamber of His

holy place (Gal. 4:9, 10).

There is a threefold warning here which often remains
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unheeded by God's own. They are in the toils of philo

sophy. Plato preaches more than Paul. They are in the

toils of ritual. Moses binds more than Paul frees. And

when men preach philosophy and practice ritual they

are preying on those whose ears have never heeded God's

warning and who have never heard of the completeness

that there is in Christ.

The next warning, as well, is quite unknown. Sunday,

a heathen holiday, has become a spurious sabbath, the

observance of which has become the badge of apostate

Christendom. On every hand God's saints are being

"judged" and told to observe days and abstain from

foods as a part of their religion. The days observed by

Israel were designed by God to shadow the day of '' His

stopping" which He had in store (Heb. 4:9, 10). No

such significance can be attached to our Sunday.

Why, then, should we allow anyone to dictate to us

concerning the ceremonial observances of Judaism ? They

are but shadows at best, of things impending. They

all foreshadow Israel's future earthly blessedness and

can only be realized by the people to whom they were

given.

But our blessing, also, has its material expression and

embodiment. At the right hand of the Heavenly Ma

jesty clothed with a real human form, sits the Man,

Christ Jesus. That glorified body of His is the material

expression of all our blessings. It is a picture of that

spiritual Christ; "the eeclesia which is His body."

It is vitally one with Him; we are His members (Eph.

5:30).

It is among the celestials; so are we (Eph. 1:20, 2:6).

It is seated; we too, are at rest (Eph. 2:6, Col. 3:1).

He is its Head; He is ours (Eph. 1:22, Col. 1:18).

But let each heart trace for itself the transcendent

glories which are the portion of His body—both physical

and spiritual. That any part of earth's substance should

ascend to such supernal glory seems incredible. But no
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less difficult is it for us to entertain a fraction of the

blessing which is ours as His spiritual complement.

Earthly shadows may suffice to show earthly bliss—

but celestial honors demand a celestial parallel. Israel

may be His bride, for marriage is the lot of mankind

upon the earth. So, too, with His relationship to Israel

as the Lamb. Earth alone can furnish the figure, and

earth alone can be the scene of its fulfillment.

Is it not ineffably sweet to know that though all earthly

figures fail to picture our place and portion, He Himself,

enthroned at the right hand of God—He Himself em

bodies all that we have and are! And what of all the

high honors and loyal love which that body shares as

joined to its glorious Head—do not these portray our

eonian portion ?

The first warning refers us to the past and all we have

in Christ by virtue of His sacrifice on Golgotha and the

resurrection from among the dead. His circumcision and

His baptism—the realities of which the ritual was but a

type—His death and burial and resurrection, all are

ours. He was our Complement in the past. And now, at

God's right hand, He is still our Complement for the

present. We are complete in Him.

But still another warning rings in our ears. Not only

may we look back and find all in Him, not only may we

look up and find our all in Him, but we may look forward

and still find Him our Complement. He is our Prize.

Human infirmity and failure and offense—these are

fit fields for His favor, forms from which to fashion a

new creation, and one through which He can unfold His

fathomless affection, and which would respond in all the

fervency of love.

And if those who are thus drawn to Himself fail to

respond; if they hide behind the ritual of the messen

gers, with fearful reverence, they rob God of the choicest

fruit of reconciliation, and themselves of the highest

prize in all the universe, the supremacy and esteem which
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flow from the nearness and dearness God bestows only

upon His favorites.

Let us grasp the Head! Is He near to God? Is He

dear to God? Is He the highest? Then so are we, for

we are His body. Can we imagine Him, like the seraphim

veiling His face in the presence of the Divine Majesty?

Would it please the Father that He approach through

various spectacular forms, with a tardy faltering step?

Never! Away then, with all ritual! It merely denies

His acceptance. Away with all mock humility! He is

worthy! The angelic messengers who may approach only

through ritual proclaim that He is worthy (Rev. 5:12).

And we, too, in Him, our Head, are worthy!

0, to be found in Him! And thus to gain the prize

which Christ alone can win, the exultation of the uni

versal conquest, the place supreme, the reward of closest

intimacy and love! This was the goal Paul had before

him, for which he pressed forward, forgetting earthly

hopes he left behind (Phil. 3:13, 14).

And this should be our goal, as well. But on every

hand we encounter that which would rob us of this prize

and fill His place with forms and ceremonies, which

estrange, instead of reconcile, and put God at a distance,

instead of putting us at ease in His presence. May we

never allow that this supernal prize be snatched from

our hearts! With Paul let us be pursuing that we may

be grasping that for which we have been grasped by

Christ Jesus (Phil. 3:12).

Death and resurrection do not sever us from this

earth. Christ Himself, during the forty days after His

resurrection, was occupied with the affairs of the earthly

Kingdom. But this is no cue for us. We are not like

the disciples who were left behind when He arose from

Olivet. We went with Him.

How unutterably grand was His ascension! Not even

creation's birth gave the sons of God so much cause to

shout for joy, for now He has relaid the foundations of
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the moral universe, and a new creation has been inaugu

rated—far grander than the first—with its foundations

firmly fixed in God's deepest affections. His lowly de

scent to Bethlehem had tuned their hearts to sing of

glory to God among the highest. But now that glory

has been gained. The battle with the hosts of darkness

has been fought and won. The flood tide of evil has

been turned. The crisis of the eons has been triumphantly

passed. The Victor has vanquished every foe. God's

great name has not only been vindicated but gloriously

glorified.

Heaven welcomes the return of a Conqueror—the very

King of glory. Could bounds be set upon the bursting

joy of the heavenly elders and messengers as they behold

their Lord awarded the place of honor and power

supreme at God's right hand? Let us not attempt to

tell of such a triumph.

But He was not alone! In spirit we share this great

est of all glories with Him and thus He weans our

hearts from matters mundane which once engrossed us.

Satan is enthroned here below. How can we find any

satisfaction in his abortive attempts to satisfy men's

hearts'? But in the place supreme—in Christ—there is

more by far than heart could wish to engage, to satisfy,

to entrance (Eph. 2:6).

After He was roused He did not appear except to a

few chosen witnesses. Though still on earth His life was

hid from the mass of mankind. And doubly so now that

He has ascended. And this is true of us as well. Our

life has never yet been seen by mortal man. It is hid

together with Christ in God (Col. 3:3).

But our life shall not always be hid. He Who is our

Life shall be manifested. Why should we want to be

known in this day of His rejection! Let us rest with

Him at God's right hand and wait until His time has come.

But when His hour strikes, then our time will have

come—and He will not be glorified apart from us.
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Meanwhile let us fix our hearts upon the celestial ex

pectation we have in Him. This alone will enable us to

give our earthly interests their true place. This alone

will give rest and refreshment in the midst of the rush

and exhaustion of these strenuous times.

But above all, let us explore the "fullness"—the com

pleteness—there is in Christ. Let us beware of aught

that seems to take His place. What do we lack in Christ ?

Or what can we add? In Him we are complete. The

very thought that aught is lacking there, of means of

grace, or access to the throne of God, or anything that

man or God can give, is in itself a slander on His Name!

Are we not circumcised in Him? Is not His word and

spirit all to us that any covenant ever was? His spirit

is our pledge, the earnest of all He will bestow (Eph.

1:14). They mutilated the flesh. But we strip off the

entire body of flesh and acknowledge and confess that

when He was cut off and died for us, then we, in Him,

were circumcised.

And as Abraham of old (to whom the rite was given)

buried Sarah out of sight in hope of resurrection, so we

also have been buried out of sight by that baptism which

Christ knew, which He endured for us and we in Him.

And when He arose we arose. And when He ascended

we left the earth behind for a seat at God's right hand.

How blessed is all this! At the altar we die in Him,

a sweet savor unto God. And this was once for all. Not

as the oft repeated type, but once for all time. And at

the laver we are baptised in Him. All defilement which

disqualified us for God's presence is removed. In Him

we tread the courts of God in conscious and unclouded

peace.

How few have found their "fullness" in Christ! And

the reason is not far to seek. Instead of heeding the

three-fold warning God graciously gave, Christendom

has courted philosophy and married ritual.

In its attempt to explain the origin and object of all
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things it follows human philosophy and ignores Christ.

The origin of evil is the greatest of all its problems. As

the Gnostics of old it still seeks to exonerate God from

the creation of evil even though God Himself said He

creates evil (Isa. 45:7). Instead, however, of shifting this

to a mythical "fullness," it is now shouldered by a

mythical "devil/7 a grotesque caricature of the Adver

sary as revealed in the Scriptures.

The toils of human tradition keep them from Christ.

The observance of days is rigidly prescribed in spite of

this warning. Asceticism, directions and teachings of

men are often used as a test of "Christianity." "Touch

not, taste not, handle not,'' is openly palmed off as God's

exhortation, when the opposite is the fact. We are not

to be subject to such human injunctions.

Nothing is more evident than that our God knew the

dangers which would confront us and has made provision

for our escape. Christ is our Refuge from them all.

Christ, as God's Complement, assures us that, on God's

side every provision has been made to reconcile the

universe. And Christ, as our Complement, removing

as it does every human pretention to fitness for the

Father's presence, dispels every difficulty in the way of

reconciliation. Human failure or fitness would be an

element which would forever preclude perfection and

thwart God's purpose. But if God is pleased to put all

upon Christ, why should we hesitate? If Christ is all

God needs to reconcile us to Himself, why should we

not give Christ the same honor?

May all who read these lines realize and revel in the

transcendent truth of

CHRIST: God's Complement

Our Complement
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THE A. E. KNOCH MEMORIAL FUND

This fund was started from monies sent in lieu of flowers,

at the time of my father's passing in 1965. It has been aug

mented from time to time by other contributions, and more

recently by gifts in place of flowers, for the funeral of my

stepmother, Sigrid Knoch.

Knowing that the chief concern of both of these dedicated

slaves of the Lord would be to make His Word known—to

make it available to everyone, that its life-giving flood might

not be denied to any of His creatures, we have used this

money for the purpose of supplying copies of the library

binding of the Memorial Edition of the Concordant Literal

New Testament to libraries in all parts of the English-speak

ing world.

If you would like to help us with this endeavor, please

speak to your local librarian, and see if they will accept and

place on their shelves or in their religious reference depart

ment, a copy of this book. If they will, let us know and we

will gladly send a copy to you at no cost, so that you can

present it to them. Or, if you prefer, send us the name and

address of the librarian, and we will mail it direct.

Some funds are still available in this fund. Let us use them

to His glory. May we hear from you? e.o.k.

JOHN 7:5,3—8:11

You may have wondered why these verses are in [square

brackets] in the Concordant Literal New Testament and in

many other versions. The reason is that none of the uncial

codices nor any other of the older manuscripts contain the

incident of the adulterous woman (John 7:53—8:11). It is

also absent in some of the Old Latin Versions and is not

mentioned by some of the prominent Fathers. Hence it was

omitted in our Concordant Greek Text.

Nevertheless this story is so fully in harmony with the

grace of Christ that we question whether it could have any

other source. Hence we are constrained to class it among

the many things which He did of which there is no inspired

record.

We have now reproduced the Greek text of this story

(together with a literal sublinear) as it was published forty

years ago in the Notes of the Complete Edition. This Greek

text of John 7:53—8:11 is free for the asking, not only for

those who own a copy of our Concordant Greek Text, but

for any of our readers who would like to see a specimen of

Greek uncials, as they were handwritten in our Lord's day.



The Children's Page

JUDE'S LETTEK

Do you have younger brothers and sisters ? When the

Lord Jesus was a boy growing up in Nazareth, He

played with younger sisters and brothers, just as you

do. He helped Joseph in the carpenter shop, so that

they might buy food and clothing for the family.

But the Boy Jesus was different from the other

children. He did not have a human father, but was the

Son of God—though the brothers and sisters did not

know this. When the Lord Jesus grew older, and began

His ministry, they could not understand why He left

home. They thought it strange that He preached to

people in other cities. They could not believe that He

was God's Son. "For not even His brothers believed in

Him.'7 (John 7:5).

However, after the Lord was crucified and raised from

the dead, some of the family began to believe in Him.

James and Judas (Jude) became leaders among their

Jewish friends. They told others about God's plan—

how He sent His Son to earth to die for the sins of the

people. James, you remember, wrote to friends who

had moved away from Palestine into other countries.

Jude, whom we learn about today, also wrote to his

people concerning the wonderful new faith which had

come to them. "Keep yourselves in the love of God,"

he wrote in verse 21. He warned them not to listen to

strange teachers—men who would try to make them

forget the lovely teachings of Jesus.

We are glad that James and Jude finally accepted the

Lord Jesus as their Saviour. But it is even more won

derful to know that we can accept Him while we are

young. "I don't have to wait until I'm grown up"

says the little song; and it is true that you can trust

Him as your Saviour today. He loves you very much.

Will you accept Him into your heart? f.s.



UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR SEPTEMBER, '67
BEING THE FIFTH NUMBER OF VOLUME FIFTY-EIGHT

EDITORIAL

Having just returned from San Diego, where we set

up a booth at the Christian Booksellers Association con

vention, the memory of this event is naturally uppermost

in our mind at this time; hence we feel led to share

with you some of the highlights.

We were exceedingly thankful that the Lord saw fit

to restore us to nearly normal health before we loaded

our station wagon and Bro. John Gemmink's car with

all the necessary paraphernalia as well as a generous

supply of Concordant Literal New Testaments, Con

cordant Greek Texts, copies of Romans with the special

covers, copies of First John, and advertising literature.

Special thanks for their help in manning, as well as

setting up and dismantling our booth is due to Alberta

M. Knoch, wife of your editor, Gwen Hansen, my daugh

ter, John Gemmink, office worker, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

E. Kirk, Dr. Frank Neil Pohorlak, and Mr. and Mrs.

Earl E. Irey.

We offered a special discount to all bookstores order

ing a stock of Concordant Versions during the conven

tion, and are glad to be able to report that a total of

twenty-five stores did order copies for their shelves.

We were pleased to note that the Association's Model

Store, which was of course one of the focal points for all

those attending, included in their stock two copies of

our Concordant Literal New Testament.

An atmosphere of harmony was at all times in evi

dence among various competing publishers, and a spirit

of reliance upon the Lord infused joy as well as love of
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their privilege of serving Him, into all who were

present. Every session opened and closed with prayer,

and morning devotions were held daily.

We cannot but feel very strongly that personal con

tacts of this nature, affording as they do an opportunity

to explain face to face some of the advantages of the

Concordant Version to Christian booksellers from every

part of the country, are a very valuable facet of our

current effort to make the Concordant method of transla

tion understood, and the availability of a readable yet

literal translation known to all. Surely we have been

remiss in this particular phase of our activities in the

past. v :

May we request that you continue to pray for and

with us with regard to the future of this work. Much

remains to be accomplished. Several books are in prep

aration, as well as the next portion (Daniel) of the

Concordant Literal Old Testament. We are not in a

position to make definite commitments as to the probable

dates of publication, because past experiences have

taught us that unforseen delays are the rule rather than

the exception. Be that as it may, your prayers are the

most valuable asset which we possess. For we need the

help and guidance of the Lord daily, hourly, even

momentarily, if this work is to be conducted in a way

which will bring honor and glory to His name. e.o.k.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Because of the new arrangement of the stencils in our

mailing list, which must now be arranged by zip code in

order to qualify for second class mailing status, it will be

necessary that you give us your old as well as your new zip

code number, when sending in a change of address. Also be

sure to ascertain the zip code of any new subscribers you may

be sending in. If you do not know it, your local post office

will look it up for you. e.o.k.



The Secret of the Resurrection

HOW THE DEAD ARE ROUSED

1 Corinthians 15:35-58 ^

PART ONE ^

How are the dead being roused? The deniers of the

resurrection still have their doubts. They question the

process: How? They query the kind: What body? These

are legitimate inquiries, but not valid arguments against

the truth. Hence the apostle reproves the doubters. As

is so often the case with unbelief, these carnal saints

simply ignored the power of God. From the apostle's

reply we may form some idea of the line of reasoning

which led them to doubt. It seemed to take two distinct

directions. Perhaps it was something like this: So far

as can be observed, life comes only from previous life,

not from death. Resurrection is not natural. Again, as

they had heard that the saints would be snatched away

into the air, the difficulty would arise, how can a resur

rected body accomplish that which we cannot even do

with our present physical frames? How can it differ

from the bodies we have now?

First of all the apostle shows that their deductions

are quite unwarranted. He does this by calling their

attention to simple facts in nature, of which they were

well aware. But we must not take these as replies to

the questions asked. The apostle is simply exposing the

lack of logic in their doubts. This he does by showing

them that, even in nature, there is life out of death.

"What you are sowing is not being vivified if it should

not be dying/' Note the emphatic you (verse 36). It

seems to suggest a comparison between them and God.

He is sowing His saints, as it were, and will reap a
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harvest. They sowed grain. How much of a crop would

they get if none of the grains died? None at all. Life

could come only from dying grains, not from such as were

not dying. Let us note the verb carefully, lest the usual

translation lead us into a trap. A farmer does not sow

dead grain. Then, indeed, he would have no harvest.

Life comes from dying, but not from dead seed.

This illustration is not intended to explain how the

dead are roused, but merely to show that the reasoning

of the objectors was based on a false premise. Even in

nature, though life does not arise from death, it does

spring from the dying, not the living seed. To be sure,

there is a likeness here between believers (who, though

dying, are surviving when the Lord returns) and the

grain, for both are made alive before actual dissolution.

But it is unwise to press such resemblances, for they

easily lead to unwarranted deductions. This figure has

fully fulfilled its function when it shows that the reason

ing, which seems to prove the impossibility of resurrec

tion, is disproved by one of the commonest facts of our

experience.

Again I implore my readers to keep this and all

other figures of likeness, strictly to the actual points of

contact. I will go into detail here, simply to show how

foolish it is to force figures, so that it may be a warning

example which will keep us from this harmful practice

at all times, especially in the interpretation of the Scrip

tures. The farmer sows a single grain, and from this he

reaps perhaps thirty, sixty, or a hundred grains. Will

this be the case in resurrection ? Will each of us be mul

tiplied, and have that many bodies in the life to come?

Absurd! Again, if the seed dies before sprouting it

yields no grain whatsoever. Is this the case with the

saints ? They, indeed, almost all die before they are made

alive. Consequently none would be vivified! The grain

is buried alive. Shall we be, also? And so on. Let us

not use this figure as if the grain were actually raised
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from the dead. That is not so. It simply proves that life

comes from that which is in the process of dying, nothing

more.

Reasoning can tell us nothing about vivification, for

reasoning shuts out God. Even nature shows that

human logic is false in regard to the result of vivification.

A grain of wheat planted in the ground is given life.

It sprouts. What comes forth? Another grain, exactly

like it? By no means! First it shoots up into a stalk,

and down to form roots. These are quite unlike the

seed in form and function. And then it bears whole

ears of kernels like the seed. Vivification may impart

forms and functions quite unlike the seed. Why should

not this be the case also in the vivification of mankind ?

Nature clearly shows that God, when He gives life, pro

vides a body for it such as He wills. All of this finds its

point in the fact that the secret which the apostle is

about to reveal consists in a radical change in our bodies

when we are vivified.

Another point which may be seen in God's work in

nature is the variety and adaptability of each body to its

environment. The flesh of man is not suited to a life in

the water, and his body is too heavy for flight in the air.

Each animal has a form suited to its environment. In

its structure, down to the most minute detail, it is

adapted to the element in which it lives, as well as to its

mode of livelihood. Indeed, we are tempted to add, some

of them, in the course of their development, change from

one sphere to another. It is true that men cannot adapt

themselves to a life in the water or in the air except for

brief periods with very clumsy expedients. In fact they

do not adapt their bodies, but rather seek to alter their

environment. If they go beneath the water they take

oxygen with them. But God, Who has adapted other

creatures for a life in spheres where man cannot now

exist, can certainly modify the human body to suit any

environment which it may please Him to provide. That
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is precisely what He has in view in the secret about to be

unfolded.

And now the apostle makes a statement which should

startle us. " There are bodies celestial as well as bodies

terrestrial (verse 40)." All of the bodies hitherto men

tioned have been on the earth, that is, terrestrial. But

why introduce celestial bodies ? What have we to do with

bodies on the heavenly spheres? We are not acquainted

with these, hence they are not given as examples. In

deed, those who have given their lives to the study of the

heavens are not at all agreed that there are living

creatures on the planets or on the stars. On thing is

certain, they would need to have different bodies from

those which we now possess. To live on the moon, for

instance, we would need no lungs, for there seems to be

no air there, nor could we make full use of our blood.

To exist on the sun without being burned to a crisp in

the fraction of a second would call for very different

flesh from that which we now possess. And the stars—

each one may demand functions of which we know

nothing at the present time. Is this not more than a

hint that we will one day exchange our terrestrial for a

celestial body?

Among these celestial "bodies'' there seems to be

variety also, as among the flesh of bodies terrestrial.

Our idiom of calling the moon, the planets, the sun, the

stars, and other objects in the heavens celestial "bodies,"

may lead to misunderstanding in this passage. "Bodies

terrestrial" cannot refer to the earth itself (for there is

only one earth) but to the animals on the earth. So,

also, must we understand "bodies celestial." Not the

"celestial bodies," the sun, moon, and stars, but the

living organisms which inhabit them. What untold

variety there may be among the billions of stars, which

differ so much in glory! Even as seen from the earth,

some shine with a reddish radiance, some are blue, some

yellow, some have these elements, and some those in their
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composition—all of which may demand a modification in

the manner of beings which God has placed upon them.

Again we say, why does Paul bring up the dwellers

on other spheres besides our own ? Nowhere else does he

indulge in interesting speculations such as the habitabil-

ity of the heavenly worlds. There must be some good

reason why he includes celestial life in his examples of

the variety of God's creation. For him this is no guess

work. He does not imagine, from the "canals" on Mars,

or some such source, that there are men on planets near

us, but he boldly states that there are bodies celestial, not

merely bodies in the heavens but on the heavenly spheres.

In the previous Scriptures we have accounts of messen

gers who have come to earth. Hence there should be no

doubt that such creatures not only exist, but that they

are much superior to mankind in power and glory. It

seems to be necessary to his explanation to bring these

into the discussion.

In our study of Paul's words to the Thessalonians we

found that, when those reposing are roused, we who sur

vive will rise together with them to meet the Lord in the

air. It is more than likely that this part of the apostle's

teaching gave rise to the question we are now consider

ing. With what body do the resurrected come if they

are able to defy the force of gravitation, and assemble

in the air? Surely they will not be transformed into

birds! Without in the least doubting the truth, we may

well inquire as to the nature of such a resurrection body.

In this passage, we meet with the second hint as to the

character of this body. The apostle brings in celestial

bodies here because, as he later says, we shall wear the

image of the celestial! This is the secret of the resurrec

tion, not, indeed, plainly stated, but so clearly intimated

that we would be dull indeed if we did not anticipate

his conclusion (cf verses 48, 49).

The illustration, taken from nature, of the terrestrial

and celestial bodies, is given only to show that God has
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varied and can vary His creatures at will to suit their

environments. If it were not plainly revealed later, we

would not be warranted in taking his reference to celes

tial bodies as an indication of our change in resurrection.

We must not go beyond this and argue, since there are

many glories in the heavens, for star is excelling star in

glory (verse 41), that this also will be true of those

who are raised to celestial glory. The figure has done its

duty. Let us not overwork it. God can, and will, give

us bodies adapted to our environment. To the saints in

Israel He will give terrestrial glory; to us celestial. They

need no such change as will come to us, for they will

continue in the sphere in which man was created and

for which he is already adapted. As our environment will

change, so also will our bodies need to be changed ac

cordingly.

ROUSED IN INCORRUPTION

"Thus also is the resurrection of the dead" (verse 42).

Israel's terrestrial honors will be different from our

celestial glory, yet we will have many mutual blessings.

Vivification involves much which is common to those on

the earth and those on the heavens. These are first

presented for our consideration. It is sown in corruption,

it is roused in incorruption. Except in the case of our

Lord, the death process, either before or after the crisis

at which the vital bodily functions cease to operate, is

accompanied by corruption. There is a continual dis

integration and dissolution to which we are so accus

tomed that we are apt to consider it an essential feature

of life. In fact it is difficult for us to imagine a life

without a measure of corruption. This is clearly seen

in the case of a wound. It seldom heals without some

inflammation and pain due to the presence of foreign

matter which, in perfect health, would not occur. In fact

the death process is one of corrupting. It is checked

during life by the vital powers, but goes on unhindered

once these have expired.
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Eoused in incorruption! Understand it we may, but

realize it—nay! Such perfect health and jubilant vital

ity surpasses the powers of our imagination. Every

unpleasant sensation will be absent and give place to a

delicious sense of vigorous health. Perhaps the nearest

approach to it is in the contrast which we experience

when convalescing from a serious illness. What affects

us is not so much the fact of corruption, as the sensa

tions of which it is the source. Perhaps this is why the

word roused is used in place of the usual raised. Really

it is the soul that is roused. The body is rather raised.

But by a fine figure the effect is brought before us in

place of the fact. This is continued throughout the con

trasts here presented. The emphasis is put upon the

feelings which these transformations will produce in our

breasts, as a result of the material changes in our frames,

for these are implied and included in the word "roused."

It is well to make a note of this figurative usage of words

for some seek to confuse the clear connection between

the body and resurrection by appealing to this figurative

application of the word roused. Figurative usages do

not give us the meaning of a word. They are based upon

and depart from this meaning.

ROUSED IN GLORY

''Sown in dishonor—roused in glory" (verse 43). Cor

ruption is followed by a sorry train of evils. It is bad

enough to have the sense of degrading physical corrup

tion buried in one's own breast, but how much worse it

is when publicly known and repellent to others! How

painful to the aged to find their faculties failing so that

men notice and commiserate or avoid them! Dishonor is

the outward effect of inward corruption. So also will

glory be the splendid apparel of inner incorruption.

How marvelous to realize that all will think well of us,

not because we have succeeded in covering the true

state from their gaze, but because we are utterly and

splendidly sound, without a trace of evil or disintegra-
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tion, and have naught to repel the most fastidious and

exacting!

There is every likelihood that this will include an

actual physical aura of light which will clothe us in a

robe of radiance. In a very weak fashion we can see this

in nature now, for some animals have the power of emit

ting phosphorescent beams. In fact it seems that even

inert substances, in the early history of our earth, were

so charged with latent energy, that they gave forth

radiant waves, akin to light, or, as it is now called,

radioactivity. It is probable that Adam and Eve, before

the entrance of death, were clothed with a cloak of light

emanating from their frames. But when death began to

operate, this so reduced their vitality that it was no

longer visible. Hence their feeling of shame and the

need of a covering. There is much of fact in the figures

which we use to describe a person of intense vitality.

He is called radiant or beaming. Great joy lends us this

for a fleeting moment. It will be ours forever in a

measure Adam never knew, when we are roused in glory.

A few experiments connected with the radio may help

us to grasp some facts which are interesting in this

connection. To this day a human being is enveloped in

an aura, a sort of electrical field (as if the body were a

magnet), which extends to a considerable distance and

fills an ordinary room. Sensitive persons are immedi

ately aware of the presence of someone else in an enclos

ure, even though none of the ordinary avenues of sensa

tion are keen enough to detect it. An electrical appara

tus could easily be built to show this. In radio it is called

"capacity effect." I have seen a radio set which could

be tuned in by merely moving the human hand in

front of the dial after it had been turned to the approxi

mate position. Another more remarkable radio would

gradually fade out if you left it, but again come back as

you approached it. The electrical effect of the body was

sufficiently strong to change the tuning.
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If the human body in its present humiliating state

still possesses enough electrical energy to regulate a

radio, it is not impossible that it once literally glowed

with vitality. And it is far more probable that, when

vivified, it will vibrate with a radiance more glorious

than the eyes of our mortal bodies could ever bear. In

the Scriptures life and light are closely associated, as are

darkness and death. The relation of electricity to light

is apparent to everyone, as it furnishes the light in most

civilized lands today. As glory is almost synonymous

with brightness, we may look forward to the future with

the assurance that we will never be in darkness, for our

very bodies will be luminous with the life abundant.

ROUSED IN POWER

"Sown in infirmity—roused in power" (verse 43).

What a prospect for such weak worms as we are! What

would I not give to have a dynamo within me now, to do

what I would like to accomplish, were it the will of God!

Now it is His way to work with weakness, that His power

may be perfected in it. Paul himself had his splinter of

the flesh. Whatever it may have been, it was an infirmity.

May we be able, like him, to glory in our infirmities, that

the power of Christ may tabernacle over us! (2 Cor.

12:7-10). Now our strength lies in weakness, to show

how much God can accomplish by such despicable means.

But then it will be His way to display in us His power.

It takes power to fly up into the sky. A mighty motor

is needed to lift an airplane into the ether. Even to

keep it there for any length of time takes a vast supply

of fuel, which must be brought from the earth. How

then can His saints ascend into the air to meet Him when

He comes! With our present bodies not one of us could

rise more than a few feet from the surface of the ground,

and then we would fall back again into the grim clutches

of gravitation. We need tremendous power to escape the

attraction of the earth, to rise into the air, and then to
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soar away with Him into the empyrean. For lack of any

other name we will call it the power of the glory, for if

our bodies are luminous with light they may easily be

imponderable and powerful as well. Strength is not pro

portionable to weight. A bird seems to have more energy

to an ounce than we have to a pound. In fact it seems to

be quite the contrary in nature. Give us a body without

weight and we may become as swift and as powerful as

the lightning flash. a.e.k.

{To he continued)

OUR MISSIONARIES

Increasing hardships are in evidence as we approach the last

days, and conditions for believers become less and less favorable.

Our missionary in Eastern Nigeria, Pastor Raymond J. Akpan,

and his co-workers, have been isolated and cut off from all

communication with the outside world. Hence we are unable

to send any further help to them until this condition is allevi

ated. Although he is located in what is known as the "rebel"

portion of the country (now to be known as Biafra), this is

actually the section where the Christians reside. We have of

course no way of knowing what hardships these dedicated be

lievers are now being called upon to undergo. But we do know

that the government is unable to cut them off from their lines

of communication with the Lord. Hence we suggest that all our

friends remember these folks in prayer, asking that He Who

is able to guard them from harm and give them peace even in

the face of difficult times, be very close to them just now.

A letter just received from Brother Iype in India tells of the

difficulty in obtaining food in his area. To quote: "Last week,

we had no ration at all. Today we got a quarter full of husk

and small stones Thank God we are happy here. God is

good to His children. I am approached by many and I stand to

help them to my utmost." Please pray also for this brother. Also

in India is Brother M. P. S. Raju, who has been enabled to reopen

his Bible Research and Christian Training Institute in Raja-

varum again. This effort should result in imparting a more

accurate knowledge of the Scriptures to the young folks who

are in attendance, so that, D.V., they in turn might go out and

tell the good news to others in that part of the world. We wish

we had space for a much fuller report.

A report on the Philippines has been omitted for lack of space.
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A VOICE ON THE MOUNTAIN

(ISAIAH 40:1-11) PAET I

To complete our series of notes on Isaiah, there are

still two sections to consider. This third of a chapter

(40:1-11), short as it is, makes one of the eight main

sections into which Isaiah is divided by the skeleton.

It is the seventh grand division, and balances the second

(Isaiah 6). The distinguishing feature of both is a

voice, in the former section a voice out of the temple

telling of its forsaking, yet now a voice on a mountain

calling for the reverse. This, then, is a climax toward

which the prophet moves.

This section opens and closes with the thought of

comfort (1-2 = 9-11), which strikes the keynote for the

remainder of the prophecy, for the next and final section,

consisting of twenty-six chapters, is occupied with com

forting promises. All of these promises flow from the

intention of this voice. At first, the comfort is based

upon the fulfilment of the evil days of Jerusalem, and

the impending measure of bliss from the hand of Ieue

(1-2), due to the propitiatory shelter He provides. The

Concordant concluding verses (9-11) provide us with the

point of this message of comfort—the coming of the

Lord Ieue to Zion. The central section (3-8) brings to

our ears the several statements spoken by the voice.

First it heralds the glorious way in which He is to come

(3-5), and then His word concerning the decadence of

all flesh (6-8). Though the transience of the flesh in

volves the people in its decay, so as to seemingly prevent

the consolation portended by the voice, yet this position
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is nullified by the confirming of the word and the state

ment that it has eonian value.

COMFORT FOR IEUE'S PEOPLE

1 "Comfort ye! Comfort ye My people!" saying is your Alueim.

2 "Speak ye to the heart of Jerusalem, And call to her,

For fulfilled is her enlistment, For run out is her depravity,

For she takes from the hand of Ieue a shelter from all her

sins."

The passage opens with a charge to comfort and ends

with a promise of strength restored and of comfort

attained. The glory stands first before any details of

the way through which the glory will come. The comfort

is strong and real, for it goes to the heart of Jerusalem.

From his call it is true Isaiah has ever had the depor

tation in mind, as well as the return from exile. In these

last two sections, the Persian king comes into view,

almost alongside Babylon. The time of discipline is

completed and is regarded as past. So that, at chapter

40, Ieue is declaring the character of the issue right at

the beginning, ere even the actual deporting is reached.

ENLISTMENT FULFILLED

The career of an ideal soldier includes the suffering

of evil (2 Tim. 2:3). It thus provides a good picture

of the experience of Judah and Jerusalem during the

days of their dispersion. But the time given to such

service was usually of limited duration. Young men

above the age of twenty were enlisted as long as a con

flict continued. So it is with God's people. As indi

viduals, it is the experience of evil that He uses to humble

them (Ecc. 1:13). And so it is with His nation.

The prophet previews the time when the period of

Jerusalem's enlistment shall have come to an end. She

has accepted her depravity as her due, hence there is no

further need of discipline. The people have borne the

period of depravity which was necessary to bring them

to the point where they can enjoy liberty (61:1). It
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will be liberty to Ieue's people when they are blessed

under Messiah. Then they will have come to the full

fruition of all that their Alueim has been preparing

them for, as well as all He has prepared for them.

The word " warfare'' of our Authorized Version does

not give us the correct idea; the margin words, appointed

time, are a little closer, yet the real value of the word is

that of enlistment. It refers to the necessary training in

order to prepare them for their mission in the future.

FROM THE HAND OF IEUE

The prevailing interpretation of the concluding line

of this verse (2) seems to be that Ieue is punishing

Jerusalem twice as much as she deserves. This is a

most unworthy thought, and ascribes unrighteousness to

the only One Who is just. Nor would it be a comforting

thought, for one who would do such a thing would

probably repeat the process in the future. The skeleton

shows that this line parallels the thought of the opening

lines, and so contributes to comfort and consolation.

Now that her trials are over, Jerusalem is to enjoy the

blessing which Ieue is intending for her, and which is

to ensue on the basis of the propitiatory shelter which

comes from the hand of Ieue. The distinction between

this Hebrew word kphr (*1M shelter) and kphl C7SD

double) is so slight that we prefer the conjecture. More

over, it agrees more fully with the parallels required by

the preceding lines.

THE VOICE

3 The voice of one calling:

"In the wilderness, surface the way of Ieue!

And straighten, in the gorge, a highway for our Alueim!

4 Every ravine shall be lifted up,

And every mountain and hill shall be lowered.

And all the crooked shall come to be straight,

And the knobs a valley.

A voice of reproof came from the temple (6:1-13),

but the voice carrying comfort is sounded over the whole
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country (40:1-11). In the land, blest with many material

comforts, the people of Ieue turned their backs to Him,

and were deported afar among the nations, in the midst

of trials and tribulations, shame and suffering in order

that they might learn the lesson of dependence upon

Ieue. When these trials have had their effect, then Ieue

will have compassion on His people and comfort them

with abundant spiritual blessing in His presence. Then

will be heard this second voice, not from the temple, but

outside among the people. John, the Baptist, was sent

with the first directing of the voice. He called forth in

the gorge of Jordan that the way of Ieue should be

surfaced.

The Authorized Version reads as if the voice, not the

road, is in the wilderness. The American Standard

Version agrees with this in the Greek Scriptures (the

so-called New Testament), but in the Hebrew (Isaiah)

it has the opposite. We do not like to disagree with such

recognized works, without very good reason. It is not

easy to determine which is correct by means of the

grammar, or even the context. But here is a case where

the skeleton, as well as the parallelism, seems decisive.

The companion line reads, "straighten, in the gorge, a

highway for our Alueim." To balance this we must

connect "in the wilderness" with the surfacing of the

way.

The voice does not deal with their difficulties directly.

Rather, their minds are distracted from themselves and

occupied with their Alueim, Ieue. That is the only

efficient and effective way to deal with depression!

There is no genuine and lasting consolation apart from

the Deity. Only in the presence of His Messiah is full

ness of bliss! Therefore, in advance they are told of

His advent. And they are given something to do, the

directions being found in these verses. This is charac

teristic of the divine dealings with the favored nation.

Their faith must display itself in deeds. And the task
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set before them, which primarily is concerned with

preparing a proper path for His august approach, is

also concerned with themselves, for they must not be as

once of old when He came to His own and those who are

His own accepted Him not (John 1:11). When He

comes again to His own city, Jerusalem, His people

will have been prepared to welcome and worship their

Messiah.

ieue's way

How long ago it is since Jerusalem has listened to the

voice of her Alueim! Moreover, before it will again be

heard, as here, calling upon them to prepare a way

for His majestic march of return to their homes and

hearts, they will have heard the seven trumpets of His

wrath (Eev. 8 to 11), the seven thunders of His rage

(Rev. 10:4-11:18), and will have borne the besom of

the bowls (Rev. 15 :1-16:21). Even today they are per

secuted in many places. Though they have become a

nation once more, after thousands of years of exile, they

are attacked even in the land of promise.

In the Orient the roads were often very poor. Travel

was mostly by means of asses and camels, and these are

not very particular as to the state of the roads. There

have been times when the highways were put into good

order, when some high dignitary or reigning monarch

proposed to pass along, and the common people had to

clear the roadway of stones. In the gorge, where many

obstacles kept it from a straight course, obstructions

were removed or filled up. The king's herald went be

fore and called upon people to prepare his way. We

take these words to have a spiritual force, yet when, in

the past, the greatest of all rulers did enter the land,

they failed to recognize Him, hence they also failed to

clear the way, either in letter or spirit. e.h.c.

{To be continued)



Devotional Studies

THE MYSTERY OF LIFE

Life unfolds itself to all as a great mystery. Heady

youth looks upon it with flippant assurance, and sober

age with earnest thought. The winding ways of human

ity continually reveal the riddle of existence. We see

the strange interplay of good and evil, the inequalities

of poverty and wealth, the ceaseless conflict of clashing

minds. We experience in ourselves the fleeting character

of happiness, the kinship of smiles and tears, and all the

subtleties of thought and feeling that constitute our

heritage.

It is not alone in the realm of humanity that we see the

marvel of life. In the province of nature and in the

animal world we are confronted with mystery. The

ground is under a ban and must be tilled into fruitful-

ness, while bird and beast must seek their food as they

may. Conflict reigns in every sphere.

The stately course of the seasons, too, displays the same

strange phenomenon. Genial showers, destructive floods

and sunshine's scorching drought all bespeak the inscru

table interweaving of the goodness and severity of God.

So the vast universe throbs on with stirring appeal, the

hallmark of mystery everywhere in evidence.

There is ever a deep desire for enlightenment, but

thought will not be silenced, nor will it be satisfied with

mere speculation. Humanity craves more than philos

ophy can give. We are never satisfied with less than the

best. And so, as the issues of all mystery are with God,

to Him alone can we turn for illumination and truth.
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In the oracles of God we see those rare flashes of light

which illumine the understanding. Like the stars of

night, they cut the darkness with brilliant intensity.

Each statement an orb of light, each declaration a ray of

Divine effulgence, they flood the humble, believing

spirit with full content. "To the only wise God," faith

whispers in adoring assent. Then reason bows, and

knowledge kneels, while wisdom is enthroned.

Speak we of life with all its attendant grief, its

questioning display of rampant ill? "Man shall not live

by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out

of the mouth of God." Oh that we could live more and

more by such words! Then would our hearts surge to

Him in the exultant cry, "God, my exceeding joy!"

Life may not be divested of its mystery, even though

we be permitted to glimpse the ways of God. But it is

certainly invested with hope such as the world can

neither give nor take away. Tutored in the school of

faith, mystery is educative in the fashioning of char

acter. It deepens reverence and awakens praise. We

view the paradoxes of life but are prepared for their

appearance. With the ancient observer of life's enigma,

we see that "the race is not to the swift, nor the battle

to the strong, neither bread to the wise, nor riches to

men of understanding, nor yet favour to men of skill;

but time and chance happeneth to them all."

God's ultimate demands such a stage of life as earth

affords, with all its subtle play of light and shade. The

quality of life is the supreme thing: the passing from

weak soulish vessels to grand moral and spiritual beings.

To this end the life that now is throbs with meaning, and

is fraught with many a lesson for the student of faith.

The pure in heart shall see God. In His works, His

ways, and His Word shall they see the only wise God, the

Father of mercies and the God of all comfort. And

there is power in the vision to quicken our praise and

trust. With the poet Cowper, we exult in the Divine
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supremacy which breathes through all.

"Happy the man who sees a God employed

In all the good and ill that chequer life!

Resolving all events with their effects

And manifold results, into the will

And arbitration wise of the Supreme."

Life is like a flowing river, broadening as it nears the

sea. And even as fulness crowns its course, shall God

make perfect our imperfect life. The day of His high

success shall surely dawn. Even now, above the mystery,

the Lord reigneth!

"Thy God reigneth!" What an elixir of that life

which is life indeed. We are thrilled by the thought,

well assured that nothing can separate us from the love

of God. Life and peace are the celestial cohorts of the

spiritual mind, and such a mind must ever revel in the

majesty of Divine purpose. And the unspeakable glory

of God's own purpose and grace, given us in Christ

before the eons, irradiates the mystery of life, touching

all its dark points with the very light of God.

And in His light shall we see light. Therefore, let us

humbly accept all mystery as but the attendant shadow

on the pathway of the ages, boldly conscious that it shall

vanish in the radiant light of His perfect day.
—Vol. IX, p. 218

YOU CAN HELP

In addition to God's Good News for Today, as described on

page 179 of the July issue of this magazine, we can also supply-

Romans with covers similar to the dust jacket of the Concordant

Literal New Testament. These are suitable for introducing the

Version to those of your friends who are unfamiliar with its

advantages. Although intended chiefly for book stores, we

will gladly supply these in any quantity to all who can help us

distribute them. Other items which are available for the same

purpose are booklets containing First John, in a reduced size,

suitable for inserting in letter size envelopes. The colorful

jacket-brochure giving full information about the Concordant

Literal New Testament is also available to you at no cost. Let

us know how many you can use. e.o.k.
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TO BE LITERAL OR NOT TO BE

THAT IS THE QUESTION

Before considering Herbert Dennett and his A Guide

to Modern Versions of the New Testament, in which

he criticizes the 1944 CV*, and John Beekman's article

in The Bible Translator titled " 'Literalism' A Hin

drance to Understanding" (October, 1966, pages 178-

189), let us compile a modest consensus dealing with

problems of translation. We may discover to our delight

that the scales are not exclusively weighted on the side

of the idiomatic and the paraphrastic, as some would

have us believe.

On one occasion the Jews brought Paul before Lucius

Junius Annaeus Gallio, elder brother of the philosopher

Seneca and proconsul of Achaia. After the charge

against Paul by the Jews but before Paul could open his

mouth, Gallio said to the Jews that, If indeed it were

a matter of wrong or wicked villainy, there was reason

enough for him to hear the matter. But if they be

questions about words and names and law, he was not

minded to be a judge of these matters. And he drove

them from the judgment seat (Acts 18:12-17).

If it be a matter of words Gallio refused to hear the

charges made by the Jews against Paul. But "words''

is what the matter is all about. Our Lord said that

man does not live by bread alone, but by every word

going out through the mouth of God (Matt. 4:4). Cover-

dale saw the relevancy of "with what words" in his

* Concordant Version, short for Concordant Literal New

Testament.
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succinct statement comprising the principles of the

right study of the Scriptures.

The late Professor C. S. Lewis of Magdalen College,

Oxford, without having the Concordant method in mind,

nevertheless stated its system and the principles of

establishing vocabulary and version in translation from

one language into another. In his Studies of Words

he found that in taking students through Anglo-Saxon

Middle English texts, he could not translate "a word

in the sense in which its particular context demanded

while leaving the different senses it bore in other places

to be memorized... as if they were wholly different

words" (Cambridge at the University Press, 1961), page

1. Rather, they were driven "to link them up and see,

where possible, how they could have radiated out of a

central meaning" (ibid.)

This led them to realize how easy it would be to inter

polate "senses later than those the author intended"

(ibid.) Hence the dictionary may be consulted so that

knowledge could be checked and supplemented, not

derived, from the same. He very sensibly observes that

"one understands a word much better if one has met it

alive, in its native habitat" (ibid, page 2). We must

read the ancient author to discern and discover what he

meant by the words he used, instead of imposing the

reader's more modern opinion on the work we are study

ing.

If the reader does not guard against this propensity

he will find that "his mind bubbles over with possible

meanings. He has ready at hand un-thought-of meta

phors, highly individual shades of feeling, subtle associ

ations, ambiguities—every manner of semantic gymnas

tics—which he can attribute to his author. Hence the

difficulty of 'making sense' out of the strange phrase

will seldom for him be insuperable. Where the duller

reader simply does not understand, he misunderstands—

triumphantly, brilliantly. [Here the language is remi-
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niscent of "In Broken Images" by Eobert Graves, a

poem which is worth reading.] But it is not enough to

make sense. We want to find the sense the author

intended. 'Brilliant' explanations of a passage often

show that a clever, insufficiently informed man has found

one more mare's nest. The wise reader, far from boast

ing an ingenuity which will find sense in what looks like

nonsense, will not accept even the most slightly strained

meaning until he is quite sure that the history of the

word does not permit something far simpler. The

smallest semantic discomfort rouses his suspicions. He

notes the key word and watches for its recurrence in

other texts. Often they will explain the whole puzzle"

(ibid, pages 4, 5). As the skin rejects a foreign graft,

so the sentence refuses a foreign word.

World War II may well have charted a different

course if it had not been for a mistranslated word. One

word, misinterpreted, may have changed all our lives.

A Japanese word, mokusatv,, has two meanings: 1) to

ignore, and 2) to refrain from comment. A press re

lease was prepared announcing the "no comment" poli

cy. It got on the foreign wires with the * 'ignore"

implication. The result was that the war did not end

in July 1945, though the Emperor was ready and had

the power to do it. The Cabinet was preparing to

accede to the Potsdam ultimatum of the Allies. One

word misunderstood, hence mistranslated, because it was

misinterpreted. The renowned language expert, Benja

min Lee Whorf, wrote that "A change in language can

transform our appreciation of the cosmos."

John A. F. Gregg, in The Expository Times for Octo

ber, 1930, had an article titled " Transliteration as Trans

lation : A Study of Certain Features in the Influence of

the Vulgate on the Authorized Version." As Arch

bishop of Dublin, paying his respects to the value of the

Vulgate for textual purposes, he nevertheless stated that

"The Vulgate has in a very large number of cases inter-
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vened between the English Version and the original

Greek." He said that his concern in his paper was

"with the rendering of words rather than of sentences,M

and his thesis was that ''owing to an inexact corres

pondence between many words appearing in the original

Greek and the corresponding words in EV transliter

ating those used to translate them in the Vulgate, many

notions are suggested to users of EV which have no

place in the intentions of the original writers." Later

he stated that his purpose was "to show by a series of

illustrations how the appearance in AV of a transliter

ated Vulgate word often leads English readers in a

direction not precisely identical with that in which the

Greek word would have led them." He gives four

examples of "Greek words whose Vulgate equivalent

appears transliterated in AV, for example, Mt 5:25 anti-

dikos=adversarius= adversary; 9:14 mathetes=discipu-

lus=disciple; 10:3 telones=publicanus—publican; and

11:28 kopiao—laborare=labour.

"Such a list," he goes on to say, "would contain two

or three hundred such words, in the case of a very large

number of which it would be found that there has been

some deflection from the sense of the Latin word and

thereby a widening of the distance which separates the

English readers from the Greek writer" (pages 8, 9 and

11 respectively).

Thomas M. Donn in The Expository Times for April,

1950, had an article titled "The Gospel of Life." His

first paragraph strikes a telling blow. "A semantically

correct English version of the Bible has been a desidera

tum for a long time, and if the new translation, which is

being prepared, meets this need it will render a great

service to the task of setting forth the true doctrines of

Christ and the gospel. Here I seek to indicate briefly

how incorrect renderings in the existing English versions

continue to obscure and to some extent falsify these

doctrines of which I select two only—Eeconciliation and
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Forgiveness. In translating the Greek New Testament

the sole consideration ought to be the exact reproduction

of the meaning of the text and, where that is not possible

without paraphrase, there ought to be notes giving the

exact meaning or differing views as to that meaning, for

the benefit of those who cannot consult the Greek text

for themselves or the work of the most eminent New

Testament exegetes" (page 216).

In his treatment of the two words selected by him for

study he makes the following assertion. ".. . Reconcilia-

tion takes priority, so to speak, over forgiveness as the

central doctrine of the gospel; but the religious world

by reversing the order and generally ignoring the

necessity of reconciliation altogether by identifying for

giveness with reconcilation has gravely falsified the

gospel Now forgiveness is not the very heart of the

gospel: it is Christ—the reconciling Christ and Him

crucified" (page 218). A study of the difference be

tween reconcilation and conciliation would make this

even clearer. These words are consistently translated

in the CV and not confused with forgiveness.

An attempt to translate the Scriptures into the verna

cular of ephemeral jargon is seen in God is for Real,

Man by Carl F. Burke. The reviewer, Gordon D.

Negen, writes that "the author saw that the traditional

forms, imagery, and language which at best work well

enough with middle-class suburban youth have little

meaning for the inner-city juvenile delinquent. He

listened to the kids talk and used their terminology and

thought patterns to record the scriptural ideas set forth

in this interesting, readable book."

The reviewer goes on to state that ' 'Burke is to be

commended for his attempt to be relevant. He is cer

tainly far ahead of many of us who use such concepts as

sheep, vineyards, and publicans, as well as terms such as

thee, thou, pottage, and licentiousness, and do not even

realize that we are failing to communicate.
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"But Burke is facing an almost impossible task. When

ever 'hep talk' is taken out of its natural context, it has

a tendency to be phony; when it is put into print, it is

even phonier; and when done by an 'outsider' regardless

of how hard he tries to be inside, it borders on the

ludicrous. All of this is complicated by the fact that the

street language changes almost daily. Therefore, by

the time a book is written, edited, published, and placed

on the market, almost all of the language used in it is

old-fashioned, making it an object of scorn to the young

person who manages to keep up day by day" (Eternity,

January 1967, page 41).

To be literal or not to be—that IS the question. The

dialogue runs something like this: If you are too literal

you are not idiomatic enough; if you are too idiomatic

you are not literal enough; if you make a synthesis of

both you have a hybrid hard to read. Unable to devise

a transfer mechanism for the communication-event from

the communicator to the communicatee, one faces a vast

gulf between decoder and encoder.

There are those who insist on literal when possible.

Others are equally insistent on idiomatic regardless.

Yet still others demand a combination of the two, a sort

of controlled idiomatic-literal, in the same version. This

may be done with an interlinear that is more literal

than idiom allows. Thus when idiom demands departures,

the departure from the literal can be compared and

controlled. But the literal sublinear is not a translation

or a version. It is a tool which is not master, but is

mastered by the translator.

Those who highly value knowing exactly and precisely

what Scripture says are beginning to be vocal and are

slowly becoming a sizable minority. For example,

Stephen W. Paine has a book Beginning Greek, A

Functional Approach. He levels with his students by

telling them that "the translation for use with the

reading passages follows very closely the word
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order and primary meaning of the Greek text in order

that the student may most easily see its connection there

with. Thus the translation is said to be quite 'literal,'

and might at first thought be judged 'awkward' by

comparison with a smooth English style.

"But this is how the ancients actually thought and

spoke, and the reading of a foreign language is at its

best when the mind of the reader follows most closely the

thought patterns of the writer, so that he no longer keeps

trying to fit the language into his own mold but follows

with appreciation the mold of the languages. He then

ceases to 'translate' and becomes a 'reader,' actually

thinking the thoughts of the writer in the medium of the

writer's own language" (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1961), page 232.

With such teachers turning out such students the

future will be brighter than the past for the saint who

ardently desires to know in his own tongue exactly what

God says in His inspired Original. To this end the tools

are being made available by the Concordant Publishing

Concern and its staff as soon as is possible and practi

cable. Toward this goal we solicit your love and prayers

and patience and support.

George Foot Moore, a scholar's scholar, prefers "lefc

ting Judaism speak for itself in its own way. The

translations keep as close as may be to the expression of

the original, even at some sacrifice of English idiom"

Judaism (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1954),

I, page viii.

A book which should be better known for its valuable

insights into Ephesians and its version in parallelism

structure is George S. Hitchcock's The Epistle to the

Ephesians. In it he says it is *' fairer to English readers

to present the Greek in an English form as similar [to

Greek] as possible."

Here is his thought in context: "There is another

matter, which I approach with less confidence of appro-
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val, as I undertook it with less readiness of will. In

rendering St. Paul's sentences, I held it fairer to English

readers to present the Greek in an English form as

similar as possible. Consequently, it often appears

broken, sometimes uncouth, and occasionally obscure.

It would, of course, have been possible to polish the

translation, as Alexandrian grammarians polished the

Greek text. But the result would have had as little

connection with St. Paul, as Pope's Iliad with Homer"

(London: Burns and Oates, Ltd., 1913), page 46.

He is a writer of some style and unusual insight into

Paul's heart and thought. Many of his sentences are

the result of much thought and great love for Paul, who

is called in his "Preface" to his commentary on Ephe-

sians, the one who wrote a letter which can be described

as "... written without controversy by the prince of

controversialists" (ibid, page 5).

Hitchcock, Doctor of Sacred Scriptures, Rome, calls it

"this inexhaustible letter. St. Chrysostom stood in awe

before its overflow of lofty thoughts. Erasmus recog

nised its Pauline fervour, depth, spirit and feeling. And

Coleridge, in his Table Talk, confessed it one of the

divinest compositions of man. Yet, even were it true

of Plato's works, that they were written for ten men in

each generation, no such statement could be made for this

encyclical, for we, lesser men, fretted or despondent,

learn endurance and courage from this brief letter, at

once the product of an hour and the fruit of a life "

(ibid, page 12). What a felicitous phrase, the last

thirteen words! What a multum in parvo!

And what a change in attitude is the translation of

Paul's letter in Hitchcock's book from the opinion

voiced by Pope Leo XII in his 1824 Encyclical. Two

encyclicals, Paul's and Leo's, and the words of the

latter are as follows: "You are aware, venerable brothers,

that a certain Bible Society is impudently spreading

throughout the world, which is endeavouring to trans-
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late, or rather to pervert, the Scriptures in the vernacu

lar of all nations. It is to be feared that by false inter

pretation, the Gospel of Christ will become the gospel

of men, or still worse, the gospel of the devil."

Again let us listen to F. W. Farrar who, in his Texts

Explained, or Helps to Understand the New Testament,

opts for the "exact rendering" (page v), for "accurate

rendering of the original" (page vi), for he says that

making differences arbitrarily so as to avoid monotony of

the same English word for the same Greek word is un

fortunate, since "monotony is force" (page 208, quoting

Lightfoot). He inveighs against the "neglect of dis

tinctions ... many different words to render the same

Greek words they [the 1611 version translators] some

times (unfortunately) used the same word for different

Greek words" {ibid, page xiii). He maintains that

"exact meaning... accurate rendering of the original"

alone is sufficient to guarantee the transfer of the truth

to the one seeking the One Who is the Truth by means of

His Word, which is truth (John 17:17).

The compiler of the CV and his staff subscribe to these

statements. They are bending every effort to give to the

serious and sedulous student God's Scriptures as literally

as idiom permits. Taste the CV and see if its exactitude

is not more beautful than man's inexactitude. For this

latter attitude we need a word like logoeide, the wanton

and senseless murder of His words by careless and

apostate scholars. There are no trifles where truth is

concerned and this Version is designed to make sure that

the powers of darkness do not deceive us. Hence the

literal of the Greek as far as English allows, in spite

of strictures levelled against those who make the attempt,

as does the scholar Eugene A. Nida in Toward a Science

of Translating (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1964), pages 23

and 165.

Please sit down with the Concordant Literal New

Testament and, if you can read Greek, with Frederick
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Field's Notes on the Translation of the New Testa

ment (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1899). Com

pare what he says should be done with what we have

already done. See how, in the overwhelming majority

of cases, the CV agrees with the suggested changes in

either reading or in rendering.

Try the same with Francis Trench and his Brief Notes

qn the Greek of the New Testament (London and

Cambridge: Macmillan and Co., 1864). Here no com

petence in Greek is necessary. Compare with the CV

to your pleasure and profit as you see how accurate and

reliable your Version was translated for just such

students as yourself.

Get hold of A Translator's Handbook on the Gos

pel of Mark by Eobert G. Bratcher and Eugene A.

Nida (Published for the United Bibles Societies. By

E. J. Brill, Leiden 1961). Compare its suggestions and

improvements with your CV and be amazed at how

much is supplied to you in your Version which these

scholars say you should possess. Dr. Bratcher is the

translator of the immensely popular Good News for

Modern Man, The New Testament in Today's English

Version (New York: American Bible Society, 1966).

If these prove to be too technical for you, try Alex.

Roberts' Companion to the Revised Version of the

English New Testament, 3rd ed. (London, Paris &

New York: Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., n.d.).

Or you might find helpful Frank Ballard's Reality

in Bible Reading,—The Gain to Christian Faith from

Critical Accuracy in the Ordinary Public or Private

Reading of the English Bible—with more than Four

Hundred Examples (Edinburgh: T. & T, Clark, 1924).

Let Thomas Hobbes close out this portion of our study.

"Seeing that truth consisteth in the right ordering of

names in our affirmations, a man that seeketh precise

truth had need to remember what every name he useth

stands for, and to place it accordingly, or else he will
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find himself entangled in words as a bird in lime twigs—

the more he struggles the more belimed" (Leviathan,

1651). —Contributed

{To he continued)

1967 BALDWIN FELLOWSHIP REPORT

Approximately sixty believers gathered together from many

parts of the United States and Canada for ten days of fellow

ship, August 4 through 13, in Baldwin, Michigan. The prin

cipal speakers were Brothers Charles A. Lamb of Denver,

Colorado, Guy Marks of Flushing, Michigan, Bert Baker of

Grand Rapids, Raymond Van Dyke of Grand Rapids and Dean

Hough of Baldwin. In addition, Brothers Samuel Boniacos

of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Howard Hough of Almont, Michigan,

John Thompson of Sandusky, Michigan, Cecil Hopton of Boise,

Idaho and Clyde Severn of Clio, Michigan shared spiritual

grace.

The theme centered around I Thessalonians 1:3, "the en

durance of expectation of our Lord Jesus Christ." Expectation,

it was found, is completely centered in Christ. He, Himself,

is the great Source and Example of expectation. I Thessa

lonians 4:13-18 is no less His expectation than it is ours.

But beyond this even, He is the Object of our expectation

(I Tim. 1:1).

We noted the important improvement in the Concordant

Version of translating the Greek word elpis into expectation

rather than hope. Indeed, when a promise is made by God it

is sure and certain. Yet we found also that elpis is always

based upon something which is desirable, a pleasant prospect,

and so we tried to keep that idea in mind also as we studied

the subject of expectation.

As always it was difficult to part, yet that happy expectation

helped to make such temporary separations less burdensome,

for one day we shall be snatched away together, those attend

ing and those unable to attend, those living and those who have

been put to repose, to meet the Lord in the air. And thus

shall we always be together with the Lord. d.h.

Have you contacted your local bookstore to see if they handle

the Concordant Literal New Testament and the Concordant

Greek Text? We'll gladly send them full information and our

liberal terms, on request. Your local library should have a copy,

too. Let us know if they would like one. e.o.k.



PRAYER

O, Lord, we love to come to Thee

In simple supplication,

Responding to Thy earnest plea,

Thine own sweet invitation.

We know that Thou wilt always hear

The words we scarce can mutter,

And turn a sympathetic ear

To every prayer we utter.

When troubles tend to lay us low,

And skies around us darken,

'Tis then that we most surely know

That Thou wilt truly hearken,

And burdens shared by One Who knows

Are made so much the lighter,

And through the clouds the sunshine glows,

And hearts and hopes are brighter.

But when the skies themselves are bright,

And hearts with hope are bounding,

With not a single cloud in sight,

And peace and joy surrounding—

Then, Lord, again to Thee we raise,

In strains of glad rejoicing,

Our hymns of gratitude and praise,

Thanks for Thy mercies voicing.

Thus in whatever state we come,

Whatever our condition—

In grief, in joy, abroad, at home,

Thou nearest our petition;

And so, dear Lord, with Thee we share

A happy, sweet communion,

And, through the medium of prayer,

Are bound in closer union.

J.H.E.



Consulting the Scriptures

THE QUEST OF TRUTH

There are such things as the growing pains of truth.

The expanding power of new life and light gives many

a wrench to the decaying props of systematized belief.

When the supposed solidarity of the former ideas begins

to shake and quake beneath the touch of a truer faith,

the very heavens themselves begin to tremble, the very

mountains to quiver, as if all things trembled on the

verge of dissolution. The teacher of new truth, in the

light of his own experience, should be as tender as he is

true. The average man shrinks from the travail of

thought, as many a woman would fain evade the pangs

of motherhood. This aversion to the birth-pangs of new

truth reduces the majority of Christians to a somewhat

similar state to that in which Sir Roger de Coverley found

himself when he first came to his estate, and found a

ghost was seen there, and another portion boarded up for

a like reason, in short shut out almost entirely from his

own house.

Does the church occupy its own property? Does it

possess in fact what belongs to it by moral right? Are

we not living, instead, in the hall-rooms of truth, when

we might be occupying the whole house? and dwelling

in the corridors when the mansion itself is ours? This

is what the true teacher does for the Christian church—

he opens the doors of the unused rooms and bids the

Christian student make himself at home. The false

teacher, however, does not do this, but he seeks instead

to bar the entrances and seal the locks with the authority
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of the church, as the Roman soldiers sought to seal the

tomb with the authority of Caesar's name.

It is only through much tribulation that man may

enter into the kingdom of truth. He has to conquer it

before he can possess it. It has to be fought for before

it can be won. And in the victory he must be content to

stand alone; indeed, we may question whether the

severest price that a man has to pay for truth is not the

loneliness consequent upon its possession.

There are two objects which he who seeks is almost

sure to find—the one is, the knowledge of what he ought

to do—the other, an excuse for what he is inclined to do.

We are lazily inclined from our very birth, and are

natural in this seeing that we but follow nature's path

of the line of least resistance. We are lazy where in

vestigation is necessary, and shrink from the mental dis

comforts involved in a critical examination. This lazi

ness to investigate new doctrines we excuse as loyalty to

old ones, and too often label as conscience that which is

but the cowardice of mental travail. So true is this that

many may be said to follow the dictates of their con

science only in the same sense in which a coachman may

be said to follow the horses he is driving. In thus

labelling our antipathies and antagonisms let us beware

that our labels are labels and not libels.

When people have resolved to shut their eyes, or to

look only on one side, it matters little how good their

eyes may be. The trouble with the church of today is

not a matter of its eye-sight but of its eye-lids. "Men

make up their minds, beforehand, and assume, with re

gard to any reasons brought before them, the office, not

of judge, but of an advocate, who aims at drawing out

of each witness whatever he can that favors his own side,

and cushioning all that makes against him. Thus many

a reader of the Bible reads it with colored glasses."

The bias of Balaam leads many to consult the Scrip

tures as he consulted God. The idolatry of inclination
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led him to try once more "what the Lord will say,"

to see if he could find something in line with his prefer

ences, and God indulged him in his idolatry. Is the spirit

of Balaam in the Bible-study of today?

Our inclination towards ease biases us against the

investigations which would disturb it. Orthodoxy, to

many, is the cushioned pew of theology. Such mistake

comfort for correctness, and probably look upon discom

forts as one of the necessary adjuncts to heterodoxy.

The "ease" of Twentieth Century churchdom is the

disease of modern thought, and true Evangelicism suffers

from mental paralysis.

Is the reader anxious to mother a great truth? Let

such remember that the price of motherhood is pain, and

labor, and one must pay the price if they would enjoy

the privilege.
—Vol. IX, p. 213
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ISRAEL RESTORED TO GOD (ROMANS 11:25-36)

For I am not willing for you to be ignorant of this

secret, brethren, lest you may be passing for prudent

among yourselves, that callousness, in part, on Israel

has come, until the complement of the nations may be

entering. And thus all Israel shall be saved, according

as it is written,

Arriving out of Zion shall be the Rescuer.

He will be turning away irreverence from Jacob.

And this is My covenant with them

Whenever I should be eliminating their sins.

As to the evangel, indeed, they are enemies because of

you, yet, as to choice, they are beloved because of the

fathers.

For unregretted are the graces and the calling of God.

For even as you once are stubborn toward God, yet now

were shown mercy at their stubbornness, thus these also

are now stubborn to this mercy of yours, that now they

also may be shown mercy. For God locks up all together

in stubbornness, that He should be merciful to all.

O, the depth of the riches and the wisdom and the

knowledge of God! How inscrutable are His judgments,

and untraceable His ways! For, who knew the mind of

the Lord? or, who became His adviser? or, who gives

to Him first, and it will be repaid him? seeing that out

of Him and through Him and for Him is all: to Him be

the glory for the eons! Amen!



The Secret of the Evangel

ISRAEL'S RESTORATION

God is faithful. Israel has been unfaithful. But will

her unfaithfulness make His promise void and His

efforts ineffectual? (Rom. 3:3, 4). Not so! Even con

ciliation must retire to allow His plans to have full play.

He had a purpose in locking up that nation in stubborn

ness. Just as their rulers carried out His sovereign and

predetermined counsel in crucifying the Son of God

(Acts 2:23), so the nation, in rejecting the offer of salva

tion afterwards, fulfilled His purpose. Both rulers and

nation were bent only on their own will, but behind all

was the inflexible decree of the Omnipotent, the wisdom

which could weld their very waywardness into a way of

carrying out His intention.

As Israel's blindness is not an end in itself, but merely

a means to magnify His mercy, it must come to an end.

The prophet's "Till when?" (Isa. 6:11) shows very clearly

that he had not the slightest suspicion that Ieue was go

ing to go back on His previous promises. He knew that

their callousness must have an end. And this is con

firmed by Ieue's (Jehovah's) answer, indefinite as it

may seem:

"Till the cities should tumult from having no dweller,

And houses, from having no human.

And the ground is remaining a desolation,

And Ieue removes the human afar,

And much is forsaken within the land.

Yet still a tenth remains in it, for it turns back,

And it becomes consumed as a terebinth.

Yet, as an oak which, when flung down, is a monument,

Among them, the holy seed is its monument."

(Isaiah 6:11-13)
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We, too, once we grasp the grand truth of Israel's

restoration, cannot but echo the prophet's words, "Till

when?" And we are more fully furnished to give an

answer than he could possibly be. We may meditate

upon it from two distinct aspects: conditions among the

nations which point to their being cut out of the olive

tree, and signs in Israel which imply its restoration.

Israel, nationally, was broken out of the olive tree

for lack of faith, and the same fate is speedily overtaking

the other nations. The fact that a few, a remnant, be

lieved God, did not save the nation of Israel from the

doom of her defection. Neither will the fact that a

feeble few among the nations hold fast the faith, and

even recover much of what has been lost for centuries—-

these few cannot fend the fate of the nations as a whole.

The nations, as such, are fast following in the footsteps

of apostate Israel. Faith has either degenerated into

tradition or is openly decried by skepticism.

1 For a long time the characteristics of the "subsequent

eras" (1 Tim. 4:1) have been in evidence. Spiritism,

misnamed "spiritualism/' has long been teaching the

doctrine of demons. Multitudes have been giving heed

to the deceiving spirits so that now we are no longer

startled, as once we were, by the uncanny presence of the

supernatural.

And even more notably evident are the tokens of the

"last days'' (2 Tim. 3 :l-5). Insiibjection to God is

fast finding fruit in the insubjection of children to their

parents. This has shown a marked increase in the last

generation. And when has the love of money become so

acute as in the last few years? Men are money mad.

And when has pride and boasting reached such a pitch

as in this vaunted age of progress ? Yet natural affection

and the relationships which spring out of it are violated

on every side. Divorce is increasing at an alarming

rate. The family unit seems in danger of becoming

obsolete. Selfish pleasures have driven all thought of
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God, and the delights to be had in His love, from the

hearts of multitudes.

But the most significant token of the apostasy is the

fact that devoutness has largely become a futile form.

The services of the churches preserve every outward

show, but the power has departed. And in an effort to

hold the people, instead of returning to the vital truths

of Holy Writ, the pulpit often imitates the theater and

the rostrum, and denies the power of vital devoutness.

And should we try to stop the advancing tide of

apostasy? We might as well sweep back the breaking

billows of the sea, for God has spoken, and it shall come

to pass. 0, how many there are who are ignorant of this

secret! The very pulpit which refuses to acknowledge

the failure of the nations to carry out their assumed

function as God's "light-bearers," is itself a positive

proof of the apostasy. Faith bows to God's decree, but

unbelief doubts its own doom.

We conclude, then, so far as the nations are concerned,

that they have failed utterly in their trust, and the time

is ripe for them to be hewn out of the olive tree. The

Conciliation has well nigh run its course! This feeble

attempt to illumine its message may be too late for even

the faint response which it could call forth. The dark

ness is gathering fast. Let us who know its precious

burden make no delay in heralding it abroad!

But if premonitions of the end of the eon abound

among the nations, equally notable are the features in

the Nation of Destiny, God's ancient and beloved people,

Israel. For well nigh two thousand years they have

fulfilled the curses which are written in their sacred

scrolls, and shall they not enjoy the blessing which

those same scrolls contain? More and more is it becom

ing evident that God's set time is near to remember

Zion and to comfort the people on whom He placed His

holy name.

Jacob's sons seek to secure their own future without
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real reliance on Ieue. They strive to build up the land

of their patrimony, and, in the past century, there have

been great advances in its restoration. Ruined cities

have been rebuilt. Jerusalem has spread far beyond its

ancient walls; and more recently, other cities have been

built along modern lines. Kibbutzim (collective farm

settlements) dot the landscape; thus the land which has

lain fallow for centuries is now being tilled by the

returning Jew. They are making quite a success of agri

culture and afforestation, and it seems that, in some

measure, there has been a return of the annual rainfall.

For example, the Jewish Chronicle reports that, at Elath,

Israel's Red Sea port, 1.625 inches of rain fell in a single

night. This was more than the yearly average of 1.375.

Land which has long been a desert is now producing

abundantly and supporting the continuous influx of Jews

returning to their ancient heritage.

Industries are being developed, using the natural re

sources of the land, especially in the Dead Sea area. It

is interesting to note that the Bible is being used as a

sort of textbook or guide in the field of agriculture and

industry, in this development. An agricultural experi

mental station has been set up on the hot shores of the

Dead Sea, 1300 feet below sea level. The same method

used during the Kingdom of Judah, about 3000 years

ago, is being tried. Vineyards are planted at the foot

of the hills; then the hillsides are terraced to conserve the

rain water. Olives, apricots and peaches are also being

grown in this manner. This should result in producing

fruit which contains many more minerals and vitamins

than that grown in depleted soils with commercial fer

tilizers and poison sprays.

In Genesis chapter 19, verse 28, fumes were said to

have gone up from the basin where Sodom and Gomor

rah were located. Hence it was assumed that there must

be natural gas present in that locality. So a well was

drilled, and it was found to be so. The presence of this
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gas will play an important role in the future of heavy

industry in the Negev. Production of chemicals from

the waters of the Dead Sea have already reached sub

stantial proportions. Included are 850,000 tons of phos

phates and 400,000 tons of potash annually.

It is also reported that King Solomon's mines are

operating on an unprecedented scale.

Modern ideas and methods are brought to underde

veloped countries all over the world by small teams of

Israeli experts, with no strings attached, thus creating

an ever increasing trickle of goodwill toward the new

state of Israel.

As in Egypt, when the time of Israel's deliverance

drew nigh, they multiplied far more rapidly than the

Egyptians (Ex. 1:12), so the past two centuries have

witnessed a wonderful increase. Two hundred years ago

there were only about three million Jews in all the

world; now there are almost that many in Israel alone.

The Jewish world population is now thirteen million, and

this, notwithstanding the many persecutions which they

have endured.

Babylon's role

But not only is the land of Israel responding to the

voice of the future, but Babylon, also, is hearing the cue

of her prompter, and is rising to the part she has to play.

Once the granary of the world with the most extensive

irrigation system on the face of the earth, it flourished

like the garden of Eden. Although progress here seems

slow compared to that in Israel, the speed with which

cities can now be built should remind us that Babylon,

too, could quickly become the imposing city which she

yet must be.

As we meditate upon the Secret (''Mystery") of Great

Babylon, we can see that all that is taking place in these

crucial areas is directed toward the setting of the scenes

for the final act in the great drama of man's rebellion

against God. For it is in Babylon, not Jerusalem, that
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apostate Israel defies the blessing of Ieue, her Alueirn

(Jehovah, her Elohim).

The way of life in Israel today will never content the

money-making merchant which the Jew has become. So

the ephah, the market measure, the scriptural symbol of

commerce, carries the woman to the land of Shinar, and

there is set on its own base (Zech. 5:6). Hence the

further development of Israel and the restoration of

Mesopotamia are both on the future program before the

refining and the redemption of God's Covenant People.

So much for the stage upon which the last scenes are

being set for man's misrule. But what of the actors in

this great tragedy?

The people of Israel not only multiplied in a much

greater ratio than the nations among whom they were

scattered, but the race consciousness which they never

entirely lost was fanned into a flame by persecution with

out and by federation within. Today they are not merely

scattered fugitives but stand before the world as a nation,

because of their strenuous striving to effect their own

salvation. But it will result in their own destruction,

since, in all their zeal, there is no real recognition of

Ieue (Jehovah).

There are two distinct aspects to Israel's efforts at

restoration: (1) Those efforts which Jacob's sons make

to defend their state in Palestine. (2) Those which are

taking place among other nations in opposition to Israel.

The first aspect culminates in Babylon and thus ensues

the episode of the Ephah of Zechariah five. The second

aspect provides the circumstances which will lead to the

time of Jacob's trouble. And thus will arise the need

for Israel's salvation!

Of old when Hoshea (or Oshea) whose name means

"Being-Saviour," was to become Israel's deliverer, his

name was changed to Jehoshua, Joshua, that is, Jeho

vah-Saviour (Num. 13:16). This is the Hebrew for

Jesus (Heb. 4:8). And in the terrible days which will
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precede the Kingdom, only those "who call on the name

of Ieue shall escape" (Joel 2:32). Hence all their

scheming and planning will never effect their salvation.

Nevertheless, it all contributes to the fulfillment of God's

purpose. God not only saves but He also locks up in

stubbornness—all is out of Him. And, by the same token,

He works, not only through faith, but also through fail

ure and unbelief—all is for Him. a.e.k.

(To be continued)

JAMES HANCOCK

For many years our agent in Western Austrailia, Bro. Han

cock was always an active advocate of Scripture study as

well as of integrity and right living. He died at the age of

92 at his home in Mount Lawley. He had been active until

the last, even though his health was somewhat impaired for

several months. His love for the truth as revealed through

the Scriptures, concordantly translated, was great and he was

indefatigable in his zeal for making it known.

Surviving are his widow, four sons, and two daughters, to

whom we extend our sympathy, for death is still an enemy

which leaves aching voids and lonely hearts. Yet we grieve

not as those who have no expectation, for we know that, when

we hear the shout of command and the vivifying trump of

God, we shall all be united once more, nevermore to part. So

good night, dear brother, until that blessed event shall become

a reality! e.o.k.

ELVA RODMAN

We are sorry to have to report the death on June 29th, of

Sister Elva Rodman of Denver, Colorado. Sister Rodman had

planned to attend the Fellowship in Baldwin this year, and they

had already bought a new car, and we understand that she had

her suitcase all packed to go. She had been one of the most

faithful attendants of the Denver Ecclesia for many years, and

will surely be missed by the group there. She leaves her

husband Gordon, to whom we extend sincere sympathy. We

shall always remember their kindness to us many years

ago when we visited Denver, and they took us on a tour of the

nearby mountain area. e.o.k.



Young People's Department

Present Yourself...

THE JOURNEY

"So let the gods do to me, and more also, if I make not

thy life as the life of one of them by tomorrow about this

time/' —1 Kings 19:2

It was after the wicked queen made this threat that

Elijah started on his long journey. And what a journey!

Not one modern highway in all this arid wilderness.

Let us journey with him for a while. See, the rocks

pierce his sandals and bruise his feet. The harsh dry

wind buffets him, as he ascends to the higher altitude.

Sadness is in his face, but his eyes are set resolutely

toward the southern mountains.

For three years the prophet has been a fugitive.

Elijah didn't mind the three years too much, for after

all, he was a strong man and used to rugged living.

God provided for him in a marvelous way. There were

the faithful ravens which fed him daily. Later, when

the brook failed, the widow at Zarephath sustained him

as God supplied her miraculously with oil and meal.

And there was expectation. All through the three

years Elijah was waiting—hoping, waiting for the day

when God would turn the people of Israel from their

worship of Baal back to Himself. "Waiting, too, for the

day when God would again send refreshing rain to the

parched soil.

And now, God indeed has sent the rain. More impor

tant, He has just demonstrated on Mt. Carmel that He

is God, by sending down fire to burn up the water-soaked

sacrifice. What a triumph, what a day! The four hun

dred and fifty prophets of Baal are destroyed and will

trouble the people no more.
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But somehow, today, the great victory and the wel

come response of the people has faded. Elijah thinks

of the wicked leaders who still rule Israel—as long as

they are there, what good is applause and praise? He

feels so alone in his service to God, for which service

he is fleeing for his life.

Elijah pauses in the late afternoon. Hungry, de

pressed, exhausted from climbing in the hot sunshine,

he rests under a small tree. Sighing deeply, he lifts

his eyes to heaven. "It is enough" he prays. "Take

away my life, for I am not better than my fathers"

(19:4). And spreading his big mantle, Elijah lies down

to sleep.

In the night there is a touch on his shoulder, and a

gentle voice saying, "Arise and eat." Is it a dream?

But no, here are coals of fire and food baking—fragrant

and warm. And cool, thirst-quenching water. He obeys

the celestial messenger, then lies down to sleep again.

It is almost morning when the messenger awakens

him once more. There is no word of condemnation for

his discouragement or for his wish to die. "Arise and

eat," is the gentle urging, "because the journey is too

great for thee." The divine record tells us that Elijah

went in the strength of that food—forty days and forty

nights!

A MAN OF LIKE EMOTIONS

It is a blessing to meditate upon such a man of God;

how he was chosen and prepared and used by God

according to His plans. His needs, his reactions to

difficulties, his lessons—learned as God led the way—

what a textbook for our study!

James tells us that "Elijah was a man of like emotions

with us" (5:17). This is a real source of encourage

ment as we face the stress and strain of everyday life.

Does God despise us when we grow discouraged? Not

according to the experiences of Elijah. Does God leave us

to our own devices, our own floundering, when we are less
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than victorious? Elijah's answer would be a definite NO.

Let us consider the story in 1 Kings 19. Where was

Elijah going? He thought he was going to the farthest,

wildest mountain peak where Jezebel could not find

him. In reality, Elijah was on his way to a new experi

ence in God's loving ways. What was Elijah leaving?

He thought sadly that he was going away from ministry

and activity for his God. Actually, the prophet was on

his way to anoint two new kings to rule over God's

people, as well as a new prophet to assist him in his

service for God! Alone, indeed! Elijah is to learn at

the end of his journey that there are seven thousand

people who have not bowed the knee to Baal. The

prophet was on his way to many opportunities to serve

God and His people, but he didn't know it. Nor did the

messenger from God mention any of this to him.

Why did Elijah travel so far? From Jezreel to Mt.

Horeb is a long hard trip in itself. Then, God sends

him all the way back—and beyond the starting point—

to Damascus. We wonder why the "long way round"—

why did not God hide him in the wilderness near Damas

cus? Did God have reasons for remaining silent while

His servant ran the wrong way? Or was he really

travelling the right way?

God makes no mistakes as He deals with His chosen

ones. Each of us is a different individual, with varying

temperaments and different needs. Sometimes God gives

opportunity for us to use up all our "creature" strength,

so that we will rely more perfectly on His strength.

Only when we have "run out of steam" and are at the

end of ourselves, can He become our ALL. Perhaps

something like this was Elijah's experience.

Observe how carefully God cares for Elijah all along

the way. God's loving eye saw every weary step, His

loving ear caught every disconsolate thought and every

murmur of sadness. God read the heart of Elijah and

knew the longing there to please and serve Him, and
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the grief the prophet suffered for God's cause. What

provision was made for the prophet's physical need!

For God had purposed that Elijah should arrive at his

destination safe and well.

Joy came to Elijah when he heard the still, small voice

on Mt. Horeb. What comfort to hear God speak! He

quickly forgot his aching feet as he learned of God's

plans for the future and his own part in bringing them

to fruition. This was the "sequel" toward which Elijah

had been moving (1 Cor. 10:13), although he did not

have this precious Scripture that we have today. "Now,

faithful is God Who will not be leaving you to be tried

above what you are able, but, together with the trial,

will be making the sequel also, to enable you to undergo

it"

FOOD FOR OUR JOURNEY

In our walk with God, there will come such times of

training and preparation as Elijah experienced. Our

faith will be tried and at times we may feel utterly alone.

The path may become dull and even painful. The God

Who has chosen us may SEEM to have forgotten which

road we travel. However, He knows the next step, the

next need, as well as the work for which He is preparing

us, and will fulfill all in His own time. We present

ourselves to Him, knowing He will care for us.

For the trying hour in which we live, God has pro

vided for our journey a special vitamin-charged food,

in order that "the journey may not be too great for us."

The recovery of the truth that God is operating ALL, and

that All is out of Him—each is such tremendous nourish

ment that we may travel, not only forty days and forty

nights, but twice forty years—from its life-giving

strength! Like Elijah of old, let us "arise and eat" of

God's Word, that we may not faint along the way. Note

the following references in the Concordant Literal New

Testament : Eomans 11:36, 1 Corinthians 8:6, 2 Corin

thians 5:18, and Ephesians 1:11. f.s.
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THE UNVEILING OF JESUS CHRIST

I'm sure that all of you boys and girls like to read

exciting stories and learn about very important events.

One of the most important times in all of history is yet

to come. God, through the writing of John the apostle,

has given us some pictures of this great and terrible time

in "The Unveiling of Jesus Christ" (often called "The

Revelation"). It is the last book in your "Bible."

One young believer, age 14, sat reading this exciting

book. She enjoyed it so much that she read it all over

a second time! Perhaps she didn 't understand the mean

ing of all she read, but she did understand that God is

a great God and that He has a great plan for this earth.

"Happy is he who is reading... the word of the proph

ecy" says verse 3 of chapter one. You, too, will enjoy

reading this book. You see, our lovely Christ is coming

to earth to rule, a great King over all the kings of the

earth. So God must prepare the way for His great King

dom. Trouble and pain and wars must come—they are

needed to prepare the way—but God will see that they

pass quickly. The very first verse says it will happen

" swiftly." Then, a great peace will come on earth, as

Christ, the Messiah for Whom the Jewish people have

looked so long, will come. He will rule a thousand years!

And, after the thousand years, yet many more years.

Wonderful events take place in a new earth.

We who love God are told (1 Thess. 5) not to fear

this time of trouble. Why? Before it happens, Christ

our Lord will take us away from it all, and we shall be

safe with Him. And remember, after the time of trouble,

happiness will come to men on earth, and they will praise

God for His love and His great plan for them. f.s.
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WE ARE THE HUNGRY

We are hungry! Our hunger, though it is spiritual,

is just as real and just as critical as the hunger of those

who are physically starved. Many of us do not realize

how emaciated our inner man has become. We only

know that we are searching, looking and yearning for

Truth, and oh, so hungry for it! Our lives could be an

inspiration to those around us, for the glory of God;

but in our weakened condition we are little help, spiritual

ly, to anyone.

Our spiritual sustenance, we know, comes from the

Word of God and so we read it expectantly. However,

if we do not know how to rightly cut (or divide) the

Word of God, we become confused as we read. Inspired

words? Yes, indeed! We know that the original words

that were penned were inspired by God. But perhaps

no one has told us that the translators have obscured,

rather than revealed, many of the tremendous words of

vitality intended for us. How can we know that we are

victims of years of tradition? And so we close the Book

with a sigh, not having received its strength-giving life.

Our ministers preach diligently, and our hearts sense

the earnestness of their messages, and their desire to

feed the hungry ones. There is a lift to our spirits for

the hour, but alas, it is soon gone. The enthusiasm, the

heart dedication, and even the earnestness soon melt

away. We realize that we are not prepared to face

another week with its anxieties, its problems, and its

onslaughts from the enemy. Who will help us—if our

leaders are themselves starving for want of Truth?
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Unsatisfied, confused, discouraged, many of us attempt

to fill the inner void with outside interests: business,

pleasure, world events, and the like. These interests soon

become like chaff and husks, and we know full well that

they can never nourish the spirit. The Adversary now

takes full advantage of our lagging steps, by whispering

that God isn't concerned—why should we be? Or, he

inserts the horrible thought that we have lost favor with

God forever! In this state of mind we grope, alternately

hoping and despairing. Oh, that God would send some

one with a word of encouragement!

What glorious news it would be to hear that God is

not angry with us; that He is not only at peace with us,

but with the whole world! What pressure would be

lifted from our hearts if we really knew what it means

to be free from all condemnation! "Nothing, conse

quently, is now condemnation to those in Christ Jesus."

Oh, if someone would explain that Grace is now reigning

in our hearts, and there is no longer need for sinning!

What glorious release from anxiety there would be if we

knew that through Christ we have newness of life and

may walk therein! If it were possible to grasp the

strength, the vitality and the reality of the resurrection

life of Christ which is truly ours!

Yes, we are hungry; hungry to know God's will for

our lives. We know that in the future, when Christ

comes for us, that we shall see Him, and shall understand

many things then that we do not know, now. But what

about the present? Oh, if we only knew of the glories

that are ours, now, in this present age! What victory,

and what relaxation would come to our spirits! We

would walk each day with joy and praise, and our

faltering steps would become firm as we feast on the

wonderful words of truth.

The depth of our spirit cries out for the exact, the

unadulterated Word of God, the Word that brings life.

No other words can satisfy this cry, regardless of how
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beautifully they are said. Nor can a mixture of truth

with other words fill the heart's need. What did God

say? How can we know?

Will not those who know God's Word in its purity,

share it with us? We may not hear the first time, for our

minds are too full of questions; and we have developed

the habit of not hearing, so that our ears are dull.

Even after we are really listening, the significance of

the truths may not yet pierce our understanding.

But hunger is a driving force! Moreover, it is God

Who planted in us this hunger for Himself. So, as we

listen, God in His love will sweep away the cobwebs of

tradition and mistranslation, and cause the pure Word

to penetrate our minds and hearts. As we absorb the

glorious Word, we find ourselves in God's very presence,

and oh, the joy and preciousness of His Presence! At

last—at last, we have found food which will nourish our

hungry hearts! f.s.

REPORT FROM THE WORKSHOP

Most of the preparation work has now been completed on the

several important publications upon which we have been

working. But it is yet to early to predict the exact publica

tion dates of the various books. However, by the time you

read this, some of them will actually be being printed. Defi

nite announcement should be possible by the January issue of

this magazine. Thousands of hours of work have gone into

these books, even though some of them are reprints. But

they had to be checked carefully, and in some cases brought

up to date. The Lord has seen fit to provide qualified workers

for these demanding and sometimes difficult tasks, and so we

are very thankful. We shall not name names, for we know

that these helpers have done this for the Lord, and not for

their own glory. Their rewards will be at the bema of Christ,

in that day. Yet we cannot refrain from expressing our

thanks and appreciation at this time. For the fruits of their

labors will, we feel sure, prove of inestimable value to many

of the Lord's saints who will benefit by the painstaking labor

which has gone into their preparation.

Space does not permit of more details in this issue, but be

looking for a complete announcement in the next. e.o.k.
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HOW THE DEAD ARE ROUSED
1 Corinthians 15:35-58

PART TWO

THE SOULISH AND THE SPIRITUAL BODY

"It is sown a soulish body; it is roused a spiritual

body. If there is a soulish body there is a spiritual also.

Thus it is written also, The first man, Adam, 'became a

living soul;' the last Adam a vivifying Spirit. But not

first the spiritual, but the soulish, thereupon the spiri

tual" (1 Cor. 15:44-46). The previous contrasts between

our present and our resurrection bodies are, more or less,

restorations to the proper and normal state of humanity,

such as existed in a lesser degree before sin entered.

Adam was given a body which was not corrupt. It was

glorious and powerful, though not in the measure which

will obtain in the resurrection. But it was essentially a

soulish body, as is indicated by the expressive synech-

doche "living soul." As a matter of fact Adam was a

body, made of soil, and vitalized by a spirit. He was

not a soul or a spirit, for the soul was only the effect of

the spirit on his body. But, being dominated by his

sensation, it is more true to feeling to name him by that

part which is in point, just as we call a ship a "sail"

in reference to its propulsion, and a "bottom" with

regard to its freight.

There is such a thing as a soulish body, that is, one

characterized by sensations and under their control. It

has a spirit, but this is not dominant, for it simply

supplies the vitality which is necessary for the function

ing of the soul. Eating and drinking and shelter, the
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pleasures of the senses—these are the influences which

determine its course. Such was the body given to

Adam. That is why he is called a soul, a slave of sensa

tion. It was through this side of the human constitution

that sin entered. And it is this which causes even the

holiest saint to lean toward the gratification of soulish

desires. All of us, by unhappy experience, know that

there is a soulish body, for that is the only kind which

mankind has ever had.

But there is also a spiritual body. No one except our

Lord has had one, so our attention is directed away from

the first Adam to the last, the Head of the new human

ity. He also was composed of a body, a spirit, and a

resultant soul. The body came from the soil as with

other men, but His Spirit, in contrast with ours, came

direct from the Deity. All life comes from spirit, and

His generation by holy Spirit (Luke 1:35) gave Him a

life which counteracted the mortality, or dying process,

which He might otherwise have inherited from His

mother. Indeed, He possessed so much vitality that He

was able, not only to cure disease, but even to raise the

dead. He became a life-imparting spirit. Again we in

sist that this statement must not be taken literally. He

had a body and a soul, hence was not exclusively a spirit

being. By calling the whole by a part, this part is

emphasized. In Him the spirit was dominant, as the

soul is dominant in Adam and his descendants; He has

a spiritual body. Ours is a soulish one.

As we are taught in the Roman epistle, we also have

received the spirit of God, and, in a sense, this vivifies

our mortal bodies by making its home in us (Rom.

8:11). By its means we are enabled to put the practices

of the body to death and live toward God. There is,

indeed, no material change in our physical frame. It is

yet a soulish body in its innate tendencies. In order to

do the work of a spiritual body the homing spirit must

put its practices to death. This will not be necessary in
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the resurrection. We have only a weak foretaste of what

it will mean to have a spiritual body, with the spirit

supreme and the soul subordinate. We are in an inter

mediate position now. The soulish body was first and

still remains. The spirit homes in us and, in a measure,

dominates our experience, but cannot change the body.

When we are vivified this will be perfected. The spirit

will completely dominate the glorious, powerful frame

which will be ours in the future.

THE SOILISH AND THE CELESTIAL

Adam was formed out of the soil from the ground, and

all of his nourishment, as well as ours, springs from the

soil. Man cannot live everywhere on the earth. There

must be soil where plants are able to transmute the inor

ganic material into living, organic substances which can

enter the blood by means of the organs of digestion.

Soil is that part of the earth's surface which has been

oxidized, and is formed chiefly out of weathered rock.

The roots of plants cannot transmute stone into stalks

and leaves, blossoms and fruit, until it has been broken

into minute particles and these have united with the

vital portion of the air, the same oxygen which we inhale

directly through our lungs. Our bodies are made of

soil, and, through the medium of plants, are sustained

by the soil. They are earthbound and soilish.

It is said that the sailors who first circumnavigated

Africa took three years to do so, because they had to

stop every year, plant and harvest a crop in order to

find food for themselves. But if we were called upon to

to go about the universe, we might not often find soil on

which plants would grow. And we would probably

famish before we got very far. No, a soilish body is

hardly suitable for celestial circumnavigation.

"The first man was out of the earth, soilish; the

second Man is the Lord out of heaven. Such as the soil

ish one is, such are those also who are soilish, and such as

the Celestial One, such are those also who are celestials.
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And, according as we wear the image of the soilish, we

should be wearing the image also of the Celestial7' (1 Cor.

15:47-49). Even as Adam has descendants who wear his

soilish image, so also those who belong to the second

Man may wear His Celestial image. Christ, even before

His death, could walk upon the water. After His

resurrection, He appeared and disappeared, and went

whither He would, unhindered by doors or walls, and at

last ascended into the empyrean. This is not possible for

a soilish son of Adam. This was in His power because

of His heavenly birth. It will be ours because we shall

bear His image, when we are vivified.

"Now this I am averring, brethren, that flesh and

blood is not able to enjoy an allotment in the kingdom of

God, neither is corruption enjoying the allotment of

incorruption" (verse 50). The apostle stressed the fact

that he is the one who emphasizes this statement. Per

haps, by this means, he wishes us to limit its application

to those who come under his ministry. This is also

indicated by the context. He is now dealing with that

which is celestial. Flesh and blood is not competent to

cope with celestial conditions. At His ascension, our

Lord had a body of flesh, but no blood. It seems evident

therefore that this statement refers to the combination of

the two, flesh with blood. And this is substantiated by

the facts of our experience. No body such as we have,

depending on oxygen which is brought to all parts by

means of the blood stream, could possibly live more than

a few miles above the surface of the earth.

Even the highest mountain peaks are practically in

accessible because we are flesh and blood, and depend on

a dense atmosphere to supply our circulation with oxy

gen. A body with lungs and blood is quite inadequate

for a celestial allotment. Some have insisted that man

kind would some day find a means of reaching and living

upon the moon, where, so far as all appearances go, there

is no atmosphere. But that is not within the powers of
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any body whose very consciousness soon fades away when

drained of blood, or when this fluid is not constantly

supplied with oxygen. A celestial body must have a

source of life and power apart from the soil and atmo

sphere of this earth.

THE SECRET OF OUR CHANGE

liLo! a secret to you am I telling! We all, indeed,

shall not be put to repose, yet we all shall be changed"

(verse 51). This is the secret of the resurrection. It re

veals the one feature which will distinguish our vivifica-

tion from that of the Circumcision. It declares that our

bodies will not be raised soilish but celestial, not with

blood, but vivified directly by spirit. The soil and air

are media through which the power which comes from

the sun is supplied to our bodies. In our new bodies

these will not be needed. Life will flow to us directly,

from its divine source, and abundantly, unhampered by

the means of supply.

The change will come "in an instant, in the twinkle of

an eye, at the last trump. For He will be trumpeting,

and the dead will be roused incorruptible, and we shall

be changed" (verse 52). Here we have the same prior

expectancy (Eph. 1:12) which was revealed first to the

Thessalonians. Here are the two classes, the survivors

and the reposing, and the Lord Himself descends with

the trumpet of God (1 Thess. 4:15,16). In Thessalonians

all is colored by the consolation which the apostle wished

to impart. Here it is concerned with the change which

the secret reveals. There we find that the dead will be

roused first, so that they and the living will be snatched

away together in clouds. Here we learn that it will all

be the work of an instant, in the time it takes an eyelid

to raise or lower, not even during the short period in

which the trumpet will be blown, but at the last blast.

What a contrast to the thoughts of men! Only lately

have I read what a scientist had written concerning the

origin of life on the earth. It seems that "science"
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(falsely so-called) always starts in the middle of the

story and forgets to tell us how life began in the first

place. However, there was life on some other planet, a

single cell. Now it seems that this man has proven that

the sun's rays can attract such a single cell and convey

it through space, so that it could travel in this way from

Mars to the earth, without being destroyed, in the course

of many years. Then, arrived on the earth, it would take

a few millions of years, or perhaps it was billions—it

matters little to the scientific mind—in which to evolve

into a human being. According to this evolutionary

fairy tale it should take at least a million years for us

to sprout wings and fly away to the stars. But God works

differently! In a space of time so short that it may only

be measured by the twinkle of an eye, He will effect an

instantaneous transformation.

"For He will be trumpeting, and the dead will be

roused incorruptible, and we shall be changed" (1 Cor.

15:52). Again we notice the order, for it agrees with

the previous word, that the dead in Christ shall be rising

first (1 Thess. 4:16). Paul conforms fully in every way

to his former revelation. He simply enlarges upon that

side of it which deals with our bodies. Here he uses a

remarkable phrase which is the equivalent of vivification.

The words "roused incorruptible" assure us of unending

life. Two things are predicated of the body, sensation

and incorruptibility. They are aptly chosen, for they

assure us that the changed body, though bloodless, will

have a soul, and, though once corrupted, will never re

turn to decay again. Incorruptibility is especially used

of the dead, for the opposite has been their lot. "This

corruptible must put on incorruption" (1 Cor. 15 :53).

"This mortal must put on immortality" (verse 53).

This is a word for the living. The process of dying must

be replaced by deathlessness. It would be much to be

assured that we should never die, but this is infinitely

more. Mortality is not merely the possibility of death
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but the actual process, which loads our whole lives with

sickness and with sin. Who would care to live endlessly

in dire decrepitude ? What we need is deliverance from

the enduring of death in our experience, not merely free

dom from the dread of death in the future. And this

is our expectation! Death may, indeed, relieve us of our

daily distress, and put us to repose, yet we do not wish

oblivion but life. We want our bodies changed from

mortality to immortality, from soulish and soilish, to

spiritual and celestial. Such is our constant longing

and ardent expectation.

DEATH SWALLOWED UP BY VICTORY

"Now whenever this corruptible should be putting on

incorruption and this mortal should be putting on im

mortality, then shall come to pass the word which is

written:

Swallowed up was Death by Victory!

Where, O Death, is your victory?

Where, O Death, is your sting?"

Although this statement (verses 54, 55) has immediate

application to our change, it is well to note the precise

wording, for it has a much wider scope. It reads, not,

"when" but "whenever." Every time there is vivifica-

tion will this note of victory ascend. And it is not

"fulfilled" but "come to pass," for the fulfillment

occurs only at the consummation, when death finally and

fully ceases to operate. Many false conclusions have

been hastily deduced by not observing the precise intro

ductory words in each reference to previous revelation.

This statement includes more than our vivification in its

embrace. It concludes the whole subject and stretches

forward to the consummation.

This example may help us to a clearer grasp of the

much misunderstood subject of '' quotations.'' Not a few

have been disturbed by the fact that the Hebrew Scrip

tures are often "quoted," not only with different words,

but with a sense and scope quite foreign to the original
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passage. Some have even reasoned that, as Paul did not

hesitate to apply passages concerning Israel to the

church, we are justified in doing likewise. And some

have gone so far as to teach that Scripture is written

very loosely, and we may use our spiritual understanding

in interpreting it as we have occasion. This would logi

cally lead to a belief in the inspiration of the saints,

if, alas, they did not differ so painfully when thus

inspired. But it wreaks havoc with the inspiration and

superhuman accuracy of Holy Writ.

Paul did not tell us who wrote this or where it was

written, so we do not know. It may not have been

included in the canon, for Paul usually tells us when he

quotes the prophets. It is absolutely unwarranted to

compare this passage with any part of the Hebrew

Scriptures, in order to show any looseness or inaccuracy

on Paul's part. We have no record of all that the

prophets spoke or wrote. We may, indeed, seek a similar

passage, or several, in this case, but if they vary from

the exactitude of the inspired Original we have no right

to assume that there is an error if they do not agree.

And where there is no doubt that the passage is actually

quoted, it is quite within the province of the holy Spirit

Who indited both to conform a quotation to its new

context, and adapt it to its new use. What an inspired

apostle may do is no basis for our action. An author

may alter his own words if he wills, but he would proba

bly object if others should take such liberties.

The nearest approach to the wonderful words here

"quoted" are found in Isaiah 25:8: "He will swallow

up death in victory..." (AV), and Hosea 13:14: "O

death, I will be thy plagues; 0 grave, I will be thy

destruction..." In the first passage a more Concordant

rendering would read, "He swallows up death perma

nently." This section of Isaiah is concerned with the

burdens and blessings of Israel. The chapters just before

deal with judgment and mercy in Israel. The immediate
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subject is praise, particularly for the blessing which will

come through them to the nations. We will quote from

the Concordant Version of Isaiah 25 :6-8:

And Ieue [Jehovah] of Hosts makes for all peoples, in this moun-

A feast of oils, a feast of lees, [tain,

Of oils from marrows, of filtered lees.

And He swallows up on this mountain

The face wrap wrapped over all the peoples,

And the blanket blanketing all the nations.

He swallows up death permanently.

And my Lord Ieue will wipe every tear off of all faces,

And the reproach of His people will He take away off all the

For the mouth of Ieue speaks. [earth,

The context clearly indicates the day of Jehovah,

when vivification will have a large place in Israel, for

the former resurrection, at its commencement, will

bestow it on all who have died. Such an Israel will be

able to channel blessing to the nations, and remove the

darkness that lies upon the nations, and be utterly free

from the reproach which now is their portion among the

nations. Paul is not pointing to its fulfillment at our

change, for this will occur before, and will come to the

nations, and it will be apart from Israel's mediacy. If

he refers to it at all, he is simply saying that, whenever

vivification takes place, the fact here mentioned comes

to pass.

The nearest approach to the remainder of the '' quota

tion" seems to be found in Hosea 13:14. It occurs in

connection with an invitation to Israel to return to Jeho

vah. Alternating with charges of revolt are promises to

Israel, especially Ephraim. A tentative Concordant ren

dering of the verse is as follows:

From the hand of the unseen will I ransom them,

From death will I redeem them.

I will become your plagues, O Death!

I will become your extirpation, Unseen!

Surely this deals with the same conditions as in Isaiah.

And is this not what is to be expected? Paul could not
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go to the ancient prophecies to find anything concerning

a secret which had not been previously made known.

Neither do the prophets reveal the consummation. If he

refers to any passages in the Hebrew Scriptures, it can

only be those that deal with the vivification of the saints

in Israel in the day of the Lord. They come within the

scope of the great truth which he has been discussing.

Being narrow in their scope, they cannot be "quoted."

They must be readjusted and enlarged to fit the greater

revelation.

The temptation to "harmonize" the Greek Scriptures

of the New Testament with the Septuagint translation of

the Hebrew has been very great, as enemies have never

been lacking who pointed to them as evidence of inac

curacy, and friends have eagerly seized upon them to

vindicate a "spiritual" method of interpretation, which

overrides the literal and contextual sense, and superim

poses a special inner light of their own. This passage

agrees quite closely with the Septuagint, which reads,

Where is your justice, O Death?

Where is your sting, Unseen?

in place of
Where, O Death, is your victory?

Where, O Death, is your sting?

Some ancient manuscripts have changed Death to Un

seen, probably with the desire to harmonize the passage

with this verse in the Septuagint. But all such attempts

are due to a lack of intelligent understanding of the

theme.

If this is indeed "quoted," the change from "Un

seen" to "Death" is warranted, for the apostle is deal

ing with every occasion in which vivification overcomes

death, and it is not true that the Unseen has a sting.

Such a rendering is not in accord with the Hebrew, or

in line with the conclusion of the apostle in the next

verse. The Unseen is oblivion, the imperceptible, hence

no sensation, such as sting, is associated with it. More-
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over, on the last occasion, when death is finally abolished,

the Scriptures avoid the term "unseen." Death and the

Unseen were cast into the lake of fire, and this, we are

told, becomes the second death, not the second Unseen.

So that, at the consummation, it is Death, not the Unseen,

which is conquered.

Death is presented here in its two aspects, as operating

in us and stinging us, and, when we expire, as having the

victory over us. Both aspects are dealt with in vivifica-

tion. We will no longer be dying and we will never die.

There will be no present pain nor future victory. No

one needs to ask where death's sting is today, for each

one of us has it festering in his own flesh. No one needs

to inquire for death's victory, for the earth has become a

charnel house, full of dead men's bones.

death's sting

"Now the sting of Death is sin ..." (1 Cor. 15:56).

This is a difficult statement to understand before we

grasp the fact that sin is due to death operating in us.

The rendering of the Authorized Version in Komans 5:

12, "for that all have sinned,'' instead of " on which all

sinned," completely reverses the true relationship. The

state of dying would be unutterably more bearable if it

did not make us sinners. It is not the dying that hurts,

but sin, which is its sting. If sin were absent, even death

would lose its painfulness and much of its dishonor.

This is also the solution of the question, How shall we be

made sinless in the resurrection? Nothing is said of this

in the Scriptures, because it is self-evident that, if sin is

due to dying, it will be unknown where there is abundant

life. Vivification is the sovereign cure for sin. So it was

with our Saviour. Sin He could not, for in Him was life.

Even if it was not indissoluble before His death, yet it

was abundant, and no one could take it from Him. He

laid it down of Himself. At the very end, in a loud voice,

He committed His Spirit to God. In Him was no sin
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because the life He had direct from God swallowed up

the inheritance of mortality and death which He had

from Adam through His mother.

THE LAW, THE POWER OF SIN

If the law could have given life, it would have enabled

those who received it to fulfill it. In Romans seven the

apostle lays down the principle that, apart from law, Sin

is dead. He lived apart from law once, but the precept

revived Sin. The law, ostensibly given for the preserva

tion of life, became his death (7:11). The law became a

sword in the hands of Sin, and slew him. There is no

vivification through the law! It abets Sin and spreads

death.

Over both of these, both Sin and the Law, the compan

ions of Death, we have a present victory, as set forth in

Paul's Roman letter. This is a blessed foretaste of our

great and glorious victory over Death itself when our

change comes. The world celebrates its great victories

of arms after they occur, as perforce it must. But it is

far better to enjoy them beforehand, in the times of de

feat and death, for then the tidings of success are most

needed and appreciated. It is our privilege to celebrate

the most illustrious of all victories, over the greatest and

the latest of all our enemies long before it actually

occurs.

"So that, my beloved brethren, become settled, un-

movable, superabounding in the work of the Lord always,

being aware that your toil is not for naught in the Lord

(1 Cor. 15:58). The present conquests of Death, through

Sin and the Law, may make us uneasy, restless, agitated,

spasmodic, desultory and wavering in our work for the

Lord, unless we are enabled to look forward to the com

ing victory. With this in view we need not worry about

the outcome. That is certain, sure, and glorious! Con

trary to all appearances, our toil is not in vain. All of

our longings and aspirations will be fulfilled. If God
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has given us the heart of an evangelist who would like to

see every single soul saved, our longing will yet be satis

fied. If we desire to perfect the saints in the knowledge

of God, this will be accomplished. In the certainty of

final victory, let us be steady, undeviating, and full of

zeal.

In conclusion, we need not be concerned about the

resurrection, how it will be brought about and what it

will accomplish, as though it were a work of man, or as

if God had exhausted His resources. We cannot even

understand His wonders in nature. God is able to fulfill

all the pleasure of His will, and He will give each one

that which pleases Him. He Who raised our Saviour

from the deepest depths of degradation and death up to

the highest pinnacle of immortality and glory, in order

that He may administer the celestial realms and prepare

them for the consummation, when God will be reconciled

to all, He loves us and will give us immortality and glory

celestial so that we may share in the mighty task of

revealing His grace and love to the whole creation, so

that every creature in the realms celestial may find in

Him their All. a.e.k.

(To be continued)

BEULAH M. DINSDALB

Mrs. Beulah M. Dinsdale, 66, of West Palm Beach, Florida,

died August 18th at her summer home in Dillard, Georgia.

She had been in ill health for several years, yet attended the

Lake Worth Concordant classes when in Florida, until her

departure for Georgia. She was the wife of Spencer E.

Dinsdale who has been the teacher of the Lake Worth class for

some years. Her constant companion in illness, he shared

spiritual grace with her. Burial was near Clayton, Georgia.

Sister Beulah was an ardent student of the Scriptures in the

"work of faith, and toil of love, and endurance of expectation

of our Lord, Jesus Christ," anticipating eonian life and

glorification in our Saviour's presence. She was a patient

sufferer in infirmity, and for the truth in Christ Jesus,

delighting always in her knowledge of God's ultimate purpose.

Charles Lamb
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PAUL'S EPISTLE TO PHILEMON

Selfless Love for the Brethren

"If, then, you have me for a mate, take him to your

self as me" (verse 17). Paul fully participates in the

fellowship of the faith with the ecclesia of the Christian

house and desires to be looked upon as a participant.

The word koinonos, however, does not merely express

partnership (metoche), but intimate fellowship (koino-

nia) as well, and communion of spirit (Phil. 2:1). As

our Keyword Concordance (pages 55, 217, 218) shows,

we have reserved the words "partner" and "partaker'7

for metochoSy while the Greek koinonos is rendered parti

cipant (in a common thing) or mate (in common action).

If the emphasis in verse 17 is to be on the fellowship of

faith, Paul wants to be a participant; if there is a

common action to be taken, he considers himself to be

Philemon's mate in that action.

Let us note that Paul does not say, "If I am in

fellowship (and communion) with you, if I am your

participant (and mate)," but rather, "If, then, you

have me for a mate..." By wording the phrase this

way, Paul does not intend to deny his responsibility in

acknowledging their fellowship of faith, so as to leave

it to Philemon to prove that there is such a fellowship.

The apostle rather wants to give Philemon precedence of

action, even though this is to be a common action.

The particle "if" (ei) at the beginning of verse 17 is

not interrogative, but conditional. It is followed by the

conjunction "then" (oun) which introduces a logical

conclusion based on the preceding statements in 15-16.
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Hence the "if" is not intended as an expression of doubt

in any respect, but rather as a premise from which

Philemon is expected to draw his own conclusions. If

there is real fellowship of faith and communion in

spirit between brethren, there will be evidence of it, i.e.

unanimity of action. The word "unanimous" is of Latin

origin (unus animus); its Greek equivalent is sumpsU"

chos (together-[in]-soul), which we render "joined in

soul" (Phil. 2:2).

In order to express this close "togetherness," it would

not be sufficient to say, "I am in fellowship with you."

Such a statement might be degraded to where it means

nothing more than membership in the same religious

group or party. The full force of the term used by Paul

("you have me for a mate") will be recognized from the

initiation into this fellowship of faith and communion

of spirit, which is actually done by the Lord Himself.

He it was Who "added those being saved day by day"

(Acts 2:47). And they were persevering in (literally:

holding toward) the very fellowship (c/ Acts 2:42)

into which the Lord had placed them (add: place

toward). With these divine facts in view, Paul was

correct in saying, "you have me for a mate; [hence] take

him to yourself as me." The koinonia, the fellowship

(of faith) and the communion (of spirit), is of divine

origin. The apostle felt fully responsible for emphasiz

ing this fact which, as he knew, would be endorsed by

Philemon, at least as far as his own spiritual relationship

to the apostle was concerned. Now Paul can plead,

66take him [Onesimus] to [yourself] as me."

This pleading consists of four words in the Original:

proslabou (take to) auton (him) hos (as) erne (me).

The imperative form of the verb is in the middle voice

(indicated by the symbol °) and demands the addition of

"yourself" in this case; hence, "take to [yourself]."

Note the following occurrences of this verb (proslam-

banomai) which serve to elucidate the initiation into
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the fellowship of faith and the communion of spirit:

Priscilla and Aquila took0 him to [themselves] (Acts 18:26).

The infirm in faith be taking0 to [yourselves] (Rom. 14:1).

God took0 him to [Himself] (Rom. 14:3).

Be taking0 one another to [yourselves] according as Christ

also took0 you to [Himself], for the glory of God" (Rom.

15:7).

The last quotation is applicable to the ecclesia of the

Christian house in a very special way: According as

Christ took you to Himself, thus (in the same manner)

be taking one another to yourselves! In Philemon 17

the apostle strikes a similar vein: According as you

would take me to yourself, thus take your slave brother

to yourself! God took him to Himself. Christ also took

him to Himself. Now you take him to yourself as me,

for the glory of God.

How Philemon would have rejoiced at the thought of

receiving the beloved apostle for personal fellowship and

communion of spirit in his home! Now Paul wants

Philemon to receive Onesimus in the same manner; he

intercedes for the slave brother in such a way as to

completely remove any obstacle that might stand between

him and his master Philemon. The apostle's pleading is

a logical conclusion, based on the preceding verses: "You

may be collecting him as an eonian repayment, no

longer as a slave, but above a slave, a brother beloved,

especially to me, yet how much rather to you, in the

flesh as well as in the Lord!"

I WILL REFUND IT

"Now if in anything he injures you, or is owing aught,

this be charging to my account. I, Paul, I write with my

own hand, / will refund it" (verses 18, 19). Here we

have a practical demonstration of the koinonia, the fel

lowship (of the faith) and the communion (of spirit),

which tries to remove any conceivable obstacle because

of selfless love for the brethren. It is quite likely that

Onesimus had confessed to Paul wherein he had wronged
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his master in the past; this injury was even aggravated

by the loss of countless man-hours which had accumu

lated since the day when he had run away, hence dis

continued laboring for his master as he was supposed to

do. If seen in this light, the timeless form of the verb

(he injures) makes good sense. It may well be that a

master would feel the consequences of a slave's escape

for a long time. Thus the injury inflicted would be both

past and present.

"If in anything he injures you...7' Paul does not

indicate in which way Onesimus might have wronged his

master; it is even conceivable that Philemon did not

feel injured at all. However, considering the severe

punishment which was usually meted out to escaped

slaves at their apprehension, we can fully appreciate

the extent of the liability which the apostle incurred by

assuming full responsibility for the slave's wrongdoing.

"... this be charging to my account,77 was in no way

a meaningless phrase; Paul was quite serious about it.

He uses here the same word (elloged) as in Romans 5 :13

where he declares that "sin is not being taken into ac

count when there is no law." Paul actually makes out an

I.O.U. when he writes, "I, Paul, I write with my own

hand, / will refund it.77 Ordinarily the apostle dictated

his letters; but now he takes the pen into his own hand

in order to validate his assumption of Onesimus' debt

with his own signature .

"Not that I may say to you that you are owing me

even yourself!77 (verse 19). Philemon was evidently

called under Paul's preaching, hence he owed his spiri

tual wealth to the apostle's ministry. "With all of this

to his credit, Paul may well assume all of Onesimus7

debts to his master. And yet, the manner in which the

apostle suggests this fact is extremely discreet; he hardly

dares mention it. However, he has to do so in order to

encourage Philemon to see things in the right light.

Within the sphere of the fellowship of the faith and the
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communion of spirit there must be a constant give and

take in selfless brotherly service.

Now it is up to Philemon to acknowledge that his debt

toward the apostle is so immense that it can never be

cancelled out, especially so if it had been Paul who led

him to Christ. Philemon is now awarded an opportu

nity to repay some of this debt by taking his slave

brother into his home as if he were the apostle himself.

PROFITABLE JOY IN THE LORD

"Yea, brother, may I be profiting from you in the

Lord!" (verse 20). The Greek verb onemi or oninemi is

generally translated as profit, receive advantage or gain,

be helped, or have joy. The play on words in verse 11

("Onesimus, once useless to you, yet now useful to you

as well as to me") seems to indicate that the meaning

of this slave's name is "Profitable" rather than "Useful"

as has been suggested by others. The synonym '(useful'y

is our variant for the two Greek words chresimos and

euchrestos.

Other expositors suggest that the optative verb form

in verse 20 may be rendered: may I have joy or profit

or benefit, or, may I enjoy. Since there seems to be a

play on the name Onesimus (Profitable) in this verse,

it may best be expressed in English by the rendering,

''May I be profiting from you in the Lord!" If the slave

should be sent back to Paul, to serve him in the bonds of

the evangel (verse 13), he would indeed be "Profitable7'

to the apostle, both in name and in fact. In addition,

Paul's joy would have been immense.

Since this aspect of joy should not be neglected, we

will, for expository purposes, rephrase the first part

of verse 20 as follows. "Yea, brother, may I have joy

of you in the Lord!" The ecclesia of the Christian house

is the place of joy and rest, the college in which the

felllowship of our faith may become operative in the

realization of every good thing which is in us for Christ
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Jesus (c/ verse 6). We will remember that fellowship

(koinonia) comes about and is sustained by means of

something that two or more persons have in common

(koinon), such as a common cause. Hence Paul himself

wants to participate in the blessings thereof and writes,

"May I have joy, profit, benefit, gain, advantage from

you! May I enjoy your fellowship in the Lord!"

"Yea, brother!" With this solemn phrase the apostle

emphasizes their common cause and encourages both

himself and Philemon to affirm their brotherly fellow

ship and enjoy its consequences. If anyone can say,

"Yea, brother," he should rejoice and be willing to go

all the way with his brother in selfless love. Brotherly

service within the fellowship of the Christian house con

sists in letting the brother find joy, in letting him come

to rest. That is why Paul had written before (verse 7),

"For much joy have I had and consolation in your love,

seeing that the compassions of the saints are soothed

through you, brother."

Now Paul desires to take part in this joy through

Philemon's acknowledgment of his appeal for Onesimus.

By the skillful use of the name Onesimus (the one who

causes joy and hence is profitable), the apostle says,

"May I be profiting from you, in that I may have joy

of you in the Lord!" This is a sphere in which Christ

Jesus, our Lord, is completely in charge. Only where

He is the Lord of our life, we can truly have joy and be

profitable. While anticipating Philemon's complete sub

mission to the Lord's will in his attitude toward Onesi

mus, Paul wants to be his mate whenever action is taken

in the common cause. h.l.

{To be continued)
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ISRAEL'S RESTORATION
CONCLUSION

"For unregretted are the graces and the calling of

God" (Rom. 11:29). The word usually translated

"gifts" here means far more than a gift. We might

call it a "free gift," but as it is but a form of the word

* 'grace/' we may best learn its import from this rela

tionship. What God has promised Israel will be hers

because of His unforced favor. All that their professed

law keeping has done is to draw down the curses for

which it calls; their efforts at covenant keeping have done

naught to win the blessings which they crave. But God's

gracious promises, which depend on Him alone, will

surely be fulfilled. And, far from their defection mark

ing the failure of these graces, it is the means to bring

them about. For just as the nations were made subjects

of mercy due to their own stubbornness toward God, so

now the mercy which Israel is to obtain is made possible

by the apostasy of the nations. God wishes to have

mercy on all. But how could that be unless He first

locks them up in stubbornness? So now Israel is locked

up, but many there are who seem to hear the key grind

ing in its lock—the key which will open the door to

Israel's restoration.

God's graces are unregretted. This means more than

"unrepented of" as rendered in the Authorized Version.

He not only does not change His mind, but His love is

never disappointed or despairing. It has never relied

on a due response to feed its flame. It finds in itself the

sufficient and satisfactory source of continuance. Hav

ing loved, it loves to a consummation. All the depths of
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God's riches and wisdom and knowledge are pledged to

perform its purpose.

The grandeur of this portion of God's Word (Eom.

11:33-36) must not be lost by us, for it is the rich and

mellow fruitage of the preceding passage (11:29-32). We

may be perplexed by God's dealings with Israel or by

the failure of the nations, but when once we see how it

accords with God's purpose, our perplexity gives place

to worship and adoration. It is only as we see God's

purpose, we repeat, that this happy result can follow.

Meanwhile Israel is still apostate and, worse yet, the

nations are just as unfaithful.

The word of prophecy, indeed, assures us of Israel's

restoration, but here we see not only the height of His

riches and wisdom and knowledge in their restoration

but also the profound wisdom and knowledge which can

work in the depths, before their restoration, while they

reject their Messiah.

But, are we not told that His judgments are unsearch

able and His ways past finding out (Rom. 11:33, AV) ?

This indeed was true of His dealings with Israel and the

nations before He made known the great truth that He

locks up all together in stubbornness that He should be

merciful to all. But now this much, at least, is clear to

faith.

But let us not confound His inscrutable judgments and

His untraceable ways with His declared purpose. They

deal with processes in attaining the goal, but God's

purpose is the goal itself. We make such distinctions

daily. We see the plan of a building and we are quite

content to leave the execution of it to the contractor.

In our simplicity, if we have never seen a building

erected before, we may wonder at some of the methods

of construction. We might well ask why men begin to

dig down when they start to build up. But the builder

knows that he must lay his foundation deep. Just so

with God's purpose and His ways. His purpose is one
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and He has made it known; His ways are many and

some of them are hid.

Can we not believe the announcement as to His purpose

even if we do not understand the elements which enter

into its execution?

Shall we deny His decision because we do not see how

some details can possibly be carried out? What would

we think of the gardener who would not plant a seed

because he could not see how such a small thing could

possibly grow and blossom and bear fruit?

Let us rather enjoy the fruit of God's great effort

beforehand, for we know that every seed He plants will

grow. Let us believe that He locks up all together in

stubbornness, that He should be merciful to all. Thus

we can know the final outcome of His purpose and await

and welcome all His words which enlighten us as to His

ways in working it out.

The word "judgment" here is worthy of study. It

is krima (jUDGE-effect) in the Greek, which expresses

the result of the action denoted by krino (judge). This

is generally translated "judge" but must not be given

the common thought of "condemn" which is expressed

by katakrino (down-judge). When the apostles "judge''

the twelve tribes of Israel in the Kingdom on the earth

(Matt. 19:28) they will not condemn them but rather

govern or rule them, seeing that they will all be right

eous. So, too, krima, judgment, does not carry in itself

an adverse sentence or verdict, but rather the result of

rule and government.

Israel's defection and restoration are both His "judg

ments. '' These were indeed inscrutable or unsearchable

before their object was made known. Israel's defection

seemed to defeat God's purpose—but in reality it ful

filled it. So each one of us doubtless can find examples

in our own experience where God seemed to care little

for His own—but His seeming indifference was but the

studied neglect of His inimitable wisdom.
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The way to a place is not the place. Neither are God's

ways the goal to which they lead. Faith may grasp the

goal, but it would take almost infinite wisdom and

knowledge and time to consider and account for His

multifarious ways. The burden of these is beyond us.

They are a labyrinth we cannot follow—they are un

traceable. To return to the figure of the seed: Why must

the seed die in order that it may bear fruit ? How does

life come from the dying? We need not be like the

child and dig it up to see how—for then, perchance, it

will not grow at all—but all we need to do is to cultivate

and water it, and God will make it grow up. We plant

and partake—the process is all His work. So in God's

ways. They are beyond our ken. But though we cannot

follow Him in His path, we can believe Him when He

tells us of its end.

And what is its end? First, let us ask, What was its

beginning? All was out of Him—this we can under

stand. All is through Him—this is perplexing to sight

but obvious to faith. All is for Him—this is the goal.

Here we have a compendium of universal history—the

past, the present and the future in its relation to God.

In the midst of the maze in which we find ourselves, we

look back to one settled point in the past—God is the

One out of Whom all has come: and we may just as well

look forward to the future and rejoice that out of all the

intricate tangle in which we are enmeshed shall come

that far grander and more glorious truth—all is for Him.

Literally this reads, all is into Him—the exact converse

of the first statement (Rom. 11:36).

But some may exclaim, impatiently, how can ALL be

for Him? And we answer: He has just been explaining

how Israel's defection contributes to His goal. And if

He can do it by means of the very opposition which seems

to make it impossible, it ill becomes us to question His

ability to carry out His word. And if we had not the

slightest hint as to how He would carry out His word,
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it is ours to believe in spite of all appearances. This is

what gives flavor to faith. Real faith takes God at His
word.

And need we press the word all to its legitimate con

clusion? Was all out of Him? Or are there two gods,

neither of whom is "out of" the other; each being inde

pendent? Far be the thought! God is one, and all is

out of Him. And by the same token all will be for Him.

Not some, not many, but all.

And shall we discover all this wealth of wisdom, this

consummate knowledge, without response? Shall not

our hearts echo the apostle's words as we extol and laud

the God of the all, and give Him all the glory which He

will most surely gain? Such a God as this ought to stir

our hearts and kindle our affections and arouse our

adoration.

To Him, indeed, be glory for the eons! Amen!

CONCLUSION

A chained ambassador! Here, at one stroke of His

graphic pen, God has drawn a perfect picture of the

Conciliation (Eph. 6:19,20).

An ambassador is a token of peace. The moment

hostilities begin the embassy is withdrawn. So we, too,

will be recalled the moment God commences His " strange

work" and declares war upon the earth.

The chains speak of peace. Not on Caesar's side. Not

on the part of mankind, but on the part of God. What

must it have meant for the great Warlord, Jehovah of

hosts, to see his ambassador laden with a chain at the

court of the great Roman empire! Truly, nothing but

His most gracious insistence on peace would permit God

to see His ambassador treated so shamefully!

However men may challenge God to draw His sword,

He refuses to do so now, for He is conciliated.

"Be conciliated to God!" is an appeal equally needed

by both saint and sinner—unless they have already
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responded to His entreaty. The sinner may accept this

grace from the very first and find in it the strength and

joy for every hour. The timid saint may become

established by responding to this appeal.

Reconciliation is the ripened fruit of redemption, by

which God proposes, not merely the salvation of a lost

humanity, but the losing as well as the saving, so as to

impart to His creatures the capacity to enter His inner

affections. But if we are concerned merely with our

own safety, or assurance, and do not see His heart hunger

satisfied, we rob Him of the fruit He craves, and lower

the level of our blessing to a mere restoration. But sin

and suffering are our lot solely to raise us beyond the

creature ties, and by His Son's death, seal us to His

heart in love.

God Himself is the Suppliant now! God, at present,

is beseeching men! He is entreating through us: "Be

conciliated to God!7' He is not now the angry God with

stern expression and finger pointed at our sins. Ah, no.

He does not speak of us. He speaks of Christ and of the

work He did, and that He now can come, by virtue of

His Son's sacrificial death on the cross, with holiness

unsullied, even to the foremost of sinners, as in the case

of Paul (1 Tim. 1:15, 16). He speaks of peace—peace

made at the cost of His Son's life, and entreats all to

enter in and enjoy it to the full. He speaks of love—

love that did not withhold His Son, the Beloved One, but

graciously gave Him up, that such as we might approach

in confidence and boldness with not a fear to bar our way

into the very heart of His affections.

God is at peace with mankind! Soon they may feel

the fierceness of the indignation of the Almighty, for

He will make His arrows drunk with blood (2 Thess.

1:8, 9). But now there is peace. Here is the very pin

nacle of grace—a God beseeching men, entreating that

they should receive the richest blessings that His love

can bring!
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The revelation of the Conciliation was progressive.

It was given in two great sections.

Its first proclamation followed Paul's personal priestly

ministry among the synagogues outside the land, which

was a spiritual counterpart of Israel's ministry in the

Day of the Lord. Just as this Day is followed by the

Day of God with its new earth in which Israel's priestly

supremacy vanishes and God tabernacles with all man

kind, so with the initial administration of the Concilia

tion. The nations are ushered into perfect peace with

God while Israel's political supremacy still lingers.

The second revelation of the Conciliation was granted

subsequent to the public repudiation of Israel and after

Christ's heavenly glories and the celestial destiny of the

ecclesia which is His body had been made known.

As the first section provided for the conciliation of all

mankind on the earth, the second section insures the

reconciliation of the heavenly realms to God. A unique

race of human beings ascend to celestial supremacy, and

thus the entire universe is once more attuned to God.

In harmony with this is the spiritual character of the

present secret administration. The system of generation

that exists among mankind does not extend to the

celestial realms. Spirit beings have no ancestry. They

know nothing of birth. They are special creations. So

now: All those privileges which arise from physical

ascendancy are left below with Israel, where they belong.

Physical relationship is most important to the Israelite

upon the earth. It loses all meaning among the celes

tials. The Israelite is related to the Messiah by blood;

we are united to Christ by spirit. The latter is the

ranking relation: it rules the former. As God had not

committed Himself as to the disposal of heavenly place

and power, and as Israel, nationally, has no allotment

there at all, the believers among the nations are placed

on a par with those of the favored nation who believe in

this administration of grace. Both together form the
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joint hody which is blessed with every spiritual blessing

among the celestials (Eph. 3:6; 1:3). So then, during

the last two eons (the eons of the eons) there will be two

systems, one in the celestial realms and one on the earth.

The administration of the realms above will be entrusted

to the ecclesia which is Christ's body, while the earth

will be subject to the nation which is His bride.

The heavenly host will be the subjects of the body

ecclesia's rule, the nations on earth come under the

righteous rule of Israel. Christ, as the Suzerain over

all, unites all into one grand Kingdom which shall never

pass away, but is transfigured unto perfection, when

human rule retires, when delegated dominion is dis

carded, and the Son Himself abdicates in favor of the

Father.

Then reconciliation will have arrived. Every trace

of Satan's sin and Adam's offence will have been trans

muted into the bonds of affection. The gloomy shadows

of the eonian estrangement will have faded and fled

before a universal and abiding reconciliation.

Reconciliation—not restoration. Restoration will have

its place in the Day of the Lord, while reconciliation is

not realized for a full eon further. Restoration or

restitution could never justify the entrance of sin or the

awful agony of the eons. But once we taste of recon

ciliation we bow before the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, who uses eonian evil to fill, for His whole

creation, a cup of bliss unceasing. a.e.k.

(End of the Series)

CONCORDANT MISSION FUND

A total of fourteen missionaries are now receiving support

from this fund. There is one "home missionary," one American

Indian, two in India, one in Africa, seven in the Philippines,

and two retired missionaries who still maintain missions in

their old fields through native converts, as well as working in

this country to promote a knowledge of the needs in China

and Indonesia. Please pray. e.o.k.
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TO BE LITERAL OR NOT TO BE

THAT IS THE QUESTION

Chrysostom said, "This is the cause of all our evils—

our not knowing the Scriptures." Yet how does one get

to know the Scriptures if he does not have in his version

of them, exactly what God says?

EXACTITUDE VERSUS INEXACTITUDE

In Tamil (one of the languages spoken in India and

Ceylon), 1 Timothy 1:15 says that "Christ Jesus came

into the world to provide free board and lodging for

rascals."

In Thai, 1 Timothy 1:15 says that "Christ Jesus

Came into the world to help people responsible for their

own sins to escape the consequences of them."

In Thai, John 3:16 (to a Thai Buddhist) would mean

that "God was so attached to this (evil and transitory)

world, that he gave his only son, that whoever is credu

lous enough to trust in him, will not perish, but be

doomed to unending existence."

These examples serve to show what can happen when

there is not equivalence between what the Original says

and what the translator knows of the culture and lan

guage into which he is translating.

In the Authorized Version 1 John 3:4 reads: "Who

soever committeth sin transgresseth also the law: for sin

is the transgression of the law." But this is false, this

is misleading, this contradicts Paul at Romans 5:12-14.

If sin is the transgression of the law: then sin could

not be in the world until Moses, then law would be

chargeable for putting sin into the world, then sin could
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be abolished by abrogating law. Let us be crystal clear

at this point. Law does not create sin, it manifests

what already exists. This makes it mandatory that a

version reflect the distinctions in the Original, even

though it transcends the translator's grasp of its truth.

"Law" and "the Law" are distinctions strictly kept up,

for instance, in Romans 2:1-29, and such distinctions

should be scrupulously preserved in translation. A

well-turned English phrase is totally unacceptable if it

turns out to be a Greek phrase poorly translated. Or

does acceptable translation mean altering the rough

original into a smooth distortion? To have a right to

your opinion carries with it the responsibility of seeing

that your opinion is right.

LITERAL VERSUS IDIOMATIC

John Beekman insists that "literalism" is "a hindrance

to understanding'' the Original (The Bible Translator,

October 1966, pages 178-189).

Joseph Agar Beet takes the opposite stance when he

writes in his "Preface": "For two classes of readers

I have written expressly: for students of the Greek

Testament and for intelligent readers of the English

Bible. The former will find a careful grammatical expo

sition of the Greek text of the Epistles; and will catch

the reason for many English renderings which to others

wTill seem harsh or even ungrammatical. They will

notice that, at every point, both in my translation and

in my frequent paraphrases and summaries of the

language of St. Paul, I have endeavoured to reproduce

the exact meaning and emphasis of the Greek words

written by him. This frequent and careful reproduc

tion of his meaning will also be of use to many who are

unable to verify it by comparison with the original,

but who wish to grasp, through the medium of their

own language, as accurately and fully as possible the

thoughts of the great Apostle" (A Commentary on
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St. Paul's Epistles to the Ephesians, Philippians,

Colossians, and to Philemon. London: Hodder and

Stoughton, 1890).

Joseph John Scott in The Life of Christ, A Continu

ous Narrative in the Words of the Authorized Version

of the Four Gospels with Introduction and Notes, uses

"literally" more times than one would care to count as

he corrects the AV by calling attention to the Original

and what it says literally (The Life of Christ in the

Words of the Gospels. London: John Murray, Albe-

marle Street, W., 1905).

The Anchor Bible series, Volume 29, is The Gospel

according to John (i-xii) : Introduction, Translation,

and Notes by Raymond E. Brown. After comparing

the AB translation with the RSV, the reviewer feels

constrained to say this. " Perhaps it is personal bias,

but this reviewer feels that the ideal Bible would be one

with a quite literal translation accompanied with ample

notes explaining the meaning of the terms and syntax in

the age in which they were written. A literal transla

tion, properly understood, can convey to the reader the

thought and mood of an ancient writer better than free

translation in modern idiomn (Journal of the Ameri

can Academy of Religion, June 1967, page 170).

Edwin W. Rice in his Commentary on the Gospel

according to Matthew tells us in his Foreword that his

purpose is "... to insist upon the recognition of the

Oriental character of the Gospels as the guiding prin

ciple of interpretation." In addition, another special

feature of his work is "to aid the reader in grasping

shades of meaning in the original text, the textus receptus

not only, but also the Anglo-American Revisers' Greek

Text. This is attained through a comparison of the

Authorized Version with the Revised Version, and often

through a more literal translation" (Philadelphia: The

American Sunday-School Union, Sixth Edition, newly

revised, 1909).
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One could go on and on in this vein, quoting respected

and responsible scholars who opt for a version that is

literal at every cost. These would simply be reflecting

Browning's attitude, where he says in the preface to his

translation of Aeschylus's Agamemnon: "If I wished to

acquaint myself, with the aid of a translator, with a

work of the immense fame of this tragedy, I should

require him to be literal at every cost, save that of

absolute violence to our language. And I would be

tolerant, for once, of even a clumsy attempt to furnish me

with every turn of each phrase, in as Greek a fashion

as English will bear."

WORD-FOR-WORD CONCEPT REPUDIATED

On the other hand, in all fairness, there are those

who inveigh against the word-for-word concept of trans

lating, such as Ernest Cadman Colwell in A Beginner's

Eeader-Grammar for New Testament Greek; Boyce

"W. Blackwelder in Toward Understanding Eomans;

Frederick C. Grant in Translating the Bible; and

Dewey M. Beegle in God's Word into English, to men

tion only a few of the volumes at hand. If the Con

cordant method and its refined-by-use principles were

truly understood, we feel that these strictures against

the Concordant system would be less severe. When

measured by its assured results, it would, rather, be

warmly welcomed.

The persistent attack against the Concordant prin

ciple of translation, against the word-for-word equiva

lence, is prosecuted by some as though it were on a par

with trying to decode the hidden message in a can of

alphabet soup. The demand for conformity to consensus

exerts a deleterious effect on a version. Group-transla

tion—committee-consensus—cannot be, in actuality, as

perceptive as the work of one person responsible to

conscience, impervious to pressure, invulnerable to fear,
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and intolerant of inaccuracy. Frequently the single

eye sees clearly what the group eye sees dimly, if at all.

The world owes a deep debt of gratitude to one-man ver

sions such as those made by Tyndale, Wycliffe, Coverdale,

Young, Fenton, Moffatt, Goodspeed and many, many

others.

Each of these attitudes is equally reprehensible: the

uncritical reception of the old, and the truculent re

jection of the new. What we have need of really is a

healthy fear of ignorance and a holy love of knowledge,

for without them God's people perish. We are living in

perilous periods. The inspired Word alone is sufficient

to save the saint from the deception which is gradually

engulfing the world as " Giant Error, darkly grand,

grasps the globe with iron hand." The poet as usual

says it simply and concisely.

Davidson, in The Theology of the Old Testament,

says: "Etymology is rarely a safe guide to the real

meaning of words. Language, as we have it in any

literature, has already drifted away far from the pri

mary sense of its words. Usage is the only safe guide.

When usage is ascertained, then we may enquire into

derivation and radical signification. Hence the Con

cordance is always a safer companion than the Lexicon."

The concordance is a safer guide than the lexicon.

Like a dictionary, the lexicon usually reflects the usage

of religions and theologians, whereas a concordance gives

one ready access to the contexts where a word occurs,

and where a careful canvass of all occurrences serves

to settle its central significance which should not be

shared with any other word. A word can best be under

stood in context when its inflections are translated.

Words define themselves as one attends to their usage.

Justice Oliver W. Holmes wrote that "A [legal] word

is not a crystal, transparent and unchanging, it is the

skin of a living thought and may vary greatly in color

and content according to the circumstances and time
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in which it is used" (Towne v. Eisner Decision, 245 U.S.

418).

IMPORTANCE OF WORD ORDER

A book six inches by nine inches does not look the same

as a book nine inches by six inches, since the first mea

surement should be on the side where the book is bound.

Is there no difference between "four miles square''

and "four square miles"? Is there no difference be

tween "Love one another" and "Love another one"?

Is there no difference between "She was too fond of

him" and "She too was fond of him"?

Dr. Robert Lindsey in "Problems of Biblical Transla

tion" tells of his research with the Gospel of Mark in the

Greek text and his discovery of its being strangely He

braic in flavor and syntax. The '' constant Hebrew word

order" presented problems when he saw that Matthew and

Luke had more consistent Hebrew word order than even

Mark. In his studies he found Hatch and Redpath, the

Septuagint, Moulton and Geden's New Testament Con

cordance constant companions (The Bible Collector,

October-December 1965, pages 3-6).

SENTENCE ORDER VARIES IN VARIOUS CULTURES

The natural order in sentences is subject/verb/object:

A mother loves her child.

The Tartar order in sentences is subject/object/verb:

The mother her child loves.

The Semitic order in sentences is verb/subject/object:

Created Alueim the heavens and the earth. What shall

we do with "In [the] beginning"? Some scholars construe

it as an abstract clause answering the questions: how

(creates), who (Alueim, Deity), what (heavens and

earth), but not when ("in [the] beginning"—a title?).

See the article titled "Ancient and Modern Titles of the

Bible" by Robert P. Markham in The Bible Translator

for July 1967, pages 133-145, for an illuminating insight

into how some books of the Bible got their name.
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idio[ma]tic modern equivalents

When translating the original Greek into modern

English, where does one draw the line between beauty

and banality? Under the heading'' Come Down, Kingey"

Christianity Today calls our attention to "A version of

the four Gospels in the 'Scouse' dialect of Liverpool,

England" which will shortly appear. "The cover will

picture Christ on the cross, wearing a flat cap, open

shirt, and dungarees, against a Liverpool background.

The crucifixion scene reads:

"■ 'Come down, Kingey,' dey yelled, 'You've done some

big talkin'. If yer de Son of God, get yourself out of

this mess—den well believe yer.'

"Liverpool's Bishop Stuart Blanch says 'it is. a fine

piece of work. In parts, it gets to the root of the real

meaning of the Gospel, which may have been obscured in

normal orthodox translation" (June 9, 1967, page 41).

For such commendation the Bishop should live up to his

name, and blanch.

WHERE DO WE DRAW THE LINE?

Where do we draw the line between a version that

represents the "crucifixion," and this modern version

which can only be described as cruci-fiction.

Where shall we draw the line? Because we in the

Western world sit up when we eat, shall we make them

sit up at table, or recline at table, as was their custom ?

Shall we make the beggar's bag an attache case? Shall

we make the ancient sandals our modern shoes? Shall

we make His seamless robe Levis and a pullover sweater?

Shall we make the ancient chariot a modern super

charged automobile? Shall we make an ancient cara

vansary the modern underground parking facility!

Shall we make purification jars the modern shower bath

and tile stall? Where shall we draw the line between

the effort to pander to public taste and religious scruples,

and the desire to set forth in a version its purity and

power to His honor and glory?
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THE BUSINESS OF AN EXPOSITOR

It was our announced intention to deal more thor

oughly with John Beekman's article in The Bible Trans

lator for October 1966, pages 178-189, and also Herbert

Dennett's A Guide to Modern Versions of the New

Testament, where he does not list the Concordant

Literal New Testament in the category of literal ver

sions, but in a category of those versions having a special

slant or bias. But this would consume more valuable

time and strength of this writer and valuable space in

this periodical. For our position we have already quoted

scholars of impeccable character and acknowledged ac

creditation, and the opposite position could be supported

by scholars of equally impeccable character and accredi

tation. And what would it prove? Only that scholars

differ so that the humble student is baffled as to which

criteria to follow in choosing between proponents and

opponents.

The staff believes that the student will be better served

if we publish a series of articles showing how Concordant

research yields exploratory discoveries.

"The business of an expositor is not to criticize the

words of men, but to interpret the Word of God." These

words by the late George L. Rogers in his Studies in

Eomans make us realize that more profit would accrue to

the reader of this magazine devoted to reverent research

of the inspired Originals if he were given examples of

Concordant principles applied to hermeneutical and

translational problems, rather than showing where others

have erred (and in whose company we may find our

selves), though such apologetics are needed and will be

prosecuted when a book or an idea or an author warrant

such treatment.

ARE YOU CONFUSED ABOUT—?

Language is both fascinating and frustrating. Think

of the librarian who was asked to help a student find
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material for a theme paper on "Youth in Asia." After

many false starts and many fruitless trips to the stacks,

the librarian reasoned out the root of the difficulty.

It was the antics in semantics. The student wanted

material on "Euthanasia."

We need to eliminate fuzzy edges by sharper focusing.

We need to wrestle with the components of meaningful

communication. We need to grapple with the idea that

God designed His world so that man is forced to ask

the kind of questions His Word is designed to answer.

SCIENCE AND SEMANTICS OF GENESIS

When a student approaches, say, the science and

semantics of Genesis, the first two chapters confront

him with an unmarred creation—the heavens and the

earth; an unmarred creature—the human Adam; and an

unmarred communication—thou shalt not eat of it. All

this from an Unmarred Creator and Communicator.

After Genesis three the student confronts a marred

creation—thorns and thistles; a marred creature—naked,

ashamed and afraid; and a marred communication—ye

shall not surely die.

God is not to be thought of as One Who cannot give

an unmarred revelation; rather, sin erected a barrier

which God recognized and must overcome. God must

use man's words, but not necessarily with man's mean

ings. Psalm 12:6 tells us what had to be done.

The words of the Lord are pure words:

As silver tried in a furnace.

[Words] of earth,

Purified seven times.

The formidable facts we face are as follows: a marred

creation—the observable; a marred creature—the observ

er; and a marred conviction—the observation. To re

cover man from his ruin and to enable him to regain the

faculty of knowing God aright, God uses the earth words

of man, but purifies them of man's dross seven times.
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"What are the factors in meaningful dialogue? The

Communicator: God. The communicatee: man. The

communicated: God's revelation—by many portions and

many modes (Heb. 1:1)—the inspired Scriptures. The

interplay of these forces—the faith-evoking ability of

the Word and the hearing response-ability of man—make

for communication.

God made and created and formed man so that the

impressions received through the senses would be, ac

cording to science: 1% through taste, 1^% through

touch, 3%% through smell, 11% through hearing, and

83% through sight. God is thus the Originator of the

audio-visual method of educating man. Is Christ not

for the eye the Image of the otherwise invisible God?

Is He not for the ear the Word of the otherwise inaudi

ble God? Christ Jesus the Lord is the Image for the

eye, and He is the Word for the ear. But the other

aspects are not neglected. John said that they saw and

heard and also touched Him (1 John 1:1-5). We, too,

are told to taste and see that the Lord is good. And

are we not also a sweet smelling fragrance to God in

Christ? Seeing, hearing, touching, tasting and smell

ing—all may be used to learn how great He is, how good

He is, how gracious He is (c/ Heb. 5:14).

TWO MEN ON SCIENCE AND SCRIPTURE

Let us look at what two different men have to say, one

about science and the other about Scripture.

KIERKEGAARD ON NATURAL SCIENCE

Soren Kierkegaard wrote in his Journal, " Almost ev

erything that nowadays flourishes most conspicuously

under the name of science (especially natural science) is

not really science but curiosity. In the end all corrup

tion will come about as a consequence of natural sci

ences But such a scientific method becomes especially

dangerous and pernicious when it would encroach also

upon the sphere of the spirit. Let it deal with plants
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and animals and stars in that way; but to deal with the

human spirit in that way is blasphemy, which only weak

ens ethical and religious passion. Even the act of eat

ing is more reasonable than speculating with a micro

scope upon the function of digestion A dreadful

sophistry spreads microscopically and telescopically into

tomes, and yet in the last resort produces nothing,

qualitatively understood, though it does, to be sure,

cheat men out of the simple, profound and passionate

wonder which gives impetus to the ethical The only

thing certain is the ethical-religious."

TILLOCH ON SCHOLARS AND SCRIPTURES

Alexander Tilloch has something to say about some

scholars and how they treat words, especially those

found in the Scriptures. "How can his [the Apostle's]

meaning be known but from the language he employs?

If an individual has any other way of acquiring a knowl

edge of divine truths than from the Scriptures, let him

say so at once and hold his own opinions; but, if he

profess to draw his information from these lively oracles,

he is bound to abide by their decision, in the plain and

obvious sense which they yield, without any evasion

whatever; and if he refuse to do so, he denies their

•authority wholly, however much he may persuade him

self to the contrary; for, in this case, though he may

hold some of the things taught in the Scriptures, it is,

because they agree with his decision, and not, because

he has therein learnt them " *

Later in the same dissertation he writes, "The first

question ought to be,—What does the author affirm? and

this we must know before we can either assent to, or

dissent from, his statement: the meaning of an author's

assertion, and the truth or falsehood of his assertion, are

* Dissertations Introductory to the Right Understanding

of the Language, Structure, and Contents of the Apocalypse

(London: 1823) pages 267, 268.
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quite different things; nor can we even enquire about the

latter until the former is known.''m

ENTREATY AND ENCOURAGEMENT

In these days of instant coffee and instant tea, we

may subliminally hypnotize ourselves into pursuing the

mirage of instant maturity, whether in truth or in

translation.

Growing is not the work of an instant. The insight

into maturation as an ideal may be instantaneous, but

the realization of it, in practice, is the labor of a life

time.

Instant Christians often are found to be spiritual

pygmies, delinquents in disposition, gutless in character,

zombies with unexercised faculties and unexamined

faiths.

Sophocles in Ajax 582 said it thus: "to chant formulae

over a wound that needs the knife." Proverbs 27:5 says

it in this way: "Open rebuke is better than secret love."

In conclusion: let the men who would interpret

Nature be true to the facts, and let the men who would

translate the Scriptures be faithful to the facts. The

Concordant principles should be tried and tested, and

if found wanting or lacking in some respect, improved

and then utilized so that God's Word in all of its purity

and power may become the possession of the pupil who

prizes His Word above all earthly treasures.

These qualities are approximated in the Concordant

Literal New Testament. You can be sure if it's Con

cordant. —Contributed

* IUd. page 273.

A WORD FROM THE EDITOR

We regret that the Editorial, Children's Page, and Young

People's Department had to be left out of this issue. But we

were anxious to conclude the series on The Secret of the

Evangel, as well as To be Literal or Not to Be in the 1967

volume. These features will, D.V., be resumed in 1968.



Notes on Isaiah

A VOICE ON THE MOUNTAIN

(ISAIAH 40:5-11) PART TWO

THE SALVATION OF ALUEIM

5 And revealed is the glory of leue,

And all flesh sees the salvation of Alueim."

For the mouth of leue speaks.

Such a preparation as that required by the prior two

verses, and the majestic procession which accompanied a

king, greatly magnified his glory. Everyone would be

impressed with his worth and wealth, and everyone

would worship the possessor of such splendor. This

would be greatly enhanced if the king was also the

Saviour of those along the line of march, and brought

deliverance to those who had cleared His way before

Him. Such is the picture presented here of the coming

of the Messiah to Israel. We take the details to be

figurative, and that the call which has already rung

forth at His first advent will give us a key to unlock its

literal fulfilment in the future.

Zechariah, the father of John the Baptist, prophesied

of him that he would go before in the sight of the Lord,

to make ready His road, and to give the knowledge of

salvation to His people in the pardon of their sins. He

was in the wilderness till the day of his indication to

Israel (Luke 1:76-80). There he received a declaration

of God. But he left the wilderness and came into the

entire country about the Jordan, affirming that he was

the voice written of in this passage in Isaiah (Luke 3:

3-6). Yet also, John heralded a baptism of repentance

for the pardon of sins. His ministry gives us a clue to

the correct interpretation of this passage. It is evident
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that he did not call upon them to repair the roads for

the advent of Messiah, but he did seek to prepare their

perverse hearts, by calling upon them to repent, and

warned them to flee from the coming indignation.

John uses the first call set out in these verses (3 to 5).

The seeming ineffectiveness of his fulfilment of this call

of the voice becomes the fullest evidence of the truth

of the voice of Isaiah 6. Yet a further call of this voice

(see verse 6 to 8) explains the failing as being related

to the condition of the people, while at the same time it

affirms that, despite the call being unheeded, the word

of Alueim is confirmed. What He has spoken will en

sue, established for an eon, even as Ieue has affirmed to

His people. Peter quotes this second call, and by it

indicates how living and permanent is the word of the

living God, and so the expectation of Messiah still re

mains for them, established on the sure basis that

Messiah's glories must follow His sufferings. Eejection

did not eliminate the expectation.

John the Baptist, like our Lord Who followed him,

received very little response to his call. The stony hearts

of the people made his progress very painful. Instead

of a procession of pomp and splendor leading to a royal

throne, they led the Lord along via dolorosa, a way of

weakness and a street of sorrow, until He reached the

lowest depth of degradation on the accursed cross.

Since the hard hearts of His people refused to welcome

Him in His humiliation, they must be broken in order to

prepare them for His advent in glory. All the trials

and tribulations of the chosen nation are sent for this

purpose. Even the awful afflictions of the closing era of

man's day, the terrible trials of the day of His indigna

tion are beneficient, if viewed in the light of His coming.

Until the surface has been smoothed and the rocks re

moved, Messiah and His kingdom cannot come! Israel

must endure the painful preparations, the deportations

and persecutions at the hand of man and the bowls of
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God's fury, the calamities by which His way is con

summated. Then the glory of Ieue will be revealed,

not only to the favored nation, but, through them to all

flesh, for His salvation shall bring a blessing to all man

kind. For a thousand years He will reign in righteous

ness over the nation as the Son of David, and over the

race as the Son of Mankind, and at the same time He

will officiate as a priest after the order of Melchizedek,

and make a way of approach to God, not only for Israel,

but for all the nations of that day.

THE WORD OF IEUE

6 A voice says, "Call!" And I say, "What shall I call?"

"All flesh is grass,

And all its glory is as the blossom of the field.

7 Dry is the grass; Decayed is the blossom,

For the spirit of Ieue is reversed in it.

Surely, grass are the people.

8 Dry is the grass; Decayed is the blossom.

Yet the word of our Alueim shall be confirmed for the eon."

The second call of the voice recognizes the ineffective

ness of the first call which was sounded by John the

Baptist. Yet this future call on the mountain will bring

about the situation which corresponds with the teaching

given on another mount (see Matthew 5). Moreover, we

also see that the scene and display of the majesty of the

Deity at Mount Sinai has a parallel to this passage.

Though Sinai was so seemingly foreboding as to exclude

any possible blessing for Ieue's people in the face of the

law then set forth, yet the discipline which was to come

to them would bring about the very distinct position

here pictured to the prophet, that the word of Alueim

is confirmed to override the weakness of all flesh.

On the surface, the failure seems to be the decadence

of material man. Man's flesh apart from the spirit, is

dead (Jas. 2:26). But essentially, and primarily, the

failure is due to Ieue7s reversal of His spirit in flesh

(v. 7). In order to draw His nation to His very heart,

so that they will appreciate His blessings to the full,

and bless Him in return with the worship of their hearts,
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He is the One Who made man decadent, and Who made

the nation of Israel unable to respond to the kingdom

evangel as heralded by our Lord. He realized this, and

gave utterance to it when He said, " Acclaiming am I

to Thee, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, for Thou hast

hid these things from the wise and intelligent thus it

came to be a delight in front of Thee" (Matt. 11:25).

ASCEND A LOFTY MOUNTAIN

9 On a mountain lofty ascend; Go you, tidings-bearer, to Zion!

Raise high your voice with vigor, tidings-bearer, to Jerusa

lem!

Raise it high! You must not fear!

Say to the cities of Judah, "Behold your Alueim!"

The tidings-bearer is to call to Zion from a mountain.

To call thus to Zion is most appropriate, for it is from

Zion that leue's law is to go forth (see Isa. 2:3). The

mountain figures leue's kingdom, yet the tidings, though

related to law, intimate that He will actually administer

the law, writing it in Israel's heart (Isa. 51:7, Jer. 31:

33). The voice is to be raised high, which is fully

agreeable to its words that there must be no fear. The

cities of Judah will behold their Alueim with joy and

delight.

THE LORD IEUE COMES

10 Behold! My Lord Ieue with steadfastness is coming.

And His arm is ruling for Him.

Behold! His hire is with Him. And His wage is before Him.

11 As a shepherd He is grazing His drove,

And in His arm He is cuddling the lambkins,

And in His bosom He is carrying them.

The pregnant He is comforting.

The unweaned He is conducting.

The figure of the shepherd is here used to show the

tender care which will be bestowed on the faithful of

leue's people. This blessing is elaborated, and its basis

made most evident, in the next long section of the book

of Isaiah. In the verses above, the general outline of

leue's coming is stated. His hire and His wage will be

with Him when He comes to Zion. The figures of verse
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11 portend the real future return to Palestine of Ieue's

people. The present gathering there is but in unbelief

and largely for political reasons. These will provide that

side in which the apostates figure.

The faithful of Israel He will lead with care and

compassion, as a shepherd his sheep. The worn and

weak enjoy His special solicitation. Like His Father

in the heavens, His love will flow out of a heart full of

affection, yet also will He destroy with an iron club

the evil against them, and preserve the good with

tender attention.

The coming of Christ is the sole source of real com

fort, in the eons to come. Until then, all attempts at

consolation will be weak, fleeting and evanescent. In

the three evil eons, there is no place for permanent

comfort. At their end will go forth the evangel of the

kingdom in power. When He heralded in weakness, at

His first advent, it was rejected. In the future, His

heralds will boldly ascend the heights and shout the

glad tidings to Judah and Jerusalem, "Behold your

Alueim!'' His arm will be clothed with might. He will

fully repay His servants for their toil and travail.

Israelites, like almost all of Adam's race, are far

too blind to discern God's grand and gracious purpose

in all their pathway. Instead of looking beyond their

sufferings, and seeing His great goal of blessing for all

mankind through the chosen nation; instead of rejoicing

in their trials as the needed preparation for their

mediatorial position as the blessers of all other nations,

they squint, and, seemingly blind to all else, they focus

their attention on their own unlucky lot, as if the uni

verse revolved about them, and was conspiring against

them. Of one thing we may be sure: They will be

prepared to appreciate this comforting call when it

comes. They will be glad to give God all the glory, and

eager to worship Him in His holy city during the

millenium. (To be continued) e.h.c.
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